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PREFACE
CD/CW/WP

This volume covers working papers tabled in the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons (AHCCW) during its 1991 sessions 
from 28 January 1991 to 23 August 1991. Also included are 
working papers from the intersessional meetings of the AHCCW 
which took place from October 1991 to December 1991. The volume 
is compiled to facilitate discussions and research on the issue 
of Chemical Weapons.

Not all numbered working papers from the AHCCW have been 
reproduced here. Some papers were also tabled in plenary and 
given a CD/number. These can be found in the appropriate annual 
volumes for plenary official documents (WP). Other papers were 
of such transitory importance (relating mainly to procedural 
matters) that they have not been reproduced.

Note that the index is a chronological listing while the 
documents themselves are arranged in numerical order by CD/CW/WP 
number.
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1. Introduction

The necessity of creating a computerized data base containing information about chemical 
warfare (CW) agents and related compounds was expressed by the Technical Group on 
Instrumentation during their meetings in Geneva in 1989 and 1990 (1,2)..In addition to more 
general information about the compiled compounds, this data base should contain the 
spectrometric and chromatographic data which may serve as references in order to identi y 
unequivocally a compound of CW interest.
Basically, there are two ways to create such an instrumental data base .

Existing data from various laboratories with experience in 
of CW agents could be taken on, provided that the data meet certain quality
requirements.

The data could be recorded anew, using generally accepted operational procedures. In 
this case the compounds of interest have to be collected. The task of recording the 
data could be carried out by one or more accredited laboratories.

the field of identification

reasons for this choice will be 
remarks will be made about which data

The Netherlands is in favour of the first option. The 
presented in this working paper. Furthermore, some _
shou,d be collected 35 well as about the way the

a survey of data digitally available in The Netherlands w,ll be
as a

given.

2. The creation of an instrumental data base from existing data

The basic idea of creating an instrumental data base from new recorded spectrometric and 
chromatographic data according to standard operational procedures using high quality 
analytical equipment is attractive. It might appeal to a general human quality to make a 
fresh start every now and then. However, the following arguments may be raised against this
approach :

The workload will be enormous. This will especially be caused by collecting and 
preparing the compounds. It may take weeks to prepare a few compounds in a 
sufficiently pure form.

The laboratory or 
usability of these, whereas in the 
laboratories a comparison can be made. Possible differences can be discussed by 
experts, thus leading to more reliable or better applicable data.

laboratories providing the data bear(s) a great responsibility on the 
of compiling existing data from variouscase

OE. 91-60144

CD/CW/WP.328 
28 January 1991CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT

ENGLISHOriginal:

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

THE NETHERLANDS

CREATE AN INSTRUMENTAL DATA BASE FOR VERIFICATION ? 
Working Paper

HOW TO
r 
n



The maior disadvantage of creating an instrumental aata case uwouut
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instruments, this spectrum can never
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lead to misinterpretation as was recently demonstrated (4).

to
ones in the

Thus fa,, only Finland has syslema.icaHy 7»",=^^collemd “d ^ ^

ofTTedfUiatton Dto BaseTd) which will include all Finish recorded data-The ^ ^

sssnms - ™Vr™° xzsRiiswiik This collection started some twenty years ago, first in t
After the introduction of spectrometric data systems the collection was converted into 
computerized data base. Data can be made available in several tead 
compiled mass spectral data were occasionally pubhsed (7-10). Other nat ros na

EEEEHBErsgB;
spectra of CW agents and other compounds of CW interest (11-18).

If the states represented la the Technical Group on Instrumenmtion would agree wdthte 
Netherlands view to create an instrumental data base from exis 1 g , The data
be held in which the states indicate the kind of data they are filing to provider Thedj*

will then be“LT/MSDcTaa bS”(“ “tI» major concern of such a file 

of 40.000Smass"spectra is the quality of the spectra it COh.ains. lt is ataos. ‘^“e “

o^compounds^of'<CWtînterest!eitïshouId^bel<inSve^dgatedawhe*her shnilar quality^actors^couW

5 i=^'e^=SSS^ -exceed 500. A selected group of experts might form an ed.tontal board and g. 
opinion on each entry.

base 
for mass

file was

3. Instrumental data to be collected
A survey of the instrumental data which should be incorporated in a data base is Pr«ented^ 
in a report of the Technical Group on Instrumentation (2). A t oug in pri The order 0f 
of information might have its value, some data are more important titan others. T 
importance can be deduced from the criteria tor confirmation ot CW agents lden 
which have been proposed by The Netherlands (22). The fol owing or

CD/CW/WP.328 
page 2

Spectrometric data depend on the instrumentation as well as on the physical state ot 
the compounds and the operating procedures. For instance, it is accepted m 
spectrometry that, with the present state of the art, it is not feasible to obtain spectra 
that are independent of the instrumentation (3). A data base containing spectra from 
different sources will therefore be more realistic, especially if the accredited 
laboratories use different types of instruments.

As spectrometric data depend on
start all over again whenever analytical equipment is replaced.

the instrumentation one may have to consider to

<
V 

U
.

U 
ft)
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Electron Impact (El) mass spectra and infrared (IR) spectra (different phases). These 
types of spectra are frequently used in computer search systems where a direct 
comparison between the recorded spectrum and the library spectra is made.

Gas chromatographic (GC) retention indices and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
shifts (31P,19F). These data are generally single numbers, which could easily be 
searched.

1H NMR (different field strengths, different solvents) and Chemical Ionization (Cl) 
spectra (different reaction gases). These types of spectra are generally not used 

in computer search systems. NMR spectra are normally interpreted using chemical 
shift correlation tables and coupling constants. Cl mass spectra depend strongly on 
the type of instrumentation and recording conditions making them less suitable than 
El mass spectra for retrieval purposes.

Standardized thin-layer chromatographic (TLC) RF values. These data are similar in 
nature as GC retention indices.

Spectral data such as high resolution mass spectral data, collision activated 
dissociation (CAD) mass spectra and liquid chromatography-mass spectral data which 

produced by instruments which are not generally available.

13C NMR data. Although very useful for structure elucidation the use of 13C NMR 
spectrometry is limited due to its low sensitivity.

Spectral data which provide limited additional information, such as originating from 
ultraviolet (UV), Raman and near-infrared (NIR) spectrometry.

It is not advisable to create a compilation of standardized liquid chromatographic (LC) data 
in the same way as GC retention indices. Such a system could possibly be effective in one 
laboratory for a restricted class of compounds. However, due to the variations in column 
packings and eluents as well as the large variety in nature of the CW agents and their related 
compounds, a reliable retention index system for LC would be very difficult to achieve at 
the moment. Although TLC tends to become a forgotten technique, it is in some areas still 
the method of choice for the screening of polar compounds and could be considered 
alternative for LC data (23). By using coloured or UV-absorbing reference compounds the 
measured RF values can be converted into standardized data.

mass

are

as an

4. Distribution of the data

Creating an instrumental data base from existing data obtained from various sources can 
only be carried out by assembling the data in a central computer system, situated either in 
the Technical Secretariat or in its central laboratory. However, the best places to actually use 
the compiled data are the designated laboratories where the analyses are performed. Instead 
of creating a system such as the Chemical Information System (CIS) (24) where the data are 
only accessible by a computer network, the relevant verification data should rather be 
incorporated in the computers used by the laboratories. For this purpose the search/library 
facilities provided by instrument manufacturers could be used. Nowadays almost every 
spectrometer manufacturer offers a library search system as a part of their data systems, 
including a library obtained from NIST (mass spectra) or Sadtler (IR, NMR spectra). 
Relevant data of the compounds of CW interest from the central computer should be 
converted into the formats of the various data systems of the designated laboratories using 
information obtained from the manufacturers about the data format applied. Additional data 
should be supplied to these laboratories on a regular basis. Finally, despite all these 
computer systems chemical analysts would still like to have the data in a printed form as 
well. Therefore the data should also be distributed in the form of allasses.
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5. Data available in The Netherlands
T. A Motherlands is willing to provide a first set of data. Based on a number of recent 

.. 28) in which CW agents are reviewed, a list of 35 compounds (See Annex
bèen compiled consisting of nerve agents, vesicants, suffocating agents, paralysants, a 

IrtochemicTand military irritants. Startin, from thasa 35 CW «ants tha ralatad 
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decomposition produce! precursors, impurities, artifacts as well as analytical derivatives. The 
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its main precursor.

a number of less
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continuously updated in order to fill gaps and to repiac.with a

a printed form. However, data are 
older data.
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List of spectral data (available in digital form)

Explanation of the symbols:

Chemical warfare agents
Nerve agents

isopropyl methylphosphonofluoridate (sarin) 
cyclohexyl methylphosphonofluoridate (cyclohexyisarm; 
1,2,2-trimechylprcpy1 methylphosphonofluoridate (soman; 
ethyl N,N-dimethylphosphoramidccyanidate (tabun; 
ethyl S-2-diisopropylaminoethyl methylphcsphonothioace (

MIRHP GT
GTMIR

MI RHP GT 
MIRHP GT 
MI HP GT

Vesicants
MIRH CGT 2,2'-dichlorodiethyl sulphide imustard)

12-bis (2 - chloroechyIthic; ethane (sesquimus-ar 
bis(2-(2-chloroethyithio; ethyl)ether (dimustara ether, 
tris(2-chloroethyl)amine (N-mustard, HN-1) 
cris(2-chloroethyl! amine hydrochlor-de 
bis(2-chloroethyl)metnylamine (N-mustard, HU-2) 
bis(2 -chloroethyl)methylamine hydrochloride 
bis(2-chloroethyl)ethylamine (N-mustard, HU-3) 
bis(2-chloroethyl)ethylamine hydrochloride 
2-chlorovinyldichioroarsine (lewisite I> 

bis <2-chlorovinyli chlorcarsine (lewisite — 
tris(2-chlorovinyi)arsine (lewisite l--i 
dicnloroformaldcxime (phosgene oxime)

GTMI
GM RH 

MIR GT
GTIR
GTMIR
GTI
GT
GT
GT

MIR
I

MI
GTMIR
GTMI

MIR

Suffocating agents
carbonyl dichloride (phosgene) 
trichloromethyl chloroformâte (diphosgene) 
trichloronitromethane (chloropicrm)

MI
MI

GMI

Paralysants
hydrogen cyanide 
cyanogen chloride 
cyanogen bromide

GMI
MI
MIR

Psycnochemicals
3-quinuclidinyl benzilate (BZ)MI

Irritants
MIR GT 
MIR GT 
MIRH GT

omega-chiorcacetcphencne <CN) 
alpha-bromobenzyl cyanide (CA- 
2 - chlorobenzy 1 idenema icncr.it ri- 
dibenzoxazepine (CR) 
methyldichlcrcarsina 
ethyldichloroarsir.s 
phenyldichloroarsir.e 
lü-chioro-5,10-dih 
diphenylchloroars :r 
dipr.er.ylcyanoars: -

e (C5;
GTMI

m:
m:
m: ?. bamj .m:
MI
m:
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M RK GT 
M RH CGT 
MIRK 
MIRK
M
M
M H 
MIRK 
M RK 
M RK
M
MI K 
M RK
y
X ?

2 -chloro-2 ' -hydrcxydie c hy1 sulphide 
2,2*-thiodiechancl (chiodigiycol)
1,4 -chioxare 
1,4-dichiane
vinyl - 2 -chloroechy1 sulphide 
divinyl sulphide 
2,2'-dichlorcdiechyl sulphcxide 
2,2'-dichlorcdiechyl su iphone 
2,2'-dihydrcxydiechyl sulphcxide 
2,2'-dihydrcxydiechyl sulphone 
1,2 -his (2 - hydrcxyechylchio) echane 
bis(2-; 2 -hydrcxyechylchio)echyl)echer 
cris(2 -hydroxyecny1)amine
M, 3,21'-cecraxis(2-chiorcechyl.piperaz.nium dichlcrid= 
mechyl-bis (2 - hydroxy echyl > amine
N, H* -diaechyl-:i,N' -bis(2-chloroechy. ciceracir.iur dicn.c 
echyl-bis(2 -hydroxyecny1. amine

-diechyl-:i,:v -ois »...-chiorcecnyl p;c-rai 
- - chiorc/inylars ir.e oxide

isopropyl hydrogen mechylphospnonace 
mechylphosphonic acid 
diisopropyl dioechylpyrophosphonace 
mechylphcsphonofluoridic acid 
mechylphosphonic difluoride 
propanol-2
diisopropyl mechylphospnonace 
mecbylphosphcnofluoridic anhydride 
cyclohexyl hydrogen mechylphosphonace 
dicyclohexyi dimechyipyrcphcspho rate 
dicyclchexyi mechylphosphonace 
cyclohexene 
cyclohexane1
hydrogen 1,2,2-crimechylpropy 1 mechylphospnonace 
bis(1,2,2 -crimechylpropy1) dimechyIpyrcphospnonac e 
bis(1,2,2-crimechyipropy1) mechylphospnonace
3.3- dimechyIbucere 
2,3 -dimechylbucene
2,3 -dimechy1-2 -bucene
3.3- dimechy!-2-bucanoi (pinacolyl alcohol)

Decomposition products of tabun
hydroxylamine hydrochloride 
phcspncric acid 
echanol
di echyl îl,M-dimechylphosphoramidace 
bis(dinechylamido) echyl phosphace 
N.N.M' ,11' - c e c r am e chy 1 phe sphe r edi am i do cyan Ida c e

Decomposition products of VX
ecnyl hydrogen mechy lphosphonace 
diechyl mechylphospnonace 
diechyl dimechyIpyrcpnospherace 
2-diisopropylaminoechanechiol 
bis (2-diiscprcpyiammoechyl) sulphide 
bis (2 -diisopropylaminoechy1)disulphide 
bis(2-diiscpropyiamincechyI) mechylphospnonodichioace 
hydrogen S-2- diiscprcpyiaminoechyl mecr.ylphosphonochioace

Decomposition products of vesicants

M R
M
MIRK CG
MIRK?
MIRK?
M

MIR
CGMI

MI H
MIR G
MIRK GT
MIR G
MI
MI HP
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Decomposition products
Decomposition products of sarin, cydchexyl sann and soman
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MI RHP
MIRHPC
MIRHP
M
MIRHP G
M
M
M P
M
MI HPC 
MI H G

MIRH
MIRHP
MI
M

chloromethane
methylphosphoncus dichlonde
phosphorus trichlorideme t hy1phosphonic chloride fluoride
raechylphosphonic dichloride
methyl methylphosphinate
dimethyl phosphite
trimethyl phosphite
dimethyl methylphospnonate
hydrogen methyl methylphosphona.ee
diisopropyl phosphite
triisopropyl phosphite
isopropyl methylphosphonochloridate
1,2,2-trimethylpropyl methylphosphonochloridate
3,3-dimethylhutanone-2

Decomposition products of irritants
GT 1,2-diphenyl-1,2-dicyano-ethene 

methylarsine oxide 
ethylarsine oxide 

T phenylarsine oxidebis(5,10-dihydrophenarsazine)oxide
T dipheny1arsenious oxide

M

I

Decomposition products of CS
2-chlorobenzaldéhydeMRH GT 

M RH G 
MIRH

di cyanomethane
1,l-dicyano-2-(2-chloropheny1)ethane 
l i-dicyano-2-(2-chloropheny1)pentanone-4 
l-cyano-1-carboxamide- 2 -(2-chloropheny1)ethene 
1-cyano-2-(2-chlorophenyl)ethene 
l-cyano-l-carboxamido-2-(2-chloropheny1)ethane 
l-cyano-2-(2-chlorophenyl)ethane 
1 i-dicyano-2-(2-chlorophenyl)oxirane

carboxamido- 2 -(2 -chloropheny1)oxirane

M
MIRH G
M
MI H

GM
MIRH

1- cyano-l-
2- chlorobenzoic acid
2-chlorobenzenemethanol 
1-(2-chlorophenyl)-l-butene-3-one

M
MIRH
MI
MI

Precursors and impurities
Sarin and soman precursors
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Decomposition products of paralysants
3 methanoic acid

cyanogen 
oxamide 
cyanuric acid 

g cyanuric chloride

Decomposition products of BZ
T 2-hydroxy-2,2-diphenylethanoic acid

3-quinuclidinol 
diphenyl ketone 
alpha-phenylbenz enemethanol

M K
MI
MI H 
M RH

M R
MR G 
MR GT 
MR GT

O 
O

X
 X

Q 
OX X
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VX impurities
M HP 
MI H 3
M
MI
MI
MI HP
MI G
MI H 
MI H G 
MIRH
M

CS Impurirer.

Mustard impurities
MI H 2,2'-dichlorodiechyl disulphide 

2-chloroechyl-2-chlorcpropyl sulphide 
2,2--dichlorodipropyl sulphide 
2-chloroechyl-2-chlorcpropyl disulphioe 
l - ( 2 -chloroechy 1 chio - 2 - ( 2 -chloroprooyich. _ ec..n.

M
M
M
M

2 -diisopropylaminoechyl hydrogen methylphosphmace
2-diisopropylaminoechyl echyl methylphosphonace
diethyl S-2-diisopropylaminoechyl phosphorochioace
O,S-diechyl mechylphosphonothioate
O-echyl-0-hydrogen methylphosphonothioace
diethyl phosphoric acid
criechyl chiophosphate
ethylene sulphide
isopropylamine
dicyclohexylcarbodiimide
N, N '-dicyclohexylurea

Tabun impurities
M HPCG criechyl phosphate

N,M-dimethyl echyl isopropyl pnosphoramidaceM
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VX precursors
MIRH 
MIRH C

diisopropylamine 
2-diisoprcpylaminoethanol 
2 -diisopropylaninoethylchloride 
2-diisopropylaminoechylchloride hydrochloride 
methylthiophosphonic dichloride 
0,0-diethyl methylchiophosphonate 
echyl hydrogen methylphosphinate 
echyl methylphosphonochloridate 
2-diisopropylaminoechyl echyl methylphosphonite 
diethyl methylphosphonite 
phosphorus pentasulphide 
sulphur

M
IRH

MI RHP
M
MIRHP 
MI HP 
MIRHPCG 
MIRHP
M
MI

Tabun precursors
MIRH 
MIR P

dimechylamine hydrochloride 
phosphoroxychloride 
dimethylaminophosphoryl dichloride 
echyl N,N-dimechylphosphoramidochloridace 
echyl phosphorodichloridace

M
M
M

Mustard precursors
chionyl chloride 
sulphur dichloride 
oxirane
2-chioroethanol
chloroechene
ethene

M
MIR
MIRH
M
M
MIRH

Lewisite precursors
arsenic trichloride 
acetylene

MI
M
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Derivatives of decomposition products of vesicants
bis(crimechylsilyl)echer of 2,2'-dihydroxydiechyl sulphide 
bis(crifluoroacecyl)escer of 2,21-dihydroxydiechyl sulphide 
bis(crimechylsilyl)echer of 2,2'-dihydroxydiechyl sulphoxide 
bis(trifluoroacecyl)escer of 2,2•-dihydroxydiecnyl sulphoxide 
bis(crimechylsilyl)echer of 2,2'-dihydroxydiechyl sulphone 
bis(crifluoroacecyl)escer of 2,2'-dihydroxydiechyl sulphone 
cris(crimechylsilyl)echer of cris(2-hydroxyechyl)amine 
cris(crifluoroacecyl)escer of cris(2-hydroxyechyl)amine 
bis(crimechylsilyl)echer of mechyl bis(2-hydroxyechyl)amine 
bis(crifluoroacecyl)escer of mechyl bis(2-hydroxyechyl)amine 
bis(crimechylsilyl)echer of echyl bis(2-hydroxyechyl)amine 
bis(crifluoroacecyl)escer of echyl bis(2-hydroxyechyl)amine
bis(crimechylsilyllecher of bis(2-(2-hydroxyechylchio)echyl)echer 
bis(crifluoroacecyl)escer of bis(2-(2-hydroxyechylchio)echyl)ecner

Derivatives of decomposition products of CS and BZ
mechyl escer of 2-chlorobenzoic acid 
echyl escer of 2-chlorobenzoic acid 
mechyl escer of 2-hydroxy-2,2-diphenylacecic acid 
mechyl escer of hydroxyacecic acid
c-bucyldimechy1sily1 escer of 2-hydroxy-2,2-diphenylechanoic aci 
bis(c-bucyldimechylsilyl)escer of 2-hydroxy-2,2-dipnenylechanoic

GM
GM
GM
GM

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

M RH
M
M
M
M acidM
Artifacts of CS and its decomposition products

1,l-dicyano-2-(2-chlorophenyl)cyclopropane 
dimechylacecal of 2-chlorobenzaldéhyde 
diechylacecal of 2-chlorobenzaldéhyde 
2-chloroacecophenone 
2-chlorophenyl oxirane

M
M
M
M
M
Artifacts of vesicants

2-hydroxyechyl-2'-mechoxyechyl sulphide 
2-chloroechyl-2'-mechoxyechyl sulphide 
2,2'-dimechoxydiechyl sulphide 
2-chloroechyl-2'-isopropoxyechyl sulphide 
2,21-diisopropoxydiechyl sulphide 
diechoxy- 2 -chlorovinylarsine

M
M
M H
M
M
M
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Derivatives and analytical artifacts
Derivatives of decomposition products of nerve agents

echyl mechyl mechylphosphonace 
isopropyl mechyl mechylphosphonace^ 
mechyl 1,2,2-crimechylpropyl mechylphosphonace 
cyclohexyl mechyl mechylphosphonace
O-mechyl-S- 2 -diisopropylaminoechy1 mechylphcsphonochioac e 
crimechyl phosphace 
echyl isopropyl mechylphosphonace 
echyl 1,2,2-crimechylpropyl mechylphosphonace 
isopropyl 1,2,2-crimechylpropyl mechylphosphonace 
bis(c-bucyldimechylsilyl) mechylphosphonace 
echyl c-bucyldimechylsilyl mechylphosphonace 
isopropyl c-bucyldimechylsilyl mechylphosphonace 
c-bucyldimechylsilyl 1,2,2-crimechylpropyl mechylphosphonace 
cyclohexyl c-bucyldimechylsilyl mechylphosphonace 
cris(c-bucyldimechylsilyl) phosphace .
S-2-diisopropylaminoechy1 c-bucyldimechylsilyl mechylphosphonochioa
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GM
M H G 
MIRHP G
M
M
M HP G
M
MI RHP 
MIRHPC
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M
M
M
M
M
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Also issued 
as CD/1055 
5.2.91

Strategy for preparing for 
the implementation of the 
Chemical Weapons Conven
tion in Australia

CD/CW/WP.329Austra
lia

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)

* * *

Report on two joint chemi
cal weapons practice chal
lenge inspections

Also issued 
as CD/1056 
and Corr.l 
8.2.91

CD/CW/WP.330 
and Corr.l

Ger
many,
UK

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)

* * *

Also issued 
as CD/1057 
13.2.91

Report of a national trial 
inspection

CD/CW/WP.331New
Zealand

NOT REPRODUCED
(see WP volume)

* * *

Also issued 
as CD/1061 
18.2.91

Provision of data relevant 
to the Chemical Weapons 
Convention

Hungary CD/CW/WP.332

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)

* * *

20.2.91Working paper presented by 
the Chairman of the Ad Hoc 
Committee: "Organization 
of work for the 1991 
session"

AHCCW
Chair
man

CD/CW/WP.333

NOT REPRODUCED
* * *
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as CD/1062 
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Letter dated 19 February 
1991 from the Permanent Representative of Austria 
addressed to the Secre
tary-General of the Con
ference on Disarmament 
transmitting three studies 
related to the verifica
tion of chemical weapons

CD/CW/WP.334Austria

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)

* * *

Also issued 
as CD/1063 
21.2.91

Second trial request 
inspectionCD/CW/WP.335France

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)

* * *

Also issued 
as CD/1074 
20.3.91

A report on the destruc
tion of 3-Quinuclidinyl 
benzilate (BZ)

CD/CW/WP.336USA

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)

* * *

Working paper on challenge Also issuedas CD/1075 
14.5.91

CD/CW/WP.337Peru inspection/inspections on 
request
NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)
Letter dated 16 May 1991 
from the Deputy Permanent 
Representative of Austria 
to the Secretary-General 
of the Conference on Dis
armament transmitting a 
study entitled "Detection 
of inhibitors of the 
enzyme acetylocholine 
esterase over long dis
tances using optic fibres"

Also issued 
as CD/1076 
21.5.91

Austria CD/CW/WP.338

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT
CD/CW/WP.339 
29 May 1991

Original: ENGLISH

Ac? Ha; Coeeittee on Cheaical Weapons

BELGIUM
Nation*’ Regifi<;arg and "~Definition of Capable Facilities"

Nation*' Registers1.
National Registers would include all facilities in the cheaical industry 

International Standard Industrial Classification of Allon the basis of "The 
Econoaic Activities" of the United Nations (ISIC).

^«finition of "oanable facilities"2.
basis of National Registers, the following definition of "capable 

facilities”, eligible for verification, is suggested:

(a) A cheaical production facility means any combination of equipment 
designed for carrying out large scale cheaical synthesis (reaction).
Facilities or parts of facilities (plants, units) designed for produce 
formulation processes or mechanical processing of chemicals would not be 
included ia the definition.

(b) A cheaical synthesis (reaction) means "any transformation of 
chemicals where rearrangements of atoms, groups of atoms, ions or radicals of

substances (called basic or raw materials) result in the formation

On the

one or more 
of new substances".

Not included are physical or physicochemical processes, 
distillation, vulcanization, tanning, product formulation and mechanical 
processing.

such as

GE.91-61039/0333H
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Also issued 
as CD/1078 
30.5.91

Letter dated 30 May 1991 
from the Deputy Permanent 
Representative of Norway 
to the Deputy Secretary- 
General of the Conference 
on Disarmament transmit
ting a document entitled, 
"Verification of alleged 
use of chemical warfare 
agents: application of 
procedures after a simu
lated chemical attack on 
an air base"

CD/CW/WP.340Norway

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)

* * *

Also issued 
as CD/1080 
5.6.91

Verification of the Chemi
cal Weapons Convention: 
practice challenge inspec
tions at civil chemical 
plants

UK CD/CW/WP.341

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)

* * *
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/CW/WP.342 
6 June 1991

Original: ENGLISH

Ad Hoc Conmu.t'tee on Chemical Weapons

Finland and the Netherlands

Working Paper

THE NETWORK OF LABORATORIES UNDER THE CHEMICAL WEAPONS
CONVENTION

Possible structure and functions

Summary

Under the Chemical Weapons Convention several analytical and related tasks have to be 
fulfilled, such as the analyses of samples taken by inspectors, the compilation and 
updating of the analytical chemical data base, the development and testing of 
verification instruments, the training of inspectors to use these instruments, the handling 
and transport of samples, quality control of participating "Accredited Laboratories , etc.

In this paper a short analysis is made of the different functions which various 
laboratories can have under the Chemical Weapons Convention, in particular the 
"Laboratory of the Technical Secretariat" and the "Accredited Laboratories" in States 
Parties certified by the Organization to perform specific analytical and other tasks.

There are two main options:

1. A centralized structure: a substantial central laboratory performing most of the 
required tasks. A limited number of tasks would be left for "Accredited Laboratories .

2. A decentralized structure: most of the tasks would be performed by "Accredited 
Laboratories" on request. The "Laboratory of the Technical Secretariat" would be modest, 
would only carry out those tasks which cannot be done elsewhere, bit it would play a 
stimulating and coordinating role.

It is concluded that the second option is preferable.

Œ. 91-61137
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1. Functions of laboratories under the Convention

description is given of the various analytical and other technical tasks 
in laboratories under the CW Convention. Three types of 

being considered: the Laboratory of the Technical Secretariat, Accredited 

Laboratories and National Laboratories.

In this section, a 
which have to be carried out
laboratories are

1.1 Verification analysis

During inspections the inspection team will utilize agreed instrumentation for performing 
chemical analyses on site. In many cases it is envisaged that this instrumentation will be 
sufficient to fulfill the main purpose of the inspection (e.g. verification of the 
declarations concerning the storages of CW and of production in the chemical industry).

this instrumentation is from the outset regarded only as a tool forIn some other cases
selection of the best samples, which will later on be analysed in fully equipped off-site 
laboratories (e.g. in cases of alleged use and challenge inspections). During all inspections
the inspectors may, however, encounter situations when the available instrumentation is 
not sufficient to give a clear proof of compliance, and further chemical analysis in
off-site laboratories is needed. This is especially obvious in situations when the on-site 
analyses would indicate a possibility of non-compliance with the Convention.

The transport of samples for analysis to off-site laboratories must thus be possible. The 

draft Convention (CD/1046) furthermore requires in cases of off-site analyses 
independent results from at least two laboratories. If their results are not in agreement, a 
third laboratory should be called in.
Thus the minimum number of laboratories performing verification analysis is three. In 
order to secure prompt results, a network of laboratories in different parts of the world 
would provide a better basis for this task.

The analytical work that these off-site laboratories would be required to do can be 
summarized as follows:

- Unambiguous identification of scheduled compounds
- Structure elucidation of possible novel agents
- Semiquantification
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1.2 Analytical chemical methods development

The selection of the recommended analytical methods used for the Organization should 
be based on international cooperation for method development, including international 
interlaboratory comparisons and collaborative tests. In order to ensure that the 
Organization has at all times at its disposal the best available means for verification, it is 
an absolute necessity to develop these analytical methods continuously. It is evident that 
all the verification laboratories will on their own improve the existing methods and 
develop new ones in parallel. The evaluation of these methods may be carried out by the 
Technical Secretariat and/or by one or more Accredited Laboratories. The Laboratory of 
the Technical Secretariat is responsible for the coordination in this field.

The methods development involves extensive testing in order to ensure the validity and 
wide applicability of new improved methods before they can be recommended for 
verification purposes. Despite this requirement, the validation process of new methods 
should be efficient and prompt enough to guarantee that up-to-date methods are used.

1.3 Synthesis of reference compounds

The verification laboratories and the inspectors will need several types of reference 
compounds for calibration of instruments and comparison of analytical data for 
identification purposes. As far as scheduled compounds are concerned, these reference 
chemicals can be obtained either by synthesizing them in the Accredited Laboratories or 
by purchasing them from single small-scale facilities or other declared laboratories. 
Other chemicals could be obtained from industry, etc. In all cases the reference 
compounds have to be validated for purity and authenticity (cf. CD/CW/WP.272).

In addition to the synthesis of reference compounds for the already agreed scheduled 
chemicals, synthesis may also be needed when new chemicals are added to the schedules.

1.4 Compiling and updating the analytical database

An analytical database containing identification data of as many scheduled compounds as 
possible is extremely important to allow on-site analysis and facilitate analyses in 
verification laboratories.

The database will be very extensive as it will eventually include data on the scheduled 
chemicals, their precursors, degradation products, and characteristic impurities recorded 
with all recommended analytical techniques. In order to ensure that there is an adequate
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database available when the Convention enters into force, it seems necessary to accept 
initially data from several sources (other databases, verification laboratories, etc.) and to

The workload connected with the recordingproceed to record fresh data in due course, 
of fresh data obtained by using approved operating procedures could be distributed

Accredited Laboratories. Another option could be that, for standardisationamong
purposes, in a later stage only one laboratory would record the data with analytical 

instruments and insert these into the central database.

Once the database contains the relevant data on scheduled compounds, the addition of 

data of possible new chemicals which are added to the Schedules will pose no 

difficulties.

For quality control reasons, only the Technical Secretariat should be allowed to add data 
to the central database. This database would be provided to all laboratories performing 
verification analyses. They could use the data base directly ("on line") and/or incorporate 
relevant data in the computers of their own instruments. This requires compatible 
instrumentation and frequent updates of the database.

1.5 Training of inspectors in analytical chemical tasks

Training has to follow a programme approved by the Organization. A large part of the 
training can be assigned to different laboratories according to the required volume of 
trainees at a certain time. Training programmes are probably needed on a continuous 
basis, but in varying numbers and on different levels.

1.6 Handling of authentic samples

The samples which the inspection team decides to dispatch for chemical analysis in 
off-site laboratories have to follow a deliberate procedure with which their identity is 
concealed from the laboratories which analyse them (cf. CD/CW/WP.253). At the same 
time the integrity of the samples has to be secured. This involves at least the following 
stages:

- Transport from the site to the Technical Secretariat utilizing approved means.
- Division of the samples into at least three identical lots.
- Preparation of necessary control samples.
- Record keeping of all samples which are being analysed.
- Transport of samples from the Technical Secretariat to two or three Accredited 
Laboratories.
- Decoding of laboratory results and putting the results together.
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- Informing the relevant section of the Technical Secretariat and/or the inspection team 

involved.

1.7 Quality assurance

The credibility of the verification system is to a large extent dependent on the 
confidence that the analyses of the samples can give definite proof of the contents of the 
samples and thus serve as a basis for conclusions with respect to compliance or 
non-compliance with the Convention. Furthermore, the confidence in the validity of the 
results should be equal for all the Accredited Laboratories. This emphasizes the necessity 
to monitor the performance and capabilities of the Accredited Laboratories by the 
Organization on a regular basis. Within the Organization this may be best achieved by 
establishing a specific group of experts on quality assurance.

The accreditation process will involve an inspection of the laboratories during which a 
team of experts examines the facilities, equipment as well as written technical and 
operating procedures.

The performance of new laboratories seeking accreditation should be compared with that 
of the existing Accredited Laboratories by several tests. As these tests are best combined 
with the quality assurance monitoring, the same unit within the Organization should be 
assigned to both tasks.

The principal method for quality assurance monitoring would entail tests which would be 
indistinguishable from authentic analytical tasks assigned to the Accredited Laboratories. 
The utilization of good laboratory practices (GLP) should also be monitored by frequent 
visits to the laboratories. The attainment of the status of Accredited Laboratory and its 
prolongation should be contingent upon the performance shown in the quality assurance 
tests. The Director General should annually report on the quality control activities of the 
Organization.

It is envisaged to discuss the different aspects of quality assurance in a separate working 
paper.

1.8 Technical support for the Organization

The entry into force of the Convention cannot mean the freezing of the technical 
knowledge available and applied within the Organization and its Technical Secretariat. 
Various Accredited Laboratories may be involved in developing new equipment. Some 
equipment may also be commercially developed or under contracts financed by the 
Organization or by States Parties ("national support programmes").
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Besides
need other means to 
equipment to take samples and transport these, etc.

the Technical Secretariat to evaluate the quality of existing and new 
decide whether these should be utilized by the Organization.

sophisticated mobile analytical equipment, the Technical Secretariat will also
detect chemical warfare agents, protection gear, seals and markers.

It would be up to 
equipment and to

1.9 Maintenance of equipment for on-slte inspections

Of course, the equipment which is being used by the Technical Secretariat needs 
kept up. In particular, the sophisticated analytical verification equipment used during 

inspections needs to be calibrated, repaired, etc.

to be

2. Structure of the laboratory network

2.1 General approach

2.1.1 Certain tasks for the implementation of the Convention have to be performed by 
the international staff of the Technical Secretariat at or near the Headquarters of the 
Organization. Other work can be done by Accredited Laboratories in States Parties, on 
request or under contract by other laboratories and scientific/technical or sometimes 
even commercial institutes.

2.1.2 Two different alternatives could be pursued in structuring the laboratory network:

- The first approach would be to try to perform as many tasks as possible in a kind of 
"central laboratory". The analytical chemical work entrusted to off-site laboratories 
would be assigned to Accredited Laboratories in States Parties. In this option, such a 
central laboratory would be a fully equipped analytical laboratory, would have 
possibilities to synthesize chemical warfare agents, would have the capability to develop 
and test new analytical methods and equipment, calibrate mobile analytical instruments, 

etc..

- In the second approach, facilities and knowledge in States Parties would be optimally 
utilized on request or under contract of the Technical Secretariat. In this option 
analytical and other related tasks would be performed in Accredited Laboratories to the 
maximum extent possible. The corresponding unit of the Technical Secretariat would not 
comprise an analytical laboratory. The technical workload of the Secretariat would also
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be extensively reduced by maximalizing input by States Parties through "national support 
programmes", contract research etc..

Of course, all kinds of intermediate solutions between these two main approaches are 

possible.

2.1.3 The first option would be costly, in particular if one tries to build up all the 
necessary facilities, skills and knowledge within a central laboratory which subsequently 
could be underutilized. It seems much more cost-effective to make, as far as possible, 

of the facilities and knowledge available in States Parties in harmony with the 
requirements of the Organization. The authors of this paper therefore have a preference 
for a modified second approach, realizing that a number of technical activities need to 
be done at or near Headquarters in what we call hereafter the Laboratory of the 
Technical Secretariat but which in practice also has many characteristics of a "technical 

workshop".

use

In the following section, a description is given of the possible tasks of the different 
laboratories as seen by the authors of this paper.

2.2 Headquarters/Labormlory of the Technical Secretariat

2.2.1 The Technical Secretariat has many organisational and coordinating tasks with 
respect to the issues mentioned above. Part of the work can thus be done at the main 
office building of the Technical Secretariat, while other work may have to be done in a 
laboratory/workshop in the neighbourhood of the main building depending on local 
circumstances. This laboratory/workshop forms part of the Technical Secretariat. It is up 
to the Director General how best to organize the division of work between the different 
sections of the Technical Secretariat. For the time being, we call this ensemble the 
Laboratory of the Technical Secretariat.

It is conceivable that some of the operational tasks mentioned hereunder are also done at 
regional branches of the Technical Secretariat in various parts of the world if these 

established.

are

2.2.2 The Laboratory of the Technical Secretariat could be assigned with, inter alia, the 

following tasks:

Operational tasks:
- maintenance and storage of verification equipment and other tools used by inspectors 
(communication, protection, etc.);
- calibration of mobile analytical equipment (if this cannot be done elsewhere);
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- splitting samples and packaging these for transport to Accredited Laboratories for 
analysis; preparation of control samples; record keeping,
- maintenance and storage of protective means (if so decided under Article X of the 

Convention).

Quality control with respect to Accredited Laboratories:
- organizing "Round Robin" tests;
- preparing samples for these (if this cannot be done elsewhere),
- organizing laboratory audits by relevant experts.

Evaluation:
- (organizing the) evaluation of new inspection tools to be used by inspectors;
- organizing the evaluation of new analytical methods to be used by accredited 

laboratories.

Training:
- training of inspectors in using their inspection tools (if this cannot be done elsewhere, 
for example in Accredited Laboratories).

Data base:
- organizing the addition of data to the central analytical data base and its quality 

control.

2.3 Accredited Laboratories

Accredited Laboratories are laboratories located in States Parties which are certified by 
the Technical Secretariat to perform specific tasks, in particular the chemical analyses of 
samples for verification purposes. These laboratories can also assist in various other 
ways. They can, for example, provide scheduled chemicals for calibrations and "round 
robin’ tests, improve equipment and analytical methods etc., including under contract 
with the Technical Secretariat. It is to be expected that some of the Accredited 
Laboratories will specialize in providing particular knowledge to the Organization and be 
commissioned special responsibilities in this regard.

Regular tasks:
- verification analysis;
- analytical chemical methods development;
- training of inspectors in analytical chemical tasks;
- synthesis of reference compounds;
- recording analytical data for the database;
- technical support to the Organization.
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2.4 National Laboratories

National Laboratories of States Parties perform tasks assigned to them by their National 
Authority. They do not automatically form part of the laboratory network for 
verification analyses (but could, of course, also become Accredited Laboratories). It is 
conceivable that such laboratories - either under contract or under "national support 
programmes’ - could develop analytical methods and instruments which could be useful 
for the Technical Secretariat. (The same holds for other scientific or commercial 

institutions.)

It could also be envisaged that States Parties which do not consider it necessary to build 
National Laboratory of their own, could cooperate with other countries in the same 

region in establishing a joint laboratory that would act as a National Laboratory for 
several participating countries.

a

In order to contribute to standardization, the National Laboratories would be provided 
with the central analytical database and the recommended operating procedures of the 

Organization.

3. Conclusions

In good cooperation between the Technical Secretariat and States Parties, it seems 
possible to set up a cost-effective laboratory network meeting all the needs of the 
Technical Secretariat under the Chemical Weapons Convention. The system would 
optimally utilize knowledge and equipment already available or to be developed by States 
Parties. This approach will require a reliable quality assurance system.

-H-H-
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Analytical Database Discussion Paper

Introduction :

that the analytical database will berecognized
only ere sequent cf the larger database that will be required for 
verification cf the CWC. The conplete database available to the 
Technical Secretariat will encompass many functions which, though 
not required for analytical purposes, will be needed for reporting, 
auditing, accounting and similar administrative functions, 
intend, in this paper, to consider only the requirements for 
chemical analysis to support verification; i.e., basic reference 
data, analytical methods, and the treatment of analytical results. 
Vfe anticipate that even this segment of the total database will be 
complex since each of these functions will require a separate 
computer program, each with a different purpose, and to some extent 
different users and different sources of data. Many of the data 
handling tasks will have commonalities but the exact computer 
program for each function will probably be unique. User manuals 
and training programs for each functional area will be a necessity.

It must be

We

Tvces of lata
The types of data to be entered into the database will be of

compound analytical reference data,three general types :
analytical procedures, and the results of the analyses performed 
during inspections. Probably of most interest to date is the 
analytical reference data where several working papers have already 
seen produced. The compounds to be entered into the database can 
be an almost infinite number. Therefore, we believe that criteria 
should be developed and agreed to place reasonable limits on this 
number. One approach would be to include only Schedule 1 compounds 
together with their precursors, degradation products and related 
derivatives. The data to be included for even this limited list 
become guite large and mere stringent criteria might be necessary, 
lach compound should be precisely identified by CAS number. For at 
least the primary compounds, physical and chemical properties 
should be included and where available toxicity data by a standard 
method should be added.

GE.91-61433



of primary

and spectra should be solicited from the laboratories which have 
been active in the field and which have experience in the 
identification of chemical agents. Other data especially spectra 
of precursors and degradation products, may be available in
commercial databases and the chemical literature. Other sources 
standard spectra of organic compounds in the U.S. are the JJationa 
Institute of Standards and Technology, (formerly the National 
Bureau of Standards), the Environmental Protection Agency and the 
National Institutes of Health. Si ilar sources are available 
other countries. There will, in al probability, be multip e se 
of data available for each material. Rather than including all 
data in the database, quality tests must be used to evaluate theset for inclusion m theavailable data and select only one. Such tests have been developed by the U.S. EnvironmentalThese techniques are available todatabase
Protection Agency and others.that only the highest quality data is included.ensure

The selection of the types of spectra to be included in the
extent on whetherdatabase is a critical issue that depends to some the analyses are to be performed on-site during an inspection or a 

a fixed laboratory off-site. The types of instruments which can be 
used on-site or in a mobile laboratory will limit the spectra to be 
included in the database. For on-site use, we propose that ga 
chromatography (GC) retention times, electron impact (El, ...ass 
spectra would certainly be included. Infrared (IR) spectra 
also be desirable. The instrument operational conditions unaer 
which the data were obtained would .be specified in agreemen 
the prescribed analytical standard operating procedure ; i.e.,
temperature/flow rate conditions, GC column type, etc., 
spectrometer ionizing voltage, etc., additional data for use 
off-site laboratories, where more sophisticated instruments wil 
available should also be included for referee or référé

would include nuclear magnetic resonance 
which would be needed for

mass

laboratory use.
(NMR) spectra and possible others 
structure elucidation if that is desired.

These

A separate database section should be developed comprising thestandard operating 
in the 

procedural
i.e

selected to bereference analytical procedures, 
procedures for the instrumentsverification process. A necessary part of this f
database would be standard sampling procedures .for all 7Pe 
samples that may be encountered during an inspection, i.e., pro 
samples, environmental samples, etc., and standard packaging,

• t used
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An earlier paper by thestorage and transportation procedures.
CD/CW/WP.266 discussed this area in some detail and may

Standard sampleU.Sserve as a base for development of procedures. 
preparation procedures for the instruments selected would be 
included in this database section. Of critical importance is the 
development of instrument calibration procedures and the use of 
known analytical standards for both pre and post analysis 
calibration and periodic sample blanks during the analytical

• 9

process.
A third portion of the analytical database comprises 

methodology for handling the analytical results arising from 
inspections, via the chromatograms, spectra, field measurements 
etc., accumulated at the inspection site. Special concern has been 
expressed here to protect commercial chemical information, 
concern may be dealt with by restricting the compounds included in 
the database as described earlier or by limiting the analytical 
methods which may be used to analyze samples or both, 
analytical results should be capable of being entered into the 
database in a variety of formats, i.e., textural, tabular, graphic, 
structural, etc., or show reaction data. The database should also 
permit cross reference or analysis of data in a variety of forms 
and formats.

the

This

The

Sources of Data
The sources of data for the various elements of the analytical 

database will be varied and numerous as a function of its purpose 
and intended use. 
the inventories of parties will identify the primary compounds to 
be included in the database. From these, precursor and degradation 
compounds and their derivatives can be determined. Analytical data 
gained by the inspectors from on-site analyses will be entered to

Should anomalies arise, additional,

Initial declarations of compounds included in

confirm those declarations. 
more detailed analyses will be performed at off-site laboratories.

Data may be developed during the laboratory certification 
process which must be retained in the database for future 
comparison. Likewise, analytical methods development data will be 
a continuous process since new, more compact, and more accurate 
instruments are being developed every day. 
provide comparison information between established methods and any 
new methods developed to allow correlation of analytical results 
over time.
necessary to ensure that uniform results are being obtained by the 
various parties involved in the inspection process. 
quality assurance (QA) program for all laboratories involved must 
be maintained in the database. The QA program can encompass both 
quality control aspects, i.e., instrument calibration and

The database must

Additional inter-laboratory comparisons may be
Further, a



analytical data base will be used in a variety of ways. At 
comparison to stored reference spectra
In one possible operational mode, infrareoThe GC

The
the analyst level, 
constitutes one use.and mass spectra would be sorted in separate arrays, retention time would serve as a trigger to search segments or 
spectral array for a match to experimental data. Some bo 
conditions on retention time would be preset; e. g. , -/- 20 se '
and the spectral arrays would only be sear hed for comp. boundaries. Likewise, floor on GC peak 

be preset such that only peaks whose amplitudesearch. The floor woulddeemed
falling
amplitud would
exceeded the floor would trigger acorrespond to a predetermined concentration level that ,to be significant. ’The best spectral match would then be disp y 
along with the experimental spectra for visual comparison by tn 
analyst or inspector. Other information in the database cou 
be displayed; i.e., physical properties, toxicity, etc.

was

location to reference theInspectors could use the database on _ .site history including the declaration, the inspection checklist, 
prior readings from sensor, seals or process monitoring device ,

CD/CW/WP.345 
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not be available in the on-site or mobile laboratory, 
assessable at the off—site facility.

database as a 
features may 
they will certainly be
Data Handling Tasks

The database should be adaptable to a variety of tasks ranging 
from data collection, not only from earlier mentioned insP«ctio 
results, but from other inspection activities such as Procès 
monitoring instrumentation input which might be automatical y 
entered, to sensor and seal data which could be either
automatically or manually entered. The V°^d t£e
exoected to be able to retrieve certain data while at t inspection site in order to collaborate on-site ana^1Cal ^^^ty 
Similarly, the Technical Secretariat or the National Authori / 
involved may need to recover analytical results or rstatistical manipulation of data contained in the database eithe during an inspection, as part of Quality Control or as part of 
their oversight function. In this regard, Pr?tac“on " "" ssagain a concern, whether to protect propnetaiy or business 

. confidential information or to prevent unauthorized disclosure 
results contained in the database.any

Database Operations and Users

u 
idO 

tfl(D
 «•
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previous inspection results and similar on—site information needed 
to complete and confirm inspection findings.

The Technical Secretariat could compile the data necessary for 
reporting by consolidation of inspection results and develop 
information needed to respond to specific questions which may 
arise, 
serve as
which may be required.

Similarly, simulations could be developed and tested to 
guides for improved, modified or new inspection procedures

Thus the composition, operation and users of the databaseThe database program(s) must berepresent a widely varied group. designed to respond easily and quickly to meet these diverse 
requirements.
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INFORMATION PROCESSING FOR CW MONITORING

1.0 Introduction
Upon entry into force of the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), 
State Parties will be required to declare all facilities and 
chemicals covered by the provisions of the Convention. These 
declarations fall into two general categories: initial and 
periodic. Initial declarations may take place either when the CWC 
first enters into force, or at later times when newly initiated 
activities in a member state are subject to the provisions of the 
Convention. Periodic declarations would pertain to chemicals on 
any or all Schedules 1, 2, and 3. The Organization will be 
required to verify compliance of all State Parties with these 
provisions.
To carry out its obligations the Organization would have to 
implement an information processing system that would receive 
reports from member states, and data generated by its own data- 
collection mechanism as input to the evaluation of compliance. The 
totality of the various data sets would be analyzed, and the 
results would be evaluated, in the process of monitoring compliance 
by the state.
The information processing system should be designed to process the 
data in a cost-effective manner within the constraints imposed on 
the Organization by the CWC. Some of the parameters that would 
affect the design are: classes of data, locations where particular 
classes of data are needed, timeliness of access to a particular 
class, frequency of use, type and complexity of processing for a 
given class, security of, and access control to the data.
At this time, the information processing requirements have not been 
identified in any substantive detail. It is generally accepted 
that reports from the member states and monitoring activities by 
the Organization will contribute to the establishment of a data 
base; some efforts are under way to determine some of its contents. 
In a companion paper the United States has suggested some elements 
that should be included in an analytical data base.

OE. 91-61439
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This paper attempts to identify some of the components of the 
information processing system using the current rolling text 
CD/1046 as a basis, 
difference types of verification functions outlined in CD/1046, 
namely verification of initial declarations, routine monitoring of 
facilities, chemicals and activities covered by the Convention, and 
extraordinary monitoring required by unforseen circumstances such 
as those involving challenge inspections.

2.0 Verification of Declarations

Initial declarations would contain information about facilities, 
chemicals and chemical weapons.
Authority would constitute an information processing node; 
nodes and their links to the headquarters or other facilities of 
the Organization would form the global information processing 
system of the Organization. Quantitative information about 
facilities such as location, size, production, or storage capacity, 
can easily be stored and utilized in an automated information 
processing system. However, plans, drawings and photographs would 
be a type of data which would not be easily amenable to automation, 
although an automated cross-reference system could be implemented.

Verification of facility declarations would involve such activities 
a) manual examination of plans, photographs, and drawings of 

process lines and storage facilities, b) site visits to confirm the 
location -and layout of the facility, the specifications of process 
lines and equipment, and the capacities of storage buildings and 
containers, c) analysis of plant specifications to confirm declared 
capacities, and possibly, d) analysis of samples taken from the 
facility to confirm past production of chemicals reported to have 
been produced at the facility.

The paper is organized according to the

Each facility and each Nationalthese

as;

Product declarations would contain past production of Schedule 1 
chemicals, stored Schedule 1 chemicals in bulk or as weapons, and 
the identification per facility of past and/or current production

Confirmation of theseof chemicals listed in Schedules 2 and 3. 
declarations might involve, at least, examination of the facility 
records, and at most, collection and analysis of samples taken from 
each declared facility.
The information processing requirements with respect to the initial 
declarations and their verification would consist of, inter alia,

andfacilitiesprocessing and accounting information about 
products. A classification system would store data about chemicals 
on the basis of the three schedules. It is anticipated that, 
initially, the most detailed information would be about chemical 
weapons, chemical weapons facilities, and schedules for the 
destruction of the weapons. Chemicals would be identified by 
chemical name, structural formula and Chemical Abstracts Service 
registry, if available, In the case of declaration of chemicals 
not already listed in the Schedules, toxicity levels and methods of

.
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determining toxicity would be required.
As part of verifying the initial, and other, declarations, the 
rolling text provides for analysis of samples. Since the objective 
would be to confirm known and declared chemicals, instruments and 
procedures capable of such confirmation would already be in 
existence; this information would also be part of the information 
processing system of the Organization.

3. Verification of Destruction
Member states possessing chemical weapons would be required to 
provide the Organization with detailed plans for their destruction. 
These plans would describe the destruction facility and the 
procedures to be followed. An archival system could be implemented 
in an automated mode. Since the number of destruction facilities 
would be small worldwide, the information processing requirements 
for the verification of declarations of destruction facilities 
would likely be smaller worldwide than for Schedule 2 and 3 
monitoring.
Monitoring the destruction of chemical weapons would require more 
elaborate information processing. One type of information would be 
accounting data about 
remaining stock balances, 
the status of the destruction facility, including safeguards 
information to prevent diversion of agents or weapons during the 
final destruction step, 
for independent verification of the identity of the substances 
being destroyed. If the Organization were to adopt procedures for 
utilizing existing facility instrumentation to confirm the identity 
of chemicals, verification would consist of ensuring that 
instruments are calibrated properly, and that the integrity of the 
measurments is maintained.

items and agents being destroyed and 
Another would contain information about

Analytical chemical data would be needed

The continuous presence of inspectors at the destruction facility, 
or possibly at other facilities, as well a the volume of data and 
the complexity of processing would likely require the establishment 
of a local information processing system; thus, some of the nodes 
of the global information system would have their own data bases

The distributed nature of the 
would also pose substantialand local processing requirements, 

information processing system 
requirements for the security of the equipment and the data. 
Security requirements and system specifications to meet them need 
to be established.
4.0 Routine Monitoring
During the first ten years of the Convention, routine monitoring 
would provide data for evaluating compliance with non-diversion of
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chemical weapons, the progress on destruction of the declared 
stockpiles, and whether facilities and chemicals in Schedules 2 and 
3 are not used for purposes prohibited by the Convention. After

routine monitoring would beall weapons have been destroyed, 
confined mainly to the latter function.

Routine monitoring of stockpiles would involve the collection and 
processing of accounting data from storage sites, and the operation 
and maintenance of some type of security systems as supplements to 
the inspection regime. The data, periodically updated, would be 
part of the central data base, which would be used to monitor 
compliance. The identification of substances stored at various 
sites would be done primarily by portable or transportable 
analytical instruments designed to identify any of the declared 
chemicals at a given site.
Monitoring of Schedule 2 and 3 declarations would place on the 
Organization demands substantially different from those for 
Schedule 1. The number of states declaring the possession and 
destruction of chemical weapons would be a fraction of those making 
declarations related to chemicals on Schedules 2 and 

the total number of facilities and the number of
3.

Furthermore,
chemicals involved in Schedule 1 declarations would be small 
compared to facilities and chemicals covered by Schedules 2 and 3 . 
At this time, there are no data on the number of facilities world
wide that would be affected by the declarations required for 
Schedule 2 and 3.
the data storage requirements at the 
Organization. Data processing procedures
substantially affected, although their might be an indirect impact 

speed and throughput specifications of the central 
processing unit. The current language of the rolling text requires 
annual reports for Schedule 2 and 3 chemicals; even if inspections 
occur more frequently than once a year, time intervals of weeks or 
months might elapse between successive data sets. The slowest of 
the present generation minicomputers should be able to process the 
data well within the required time intervals.

The primary impact of this number would be on
headquarters of the 

would not be

on the

Routine compliance monitoring of Schedule 2 and 3 chemicals would 
entail the verification of declarations pertaining to these 

These declaration would identify facilities, chemicals 
and quantities. The analytical information required to confirm 
that a declared chemical was present at the associated facility 
would be minimal, since the operator would have no incentive to 
declare the presence of a controlled chemical, if the chemical was 
not present. Most information of interest to the Organization 
would be quantities produced, processed, traded, and consumed, 
these data are to be used for constructing materials balance within 
a closed boundary, elaborate processing of data would be involved. 
Thus, the size of the central processing facility might become 
substantial.

chemicals.

If
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5.0 Challenge Inspections
3y their nature, challenge inspections would not be considered 
routine operations. The actions undertaken in these non-routine 
investigations would be directed toward the identification of 
prohibited facilities, activities, or chemicals.
A method would be to analyze samples taken from the suspect site. 
One of the objectives of a challenge inspection could be the 
collection of data for detecting substances prohibited by the CWC; 
such known substances are listed in the Schedules, 
prohibitions, however, would also extend to all toxic chemicals 
that would be inconsistent with the purposes of the CWC. 
analytical procedures would have to be sophisticated enough to 
identify trace amounts not only of those chemicals listed in the 
Schedules, but also of unknown substances, 
function could require the operation of one or more laboratory 
facilities equipped with sensitive instruments and having access to 
an extensive chemical data base. If the laboratory facilities are 
operated by the Organization, the analytical data base would be 
part of the information processing system of the Organization. If, 
on the other hand, the laboratories are operated by member states 
or other independent organizations on behalf of the Organization, 
the analytical data base would either be accessible by, or an 
extension of the central information processing system. The topic 
of analytical data bases is discussed in a separate paper submitted 
by the United States.

The
The

This particular

6.0 Structure of the Information Processing System
As standard operating procedure, official analysis of the data 
would have to be performed at the headquarters of the Organization, 
where the authoritative data base would reside, and where the 
Organization would evaluate the data, although preliminary 
evaluation of some data might also take place at the site. 
Therefore, some of the activities of the Organization involving 
continuous on-site presence of inspectors would require a 
distributed information processing system with the capability of 
being interconnected to other systems. Monitoring the destruction 
of stockpiles is a good example to discuss some of the possible 
design requirements. Some of the concepts presented in the 
following paragraphs could also be applicable to other types of 
facilities; destruction is used only for illustrative purposes.
The proper operation of the destruction facility would be the 
responsibility of the State Party. The facility would use 
appropriate monitoring and control equipment and procedures to

At the time of the initial 
the design of the facility, the equipment and 

would be approved by the Organization. During 
destruction of stockpiles, the role of the Organization would be to 
verify that a) the facility is operated as intended, and b) the

ensure safe and effective operation, 
declaration, 
procedures
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items that were intended, by declaration, to be destroyed would 
indeed be destroyed.
The proper operation of the facility could easily be monitored by 
collecting data on the status of the facility equipment. Access to 
the control room data would provide the necessary information, 
would probably be necessary for the inspectors to have some 
independent local data processing capability. These data and their 
associated processing system would constitute the local processing 
svstem of the Organization? it would provide the inspectors with 
needed information on a real-time basis. If the official data base 
is to reside at the headquarters of the Organization, the central 
information processing system must have access to the local system 
through some data transfer mechanism. The characteristics of the 
data link between the central and the local system would depend on 
the volume of data being transferred and on the frequency of such

It

transfers.
Verification of the destruction of the declared items would require
a) verification of the identity of the items being destroyed, and
b) verification of the quantity. One approach to confirming te 
identity of the contents of a projectile or similar item would be 
to verify the operator's declaration by independent mean such as 
sampling and analysis or non-destructive evaluation. This approach 
would require the use of equipment maintained and operated by the 
Organization. Another approach could be to develop an operating 
profile of the facility and the destruction process for each type 
of agent being destroyed. In the latter approach the role of t e 
Oraanization would be to monitor the operating profile of uhe P an 
in'order to confirm the declaration of the chemical. The required 
information would be derived from a set of sensor data that would 
be collected and processed by the Organization. As in the rormer 
scenario, there would be a need for both a local and a central 
system linked by some type of data network.
Verification of the quantities of items being destroyed would be an 
accounting function. Since these destruction activities would be 
depleting the initially declared stock, there should be in place a 
real-time inventory control system. Daily information ^rom destruction facility could be transmitted to central headquarters 
for continuous update and analysis of the official stocks.

field to central headquarters could 
activities of the Organization.Similar kind of access from the

be useful for other routine .Routine monitoring of stockpiles might also require_reference 
past information. One approach might be for the inspectors routine visits to the site to carry with them all data on computer 
disks or stored in portable computers. An alternative would be to 
have a small portable computer with a modem, as a portable termina 
to establish direct communications with the central computing 
facility. Standardized reporting formats would allow
inspectors to interact directly with the central computers.

the
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Interaction, in real-time, with the central processing system would 
offer the possibility of detecting discrepancies and resolving 
ambiguities at the time the data are collected. Transporting the 
data on disks or portable machines would interject a delay in the 
formal evaluation and it might necessitate additional visits to the 
site in case of discrepancies.

Another factor that would affect the choice between direct access 
from the field to central headquarters would be the concern for 
security of the information.whether" transporting the information from the field to central 
headquarters would allow the possibility of more or fewer potential 
security breaches than electronic transmission, 
protection would be an important factor in the routine monitoring 
of commercial facilities.

The question has to be examined

Information

7.0 Conclusions
This paper has attempted to present some of the factors that would 
affect the design of the information processing system. Although 
a mere thorough analysis of the requirements derived from the 
rolling text is needed, the emerging architecture would be a 
distributed system consisting of a central node linked to local 
processing nodes at remote sites. Seme of the remote nodes, such 
as destruction facilities, would consist of local monitoring 
systems ; others would only be portable computers, local 
instruments, or portable and transportable instruments, 
possible nodes might be the headquarters of the 
Authorities.

Other
National

The links between the central and the local nodes could be public 
The particular implementation would depend on the

the 
For some 

for electronic
transmission of information; data would be transported by the 
people who collect them.

or private.
volume of transmitted data, the frequency of transmissions, 
security requirements and the need for timelines, 
applications there might not even be any need

To preserve theThe system should have a hierarchical structure. 
confidentiality of the information each facility should be linked 
only to central headquarters ; if there would be a need to mix 
information from different facilities, this should only be done at 
the central processing node and with appropriate safeguards.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE OF VERIFICATION ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES

Verification of prohibited activities under the multilateral 
convention to ban chemical weapons will rest largely on laboratory 
findings and analytical results obtained from samples acquired 
during inspection. To insure that these critical activities have 
the required credibility, accuracy and reliability, a quality 
assurance program must be developed for each laboratory accredited 
to perform sample analysis. The system must produce data that is 
scientifically sound, thoroughly documented and legally defensible.

There are many types of quality assurance. techniques used 
around the world in the analytical community but there is little 
consistency among them, partly because the analytical needs and the 
laboratories themselves vary greatly. The "Round Robins" which 
have been completed and which are in progress are an attempt to 
measure these inconsistencies. Those completed to date indicate 
the diversity among the laboratories. The following is an attempt 
to develop some principles which could lead to more consistent 
results among analytical laboratories.

The first step is to achieve some agreement on definitions of 
critical importance. Quality Assurance can be defined as a system 
of activities which provide the producer of a product or service 
the assurance that it meets defined standards of quality. It 
consists of two separate but related activities, quality control 
and quality assessment. Quality Control is the overall system of 
activities which control the quality of a product-or service so 
that it meets the needs of the users. The aim is to provide 
quality that is satisfactory, adequate, dependable and economic. 
Quality Assessment, the second component of Quality Assurance, is 
the overall system of activities which provides assurance that the 
quality control activities are done effectively. It involves a 
continuing evaluation of performance of the production system and 
the quality of the products produced. (1)

Taylor, J.K. Quality Assurance of Chemical Measurements 
(Lewis Publishers, Inc., Chelsea, MI, 1987) P. 2.

(1)

CE.91-61445
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Figure 1 illustrates the relationship of these three elements 
and the basic ingredients of a laboratory quality assurance (QA) 

a laboratory quality control (QC) program, required for
Table 1 presents some of the basicand

verification of compliance, 
components of the quality control segment of a typical laboratory

Table 2 presents some of the basic components of
These two activities formquality program.

a typical laboratory assessment program, 
the backbone of a laboratory quality assurance program.

The other component that is critical to quality assurance is 
a validated sample handling program, since the analysis can be no 
better than the sample acquisition and handling procedures. A 
sample management information system is required to maintain a 
valid chain of custody and validate the analysis reported. Such a 
system can be manual through bound, controlled manuals or automated

Table 3 provides the basicthrough local secured computers, 
components of a laboratory sample control and reporting system.

There are three basic types of quality assurance that should 
be considered in order to assure that the laboratory data developed

Some activitiesis high quality with accurate results reported.
specific to the instrumentation, some to the analytical method 

the general laboratory quality assurance 
Each of these types of quality assurance is 

the generation of accurate, precise and

are
and others to 
requirements. 
essential to assure 
reliable data.

The first type of QA relates directly to the performance of 
the instrumentation being used for the particular analysis. It

as the proper tuning of the 
that it is monitoring the correct

includes basic operations such 
instrument to make sure
wavelength or the correct ion mass, as well as the performance of 
routine maintenance operations that assure optimum sensitivity, 
stability and reproducibility of the response. Typically this type 
of QA operation is carried out when the instrument is installed or 
when major changes are made, such as replacement of parts. It is 
also carried out on a routine basis at prescribed uimes 
(preventative maintenance).

Analytical method QA is related to the performance of the 
This includes items such as verification that the

free of target analytespecific method.
solvents, reagents and glassware 
contamination and that the method can accurately and precisely 
determine the levels of the target analyte. Other items include 
verification of chromatographic resolution, detector sensitivity 
and stability of the response. This type of QA is usually defined 
in the method and is carried out prior to sample analysis as well

Method QA is usually 
A properly designed method

are

as on a routine basis at prescribed times. 
well defined in the written procedure.
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should include a clear description of what measures are required 
and what the acceptance criteria are for each activity.

Laboratory QA is typically related to staff training and 
It includes operations that ensure that the 

initially trained to carry out specificcertification, 
laboratory staff is 
analyses and that they receive additional training whenever changes

Laboratory QA can also encompass 
and beyond the manufacturers 

This may include the
or updates to methods occur.

that are aboveoperations
recommendations or the analytical method, 
analysis of performance evaluation standards, the analysis of split 
samoles or the analysis of additional blank samples.

Detailed QA procedures can be developed for each instrument or 
method employed in the analysis procedure. As an example, the 
majority of analyses employ some form of chromatography to 
separate the analyte(s) from other materials in the sample. After
separation, a detector provides a response to the target analyte(s) 
and it is hoped, little or no response to the other compounds in 
the samole being analyzed. For chromatography, critical issues can 
be identified and those activities can be further explored to

Retention tine monitoring, detector
calibration, evaluation of matrix

are such critical
enhance the QC measures.

continuingresponse,
interferences and computer data acquisition 
issues and are indicative of the procedures employed by experienced 
analysts in the generation of high quality analysis data.

Quality assurance/quality control must be an integralConclusion:
cart of every laboratory that generates data relevant to the 
verification process. Every analytical method requires a minimum 
level of QA/QC and the laboratory must institute additional QA/AC 
elements in order to provide the highest levels of credibility. 
This paper introduces the analytical community to the variety of 
elements which are available. Each laboratory must meet 
internationally agreed minimum elements with some laboratories

Furthermore, eachthan the minimum level.employing more
individual proaram may require that even more measures will be

level of credibility, accuracy andadopted to maintain the 
reliability which will be required to insure that verification of 
the chemical weapons ban is uniformly enforced in a credible
manner.

"Basic ingredientsThis paper is adapted from an article: 
for assuring quality in the analytical laboratory: Some precautions 
in the analysis of organic materials; by Deroos, F.L., Bicking, 
M.K.L. and Nosek, Jr. W.J., American Environmental Laboratory, V2, 
No. 4, October 1990.

Note :
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Laboratory Quality Assurance Program ElementsFigure 1:

Quality Assurance

Quality Assessment!Quality Controll
Reference
Materials

Control
Charts

Performance 
Evaluation 
Samples____

Instrument
Calibration/
Maintenance

Education
Training

e
Duplicate 
Spike 

I Analyses
Audits 
Survei11ancStandard

Operating
Procedures
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Rasir Components of a Laboratory QualityTable 1 : fnntro 1 Program

- Documented QA/QC plan and protocols
- Trained and qualified analysts and support personnel
- standard operating procedures
- Instrument maintenance and calibration system
- Reliable instruments and equipment
_ Documentation of analytical and operational information
- Proper sampling and sample tracking techniques
- Appropriate methodology usage
- Good laboratory practices
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Basic Components of a Laboratory QualityTable 2 :
Assessment Program

- Performance evaluation samples

- Audits and surveillance
- Duplicate, spike, surrogate, blind analyses

- Standard reference materials

Control Charts
- Round Robin Collaborative testing

- Statistical analysis of data

Corrective actions

i
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'^'•ra^rv farcie Control System~ a b : g 3 : Qag:g Components.

- Chain of custody procedures
Acquisition to laboratory 
Internal to laboratory

- verification of labeling of sample container

- Assignment of unique laboratory code number

- Assignment of proper test methodology

- proper sample preservation

- Regulated environmentally controlled storage

- Controlled access to samples

- Monitoring of s amp.e holding t - me s
files containing sample- internal paperwork/computer 

information
transmittal of samples and information to analysts 

legging of analytical results into sample log 

- Timely, accurate reporting of analytical results

- Timely

Proper
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verification of the Chemical Industry under
Article VI and its Annexes

From the very outset of the negotiations to conclude a Chemical Weapons 
Convention, the importance of establishing a verification system of chemical 
industry received special attention. The results of the negotiations on this 
subject are now reflected in Article VI and its Annexes of the Rolling Text.

Table (1) summarizes the verification régime accordingly:

The national trial inspections conducted by a number of countries 
according to the present system have shed light on the advantages as well as 
possible lacunas of this régime. The results of these inspections to a large 
extent indicate that Article VI and its Annexes can meet the objectives set by 
the Convention with some modifications and improvements.

The negotiations and discussions in the past two years also contributed
to the identification of certain operational problems, among which are "the 
financial burden of the régime" and "inadequate coverage of all capable 
facilities". Various suggestions have been tabled to address these problems.

This paper, while basing its approach on the principles embodied in the 
Rolling Text, has tried to offer additional measures to bridge the 
shortcomings and lacunas.

The basic elements of the proposal1.
The objective of the Convention is prohibition of the development,1.1

production, stockpiling, acquiring and use of chemical weaponsj

G£.91-61553/6478a



Schedule 2 chemical facilities
chemical facilities and capable facilities.Schedule 3

Verification of Schedule 2 chemical facilities2.1
chemicals listed in

subjected to initialfacilities which produce, process or consume
threshold declared under Annex 2, will be

facility agreement will be concluded to govern
The

Schedule 2 over 
inspection and accordingly a 
the conduct of the inspection.

According to certain criteria including the duration of the initial 
inspection, a report will be provided to the Technical Sec”““a^od®“*on in 

and taking into account elements such as actua^ pr -
and production capacity, toxicity of the chemical. -

the Technical Secretariat wi
upon this report 
the precedina three years

potential of the facility, etc 
the facility should be subjected to:

multi-purpose 
decide whether

Systematic Routine Inspection (SRI); 

Random Selective Inspection (RSI).
the objectives of the Convention, the 

in three baskets and theirThese ratios 
to the Convention.

Based on the risk assessment to 
facilities subjected to RSI shall be classified

shall be carried out in ratio of (3:6, 2:6 and 1:6 .inspections
will be in respect of the most, less and the least dangerous

(The Conference of the States Parties) (Executive Counc..) shall 
annual number of inspections in each cateqory or - 

optimization of the number of inspections will be made according ■•determine the 
year. The

CD/CW/WP. 348 
paae 2

chemical weapons Convention should be
should take into account the 

future rapid development of chemical
The verification system of the1.2

feasible, effective and reliable.
industrial realities and the

This svstem
present 
industry;

of Schedule 1 chemicals are produced through Schedule 2
verification of Schedule 2 chemicals is the key to1.3 As most

chemicals, the effective 
attain the objectives of the Convention;

of chemical industry is not to look forThe aim of the verification
but rather to verify compliance ;1.4

violators
instrument for confidencewill constitute an important1.5 Such a system 

building and universal adherence.

Detailed outline of the proposal2.
chemical industry is divided into two categories:The verification of

H-
 M

-
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2.2 Declaration

In oarallel to the declarations under Article VI of the Convention, the 
States Parties should also declare anv chances in the structure or layout of 
the facilities previously declared, and in case the assessment indicated such
changes are
the initial inspection will be repeated.

Verification of Schedule 3 chemical facilities and capable facilities

considerable resulting in an increase in capacity by ... per cent

2.3

To establish a verification régime of the facilities which produce 
chemicals, listed in Schedule 3 as well as capable facilities, four important 
elements are taken into consideration:

Assessment of activities based on statistical surveillance of such 
facilities is indicative and not conclusive;

1.

Abundance of such facilities worldwide;2.
Deterrence against any possible non-compliance;3.

Avoidance of hamperina the production process.4.

The number of Schedule 3 chemical facilities as well as capable 
facilities is estimated to stand at the minimum of 10,000 now and will be

They also en^ov a special and 
In addition, the

increased by 15,000 bv the turn of the century, 
significant place in the overall industrial production, 
finite financial and budget resources of the Organization are a determining 

These elements justify and require the establishment of a specialfactor.
mechanism of general surveillance of data and Random Selective Visits (RS\/i to 
verify the declared data through evaluating the records on-site and visits to
the plants, etc.

The random selection of facilities declared under Annex III to Article VI 
shall be conducted bv the Technical Secretariat through appropriate mechanism 
including the use of especially designed computer software.

The same classification as indicated in RSI can also apply to RSV.

The general view of the new proposal can be summarized as shown in
table (2) .

Definition of Capable Facility

Capable facility is any facility which:

Is capable of producing organic chemicals containing the elements of 
phosphorous, fluorine, and sulfur or those involving the processes 
of phosphorylation, fluorination or sulfurilation identical to those 
chemicals included in Schedule 1 as well as Schedule 2 chemicals;

1.
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: Facility not required
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for the Schedule 2equipment and machineries asHas the same process 
chemicals;

2.

equipment layout as for production ofHas the same process 
Schedule 2 chemicals.

3.

verification regime according to CD/1046Table (1): The

SCH.l
small scale 
facility

SCH.2
(over
threshold)

SCH.3
(over
threshold)

Schedules

ideclared toxic 
chemical

precursors and
relevant
chemicals

raw chemicalsType of 
chemicals i

civil industry 
and university 
pilot olan

civil industrycivil industryNature of 
facility

I

!

restrictedpermittedipermittedi Activities 
1 under CWC

!

systematic on-site 
monitoring

systematic
routine
inspection

j Verification 
régime

data reporting
I

i
i

.1 r-

-

»_i



Facility
agreement

i
;

4. random
selective
inspection

requiredrequirednot required
I
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Table (2): The verification regime according 
to the proposed system

SCH. 1SCH. 2SCH. 3 and capable 
facilities

Schedules

I j small scale 
! facility

capable
facilities
(over
threshold)

(over 
threshold)

SCH. 3 
(over
threshold)

!

i
!i

i declared 
toxic

j chemicals

irrelevantrelevant 
raw chemicals ! chemicals

precursors
relevant
chemicals

Type of 
chemicals

i s I
I
X

civil facility 
industry or 
university pilot 
plant

civil
industry

j civil 
i industry

civil
industry

Nature of 
industry

I
I
!

i
i restrictedpermittedpermittedpermitted! Activities 

under CWC
1
:

systematic
on-site
monitoring

1. data
reoorting
and

1. data reporting and; Verification 
|régime

2. random selective 
visits (RSV)

1

2. initial
inspection 
for all

!

!

3. systematic 
routine 
(SRI) or

!

ï r
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Corrigendum

On page 3. paragraph 2.3, sub—paragraph 2. third line.

«.. .increased by 15,000" should read "...increased to 15,000” .
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REPORT OP THE TECHNICAL GROUP ON ANALYTICAL DATA BASE AND LABORATORIES

The Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons decided on 27 March 1991 
to establish the Technical Group on Analytical Data Base and 
Laboratories, as a successor to the Technical Group on
Instrumentation, and appointed Dr. Marjatta Rautio of Finland as 

chairman of this expert group. The group held 9 meetings from 
17 to 21 June 1991.
The group discussed extensively issues related to
- analytical data base, its sources and the types and quality of 
data to be included;

accreditation of designated laboratories, 
laboratories and options for the laboratory network.

the

tasks of these

bases andaspects of data
were submitted by the delegations of 
Kingdom (jointly), Finland

differentBackground papers on 
verification laboratories 

and the United and theCanadaNetherlands (jointly) and the United States. Australia introduced a 
draft paper on on-site chemical analysis of families of scheduled 
chemicals. In addition material on quality assurance for analytical 

laboratories was distributed. A list of all backgroundchemical
material is included as an annex to this report.

discussions are presented in this report.The results of the Repetition of views presented in the reports of the Technical Group 
Instrumentation (CD/CW/WP.272 and CD/CW/WP.306) has been 

A detailed analysis of the use of different analyticalon
avoided.techniques for the verification of the Chemical Weapons Convention, 
which formed the background for the discussions in the group, can 
be found in those reports.
This report has been divided into three parts. The first part deals 
with the analytical data base, the second part with the 
accreditation of laboratories, and the third part contains a 

of the findings and recommendations of the group. All parts 
approved in the last meeting of the group on 21 June 1991.summary 

were

02.91-61814



itIn order to chart the present availability of relevant data,list of chemicals on 
(hard copy or digital 
r view data should be

6. proposed that the laboratories compile a 
they possess the necessary informati n 

form), and of those chemicals on which In t eby 31 December 1991. It was also proposed to include the 
ionization mass spectra together with mass/intensity 

tables of the Schedule 1 chemicals that are mentioned by name in 
the present Rolling Text. The Netherlands has already presented a 
list of chemicals for which it has spectral and chromatographic 
data in digital form (CD/CW/WP.328).

was
which
available
electron
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PART I. ANALYTICAL DATA BASE
1. The information base of the Technical Secretariat will be broad 
in scope as all data and information from declarations, inspected 
sites, inspection protocols and all other relevant data requiring 
easy processing, will be included in it. The data base of the 
analytical functions will form part of it.

order to distinguish the difference between the nature of the 
and information which is required in the analytical work, the 

is divided into two sections: Compound identification
2. In 
data
discussionData Base, and Knowledge Base (Procedures Manual).
1. Compound Identification Data Base

Base should be structured to3. The Compound Identification Datasearch and combination of data in a variety of ways. It
identification of treaty-relatedallow 

willchemicals with different types of analytical instrumentation.
easycontain data needed for the

4. The Group agreed that the data base should, in principle, 
include and be restricted to data on all scheduled chemicals and 
those other chemicals which are covered by the Convention. Of 
Schedule 1 chemicals, also their precursors and by-products as well 
as the typical stable degradation products, impurities, artefacts 
formed during sample preparation, analytical derivatives, and

products should be included. Data on stable 
by-products and degradation products of Schedule 2B and Schedule 3 
(dual-purpose) chemicals should also be included. In practice such 
a complete data base will not be within reach in the near future.

certain priorities have to be established. One possible 
procedure is described in the following paragraphs.Therefore

the existing data on data is5. The most immediate inclusion should be 
scheduled chemicals and their related chemicals. This available from several sources including research laboratories and 
commercially available data bases. On some of the chemicals there 
will probably be an abundance of different data while on some there 
may also be conflicting data. In order to assist the Technical 
Secretariat to decide the appropriate entries to the CWC data base, 

work should commence before the entry into force of thepreliminary
Convention.

y 
o
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7. After the inclusion of the existing data and data which is 
considered urgent by various countries, the next step would be the 
inclusion of additional data on families in the Schedule 1.

8. Further additions to the data base of other scheduled chemicals 
should continue by the Technical Secretariat. All chemicals which 
are declared under the Convention as chemical weapons should be 
included immediately. Any chemicals which are added to schedules 
after the entry into force of the Convention should also be 
included as soon as possible.

1.1. Compound Data
9. For each compound the following data should be included, as 
available, after technical review:

- chemical names (IUPAC, CAS), common names, CAS-numbers, molecular 
formula, structural formula;

- physical constants at given purity, indicating the important 
differences between pure and technical grade chemicals: physical 
state, colour, boiling point, melting point, diffusion coefficient, 
liquid density, vapour pressure, specific heat, surface tension, 
volatility, viscosity, solubility and partition coefficient;

- chemical properties: chemical half life, hydrolysis rate;

- toxicity data: species, application method, dose unit, dose value

- source(s) of data for each parameter separately;

10. The Group considered it important to have data on typical 
impurities and by-products formed during the different production 
routes of schedule 1 chemicals. Sensitive data should, however, be 
protected from unauthorized access.

1.2. Identification data

11. The Group discussed the data base requirements for the 
techniques identified in the first report of the Technical Group on 
Instrumentation (CD/CW/WP.272). These techniques are: gas 
chromatography (GC), high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), 
mass spectrometry (MS), infrared spectrometry (IR), nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectrometry (NMR ), and the non-destructive 
measument technology. In addition to these, thin-layer 
chromatography (TLC), ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) and 
super-critical fluid chromatography (SFC) were discussed.
12. It is recommended that existing 
laboratories. Data submitted should 
conditions, sample purity etc. in order to facilitate critical 
evaluation before inclusion in the data base. When evaluating the 
data, expert groups could use quality indices published by various 
scientific societies.

data be submitted by 
include details of recording

13. In order to facilitate evaluation of the available data in the
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it was recommended that recording conditions and reportingfuture, 
be harmonized.
14. The Group discussed the various parameters that should be 
included for each of the techniques, to enable different analytical 
tasks to be carried out successfully in all sites requiring on-site 

Although the resulting data base will be fairly 
its storage should not pose any technical problems. In 

to protect proprietary or sensitive information during 
certain precautions have to be taken. These include

instruments which can only identify 
related chemicals) covered by the CWC.

do not require off-site

analysis, 
extensive, 
order
inspections
the use on-site of "blinded" 
chemicals (scheduled and
Furthermore, during inspections which analysis, the instruments should be cleared of all data collected 
during the analyses before leaving the site. Any relevant data 
could, however, be stored at the facility.

base will form part of the
on-site 

off-site 
will be

15. The authoritative analytical data 
Secretariat's 

utilized by
instruments of the accredited
provided with the appropriate sections of thefacilitated by the standards (e.g. JCAMP.DX) 

with data processing systems and applied by all

general purpose data base. The 
the inspectors,

and national laboratories,
data base. The data

Technical
instruments and the

transfers will be 
compatible 
instrument manufacturers.
16. The Group emphasized that the data bases alone do not guarantee 
reliable analytical results. The key elements in this respect are 
always the skilled operators of the instruments and the analysts 
interpreting the analytical results.
Gas chromatography (GC)
17. Primary use of GC is separation, for further compound 
identification by other detectors. GC can be used as a confirmation 

and for quantification. When GC is used for sample
it would be beneficial to 

columns (e.g. SE-54) to enable the use of
methodintroduction to various spectrometers, 
use the same types of 
prerecorded retention data.

an independent monitoring method, the 
indices should be recorded using two different columns.

the difficulty in specifying awell

18. For the use of GC as 
retention
However, the Group identified
particular pair of columns, as improved stationary phases may be developed. At present, SE-54 and OV-1701 were proposed. In 
addition to the stationary phases, column length,

film thickness and temperature programming (e.g.
10e/min - 280’(10 min)) must be recommended later.

internal 
40* ( 1diameter, 

min) -
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

notThe present reproducibility of HPLC column packings does 
allow the retention index monitoring to be used for screening. On 
the other hand, HPLC or ion chromatography (IC) is suitable for 
analysis of specific ionic species (e.g. methylphosphonic acids) in

For preliminary identification, authentic

19.

aqueous solutions.
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to used. Accordingly no prerecordedstandards havereference
parameters can be stored in a database. 
Hass spectrometry (MS)

MS is the most widely used spectrometric technique in 
verification analysis. The spectra depend to some extent on the 
type of instrument and recording conditions. For the evaluation of 
the quality, it is essential to include details of the recording 

and the purity of samples with the spectra. Quality 
indices have been introduced to aid the assessment (Tervillinger et 

Bioraed. and Environ. Mass Spectre*». 14, 263-270 (1987)). There 
no universally

20.

conditions
al.. recording conditions. However, 

been made, and laboratories
acceptedareinternational recommendations have 

which do not have extensive experience might be adviced to use 
described in literature (e.g. Dillard et al. Org. Mass 

vol 16, pp. 48-49, 1981 or Blue Book, F.l, 1990).conditions 
Spectrora.,
21. In general, the most valuable information for mass
spectrometrist is the positive electron ionization spectra recorded 
using 70 eV. Positive chemical ionization spectra recorded using 
isobutane, methane or ammonia as reactant gases were also 
considered useful. For those compounds for which negative ion 
spectra are more sensitive than positive ion spectra, these spectra 
should be included. The high resolution MS and MS/MS data, while 
not considered essential, provide additional information for 
analysts, and, when available, should be included in the data base.

the

Infrared spectrometry (IR)
22. The Coblentz Society has published specifications for the 
recording of infrared spectra. Specifications are described for 
gas-phase spectra and for condensed-phase spectra (Applied 
Spectroscopy, vol. 44, pp. 211-215 (1990) and Analytical Chemistry, 

47, pp. 945A-952A (1975), respectively). It was noted that the 
deposition technique produces spectra from sub-nanogram 

quantities of chemicals and allows spectral comparison with those 
in the condensed-phase libraries. Detailed recording conditions are 
included in the specifications and 
submitted for the data base, 
available to aid selection of spectra.

vol. 
new

should follow the spectra 
Published quality criteria are

There are numerous spectra of relevant chemicals recorded well 
any specifications were established. The Group recommends 

these spectra be included in the data base when new data have
23.
before 
that
not been recorded.

spectra should be stored as 
allow later reprocessing of24. In the central data base the 

interferograms, when possible, to 
spectra.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectrometry (NMR)
25. The NMR database should include ~~P, and spectra.
The spectra should be recorded in different deuterated solvents.
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The data base should include chemical shifts and coupling constantsline widths).and also other important spectral parameters (e.g.
For the central data base, the free induction decay (FID) signal 
should be stored, when available, to allow reprocessing of spectra. 
The Group considered it essential to define the accepted reference 
standards for each nucleus. All recording parameters should be 
supplied with the spectra.
Other techniques

The Group discussed the usefulness and possible data base 
of thin-layer chromatography, ion mobility26.

requirement sspectrometry and super-critical fluid chromatography.
Thin-layer chromatography (TLC). This technique was considered as 
potentially useful as a rapid screening method. The standardized 
Rf-values of the chemicals can be stored in the data base.
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS). IMS systems are today used for CW

CAM) but can be modified for verificationagent detectors (e.g. purposes in the future to be used e.g. as a rapid screening method. 
IMS can be readily modified to detect many chemicals under the 
Convention.

(SFC). This method 
the future when

fluid chromatography 
potentially useful in

was
theSuper-critical 

considered
reproducibility problems have been solved.
Non-destructive measurement technology (NDE)

Radiographic methods. These give visual representations of thelimit its 
Liquid fills

27. contents of various munitions, which may
reveal sensitive information.inner

application as it may which might indicate a chemical munition can be easily confirmed by 
radiography. The data obtained are not appropriate for a reference 
data base.
28. Acoustic methods. Acoustic methods, so far in early research 
stages, would appear to offer potential in verification technology. 
"Fingerprinting" of authentic items can be used to confirm identity 
of like items. Since acoustic responses are affected by many 
parameters, the device needs "calibration" at each time of use with 
each munition/agent combination. A library of standard acoustic 
spectra may not be appropriate. However, a library of measured 
spectra could well be useful in the field.
29. Neutron methods. Feasibility studies have demonstrated that 
elemental composition of munitions fills can be identified by 
neutron interrogation. As the device, as envisaged, carries out 'ab 
initio* measurements, there is no need for a standards data base. A 
data base of measurements could prove useful.
2. Knowledge Base (Procedures Manual)
30. Standard operating procedures should be developed for e.g.

i.
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of samples, packaging, labeling, 
transportation, and storing in

sampling, preservation 
guaranteeing of sample integrity, 
laboratories before sample preparation for analysis;
a)

b) preparation of samples for analysis; adsorbents in sampling 
kits, environmental matrices (e.g. soil, water, air, vegetation), 
materials (e.g. concrete, rubber, paint, activated carbon in 
respirator canisters, protective clothing), munitions fragments, 
industry samples, biological samples, or other types of samples;
c) analytical methods for each technique including use and 
calibration of instruments, collection of data, quality control;

Other technical support information, e.g. records of agreed 
and their specifications, should also be included in31.

instruments 
the knowledge base.
32. The Technical Secretariat shall establish and maintain, for the 

of any requesting State Party, a data bank containing freely 
information concerning various means of protection

well as such information as may be
use
available 
against chemical weapons, as 
provided by States Parties.
33. The analytical data base would be part of the information 

system established and operated by the Technical
it would be a subset of a much larger data base which 

to be specified. The contents of the larger data base should 
be selected to help the Technical 
verification functions which are
bases would be evolving with time; consequently, 
difficult, if not counterproductive, to try specifying their 
contents, a priori.
34. A more productive approach would be to identify the information 
processing requirements for an optimal implementation of the 
verification functions of the 
data submitted to 
would be one of the 
these data, which would form the reported data set, would consist 
of the initial declarations and the recurring annual declarations. 
The reported data set may consist of a number of subsets such as 
site and product data. Another input would be the data collected by 
the Technical Secretariat using inspectors and instruments. Yet 
another set would be the analytical reference data.
35. These data would form the collected data set, which may contain 
similar or
set. The collected data could be 
at times different from those of the reported data. The function of 
the information processing system would be to process these two 
data sets, in order to generate output data which would contain the 
necessary and sufficient information to allow evaluation of 
compliance with the CWC.
36. Posing the problem in the context of information processing 
would allow technical experts to identify a system architecture

processing 
Secretariat; 
needs Secretariat perform its 

dynamic. In this context, data
it would be

CWC. From this point of view, the 
the Technical Secretariat by each State Party 

inputs to the information processing system;

different types of data from those of the reported data
viewed as measurements performed
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in the context of physical nodes such as facilities. National 
and the Technical Secretariat, as well as information

identification of chemical compounds,
both
Authority
processing modules such as accounting etc. Other functions might involve analysis procedures 
tailored to satisfy only the requirements of the convention, with 
particular emphasis on the maximization of the information need for 
verification, while minimizing any other information which might 
compromise national interests or business confidentiality.

Since the verification functions require knowledge from many 
the issue of information processing needs to be 

in a series of meetings and by groups of experts from 
disciplines, with the purpose of developing recommendations to 

the technical feasibility of implementing specific 
components such as types of instruments, computing requirements, 
operation of the information processing system, data evaluation 
procedures etc. It would be useful to provide cost estimates for 
the implementation of the recommendations. In addition to having 

involving specialists from only one area such as 
other meetings should involve 
as chemistry,

systems theory and processthe issues. These expanded meetings 
for interaction among the various experts whose 

knowledge would be essential for the development of the information
Therefore, there is a need to establish an 

for examining various components of the information
areas of the required

37.
disciplines 
addressed
many
the CD on

meetings 
chemistry, 
areas such 
communications, 
comprehensive treatment of 
would allow

specialists from many 
chemical engineering, computing and

control to ensure a

processing system, 
agendaprocessing system and to identify the 
expertise.

ACCREDITATION OF DESIGNATED LABORATORIESPART II.
3. Tasks of the laboratories

with the accreditation of designated 
the different tasksIn the context

the Group discussed38.laboratories,laboratories are required to perform under the Chemical Weapons 
Convention, and how these tasks could be distributed between the 
Technical Secretariat, its laboratory and accredited laboratories. 
The following tasks were identified:

the

- Verification analysis
- Analytical methods development
- Other methods development
- Recording of reference data
- Organizing, certifying and updating of data bases
- Synthesis and certification of reference compounds
- preparation and distribution of analytical standards
- Toxicological data collection and determination
- Certification of analytical methods
- Quality control/quality assurance
- Handling of authentic samples
- Training of inspectors
- Accreditation of laboratories

j.
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- Technical support for the Organization
•» Maintenance and storage of verification equipment and protective 
means

Verification analysis
39. Inspectors may encounter situations 
instrumentation is not sufficient to give unambiguous results, and 
in some situations the inspectors may decide that further chemical 
analysis in off-site laboratories may be required. This is 
especially obvious in situations when the on-site analyses would 
indicate a possibility of non-compliance with the Convention.

when the available

The draft Convention (CD/1046) requires in cases of off-site
from at least two laboratories. If 

laboratory should be used
40.
analyses independent results 
their results are contradictory a third 
for confirmatory analysis.
41. The analytical tasks that the off-site laboratories would be 
required to do are:
- Unambiguous identification of scheduled compounds
- Structure elucidation of possible novel agents
- Quantification

chemical is considered
IR, NMR)42. Identification of a scheduled

unambiguous when two independent spectrometric (MS,
results. Thus at least two of 

laboratories accredited for
techniques produce corroborative 
these techniques must be available at 
verification analysis.

fact that the MS technique may be the 
identification, the Group

43. While recognizing the 
only technique sensitive enough for

important thàt an accredited laboratory is able to use 
if possible, all three spectrometric 

important for structure
considered

technique, and
This may be especially

another 
techniques, 
elucidation.

The Group discussed the role of other laboratories in 
verification analysis, and concluded that while they may analyse 
the duplicates of samples collected during inspections which the 
National Authority has the right to receive, these laboratories do 
not form part of the international laboratory network of 
Organization.
Analytical methods development
45. In order to ensure that 
its disposal the best available 
absolute necessity to continue to develop these analytical methods. 
It is evident that the verification laboratories should improve the 
existing methods and develop new ones.
46. Although the methods development is in 
activity for the laboratories, there may

44.

the CWC

the Organization has at all times at 
means for verification, it is an

essence a voluntary 
be cases when the
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Technical Secretariat may request work to be done in order to focus 
the work on a particular problem encountered during verification 
activities.
47. The Technical Secretariat may contract any laboratory to 
develop methods.
Other nethods development

in support of the analytical48. Other methods development, 
requirements does not require analytical facilities (sampling, 

coding etc.), can be assigned to non-analyticalpackaging,
institutions.
Recording of reference data
49. Recording of reference data for the analytical data base is a 
voluntary function of accredited laboratories. Laboratories can be 
accredited for this task alone, and even for a single technique.
50. Directions from the Technical Secretariat might be needed on 
both the chemicals and analytical recording techniques to cover all 
data base needs.
Organizing, certifying and updating of reference data base
51. All reference data that will be included in the data base have 
to be validated before their insertion. This requires that the 
quality of the data submitted to the Technical Secretariat be 
confirmed by 1-3 accredited laboratories. After the necessary 
confirmations, the Technical Secretariat will certify the data and 
update the data base.
Synthesis and certification of reference compounds
52. The verification laboratories will need several types of 
reference compounds for comparison of analytical data for 
identification purposes. For this purpose the Technical Secretariat 

accredit synthesis laboratories. These laboratories have to
compound, which then will 

accredited analytical laboratories. Complete 
should be obtained of new compounds. 

Technical Secretariat will certify the

may
document the identity and purity of the 
be validated by 1-3 
physical and chemical data 
After the validation the
compounds.
53. The Group noted that the number of different reference 
compounds that will eventually be needed may be large due to the 
large number of members in the schedule 1 and 2 families.
Preparation and distribution of analytical standards
54. The laboratory of the Technical Secretariat will prepare 
analytical standards for the use of the accredited laboratories and 
distribute them.
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Toxicological data collection
55. in case relevant toxicological data are 
other sources, the Technical toxicological laboratory to evaluate toxic properties of chemicals, 
especially the ones that may be under consideration for addition to
the schedules.
Certification of analytical methods

not available from 
Secretariat may have to contract a

56. New methods developed by any laboratory may be validated by a 
number of accredited laboratories by international collaborative 
tests arranged by the Technical Secretariat. If a method proves to 
be acceptable, the Technical Secretariat will certify it.

Quality control and quality assurance
laboratory findings and analytical57. Verification may rest on jobtained from samples acquired during inspections. To 

that these critical activities have the required 
accuracy and reliability, a quality assurance 

must be developed for each accredited laboratory. The 
must produce data that is scientifically sound and

results
ensure 
credibility 
programme 
system 
thoroughly documented.

There are certain basic types of quality assurance techniques
the laboratory58. order to assure thatthat should be considered in data developed is high quality with accurate results reported. Some 

activities are specific to the instrumentation, some to the 
analytical method, and others to the general laboratory quality 
assurance requirements. Each of these types of quality assurance -s essential to assure the generation of accurate, precise and 
reliable data.
59. It will be the responsibility of the Technical Secretariat to 
assure the reliability of the accredited laboratory network and 
on-site analytical activities. Quality assessment must be an 
integral part of the accreditation procedure for laboratories and 
be carried out continuously thereafter. The main assessment methods 
are laboratory audits and proficiency tests.
60. Quality assurance standards are required for both on-site and 
off-site analysis.

activities for the network of accredited
the61. The quality assurance 

laboratories 
Technical Secretariat, 
quality assurance programmes 
laboratory.

should be carried out by a special division in
This division should also supervise the 

in the Technical Secretariat's

that work should be started as soon as 
programmes and the plans62. The Group recommends 

possible to create the quality assurance 
for their implementation.
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Handling of authentic samples
The samples, which the inspection team dispatches to off-site 

must be handled according to a specified procedure 
concealed from the laboratories which

63.laboratories,
in which their identity is analyse them. At the same time the integrity of the samples has to 
be secured. This involves several stages including transport to the 
Technical Secretariat utilizing approved means, splitting of 
samples, preparation of necessary control samples, recoding and 
record keeping of all samples, transport to 2-3 verification 
laboratories, decoding of the results, and informing the relevant 
section of the Technical Secretariat of the results.
Training of inspectors in analytical chemical tasks
64. The Group emphasized the sampling and analytical tasks, required during on-site inspections. 
In sampling, both the strategy and methods have to be covered. In 
analytical methods, both the technique and operating procedures of 
instruments are important.
Accreditation of laboratories
65. If the laboratory network 
Conventionlaboratories should be started by the Preparatory Commission.

importance of training, both in

has to be operational when the 
the accreditation process forenters into force,

66. The accreditation procedure may comprise the following steps:
the laboratory seeking- Sending a detailed questionnaire to 

accreditation.- Inspection of the laboratory by a group of assessors.
- Analysis by the laboratory of proficiency samples.

Evaluation of the quality assurance programme (personnel,of thesafety rules)procedures,facilities, instruments, 
laboratory.

for selected 
for the67. Laboratories can be accredited for all tasks or

A specific time period should be setpurposes, 
accreditation (e.g. 3-5 years).
Technical support for the Organization

may be68. To support the Organization, accredited laboratories 
involved in developing new equipment. Equipment may 

commercially or under
bealso

thecontracts financed bydeveloped 
Organization or by States Parties.

and storage of verification equipment and protectiveMaintenance
means

and storage of verification equipment and 
be the responsibility of the Technical 

be assigned under contract to accredited
69. The maintenance 
protective means would 
Secretariat, but can 
laboratories.
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4. Options for the structure of the laboratory network
the structure of thethree basic approaches for70. There arenetwork of the Technical Secretariat:laboratory

with a central, fully equipped
whichA centralized structure, _ , .analytical laboratory and possibly a synthetic laboratory, 

will perform as many tasks as possible.
A decentralized structure, consisting of a group of accredited

belonging to the Technical Secretariat. There 
central analytical laboratory operated by the

the Technical Secretariat would
laboratories not 
would not be a Technical Secretariat, however, 
have a modest laboratory unit.

An integrated approach, under which the Technical Secretariat 
will have fully equipped laboratories (central and regional) to 
perform all analytical tasks needed to carry out its analytical 
verification mandate, issued by the Executive Council, on a 
self-sufficient basis. The accredited laboratories would also carry 

functions approved by the Technical Secretariat.out
three basicseveral intermediate options between theseThere are 

approaches.
71. if the Organization were to have regional offices, a laboratory 
unit could be connected to each of them.

number of accredited analytical verification 
be three. The Group felt that thereThe minimum

laboratories would have to cannot be a limit on the number of laboratories in the network. Alland fulfilling the 
Parties may wish to

72.

accreditation 
Statesapplying forlaboratories

requirements should be accredited, 
cooperate in establishing Joint laboratories.



Verification analysis 
Analytical methods development 
Other methods development 
Recording of reference data 
Organization/update of data base 
Synthesis of reference compounds 
Preparation of analytical standards 
Validation of analytical methods 
Certification of analytical methods 
Validation of data 
Certification of data base 
Validation of reference compounds 
Certification of reference compounds 
Distribution of analytical standards 
Toxicological data collection 
Toxicological data determination 
Responsibility for quality assurance 
Handling of authentic samples 
Preparation of control samples 
Technical training of inspectors 
Accreditation of laboratories 
Technical support for the Organization 
Maintenance and storage of verification 
equipment
Maintenance and storage of protective 
means

=» Technical Secretariat 
TS LAB N-A - Non-analytical laboratories of the TS 
TS LAB A 
ACC LAB 
OTH LAB

TS
- Analytical laboratories of the TS 
* Accredited laboratories
- Other laboratories

- TS LAB N-A and TS LAB A are separate options for network 
approach, the first representing a decentralized approach and the 
latter a centralized approach. In the integrated approach all 
TS-laboratories fall under TS LAB A.
- Other laboratories do not form part of the CVJC Organization's 
laboratory network if they have not been accredited, but there are 
certain functions in which they can give an input by submitting 
proposals for the certification of the TS. These functions are 
described in the OTH LAB column. The exact role other laboratories 
maystructure of the network will be determined.

have under the CWC has to be elaborated further when the whole
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TABLE 1. OFF-SITE LABORATORY FUNCTIONS AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION
TS TS TS ACC OTH

LAB LAB LAB LAB
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incl.REGFUNCTIONS
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 X X 
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

 X X
X

 X
X

 X
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PAST III. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
74. Findings:
- Infernal lists of chemicals pertinent to the Convention are being 
compiled now, to be followed by evaluation of the El mass spectra 
of selected schedule 1 cher:icals.

to be included have- The Inst rusent s and related data parameters 
been identified by this group.
- Critical items to be included in procedures manuals have been 
identified.
- Ttve functions of the laboratories of the CVC organization have 
been identified and defined.
75. Pecccmendations:

Additional details of the data base such as uses and users of 
data and data handling require further study.
- The design and organization of the information processing system 
for the CMC require further elaboration.

The Preparatory Coccissien should begin the accreditation 
to ensure that the laboratory network is operational whenprocess

needed.
The Preparatory Commission should begin work on the analytical 

data base before entry into force of the Convention because it will 
be needed to confira initial declarations and other immediate 
ratters.

The Preparatory Comission should begin the creation of quality 
assurance programmes and the plans for their implementation.
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ANNEX 1
BACKGROUND PAPERS

Canada and the United Kingdom:
- Concepts of Use for a Data-Base for Inspectors during CWC 

Inspections- Systems Approach to Analytical Procedures, Equipment and Data 
Base

Finland and the Netherlands:
- The Network of Laboratories under the Chemical Weapons 
Convention: Possible structure and functions (CD/CW/WP.342)

- Accreditation of Verification Laboratories

The United States:- Analytical Database Discussion Paper (CD/CW/WP .345 )
- Information Processing for CW Monitoring (CD/CW/WP.346)
- Quality Assurance of Verification Analytical Laboratories 

(CD/CW/WP. 347 )

Australia:
- On-site Chemical Analysis for Verification of Non-production of 
Families of Scheduled Chemicals

Material on quality assurance for analytical chemical laboratories:
- excerpt from " Handbook of Quality Assurance for the Analytical 
Chemistry Laboratory" by James P. Dux (pp. 104 - 109 "Typical 
Contents of a Quality Manual for Testing Laboratories")

- OECD Principles of Good Laboratory Practice
- European Standard EN 45001: General criteria for the operation of 
testing laboratories

- Finnish Standard SFS 5121: General requirements for the 
acceptance of inspection bodies (identical with document ISO-IEC 
Guide 39)
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ANNEX 2

TECHNICAL GROUP ON ANALYTICAL DATABASE AND LABORATORIES 
17.-21.6.1991

List of participants
COUNTRYNAME
Australia
Austria
Austria
Austria
Belgium
Canada
China
China
Czechoslovakia
Finland
Finland
France
Germany
Hungary
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Indonesia
Indonesia
Iran
Iran
Iran
Italy
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Japan
Netherlands
Netherlands
Nigeria
Norway
Poland
Poland
Spain
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland

Bob MATHEWS
Peter MARKL
Josef STOLZ
Wolfgang WOSOLSOBE
Mark KEMPS
Cam BOULET
TANG Cheng
Sun XIANGYIN
Antonin LYCKA
Aapo PÔLHÜ
Marjatta RAUTIO
Lucien COPPET
Bernhard ODERNHEIMER
Lészlô MATE
YESODHARAN E.P.
RUSTAMADJI
WIRYADI
BEHROOZA. JAFARI
Amir E. SAGHAFINIA
Giuseppe BACCO
Takuji HANATANI
Yoichi IIDA
Henk BOTER
Eric WILS
S.K. ONI
John T0RNES
Roman JOZWIK
Zygfryd WITKIEWICZ
Felix GONZALEZ
W. AUE
René HAUG
Andreas NIEDERHAUSER 
Heiner STAUB 
Graham COOPER 
Paul NORMAN 
John WALKER 
Marguerite BROOKS 
Thomas DASHIELL 
Nicholas KYRIAKOPOULOS 
David E. LAMBERT 
Raymond R. McGUIRE 
Boris KUZNETSOV 
Dusan MINIC

Chairman

UK
UK
UK
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USSR
Yugoslavia

Total 44
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AUSTRALIA; CANADA; CHINA; THE CZECH AND SLOVAK FEDERAL REPUBLIC ; FINLAND; 
FRANCE; GERMANY; INDIA; THE NETHERLANDS; NORWAY ; SWEDEN; 

SWITZERLAND; THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS;
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND;

AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Second International Interlaboratorv Comparison (Round Robin) Test

1. Introduction

The first International Interlaboratory Comparison (Round Robin) Test 
was undertaken between ten laboratories in 1989. A short description 
of the exercise was presented in Geneva as a joint working paper 
CD/CW/WP.288 in April 1990 and a full report in a Blue Book in early 
July 1990 (CD/1009, 5 July 1990).

It was agreed to arrange a second round-robin test and to enlarge the 
number of participants to fifteen. Australia undertook to prepare the 
samples and Finland was proposed as exercise coordinator.

2. Objective and types of samples

In order that the exercise should follow a likely CWC scenario it was 
agreed that the samples to be prepared should simulate an inspection of 
the chemical industry by including appropriate background chemicals. 
The identification of CW agents and their degradation products in 
complex sample matrices (water and soil), was identified as a way of 
testing and further developing existing methods and procedures 
recarmended in the report of the first test.

GE.91-61862
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In the event the laboratory that volunteered to prepare the samples for 
the test produced water but not soil samples. The preparing laboratory 
chose to use charcoal, Tenax, XAD-2 and cotton buds as matrices. One

increased number of sanples over thatconsequence of this was an 
originally envisaged.

Sane of the samples were spiked with octyl methylphosphonofluoridate, 
which although a Schedule 1 chemical, is not (within public knowledge) 

This néant that many laboratories did not have the 
reference material (authentic reference substance or data

a CW agent, 
necessary 
base information) to make a positive identification of the principal 

In the absence of a readily identifiable CW agentspiking substance.
which to focus the participating laboratories applied varyingupon

degrees of effort in identifying as many canpounds as possible to allow 
judgement whether they were scheduled chemicals.

Accordingly, to maximise the value of this second round-robin test for 
which an unanticipated number and type of samples were 
objective of the test was modified to the analysis of samples (prepared 
to simulate inspection of a chemical industrial facility) for their 
content of any scheduled chemicals.

received, the

a separate round-robin file was created in the Finnish 
Usernames and passwords were given to those

As previously,
VERIFY database.
laboratories for which direct contact information was available to 
enable than to add their results and experimental details to the
database directly.

3. Sample preparation

set of samples 
and three

Australia prepared the samples and analyzed one 
inmediately after preparation and other sets three weeks

The following scenario was assumed: the samples weremonths later.
obtained during an inspection to a "Schedule-3" facility declared to 

than 30 tonnes of trimethyl phosphite annually in the 
production of an organcchosphorus insecticide.
consume more

-L
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Sanples were taken from three feedchemical storage areas, FS1, FS2, and
auxiliary feedline AF leading to RV, twoFS3, reaction vessel RV, 

product storage areas PS1 and PS2, organic waste storage tank WS1, and 
hydrolyzed waste storage tank WS2. Sanples were also taken of the 
charcoal frcm a respirator canister PC that had been used by an
employee at the facility.

of each liquid sample (FS1, FS2, FS3, PSI, PS2,
Wipe samples of a

Approximately 100 mg
and RV) was absorbed onto a clean cotton bud. 
whitish residue in AF was collected using cotton buds "wetted" with

Three types of sanples were collected from WS1: sanplesisopropanol.
of liquid on a cotton bud WS1C, samples of liquid on XAD-2 resin VG1X, 
and headspace samples of vapor on Tenax-TA VISIT. Sanples of the waste
liquid from WS2 were collected.

Thus each laboratory was supplied with twelve different sanples fran 
each inspected facility, and duplicates of other sanples than WS1T for 
which three sanples were available, 
matrix was provided.

In addition, blanks of each sample

Ccupositicn of the sanples

"commercial" or "laboratoryThe sanples were prepared from either
Dichlorvos and octyl methylphosphonofluoridate andgrade" chemicals.

their respective by-products and degradation products were prepared in
No attempt was made to accurately weigh a set amount

In general, the cotton bud tubes
the laboratory.
of each sample into the sample tubes, 
contained slightly more than 100 mg of sample.

trimethyl phosphite (97%) containing traces of dimethyl phosphite 
(1%), dimethyl methylphosphonate (1%), and trimethyl phosphate (1%) .
FS1:

FS2: chloral (97%).

FS3: toluene (containing traces of xylenes).

iso-octyl alcohol—a commercial product of 
closely related isomeric branched chain primary alcohols, including
3.4- dimethyl-l-hexanol (20%), 3,5-dimethyl-l-hexanol (30%), and
4.5- dimethyl-1-hexanol (30%).

AF: sodium fluoride,
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toluene (80%), dichlorvos (20%), 
impurities as in FS1 and FS3.
KV: and trace levels of the same

PS1: dichlorvos (>90%), and trace levels of the same impurities as in 
FS1 and FS3.

PS2: the same as PS1, spiked with octyl methylphosphonofluoridate (1%) .

WSl: toluene (92%), dichlorvos (3%), dimethyl methylphosphonate (2%), 
dimethyl phosphite (1%), trimethyl phosphite (1%) and octyl 
methylphosphonofluoridate (1%) .

WS2: sodium hydroxide, sodium salts of degradation/by-products of 
dichlorvos and octyl methylphosphonofluoridate (2 g of dichlorvos and 
0.5 g of octyl methylphosphonofluoridate were added to 250 ml of 5% 
sodium hydroxide solution and refluxed) .

PC: each charcoal sample (100 mg) was loaded with 50 pi of a standard 
solution containing the following components (mg/ml) : toluene 740, 
dichlorvos 110, octyl methylphosphonofluoridate 50, dimethyl 
methylphosphonate 9, dimethyl phosphite 5, and trimethyl phosphite 5.

Samples were packed in small sealed glass tubes wrapped individually in 
plastic film. The sample tubes were then securely housed in a diecast 
alloy box, which was fully sealed with silicone sealant, 
were made to refrigerate the samples during transportation.

No attempts

The packages were coded in the Embassy of Finland in Canberra before 
delivery to respective Embassies.

4. Analytical methods

The main analytical methods used in the exercise turned out to be gas . 
chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) together with nuclear

(IR),
Many laboratories used gas chromatography with 

phosphorus-selective detectors to confirm the results obtained with

magnetic resonance spectrometry (NMR) and infrared spectrometry 
mostly GC-FTIR.

mass spectrometry. Three laboratories used liquid chromatography (LC), 
one laboratory used liquid chromatography 
(TSP-LC-MS) and one laboratory used ion chromatography. One laboratory 
tested the potential of a mobile mass spectrometer and a further 
participant used retention spectrometry (RS) .

spect remet rymass

One laboratory used
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laser Raman spectrometry (IPS) to identify solvents used in sample 
preparation.

5. Time frame

The samples arrived at the laboratories between late October and mid 
December; except for one laboratory which never received the samples. 
The* time agreed for the analytical phase was one month from the date 
when the samples arrived at laboratories. After reporting of the 
identified, chemicals, two further weeks were available to describe the 
used methods in detail. The coordinating laboratory prepared forms and 
tables and sent them to each laboratory to facilitate reporting and to 
obtain all necessary data.

The laboratories were asked to record their results on the VERIFY 
database directly or through the coordinating laboratory. Only two 
laboratories did this, the others mailing or faxing their results to 
the coordinating laboratory. One laboratory sent its results outside 
the agreed timeframe.

After all participants had reported their findings to the coordinator, 
Australia described how the samples were prepared and which chemicals 
were used to spike them and at what concentrations. The coordinating 
laboratory collected the results and methods used for sample 
pretreatment and analysis and forwarded this material to the 
laboratories together with chranatograms and spectra. This procedure 
enabled the participants to acquaint themselves with the results and 
methods used by other laboratories before the test was discussed in 
detail among the experts participating in the test. It was not 
possible to distribute all material from each laboratory to other 
participants owing to the amount of paper received by the coordinating 
laboratory.

6. Results

Table 1 shows 17 scheduled chemicals found in the samples. 
to these chemicals 31 phosphorus-containing chemicals (see Table 2) and

In addition
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included in the •88 chemicals not containing phosphorus and not
The spiking chemicals are marked with anschedules were reported, 

asterisk.
after sample preparation are shown in column 15 (laboratory 15) and 
those obtained three months later are shown in column 16.

reference results obtained by Australia immediatelyThe

All laboratories identified the chemicals used as starting materials in 
the synthesis (trimethyl phosphite, trichloracétaldéhyde (chloral), and 
toluene) and the planned end product, the pesticide dichlorvost In 
addition to these main compounds a number of their impurities resulting 
from the technical grade feed chemicals were identified.

Only two laboratories reported chemicals belonging to Schedule 1, the 
mixture of isomeric octyl

identified dimethyl methylphosphonate, 6 
mixture of isomeric dioctyl 

and 3 laboratories identified the mixture of
Two laboratories reported 

were not able to 
In addition to the octyl 

four additional methylphosphonates and methylphosphoni c

Allmethylphosphonofluoridates.
laboratories, except one, 
laboratories identified the
methylphosphonates
isomeric methyl octyl methylphosphonates. 
detection of alkyl alkyl methylphosphonates but
identify the actual alkyl groups, 
derivatives, 
acid were reported.

7. Discussion

the form ofInternational cooperation between laboratories in 
interlaboratory comparison tests is important for method development 
and for gaining experience in the verification tasks required by the 

The objectives for these tests should be clearly definedConvention.
beforehand to concentrate the efforts of the participating laboratories 
on a limited number of problems at a time and to avoid their being 
unnecessarily burdened with time-consuming tasks outside their normal

The testing activities may be planned to proceed from 
to gradually more complicated ones.

duties.
relatively simple tasks 
Furthermore the analytical tasks required of the laboratories should be
realistic but may not be accurate simulations of real situations.

The increase in the number of samples demanded greater effort than 
originally anticipated except for those laboratories that used simple

was

1
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extraction procedures and had an extensive database at their disposal. 
For then the exercise was mainly reduced to monitoring known compounds. 
Several laboratories used procedures consisting of several extraction 
and derivatization steps there being no recommended procedures, for 
example, for cotton buds or charcoal samples, 
unexpected types and numbers of samples many 
considered the exercise as very interesting and challenging.

In spite of the 
of the laboratories

After the first round-robin test the experts discussed the need for
Information on the type of 
whether alleged use or 

Information on the particular

background information on the samples. 
location where the samples were collected, 

considered desirable.industry, was 
sampling points in the 
production process. This may, however, 
confidential information by the facility, 
revealed to a laboratory capable of doing in-depth analysis of all

facility helped in understanding of the 
be considered as highly 
and hence should not be

On the other hand, in the presence ofchemicals in the samples, 
appropriate confidentiality agreements, seme of this information might 
be released to assist the analysts. This problem does not arise,

when the analyses are made on-site with "blinded" instruments
In this case all

however,
having only scheduled chemicals in their databases, 
non-treaty chemicals would stay unidentified as struct-ore elucidation

In the absence of extensive databaseswould then be impossible, 
structure elucidation of unknown compounds would require combined use
of several spectrcmetric methods and, therefore, would be outside the 
time frame of an on-site inspection.

In the meeting after the first round-robin test the experts discussed,
The minimumbut did not agree, specific criteria for identification.

to be electron ionization andrequirement was considered by many 
chemical ionization mass 
retention behavior.

spectra together with information on the 
These requirements were discussed in the context 

of scheduled chemicals for which either identification data or 
authentic chemicals were available.

The present test strongly emphasized the need for identification
Some laboratories did not list any 

chemicals for which no reference material was available, and the 
identification of which would have had to be based on structure

criteria in verification analyses.
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In this respect the isomeric chemicals posed a 
particular problem since complete analysis would have required solving 
the detailed structures of the isomeric ccnpounds. Seme laboratories 
listed chemicals solely on the basis of electron ionization spectra 
sifter comparison of the recorded spectra with those in commercial 
libraries.

elucidation only.

Two laboratories used infrared spectra of the sample extracts without 
separating the components by gas chromatography to confirm 
identifications of the main constituents in the samples, 
laboratory made these type of determinations having first recorded the 
spectra of main components by GC-FTIR.

One

These differences in the criteria affected the number of reported 
chemicals and led to a very large number of chemicals. In addition, 
like in the previous test, naming of the chemicals was not always quite 
clear and, in the absence of structural formula or CAS numbers, led to 
a considerable job for the coordinating laboratory.

Some laboratories reported having first monitored the absence of the 
known CW agents in Schedule 1 and, only afterwards, having continued 
with the analyses by identification of other scheduled ccnpounds. Seme 
laboratories reported monitoring also of chemicals in schedules 2 and 3 
while seme laboratories concentrated only in phosphorus-containing 
chemicals as they seemed to be the essential ones on the basis of gas 
chromatograms recorded with phosphorus-selective detectors. While the 
main emphasis in identification was on scheduled chemicals, seme 
laboratories used much effort in identifying as many organic chenicals 

This difference in the approaches may explain theas possible, 
detection of phosgene by two laboratories only.

This test showed that most laboratories have sophisticated equipment 
and skills suitable for identification of known compounds and structure 
elucidation of unknown ccnpounds in trace quantities. However, in the
draft rolling text there is a clear preference for on-site analyses 

off-site analyses especially during inspections to chemical 
Off-site analyses are considered important mainly for 

after suspect samples have been identified 
the results of this test have to be evaluated

over
industry, 
confirmatory purposes i.e.
on-site. Therefore,

J
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aoainst the success in finding these samples which would have required
detailed analysis in verificationtransportation and 

laboratories.
Schedule 1 compounds and 
especially the octyl derivatives.

a more
The nest important samples were those containing 

those containing methylphosphonat es,

The only Schedule 1 chemicals, the mixture of isaneric octyl
methyIphospborefluaridates,
although sophisticated in-house equipment were 
majority of the laboratories. 
fluoridates during transport and the lack of analytical reference data. 
This
laboratories have a database of scheduled chemicals

The database will not, however, remove completely the need

were reported only by two laboratories
available in the

This is due to the degradation of the

underlines the need for rapid transport and that all verification
as wide as

possible.
for fully authenticated and validated reference chemicals.

3cth the scope and quality of the database for the instruments used by
important for the success of on-site analysis, 

allowing on-site detection with chromatographic 
as shown by this test, very important also when mass

Mass chromatography allows

inspectors on-site is 
It is the only way 
methods and,
soectrcmetry is used as the GC detector.
.monitoring of scheduled compounds ’using different ion combinations and,
in this respect, is more versatile than selected ion monitoring, 
although less sensitive. 
retention times is still essential to know where to look for compounds

To reduce the amount of work, information on

lew concentrations especially, when the samples also
ions of

present in very 
contain high concentrations of compounds having the same
interest.

turned out to be an 
cerrpounds. The

iWR spectrometry, especially phosphorus M®, 
important method for detecting the phosphorus 
selectivity and sensitivity of fluorine M4R make it important for the 

of phosphonoflucridates.
spectrometers do not belong to 
equipment.

However, at present 
portable, or even to transportable,

detection

convenient method for 
the identifications especially when 

available. Only one laboratory reported

Infrared spectrometry sesned to afford a 
additional confirmation of 
reference spectra were
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Thisinfrared spectra of any of the isomeric octyl methylphosphonates.
be due to the difficulty in obtaining infrared spectra from closelymay

located GC-peaks and to the low concentrations of the fluoridates.

test the VERIFY database was not very helpful. Only a few of
There were no recotrmended

In this
the chemicals were included in the database, 
operating procedures for the preparation of samples from cotton buds, 
charcoal and liquid samples. 
analytical methods were mainly for monitoring of known compounds, not 
structure elucidation, 
have been unreasonably slow due to the large number of both samples and

The procedures in the database for

And the addition of the analysis results would

chemicals in the samples.

Finally, this test stressed the need to solve the problems associated 
with the transportation of samples. This will require designation of 
the United Nations'
chemicals and placing them into the proper transportation class, 
problen of declaring samples of unknown composition might be overcome 
by placing all samples into the strictest category of the 
transportation classes, 
preparation of the samples is, 
information on the toxicity of the samples with a view to finding the

Rules acceptable for every

code numbers to the chemicals or classes of
The

At present, the laboratory responsible for the 
however, the only one that can give

appropriate transportation means. 
government should, therefore, be found for the transportation of test
samples in order to facilitate the present work of the future 
Convention geared to improving the reliability of the verification
procedures.

8. Conclusions

samples as specific exanples, the followingUsing these round-robin 
(inspection scenario) conclusions regarding the inspection of a
chemical facility can be drawn.

an expert in CW chemical analysis, and equipped with aAn inspector,
transportable gas chromatograph - mass spectrometer, would have been
able to obtain a preliminary identification on-site, that a Schedule 1 
compound was present provided that its characteristics were in the data

reference data for this methylphosphonofluoridatebase. Because the
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available in the database, preliminary identification on-site
However, an indication alone of the

was not
could not have been possible, 
presence of a Schedule 1 chemical would have required the samples to be 

to two designated laboratories for confirmatory analyses.sent

Unambiguous identification of the Schedule 1 compound would require the
independent spectrometric techniques. 

identification may also require the synthesis of a
Theof two or moreuse

unambiguous
authentic standard for comparison which may increase the time required
for a complete report to the Technical Secretariat.

With sophisticated instruments skilled analysts can identify almost any 
chemicals present in the samples in minute quantities if reference data 
is available. Therefore, to protect confidential business information 
use of "blinded" instruments on-site and sending of coded sanples to 
off-site laboratories are recommended.

Schedule 1 chsnicals in this round-robin exercise
for

and rapid transport of the

The nature of the 
also emphasized the requirement for proper sampling methods, means 
sample stabilization during transport, 
samples to designated laboratories.
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ENGLISH
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Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

FRANCE

REPORT ON A NATIONAL TRIAL INSPECTION TO 
VERIFY AN INDUSTRIAL FACILITY

I. INTRODUCTION
As the provisions of the rolling text of the Convention now stand, 

verification of activities that are not prohibited is limited, as regards the
routine checking of facilities producing, processing orchemical industry, to 

consuming Schedule 2 substances and to the provision of data concerning
Schedule 3 substances.

A number of countries, including France, have expressed the view that 
this inspection procedure does not cover all the potential risks of 
circumvention of the Convention, especially those associated with facilities 
"capable" of, but not actually producing substances on Schedules 1, 2 or 3.

In order to fill this gap, two proposals aimed at supplementing routine 
inspection and covering the risks described above have been made by Germany

CD/791 and CD/869; ad hoc inspections:and the United Kingdom (ad hoc checks:
The United States has also made a proposal to this end (ad hoc 

In addition, Germany (CD/950) and the Netherlands
CD/909).

CD/CW/WP. 300) .visit:
(CD/925) have conducted ad hoc trial inspections in order to define and

Recently, Sweden has proposed an integratedevaluate the relevant procedures, 
system of verification in the chemical industry that takes into account
"capable" facilities (CD/1053).

With a view to assessing the effect of a system of ad hoc verification on 
the industry, and particularly to measurina its impact on confidentiality, a 
trial inspection of this type has been carried out at an industrial site in 
the south of France.
the above-mentioned Swedish proposal.

This exercise was conducted before the announcement of

GE.91-61868/0849H
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The objective of this practical experiment was twofold:

1t> assess the relevance or suitability of ad hoc verification as part of 
a routine system:
To elaborate and evaluate procedures taking account of the interests of 
all the parties involved.

document describes the inspection and sets out the main conclusionsThis 
drawn from it.

II. SITE INSPECTED
The distinguishing feature of the industrial site subjected to inspection 
that it contained facilities producing for civilian and military use.was

There were three types of production activity at the site:

Explosives for civilian and military use, with some of the plant 
sections being considered sensitive in terms of national security:

Nitro products, the production facilities for which are 
multi-purpose shops with stainless steel equipment :

Fine chemistry producina, inter alia, organophosphorus derivatives 
and using a Schedule 3 product: the facilities in this case include 
multi-purpose equipment with enamelled reactors.

In addition, the site contained:

(a)

(b)

(c>

Workshops for the development of new products (pilot or medium-sized
in terms of industrialsynthesis facilities considered as sensitive areas

secrecy):
A laboratory for analysis and synthesis that is also a sensitive area:

An effluent storage and processing facility:

An infirmary.
plant did not comprise any facilities producing Schedule 2 or 3 

products above the permitted thresholds set in the rolling text.
The

III. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1. Declarations
types of register were tested during the inspection:

A national register as proposed by Germany (CD/984) and the 
United States (CD/CW/WP.300) listing the plants possessing one or more

potentially capable of producing substances subject to declaration:
(1)

facilities
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A two-part register comprising:

A part - termed the International Register - intended for the 
Technical Secretariat, identical to the register described in (1), 
which also mentioned the number of "capable" facilities within, and 
the total area of the plant:

(21

_ termed the National Register - reserved for the National
which wasA part

Authority, more
micated to the inspectors upon

detailed, and certain information fr
their arrival at the point of

entry.

The part held by the National Authority included:

For use by the inspectors:

Information on the site available in the public literal-re 
(directories, publicity brochures):

Information on the activities, the main products (with quantity 
ranges), certain information on product quality:

Information on previous production of substances listed in the 
Schedules (pursuant to the requirements concerning declarations 
laid down in the annexes to articles IV and VI) :

A technical description of the site, includino in particular 
the sampling points that could be used if reauired and other 
technical details of a nature to facilitate the inspection:

For the exclusive use of the National Authority:

Precise descriptions of the "capable" facilities:

The production capacities and the actual production ?

Information on production and use of scheduled products be_ow 
the declaration thresholds:

The sensitive and/or non-relevant facilities subject to access
of national security or industrialrestrictions for reasons 

secrecy.

3.2 The mandate

The mandate, which was presented at the point of entry by the inspection 
team leader, contained in particular:

and location of the site to be inspected as they appeared in the
and the number ofThe name

register at the disposal of the Technical Secretariat,
"capable" facilities on the site:

The composition of the inspection team and of the technical team:
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authorization for the team of inspectors to have access to additionalThe
information on the site contained in the register in the possession of
the National Authority»

The points to be verified, namely* non-production of Schedule 1 
substances* non-production above the permitted thresholds of Schedule 2 
and 3 substances* verification that, if there was production, it was 
below the permitted thresholds*

Descriptions of the analytical instruments brought by the inspectors and 
of the method of analysis employed*

A restatement of the relevant provisions of the Convention, particularly 
those pertaining to confidentiality.

IV. THE OPENING CONFERENCE

Its purpose was to supplement the information given in the registers. 
Consequently, the following were provided:

A general description of the site: 
types of activity*

A quite detailed description of the facilities considered "capable" by 
the industry, with reference to a shop plan, but with preservation of the 
confidentiality of the production activities unrelated to the Convention*

A declaration on the use of substances on the Schedules in amounts below 
the declaration thresholds.

Concerning the main types of activity, the following were stated: 
and the total volumes of output of the main products, the uses of the 

products and the general processes employed for their manufacture, the numberr> 
and unit volumes of the reactors, 
equipment, i.e.: 
of fixed storage facilities, safety facilities.

Regarding the fine chemistry, a classification was made of the production

location and layout, personnel, main

the
names

Descriptions were provided of the 
standard of the reactor linings, numbers and useful volumes

units, i.e., from the point of view of the representative of the site, the 
production units capable of making scheduled products and the shops not in 
principle capable of making such products while adhering to the usual safety 

Mention was also made of the unit using small quantities of arules.
Schedule 3 product.

In addition, a description was given of the safety rules to be observed 
on the site.

Lastly, with regard to confidentiality, the representative of the site 
defined the sensitive areas (areas for the manufacture of explosives for 
military use) with respect to which access was limited to the shop doorway.

Replies to questions following this opening conference were confined to 
deemed pertinent by the representatives of the site and the Nationalthose 

Authority.
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INSPECTION PLANV.

The notion of "capable" facility5.1
In the absence of a definition of the term "capable" (capable of 

producing, processing, consuming substances subject to declaration?), which 
^les at the basis of the purpose of ad hoc verification and inclusion in the 
registers, the representatives of the site proposed the following criteria 
during the opening conference:

of the equipment, particularly the inner lining:

The volume of the reactors ( lm3);

The capacity for production, processing or consumption of a Schedule 2 
or 3 substance, the limit being higher than or equal to one-tenth of the 
thresholds mentioned in the ruling text.

However, since it was a 
the facilities could be inspected, or at least visited, in order to verify 
that they were or were not "capable".

5.2 Elaboration of the plan

Following a general tour of the site, the inspection team decided to 
proceed by random'sampling both for the facilities considered "capable" 
facilities by the representatives of the site and for the other facilities.

In the case of the research and development facilities (whether 
laboratories or pilot production shops), the representatives of the site 
authorized onlv sampling at the exit points from the facilities, with, in 
order to prevent the transfer outside the plant of precise information 
concerning the actual products being studied or developed, the proviso that 
the analysis must be carried out on the site by the inspection team.

VI. VERIFICATION ARRANGEMENTS

6.1 - Composition of the inspection team

The nature

trial inspection, the inspectors felt that all

The inspection team comprised the following ;

One chemical engineer specializing in chemical weapons;

One chemical engineer who was formerly the site manager :

One chemical engineer specializing in the inspection of classified 
facilities (environment);

One specialist and one assistant for sampling.
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6.2 - Duration of the inspection
The inspection itself took two half-days» drafting the report and general

The analyses were not conducteddiscussion after the exercise, half a day. on-site » if they had been, the inspection would have taken about half a day
longer.
6.3 - Verification process

The following criteria were used by the inspection team to determine 
whether facilities were ■capable":

Characteristics of the major equipment used (size, standard of inner 
linings, treatment of effluents, etc.)»
The raw materials and processes used, the nature of the chemicals 
produced or used »
The environment of the facility (security arrangements, substance, 
containment devices).

6.4 - Access to materials records
In addition,One of the site facilities consumed a Schedule 3 substance. 

in the course of the inspection, the team discovered the presence of another 
Schedule 3 substance, repackaged by the enterprise.

The inspectors accordingly expressed the wish to be allowed to check the 
throughput of these Schedule 3 substances by consulting accounting records so 
as to verify that no diversion was taking place. This seemed particularly 
necessary in view of the fact that the facility was not declared for the 
purposes of production of these substances and produced or consumed a 
scheduled substance in a quantity just below the permitted threshold.

The problem was thus to gain access to the materials records in order to 
ascertain whether a threshold had or had not been exceeded.

In the event, the representative of the site refused to hand over the 
accounting records on the grounds that they did not fall within the scope of 
the inspection and that there was no such obligation for this type of 
inspection.
6.5 - "Capable" facilities located in a sensitive area

The inspectors expressed the desire to inspect a facility considered 
"capable" but situated in a sensitive area and secret by virtue of the fact 
that its production was defence-related, but not within the scope of the 
Convention, 
such a facility.

In this particular case, he authorized only the sampling of an effluent 
outside the facility, and permitted the leader of the inspection team to go as 
far as the threshold of the facility so that he could make a visual assessment 
of the capacity and nature of the facility.

The representative of the site refused from the outset access to
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6.6 - Sampling and analysis

Several samples were taken by the sampling team, either in the facilities 
visited or (effluents) outside the facilities to which it did not have

It was not possible to estimate how long the analyses would reallyaccess.
take, given the lack of adequate instrumentation.

VII. MAIN FINDINGS

(1) For this inspection, the concept of a "capable" facility was 
determined essentially on the basis of the nature of the equipment, 
concept should be established either by a simple and precise definition, 
the basis of criteria allowing for a clearer definition, for the term 
■facility capable of" is the key element in registration and thus in ad hoc 
inspections.

(2) The facilities to be inspected on-site, in an inspection of this 
type, are the following:

Facilities producing, using or consuming Schedule 2 or 3 substances ;

This
or on

Facilities "capable" of producing such substances.

Where, because the site is large, there are many such facilities, the 
inspection team should make a random selection so as to reduce inspection time.

One way of doing this might be to inspect at random either one of the 
"capable" facilities, or a limited number of "capable" facilities, based on 
the total number of declared "capable" facilities.

(3) Inspection conducted like this trial, i.e. by the sampling of all 
facilities, "capable" or otherwise, was considered by the industry 
representatives as highly intrusive.

Nevertheless, the question does in fact arise in the case of a "capable" 
facility producing, by a confidential process, a substance intended, for 
example, for defence and outside the scope of the Convention, 
made clear, perhaps in the Protocol on Inspection Procedures, ho# to deal with 
"capable" facilities access to which is covered by confidentiality linked with

Logically, such facilities should be
In such cases, there can be

It should be

the security of the State party, 
registered since they have production capacity, 
no question of a thorough visual examination or of sampling inside or at the 
outlet of a reactor. This suggests that provision must be made for the 
possibility of managed access.

(4) As far as the actual conduct of the inspection is concerned, it 
became clear that a detailed inspection protocol for ad hoc verification is 
absolutely essential.

In the absence of specific facility agreement, there is definitely a need 
for clearly defined inspection procedures. The development of standard 
provisions applicable to all types of facility liable to be inspected is of 
great importance for the industry, which must have a clear idea of what to



It would be preferable for on-site analytical inspections to focus only
However, particularly in the case ofHEHEnEH i ,»a

reliability of procedures for analysis by exclusion enabling the 
confidentiality of production processes t be preserved. Such checks, 
made in an industrial environment, would equire truly operational por
equipment.
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expect in an inspection of this type. Otherwise, as the site representatives 
pointed out, such an inspection could be regarded as a challenge inspection.

the site contained in theFurnishing inspectors with information on
as described in paragraph 3.1(2), is another way ofNational Register, 

offsetting the lack of a facility agreement.
The effectiveness of this type of inspection depends primarily on 

the inspectors1 disposal, particularly those for 
sampling and analysis. Technical back-up for an inspection of this type 
raises a variety of problems, and inspectors should have the services of 
team specifically responsible for sampling and analysis. In addition, 
sampling rules and procedures applicable in all cases

(5)
the technical resources at

must be established.

There is no question that the analysis of samples must be conducted 
on-site if subsequent disputes and counter-evaluations, not to mention loss o 
confidentiality, are to be avoided. Moreover, the results of such analyses 
might, in some cases, determine the subsequent course of an inspection 
operation.

should be authorized only if two successive
of Schedule 1Off-site analysis of samples

on-site analyses of a single sample, confirm the presence
a duplicate sample, sealed by the inspectors.When that occurs,substances.

should be handed over to the National Authority.
, the inspection team may consider an examination of

substance on theIn some cases 
records necessary
site and to verify that no diversion of a scheduled substance is taking 
place. If the facility is not declared as producing a scheduled substance, 
but produces such a substance in a quantity below the permitted threshol , 

to materials records would seem essential.

(6) in order to ascertain the throughput of a

access
Such records are not always available on-site, or are not presented in a 

form which is immediately usable by the inspection team. In the view of the 
industry, examination of materials records seems nuch too intrusive. In tne 
view of the inspectors, it can prove ineffective because of its complexî y 
the length of time required in the absence of prior knowledge or preparation.

(7) The inspection report should contain only factual information, i-e. 
conclusions as to the existence or non-existence of evidence or indications or

C 
<Dcr

 ro

n 
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Indeed, only the existence of 
In the absence of such

unlawful activities in the facility inspected, 
such evidence can provide the basis for a conclusion, 
evidence, no definite conclusion is possible.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Conducting such a trial exercise, in which everything had to be thought 
out from scratch, proved difficult, as the placement of each element depended 
on basic data that have as yet been defined only poorly or not at all in the 
rolling text.

However, from the standpoint of an integrated approach to verification in 
the chemical industry, it was felt worthwhile sharing the results of this 
experiment and the lessons learned from it.
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AUSTRALIA, JAPAN, ____BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND™ ™IIED or «OB»

rhxnenoe InspectionText for Article II -Recoi

G-eneral
1. Each state Party shall have the right to °"~iM
faSyTor uS*S^^oS3*î28“and'«sowing a^y. guestions

inspection team designated by the Director-General and in 
accordance with the Protocol on Inspection Procedures "scope of thî 
Party shall only make requests that are within the sc _
Convention.
2. For the purpose of verifying compliance with .^ provisions of 
this Convention, each State Party shall permit the Technic 
Secretariat to conduct on-site challenge inspections pur 
paragraph 1.
3. When challenged, each State Party shall have right and the
obligation to make every reasonable effort to demons .
compliance with the Convention and to enable the inspect!SSfill its mandate, in accordance with Procedures provided for in 
the Protocol on Inspection Procedures. The chailenged State^P^y 
is under the obligation to provide access within the r«squ auQst
for the sole purpose of establishing facts r®lev^tt ct sensitive. 
and has the right to take measures to inflation
installations and to prevent disclosure of confidential qco1 Qn
not related to the Convention, in accordance with the 
Inspection Procedures.

the right to send a
The

observèr in
reprpfe^eTo^bse^e Mt oAbe inspection, 
challenged State Party shall grant access to the 
accordance with the Protocol on Inspection Procedures.

4 .

GE.91-61874
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Notification
The challenging State Party shall present a request for an on

site challenge inspection to the Director-General of the Technical 
Secretariat.
5.

The Director-General shall notify the challenged 
State Party not less than 12 hours prior to the planned arrival of 
the inspection team at the point of entry. Contemporaneously the 
members of the Executive Council shall be informed about the
request.

Inspections
6. The Director-General of the Technical Secretariat shall issue 
a mandate for the conduct of the inspection. The mandate shall be 
the challenging State Party's request put into operational terms, 
and shall conform with the request.
7. The inspection shall be conducted in accordance with Part III, 
or, in the case of alleged use, in accordance with Part IV of the 
Protocol on Inspection Procedures. The inspection team shall be 
guided by the principle of conducting the inspection in the least 
intrusive manner possible, consistent with the effective and timely 
accomplishment of its mission.
8. The challenged State Party shall assist the inspection team 
throughout the inspection and facilitate its task. Should the 
challenged State Party propose, pursuant to Part III, Section III.B 
of the Protocol on Inspection Procedures, arrangements to 
demonstrate compliance, alternative to full and comprehensive 
access, it shall make every reasonable effort, through 
consultations with the inspection team, to reach agreement on the 
modalities for establishing the facts with the aim of demonstrating 
its compliance.
9. The Director-General of the Technical Secretariat shall 
promptly transmit the final report of the inspection team to the 
challenging State Party, to the challenged State Party, to the 
Executive Council and to all other States Parties. The final 
report shall contain the factual findings as well as an assessment 
by the inspection team of the degree and nature of access and 
cooperation granted to the inspectors and the extent to which this 
enabled them to fulfill their mandate. The Director-General shall 
further transmit promptly to the Executive Council the assessment 
of the challenging State Party, the view(s) of the challenged State 
Party, and the view(s) of other States Parties which may be 
conveyed to the Director-General for that purpose, and then provide 
them to all States Parties.
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wsmmmmmproposals to the Party and the challenged State Party 
shaïînhiv^the right to participate. The Executive Council shall 
inform the States Parties of the outcome of its meeting.

10.
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PROTOCOL ON INSPECTION PROCEDURES
PART I: GENERAL

I. Definitions
"Inspection Site" means an area or facility at which the inspection 
is carried out and which is specifically defined in the respective 
facility agreement or inspection request or the inspection request 
as expanded by the alternative, provisional or final perimeter.
"Perimeter" in case of a challenge inspection means the external 
boundary of the inspection site, either defined by geographic co
ordinates or by description on a map.

"Requested Perimeter" means the inspection site perimeter 
as specified in the inspection request ; it shall conform 
to the requirements of paragraph 4 of Part III,
Section II.B.
"Alternative Perimeter" means the inspection site
perimeter as specified, alternatively to the requested 
perimeter, by the challenged State Party ; it shall 
conform to the requirements of paragraph 2 of the 
Part III, Section II.C.
"Provisional Perimeter" means the inspection site
perimeter as agreed if necessary in negotiations between 
the inspection team and the challenged State Party ; if 
such negotiations should not lead to an agreement, the 
alternative perimeter would also constitute the
provisional perimeter.
"Final Perimeter" means the final inspection site
perimeter as agreed if necessary in negotiations between 
the inspection team and the challenged State Party ; if 
such negotiations should not lead to an agreement, the 
provisional perimeter would also constitute the final 
perimeter.
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«« XII : FACILIIIES

and Inspectionssar «^isrra^du..
paragraphs 1 and 2)
Pre-Inspection Activities

I. page 155,

II.
NotificationA.
The reouest for an on-site challenge inspection shall be submitted to^he Director-General of the Technical Secretariat an 

shall contain the following information:
1.

the State Party to be inspected and, if applicable, the 
Host State;a) wsmMmmmb)

the point of entry to be used; 
the size of the challenged site;
the name(s) of the observer(s) of the challenging State 
Party ; and
any additional 
deems necessary.

c)
d)
e)

information the challenging State Partyf)

of the Technical Secretariat shall within 
challenging State Party theThe Director-General 

[one] hour(s) acknowledge to the 
receipt of its request.
2.

notification shall contain the following information.

3.

challenging State Party and the name ofthe name of the _the observer of the challenging State Party ;a)

the point of entry to be used;
the size of the inspection team; and

information regarding aircraft arrangements.

b)
c)
d) relevant
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Entry into the Territory of the Challenged State Party orB.
Host State
The Director-General of the Technical Secretariat shall 

dispatch an inspection team as soon as possible after a request is 
received by the Technical Secretariat. The inspection team shall 
arrive at the point of entry specified in the request in the 
minimum period of time possible, consistent with the provisions of 
paragraph A.3 above of this Protocol.

Unless already included in the request for a challenge 
inspection, the challenging State Party shall, within 24 hours 
after arrival of the inspection team at the point of entry, 
simultaneously inform the inspection team and the challenged State 
Party of the location of the challenged site. At the same time the 
challenged State Party shall also be informed by the inspection 
team of the inspection mandate. Contemporaneously, the Executive 
Council shall be informed of the above information.

1.

2.

the3. When presented to the challenged State Party by 
challenging State Party, the challenged site shall be designated as 
specifically as possible by providing a site diagram related to a 
reference point with geographic coordinates specified to 
nearest second if possible. Where specification to the nearest 
second is not possible owing to the absence of sufficiently 
detailed maps, or where it would be helpful, site diagrams shall be 
supplemented by written descriptions. If possible, the challenging 
State Party shall also provide a map with a general indication of 
the inspection site and a diagram specifying precisely 
boundaries of the site to be inspected.

the

the

The requested perimeter shall:
- Run a reasonable distance outside any structures ;

Not cut through existing security enclosures ;
Run a reasonable distance outside any existing security 
enclosures that the challenging State Party intends to 
include within the requested perimeter.

If the requested perimeter is acceptable to the challenged 
State Party, it shall be designated as the final perimeter as early 
as possible but in no case later than 60 hours after specification 
of the location of the challenged site. The challenged State Party 
shall transport the inspection team to the final perimeter of the 
inspection site. Such transportation shall be accomplished as soon 
as practicable, but in any case shall take no more than 12 hours 
after agreement on the perimeter.

4.

5.



The perimeter negotiations at the point of entry shall e 
concluded as early as possible, but in no ase shall they continue 
more than 60 hours after specif icatio of the site by the 
challenging State Party. If no agreement is reached at the poinr 
of entry, the challenged State Party shall designate tne 
alternative perimeter as the provisional perimeter. The challenge 
State Party shall transport the inspection team to a location at 
the provisional perimeter as soon as practicable, but in ^ny „„ 
shall ensure their arrival at the location no later ^an 
after agreement on, or designation of, the provisional pe

5.

case

above.
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Alternative Determination of Final PerimeterC.
i At the point of entry, if a challenged State Party cannot 
accept the requested perimeter, it shall propose an alternative 
perimeter as soon as possible, but in any case no later hours after having been informed of the location of the challenged 
site Differences shall be negotiated between the challenged State 
Party and the inspection team with the aim of reaching agreement on 
a final perimeter.

alternative perimeter should be designated as specifically 
in accordance with paragraph B.3 above. It shall

rule bear a close
The

as possibleinclude the challenged site and should as arelationship to the requested perimeter taking ^uldCnoraalîv bïîr 
terrain features and man-made boundaries. It should norm Y a close relationship to the surrounding security barrier such a 
barrier exists. The challenged State Party could seek to establish 
such a relationship between the perimeters by one or more of the 
following means :

2.

An alternative perimeter that does not extend to an area
than that of the requestedsignificantly greater 

perimeter;
uniformis a short,An alternative perimeter that 

distance from the requested perimeter;
At least part of the requested perimeter is visible from 
the alternative perimeter.

If the alternative perimeter is acceptable to the inspection 
team, it shall become the final perimeter and the inspection team 
shall be transported from the point of entry to that perimeter as 
soon as possible, but in any case no longer than 12 hours after 
acceptance.

3.
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Once at the location, the challenged State Party shall provide 
the inspection team with prompt access to the provisional perimeter 
to facilitate negotiations and agreement on the final perimeter and 
access within the final perimeter.

If no agreement is reached within 96 hours after the arrival 
of the inspection team at the location, the provisional perimeter 
shall be designated the final perimeter.

6.

7.

Verification of LocationD.
The inspection team shall have the right to use location 

finding equipment and have such equipment and other approved 
equipment installed according to its directions. The inspection 
team may verify their location by reference to local landmarks 
identified from maps. The challenged State Party is to assist them 
in this task.

1.

Securing the SiteE.
No later than 24 hours after specification of the location of 

the challenged site, the challenged State Party must identify all 
exit points for all land, air, and water vehicles from the 
requested perimeter and provide the inspection team with evidence 
of all vehicular exit activity from the requested perimeter. Such 
evidence must consist of at least one of the following, to be 
selected by the challenged State Party:

Traffic logs;
Photographs ;
Video recordings ;

- Chemical evidence equipment provided by the inspection 
team to observe but not interfere with such exit 
activity;

- Allowing one or more members of the inspection team to 
observe but not interfere with such exit activity.

1.



vehicles entering, and personnel and passenger 
not subject to inspection.

to include exit 
delay the normal

Personnel and 
:les exiting, the site are

such procedures,application of
monitoring, may not unreasonably hamper or 
operation of the facility.
4. The

CD/CW/WP.352 
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at the provisional
exitarrivalinspection team's

perimeter or final Per£IJ®^er'ea-T^hall6 begin using procedures 
monitoring by the insPect taam and the challenged State Party. 
Such1ro=eSurL“!ll include identification of vehicular exits and 
could include :

Upon the2 . occurs first,

provisions for shrouding of equipment;

Use of sensors ;
Random selective access; 
Sample analysis.

pori -meter Activities
i At the final perimeter, the inspection team shall have the right*to^commence i-eCUtely perimeter

the"inspection, or longer 
«toe discretion of toe challenged State Party. sub:ect to 
agreement of the challenged State Party, the teaT‘ ' y
conduct perimeter activities at the provisional perimeter.

F.

final2. The inspection team shall have the right at the 
perimeter around the inspection site to.

Inspection Procedures);
a)

andtake wipes, air, soil or effluent samples,b)
activities which may be agreed 

and the challenged Stateconduct any additional 
between the inspection teamc)
Party.

The perimeter activities of the inspection _ teami may _ be 
conducted within a band around the outside of the £in^_P 
up to 50 meters in width measured outward from the P®rime^JJ’ ,

challenged State Party permits, the inspectlon team may «3o
have access to any building or structure within the perimeter b 
All directional monitoring shall be oriented inward.

3 .
If

. 0
)

r> >
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Inspection PlanG.
To facilitate development of an inspection plan, the 

challenged State Party shall provide a safety and logistical
briefing to the inspection team prior to _____
briefed by facility representatives, with the aid of maps and other 
documentation as appropriate, on the activities carried out at the 
facility, safety measures, and administrative and logistical 
arrangements necessary for the inspection. The time spent for the briefing shall be limited to the minimum necessary.

In the course of the briefing, the challenged State Party may indicate to the inspection team the equipment, documentation or 
areas it considers sensitive and not related to the purpose of the 
inspection. Additionally, personnel responsible for the site will 
brief the team on the physical layout and other relevant 
characteristics of the site. The team shall be provided with a map 
or sketch drawn to scale showing all the structures and significant 
geographic features at the site. The team shall also be briefed on 
the availability of facility personnel and records.

1.
access. The team shall be

2.

The inspection team shall then prepare an initial inspection 
plan that specifies the activities to be carried out by the 
inspection team, including the specific areas of the site to which 
access is desired. The inspection plan shall be provided to the 
challenged State Party. Its implementation shall be consistent 
with the provisions of Section III below, including those related 
to access and activities.

3.

Ill• Conduct of Inspections

A. General Rules
The challenged State Party shall provide access within the 

requested perimeter as soon as possible, but in any case no later 
than 168 hours after specification of the location of the 
challenged site in order to clarify the compliance concern raised in the inspection request.

The challenged State Party shall make every reasonable effort 
to demonstrate to the inspection team that any object, building, 
structure, container or vehicle to which the inspection team has 
not had full access, is not being used for purposes related to the 
compliance concern raised in the inspection request.

1.

2.

In carrying out the inspection in accordance with the request, 
the inspection team shall use only those methods necessary to 
provide sufficient relevant facts to clarify doubts about 
compliance with the provisions of the Convention, and shall refrain 
from activities not relevant thereto.

3.

It shall collect and
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such evidence as is related to the compliance with the such evideniienged party but shaU neither seek nor
which is clearly not related thereto, unies 
Party expressly requests it to do so. Any found not to be relevant shall

documentConvention by the 
document information 
the challenged State material collected and subsequently 
not be retained.

IsWHiimFSpSintrusive pwcSdures it deems acceptable and proceed to 
intrusive procedures only as it deems necessary.

more

Managed AccessB.
within theIn meeting the requirement to provide access

into account proprietary rights, its legal obligations and national 
security.

1.

The challenged State Party shall designate the perimeter 
SSTesXhiuPOn^Stiaant.=he the^extent PTa^-lar 

provided" if p^gr^XH^.
activities to be conducted by the inspection team, th p of Particular activities by the challenged State Party; and the 
provision of particular information by the challenged State Par.y.

2.

in conformity with the relevant provisions in toe Annex on the
Confidential Information the challenged State Pa ymeasures to protect sensitive 

of confidential data not 
include inter alia:

from office spaces

3.Protection of
shall have the right to installations and prevent disclosure 
related to chemical weapons. Such measures may

take

and( Removal of sensitive papers 
securing them in safes ;
shrouding of sensitive displays, stores and equipment 
that cannot be secured in safes ;

such asshrouding of sensitive pieces of equipment, 
computer or electronic systems;

sample analysis to appropriate element- 
v suitable facilitiesrestriction of specific on-site test except where 

are not provided;
services and turning off datalogging off computer 

indicating devices ;
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random selective access whereby the inspectors are 
requested to select a given percentage or number of 
buildings of their choice to inspect; the same principle 
can apply to the interior and content of sensitive 
buildings ;
giving exceptionally only individual inspectors access to 
certain parts of the inspection site.

In the event the challenged State Party restricts or denies 
requested access to places, activities, or information, it will be 
under a treaty obligation to make every reasonable effort to 
provide alternate means to satisfy the compliance concerns which 
generated the challenge inspection.

The challenged State Party would be under the obligation to 
provide access within the requested perimeter by selecting at least 
one of the following:

Access on the ground for one or more members of the 
inspection team to portions within the requested 
perimeter;
Aerial access for members of the inspection team. The 
challenged State Party, at its option, would provide the 
aircraft and pilot or rely on the inspection team's 
aircraft and pilot. Procedures patterned after the 
proposed Open Skies regime could be followed;
Observation into the area enclosed by the requested 
perimeter from an elevated platform (e.g., tower, ladder, 
or hoist) placed or erected by the challenged State Party 
outside the requested perimeter;
Use of tamper-evident sensor suites specifically designed 
to detect relevant chemicals as developed and approved by 
States Parties in accordance with the Convention. At the 
option of the challenged State Party, such sensor suites 
could be used—either by members of the inspection team 
or remotely——as the aerial or surface access permitted by 
the challenged State Party.

4.

5.

C. Observers (see CD/1046, paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, page 161, with 
paragraph 3 revised as follows:)

The observer(s) shall have the right to make recommendations 
to the inspection team, which the team shall take into account to 
the extent it deems appropriate. The observer(s) shall generally 
have the access to the inspection site as granted by the challenged 
State Party to the inspection team. However, if there is a place

3.
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which the challenged State Party is willing to allow the
* Mmber ob°se3n/er(s) ^ll^retai^ SSSlST

inspection team shall keep the 
conduct of the inspection and the

into
inspection team or 
wish the observer(s) to go, the 
Throughout the inspection, the 
observer(s) informed about the 
findings.

to be developed (based on CD/1046, pages 162-63)The following are
•pvttensi on of Final PerimeterD.
mi-ration of InspectionE.

IV. Departure
ReportsV.
ContentsA.
The inspection report shall summarize in a general way the 

activities conducted by the inspection team and the factua 
findings of the inspection team, particularly with regard to th 
concerns raised in the request for the challenge inspection. It 
shall also include an assessment by the inspection team 
degree and nature of access and cooperation granted to 
inspectors and the extent to which this enabled them to fulfi 
their mandate. Detailed information relating to the concern cite 
in the inspection request shall be submitted as Appendix to 
Final Report and be retained within the Technical Secretariat unde 
the appropriate safeguards to protect sensitive informa non.

CD/1046, page 163).Procedures (cf.B.
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AUSTRALIA

for Verification of Non-productionOn-site Chemical Analysis_______________________—
of Families of Scheduled Chemicals

INTRODUCTION

chemicals to be monitored under the 
certain classes of chemical 

a short list of chemicals.

of the problems in defining the 
Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) is that

One
future
warfare (CW) agents cannot be represented as

In order to overcome this problem, the schedules of chemicals to be
individual chemicals and some families or

families of CW agents in Schedule 1 
For the majority of these chemicals, 
raises the question of how to verify

covered under the CWC contain some
For example, there are severalchemicals.

which contain several thousand members, 
analytical data are not available, 
the "non-production" of such chemicals.

This

It has recently been suggested that without a defined list of banned 
chemicals and pre-recorded identification data, the analyst would be faced 
with the horrendous task of identifying all compounds containing phosphorus 
including intermediates, by-products, and impurities, in order to decide 
whether or not they belonged to the families covered by Schedule 1.

in this working paper, we re-examine the problem of detection of family
Australia has developed an «««native approach ^d"^c£eic„ls.

The

members.
suitable for rapid on-site screening of family members
example'considered'here ^ of'one'f S!" the ÏÏÎ^ÏÏîSÏh^ôfîùoridate. 

which are included in item 1 of Schedule 1. Nevertheless, the approach we 
developed should be applicable to other families.have

ON-SITE SCREENING PROCEDURE
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sensitive technical information, especially if the on-site analytical 
nrocedures are designed to indicate the presence of relevant scheduled 
chemicals, and provide no information on chemicals of no relevance to the CWC.

However, to be useful, a screening method should be very reliable - an 
unreliable screening method could miss the detection of violations (by "false 
neaatives") , and cause unnecessary ambiguities and suspicions (by "false 
Dositives").

Two of the methods which have been suggested as suitable for on-site 
chemical analysis are GC-MS (with either El or Cl) and GC with selective 
detectors, including the flame photometric detector for phosphorus or sulphur 
containing chemicals. We have chosen these two methods as the basis of a 
rapid screening procedure (see Figure 1).

STEP 1

The initial step in our procedure is GC-MS(El) analysis. The mass 
spectrum of each comoonent is compared with the library of mass spectra of 
individual scheduled chemicals in the analytical database. We have chosen to 
use computer matching of the eiaht most intense peaks (using a logarithmic 
standardization procedure) because this method gives very reliable 
identification of known CW aaents.

STEP 2

If the unknown is not identified as one of the scheduled chemicals in the 
database, the El mass spectrum of the unknown is tested with appropriate 
pattern classifiers. We have developed very reliable pattern classifiers for 
the presence of a number of structural features (Reference 1), including the 
structural features Present in the families of chemicals in Schedule 1. One 
method that we have used is the "learning machine" (References 2 and 3).

STEP 3

If the pattern classifier gives an affirmative response to a particular 
family of chemicals, the next step is to determine from the Cl mass spectrum 
of the unknown, whether the molecular we in ht corresponds with the molecular 
weight of the members of that particular family.

It is fortunate that even though there are 879 different chemicals 
represented in the family

0
F

CH 3 n=l to 100CnH2n+l
there are only 10 different molecular weights (see Table 1) .
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STE» 4

If the MK determined in step 3 is consistent with the unknown belonaing 
to the particular family, then determine whether the unknown contains the 
aporopriate heteratoms using gas chromatography with selective detectors.

RESULTS TO DATE

The system as outlined in Figure 1 has been develooed with mass spectral 
data from 50 alkyl methylphosohonofluoridates that have been synthesized from 
the most readily obtainable alcohols, and a database containing approximately

The system correctly classified all10,000 mass spectra of other chemicals, 
of these chemicals as either "alkyl methylphosphonofluoridate" or "not alkyl
methylphosphonofluoridate".

We are presently in the process of extending the database with mass 
soectra. from an additional 20 different alkyl methylphosphonofluoridates 
(obtained from less readily available alcohols), and bv using a larger 
database of other chemicals.

We are also developing a similar classification system for the dialkvl 
methylphosphonates family (alkyl CH3 to C10H21) which are covered under Item 1 
of Schedule 2A.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Based on our results to date, and a survey of mass spectral data 
available for other families in Schedule 1, we are confident that it will be 
possible to develoo similar classification schemes for the other families of 
chemicals in Schedule 1 and related chemicals in Schedule 2A.

However, we are not suagesting that we have necessarily achieved the most 
efficient scheme.
replace the learning machine classifier in Step 2 with a simple question "Is 
oeak height of M/Z ( 1 greater than ( 1%?".

For example, with some families it may be possible to

We hope that this preliminary communication of our work will encourage 
other laboratories to consider development of classifiers for other families 
of scheduled chemicals.
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FIGURE 1. SCREENING SYSTEM FOR CHEMICALS IN FAMILIES
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TABLE 1. MEMBERS IN ALKYL METHYLPHOSPHONOFLUORIDATE FAMILY

0

F
ch3—f

n=l to 10
0CnH2n+l

Molecular
formula

Number in 
Family *

Molecular
veight

n

1 c2h6fc2p

C3HSF02P

C4F.ICFO2?

C5H12FO2?

C6-I4FO2?

c7h16fo2?

c8h18fo2?

C9K20FO2?

c10h22fo2?

ChK24F02?

1112

2 1126

3 2140

4 4154

85 16 S

6 17182

39196/

8 89210

211Q 224

50710 238

* Based on number of alcohols in Cn H2n+1 OH series 

( Reference 4).
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Working Paper

SUMMARY

spectrometry (TSP-LC-MS) is a relatively newThermospray-liquid chromatography 
analytical technique which proved to be useful for the verification of chemical wart are 
agents and their polar degradation products in aqueous solutions. The principles ot the 
technique are described and comparisons are made with other forms of mass spectrometric

mass

analysis. A survey is presented of the results obtained so far at the Prins Maurits Laboratory 
TNO. The analysis of organophosphorous nerve agents and their hydrolysis products 
(organophosphorous acids) in various types of water is described. Special attention is paid to 

VX. Direct analysis of vesicants in water by TSP-LC-MS is limited.
of TSP-LC-MS

the nerve agent
However, analysis of their hydrolysis products is possible. Finally, the 
for the analysis of other compounds of chemical warfare interest (toxins) is indicated.

use
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introduction

successful implementation of a Chemical Weapons Convention a continuous development of

absence of chemical warfare (CW) agents will be 

are essential for providing the unequivocal 

an inspection or in the event of an

For a
analytical procedures to verify the presence or
necessary. Analytical procedures based on spectrometry
proof of the presence of CW agents in samples taken during

its sensitivity, and selectivity mass spectrometry (MS) is atalleged use investigation. Owing to
suitable technique for this purpose, especially if environmental and biologicalpresent the most

analysed. Combined with capillary column gas chromatography (GC) as a
samples need to be
separation technique, very complicated samples can be analysed for the possible presence of CW 

relatively short time. Despite the great analytical potential of a GC-MS combination, it 

major drawbacks. In the first place dfrect analysis of water samples is difficult.

be extracted in order to transfer the analytes from the water phase into an organic

agents in a 

has two
Water

samples need to
, which is a much more suitable medium to inject into a GC-MS combination. Secondly,

not elute properly
solvent
polar decomposition products of CW agents, e.g. organophosphorus acids, do 
from a GC-column. Therefore these compounds need to be convened into volatile, non-polar

drawbacks may be overcome by using liquidderivatives before the analysis takes place. These
chromatography (LC) as a separation technique in combination with MS 

capillary column GC where practically no interfacing problem with a modern mass spectrometer
reason is the mass flow through an

two
. However, in contrast to

exists, the coupling of LC with MS is troublesome. The main
factor of 1000 higher compared with a capillary GC column.LC column which is at least a

of LC-MS interfaces have been developed, each with their own characteristics. NamesVarious types
such as moving belt, panicle beam, direct liquid introduction (DU), thermospray fTSP),

associated with theion/electrospray and continuous flow fast atom bombardment (FAB) are
spectrometer [1, 2]. Each interface has itsdifferent ways of introducing the LC eluent into

of application. The moving belt and panicle beam interfaces are more suitable-for normal

eluents. Ion/electrospray and continuous flow FAB were

a mass

own area
phase LC using organic solvents as 
developed for the analysis of ionic biological molecules such as peptides and nucleotides. DU has 

and has been more or less replaced by TSP. Generally, TSP-LC-MS is best suited

for polar compounds of medium molecular weight (100-1000 amu) which are analysed by reversed
. The combination which was

become obsolete

phase LC using an eluent composition with a large water content 
introduced around 1985 by Vestal et al. [3] has become quite successful according to the number of

of chemistry. In this paper, results obtained at the Prinspublished applications in various areas
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Maurits Laboratory TNO (PMl^TNO) of the use of this relatively new technique for the analysis 
of CW agents and their polar decomposition products will be described.

2 EXPERIMENTAL

All the analyses presented in this paper were performed on a Ncrmag R10-10C quadrupole 

spectrometer which was coupled with a liquid chromatographic system via a Vestec thermospray 

interface. LC separations were carried out on reversed phase columns (250 x 5 mm) which 

packed in the laboratory with LiChrosorb C18 (7 |im particles). For a more detailed description of 
the instrumentation used, refer to the literature [4, 5].

mass

were

3 THERMOSPRAY-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY MASS SPECTROMETRY

The TSP-interface between a liquid chromatograph and a mass spectrometer consists of a metal 

capillary tube (internal diameter 0.1 - 0.15 mm). The LC-eluent is forced through this tube and 

heated to a precise temperature, resulting in a spray of fine liquid droplets at the end of the tube. 

Temperatures at the dp of the capillary depend on the eluent composition and have values between 

150 - 200 °C. An electrolyte, normally 0.1 M ammonium acetate, is added to the LC-eluent. 

Introducing the spray into the vacuum of a mass spectrometric ion source results in the evaporation 

of the droplets, followed by the formation of ions of the analytes. Although the exact nature of this 

process is still under investigation, gas phase reactions between the added electrolyte and the analytes 
play an important role.

The TSP-interface is designed to operate with conventional reversed phase LC-columns (length 

10 - 25 cm, ID 0.4 - 0.5 cm) using a flow rate of 1 - 1.5 ml/min.. Highest sensitivity is obtained 

when the eluent contains a high water content. Unsuccessful attempts were made to combine the 

TSP-interface with LC-columns using smaller flow rates. In contrast to conventional LC-detectors, 

only volatile buffers can be used. Buffers containing inorganic salts such as the well-known potas

sium hydrogen sulphate buffers cannot be used due to the fact that they will block the interface. 

Blocking of the interface may also occur by silica particles originating from dissolved column pack

ing material. This effect may take place especially at pH values of the eluent above 7.

Mass spectra obtained under TSP conditions are different from those obtained with the well-known 

electron impact (El) and chemical ionization (Cl) modes recorded with a GC-MS instrument. 

These differences can be illustrated with the nerve agent VX. Intensive fragmentation of the 

molecule is observed in its El mass spectrum (Figure IA) leadmg to m/z 114 as the base peak in the 

spectrum. No molecular weight information is obtained and the highest observed fragments



Electron impact (A) and ammonia chemical ionization mass spectrum (B) of VX
Figure 1
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abundant protonated molecular ion at m/z 268,(m/z 252, 224) are very weak. In addition to an
fragmentation is still observed in the ammonia Cl mass spectrum (Figure IB).
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TSF mass spectrum of VX in a liquid composition consisting of acetonitrile, 
methanol and 0.089 M ammonium acetate (50 : 14 : 36) (A) and in 
0.1 M ammonium acetate (B)

Figure 2
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similarities between ammoma CI and TSP mass spectra obtained by ionizationAlthough there are
ammonium acetate buffer, TSP is a much softer ionization technique. In the case of VX, 

spectrum almost exclusively existing of the protonated molecular ion at 
In the case of VX, TSP may be considered as the ideal chemical ionization

with an 
this leads to a mass
m/z 268 (Figure 2A)

in which the proton from the ammonium ion is transferred to VX.process
The TSP mass spectrum of VX depends on the eluent composition. In a 0.1 M ammonium acetate 
solution, more ions (Figure 2B) are observed in comparison with the eluent composition -consisting 
of a high percentage of an organic solvent (Figure 2A). Hiey correspond with the proton and 
ammonium adduct ions of known VX decomposition products (see Table 1). The dependence of

pronounced as in the case of VX, on the recordingTSP mass spectra, although not always as 
conditions make TSP mass spear, less suitable for retrieval pmposes. Identification can only be 

standard solution with the reference compound is analysed under the sameaccomplished if a
conditions as the samples. In this respect, TSP ionisation differs from the classical El ionization 

used in GC-MS where identification is regularly based on comparison with reference spectra in a

data file.
of the diisopropylamine moiety in the molecule, VX is a base. Basic compounds normally 

molecular ions, whereas compounds which have proton affinities 
ammonia will produce ammonium adduct ions as well. In

Because
produce only protonated 
comparable with or smaller than

positive ions, negative ions may be formed resulting from a loss of a proton from the
anion. Molecules containing electron withdrawing

addition to
molecule or from an addition of an acetate

. This will result in a poormoieties (halogen atoms, nitro groups) are difficult to protonate 
sensitivity in the positive ion mode. However, these compounds can mostly be observed in the

formed will depend upon the 
can be

negative ion mode. Whatever positive ions or negative ions are
of the molecule and the added electrolyte. The occurring ionization processes

of gas phase acid/base chemistry [6]. These processes limit the number of
structure
understood in terms
additives which are sometimes used in LC to improve the elution behaviour. For instance, small 

amounts of the basic compound triethylamine may strongly reduce the sensitivity in the positive ion

mode due to competitive ion/molecule reactions.
soft ionization technique, TSP mass spectra are in most cases quite simple and provideBeing a

only molecular weight information.
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Structures of fragments found in the TSP mass spectra of VXTable 1

uc3h7)2n.h~1 h*

(iC3H7)2NCH=CH2

rrVz 102

1 H*rrvz 128

I H*<W\ y
/Px

m/z 141

OH.ch3

('C3H7,2NCH2CH2NH2 1 H* 

(iC3H7)2NCH2CH2OH ~|

m/z 145

rrVz 146

5 lm/z 158

/PX
OHch3

1<iC3H7)2NCH2CH2SHfîVZ 162

O ~| H*
//

(iC3H7)2NCH2CH2OCrrVz 188
oi3

1 H*
✓ °HOrrVz 240 X P

/ \CH 3 SCH2CH2N(iC3H7)2

O 1 H*

P
CH3Z XsCH2CH2N(iC3H7)2

rrVz 268

(iC3H7)2NCH2CH2SCH2CH2N(iC3H7)2 | H* 

(IC3H7)2NCH2CH2SSCH2CH2N(iC3H7)2 ~\ H*
m/z 289

m/z 321
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For identification purposes this may be considered as a disadvantage because a TSP mass spectrum 
containing only one or two peaks can hardly be called a spectrum. Therefore spedal techniques have

into the ions using a bombardment of electronsbeen developed in order to put more energy 
(filament-on technique) or a discharge ionization. Moreover, the resident time in the ion source can

an ion retarding device resulting in collision-induced dissociationbe increased using a repeller as 
[7], The effect of a discharge ionization and varjpus repeller voltages on the TSP mass spectrum of

VX is shown in Figure 3.

1 00*
1 18

268
(A)

146 162

12 1
\ lui. Il 240

lOOt
116 l i 2

268

(B) '
>Y/

IS?
102 32 1u123 289240!

130T 300230200150100

Effect of discharge ionization and repeller voltage on the TSP mass spectrum of VX 
in a liquid composition consisting of methanol and water (50.50).
A : Repeller = 200 V B : Repeller = 0 V ♦

Figure 3

Due to the induced fragmentation, a kind of mass spectrum is obtained, which is as characteristic 

as an El or Cl spectrum. However, the dependence on the recording conditions remains. 
Fragmentation may of course also be achieved by usmg collision-induced dissociation of a proto- 

nated molecular ion in a collision cell of an MS/MS combination.
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The small information content of the TSF mass spectra obtained by using ammonium acetate 

buffer ionization may also be considered an advantage. No more is needed for the verification of the 

absence of certain compounds (negative identification). Samples may be screened for a number of 

compounds of CW interest by switching from one protonated molecular ion to another. In this way, 

TSP-LC-MS is essentially the same as GC or LC combined with a specific phosphorus or sulphur 

detector. However, a mass spectrometer is a more universal detector which may be used for a variety 

of compounds of CW interest.

ANALYSIS OF ORGANOPHOSPHORUS NERVE AGENTS AND THEIR 
DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS

4

Although the four well-known organophosphorus nerve agents sann, tabun, soman and VX, are 
relatively non-polar, they can be analysed by reversed phase TSP-LC-MS allowing the direct deter
mination of these compounds in water samples. Sarin and tabun are more polar in comparison 
with soman and VX. Due to this difference in polarity, the determination of the four compounds on 
a reversed phase CIS column in one run is difficult. The result of a TSP-LC-MS analysis of an 
aqueous solution containing sarin, tabun and soman is presented in Figure 4.

toot * I C * I 5S * I 80 * 200t

3

2

u
T

t 0 i 0 03 I 00 13 100 20 100 23i00 min
Analysis of a mixture of sarin (1), tabun (2) and soman (3) by gradient elution. 
Eluent : 0.1 M ammonium acetate - methanol (70 : 30) to 0.1 M ammonium 
acetate - methanol (30 : 70) in 20 min.

Figure 4
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sarin and tabun together with soman in one LC-Gradient elution had to be performed to analyse
applications, both sarin and tabun may better be chromatographed using a

mixture of methanol and 0.1 M ammonium acetate (50 : 50), whereas for soman, a higher 

percentage of organic modifier (70%) is preferable. The hydrolysis rate of the G-agcnts is such that 
providing the pH of the water is below 7, the compounds may still be detected within one day after 
their disposal. In Figure 5 the resultant chromatogram of an analysis of Rhine water (pH 7) spiked 

relatively high concentration level of 2.5 pg/ml is presented.

run. For routine

with sarin at a

*lC»l3S*l«t»lS6»l3l
10 OX

2

n
12:00 min10:001: 006:00* : 002: 00

Analysis of a Bond Elut CIS cartridge effluent containing hydroxysarin (1) and 
sarin (2).
Eluent : 0.1 M ammonium acetate - methanol (50 : 50)

Figure 5

The Rhine water aliquot was sampled ca. 15 min. after the spiking by forcing 10 ml of water 
through a CIS cartridge with a syringe. After a storage time of 20 h at room temperature, the 

eluted with 1 ml of methanol of which 40 pi was injected into the TSP-LC-MS 
In contrast to GC-methods, no special precautions need to be taken to remove the residual 

cartridge before the instrumental analysis. In addition to sarin, its main hy-

cartndge was 
system, 
water present on the
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drolysis product, hydroxysarin, was found in approximately the same amount. The TSP mass spec

tra of both compounds obtained by ammonium acetate ionization are presented in Figure 6. The 

difference in ratio between the protonated molecular ion and the ammonium adduct ion of the two 

compounds reflects their difference in proton affinities.

loot
S 3 t iS1

(A)

»

ni

loot
ill

< B 1

1 4 1
T

l 2-0 l Z 0t l 0 140100 130 ISO 170 1 30 200180

Figure 6 TSP mass spectra of hydroxysarin (A) and sarin (B) in a liquid composition con
sisting of 0.1 M ammonium acetate and methanol (50 : 50)

O
\S

Pv

iC3H70 c3h7o\z°
p.MW 138 MW 140

OHch3 ch3 F

Although storage on a C18 cartridge may provide a certain preservation effect, the use of such 

cartridges in water sampling, extensively described in a number of Norwegian reports [8], is 

especially advantageous due to the relatively easy way of sample transportation. Of course water 

samples may also be transported to a laboratory in bottles or even in polymeric bags and directly
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analysed by TSP-LC-MS providing that the concentration of the analytes exceeds the 10 ng/ml 

level. Below this level) preconcentration will be necessary which can be carried out most effectively

using a C18 cartridge.
Preconcentranon of the analytes may be very effective if the compound is less polar. This is the 

for soman and especially for VX. Owing to the basic diisopropylamino group of VX, its retention on 

C18 material depends on the pH. At a pH of around 7, over 200 ml of VX contaminated water can 

be passed through a cartridge before breakthrough occurs. This allows the determination of VX in 

relatively low level, providing that a relatively large water sample is available.

case

water at a
Experiments were carried out with Rhine and Meuse water spiked with VX at a concentration level 

of 0.1 ng/ml. An amount of 50 ml was forced through a cartridge 15 min. after spiking, followed 

by elution of the cartridge in reverse direction with 1 ml of methanol. After injecting 40 pi of the 

methanol solution into the TSP-LC-MS system, VX could be detected with a signal-io-noise ratio of

around 10 using single ion detection at the protonated molecular ion at m/z 268 (Figure 7B). The 

whole procedure took an analysis time of ca. 15 min.. Under the chosen LC conditions, no inter

fering peak at the retention time of VX was found in the unspiked Rhine water sample (see

Figure 7A).
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(A)

TT T T T
2i 00 4 t00 6: 00 9 : 00 10*00 12100

time (min)

(B)

VX

/ J

T T T T T
2 «00 4 * 00 6100 • I 00 1 0 i 00 12 100

time (mm)

Determination of VX in a 50 ml Rhine water sample 
A : unspiked Rhine water 
B : Rhine water spiked with 0.1 ng/ml of VX
Eluent : acetonitrile - methanol - 0.25 M ammonium acetate (70 : 20 : 10)

Figure 7
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Similar results were obtained with water from the river Meuse. The used LC conditions reflect the 

apolarity of VX in comparison with sarin. In order to elute VX from the Cl8 column, highrelative
quantities of methanol or acetonitrile are necessary. In the case of methanol, a mixture of methanol 

and 0.1 M ammonium acetate (80 : 20) adjusted to pH 8 must be used. However under these 

conditions co-elution of VX occurs with the tyell-known plasticizer m-n-butyl phosphate. This 

found in sometimes relatively high concentrations (up to 10 ng/ml) in pollutedcompound was
European rivers [9, 10]. To prevent interference, elution may better be carried out using a mixture

of acetonitrile, methanol and 0.25 M ammonium acetate (70 : 20 : 10).
It is obvious that analysis procedures developed for water samples may also be used for other

amounts of water may bematrices. Especially clayey types of soil containing relatively large 
extracted with water followed by TSP-LC-MS analysis. This was successfully carried out during the 

first Round Robin verification exercise [11] where soil spiked with VX had to be analysed. The TSP- 

LC-MS analysis provided a good alternative to the analyses based on GC-techniques.

Except for VX which is relatively stable in water (the half life time of VX is approximately 1 week at 

pH 8) [12] nerve agents hydrolyse to the more polar acids within a few days. As already indicated
on the same reversed 

ammonium
for hydroxysarin, organophosphorus acids may be chromatographedabove

phase C18 column using the principle of ion-pair chromatography. The electrolyte 

acetate, used for the ionization of the molecules in the ion source also serves as an ion-pair reagent 

during chromatography. The chromatograms obtained after the TSP-LC-MS analysis of a 

of 13 organophosphorus acids (see Table 2) are presented in Figure 8.

mixture
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Figure 8 Analysis of a mixture of organophosphorus adds. See Table 2 for compound 
numbers.
A : Eluent : 0.1 M ammonium acetate 
B : Eluent : 0.1 M ammonium acetate - methanol (70 : 30)
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138

154

170

164

182

178

198
180 !

CH3OHMethylphosphonic

2 Dimethyl phosphoric
3 Ethyl methylphosphonic 

Dimethyl thiophosphoric

5 Ethyl methylthiophosphonic

6 Isopropyl methylphosphonic 

Diethyl phosphoric 

Diethyl thiophosphoric

9 Cycle pentyl methylphosphonic

10 Diisopropyl phosphoric

11 Cyclohexyl methylphosphonic

12 Diisopropyl thiophosphoric
13 Pinacolyl methylphosphonic

1
ch3och3o 

c2h5o 

ch3o 

c2h5o

(CH3)2CHO

c2h5o 

c2h5o 

c5h9o

(CH3)2CHO

c6h„o

(CH3)2CHO 
(CH3)3CCH(CH3)Q ch3

ch3
ch3o4
ch3

ch3

c2h5o

c2h5o
7
8

ch3
(CH3)2CHO

ch3
(CH3)2CHO

. The acidscompounds are the decomposition products of nerve agents and related pesticides 
derived from nerve agents contain a methyl group directly linked to a phosphorus atom. Two eluent 

: a) 0.1 M ammonium acetate and b) a mixture of 0.1 M ammonium acetate 
. If all the adds need to be analysed in one LC run, gradient elution will be

These

systems were chosen

and methanol (70 : 30)
necessary. Although the more hydrophilic adds eluted very fast (Figure 7A, peaks 1-4), separation 
was still complete. The hydrolysis product of soman (Figure 8B, peak 13) was the most hydropho 

bic of the adds studied. Both the proton and the ammonium adduct ions were observed in the
. The ratio of both pseudomolecularpositive ion TSF mass spectrum of hydroxysoman (Figure 9A)

of the vaporizer and forms another example of the fact that TSPions depends on the temperature
are variable. Fragments derived from methylphosphonic add (m/z 97 and 114) were

intensities of these last fragments increased with increasing ion source
mass spectra 

also noticed. The
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Organophosphorus adds used as test compoundsTable 2
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Positive (A) and negative TSP (B) mass spectrum of hydroxysoman in a liquid 
composition consisting of 0.1 M ammonium acetate and methanol (70 : 30)

Figure 9
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temperamre, indicating that decomposition of hydroxysoman into this compound may take place. 

Organophosphorus adds may also be detected with comparable sensitivity in the negative ion mode 

at the ion resulting from a loss of a proton. As an example, the negative ion TSP mass spectrum of 

hydroxysoman is presented in Figure 9B.
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The determination of organophosphorus acids in water samples by TSP-LC-MS proceeds much 

faster in comparison with procedures based on GC-techniques. Generally, for the latter procedures, 
the adds had to be isolated from the aqueous phase followed by dcrivadzadon. To test the TSP-LC-

of a chemical factory using organophosphorusMS procedure on real samples, the waste water
spiked with hydroxysoman at a level of 50 ng/ml. Thecompounds in thrir production process

obtained after injecting 40 pi of the spiked waste water is shown in Figure
was

10B.
chromatogram 
Detection was carried out on the ammonium adduct ion (m/z 198). At the retention time of

peak was detected in the unspiked waste water (Figure 10A). Unfortunately, the 
of hydroxysoman (around 1 ng) is quite high in comparison with the

hydroxysoman, no
minimal detected amount 
smaller acids, which could be measured at a level of 100 pg. Therefore, in order to detect

concentration level of 50 ng/ml, preconcentrationhydroxysoman in an aqueous solution below a 

will be necessary.
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Determination of hydroxysoman in a waste water sample of a chemical factory. 
A : unspiked water
B : water spiked with 50 ng/ml of hydroxysoman 
Eluent : 0.1 M ammonium acetate - methanol (60 : 40)

Figure 10
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Analysis of a crude commercial thiodiglycol product. 
Eluent : 0.1 M ammonium acetate - methanol (65 : 35)
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Figure 11
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ANALYSIS OF VESICANTS AND RELATED COMPOUNDS
5

water. This factthe vesicant mustard hydrolyses relatively fast in
reversed phase column using an aqueous eluent.

In contrast to nerve agents, 
hampers its determination by TSP-LC-MS 
However, thiodiglycol, the hydrolysis product of mustard as well as its main precursor, may well be 

determined by TSP-LC-MS. The result of a TSP-LC-MS analysis of a crude commercial thiodigly

col product is shown in Figure 11. In addition to the compound itself, several impurities were found 

which, based on their measured molecular weights, were tentatively identified as thiodiglycol related 

pounds, including T-diglycol, the hydrolysis product of the vesicant di-mustard ether (T).
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Figure 12 Analysis of an extract obtained after treating human blood cells with mustard. 
Eluent : 0.05 M ammonium acetate to 0.05 M ammonium acetate - methanol 
(60 : 40) in 20 min.
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which forms adducts with purine bases (DNA) and amino acids 

TSP-LC-MS offers the possibility to detect these adducts in biological
Mustard is an alkylating agent

(proteins) after exposure.
The result of the TSP-LC-MS analysis of a biological sample is presented in Figure 12, in

depicted corresponding with the thiodiglycol adducts of
samples.

which a number of chromatograms are

was obtained after treating human blood cells with 1 mM
guanine and adenine. The sample 
mustard for 30 min. at 37 °C, followed by a worR-up procedure consisting of enzymatic degradation 

nucleosides and subsequent heating to release the alkylated punne bases [13].
of the reacted DNA to

chromatographed on a CIS column using linearThe thiodiglycol adducts of the purine bases

elution ranging from 0.05 M ammonium acetate

were
to a 0.05 M ammonium

gradient
acetate/methanol mixture (60 : 40) in 20 min..

of thiodiglycol adducts of amino adds and peptides may also be earned out by TSP- 

forementioned relatively simple organophosphorus compounds and

shown in the TSP mass spectrum of a

Determination

LC-MS. In contrast to the a 
thiodiglycol, intensive fragmentation occurs for peptides as

thiodiglycol-heptapeptide adduct (Figure 13).

I 17

933334 339223
83311II, i .i.ii, /■! M 989

■V+T+r■ i '
900800700600300400300200100

m/z 833 M+H+ 
nVz 855 M+Na+

Figure 13
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The heptapcptide (Valin e-Leurine-Serinc-Prolinc-Alanine-Asparaginc-Lysme) corresponds with the 
N-tcrminal pan of the a-chain of human haemoglobin. The relative intensities of the ions in the 

TSP mass spectrum recorded strongly depended on the experimental conditions, so the spectrum 

presented has to be regarded as an example. Although these results look promising, the application 

of TSP-LC-MS in the field of biological molecules is limited to rather small biopolymen. Other 

LC-MS combinations based on continuous floweFAB and ion/electrospray offer better possibilities. 

The hydrolysis rates of the nitrogen mustards are lower in comparison with mustard. This fact 

allows the determination of these compounds by reversed-phasc LC. Using a mixture of acetonitrile 

and 0.1 M ammonium acetate (60 : 40), methyl nitrogen mustard (HN-2) could be chro

matographed. However, the compound was not measured as such, but quantitatively converted mto 

an acetoxy derivative in the heated TSP-interface due to the reaction of the chlorine atoms with 

ammonium acetate. This reaction was also observed for the related nitrogen mustard cytostatic 

drugs phenylalanine mustard and cyclophosphamide [14]. Based on the TSP-LC-MS analysis, a 

procedure was developed for the determination of HN-2 not only in water but also in the atmo

sphere. The procedure consisted of the adsorption of the compound on a silica gel mbe, followed by 

extraction with a 0.05 M HCl/acetonimle (50 : 50) mixture. With an air sample volume of 10 1, a 
detection limit of I pg/m^ could be reached. This procedure for air samples was developed due to the 

fact that the more straightforward approach based on thermodesorpuon of Tenax adsorption tubes 

failed for HN-2 at high levels of relative humidity.

Just like mustard, the vesicant lewisite hydrolyses too fast in water to allow its determinauon by re

versed phase TSP-LC-MS. However, its mam hydrolysis product, lewisite oxide, can be determined. 

Owing to its molecular structure, lewisite oxide can hardly be protonated by ammonium acetate, 

resulting in a very low sensitivity in the positive ion mode. This restricts its determination to 

negative ion detection. By using buffer ionization (ammonium acetate and formate) the adduct ions 

of the hydrated form of lewisite oxide (2-chlorovmyi arsonous acid) were the main ions in the TSP 

mass spectra (see Table 3).
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Main ions in the TSF mass spectra of lewisite oxideTable 3

probable structuremain ionsdischargeSolvent

(HO)2As-C=C-C1 I oocch3-229/231*offNH|-Acetate

(HO)2As-C=C-C1 I OOCH-215/217offNHj-Formate

0=As-C=C-CT152/154Methanol on

(ho)(C1)As-c—c-ci 1 ci223/225/227offHCl

. However, ions originating from 

be detected during spraying in an
Discharge ionization led to the appearance of even mass fragments 

the hydrated form of lewisite oxide (m/z 170/172) could
„oeou, --«■■n. The ions tom lari*. °xid= (m/s 152/154) tadf «hr b.=.me ^dommsm m 

non-aqueous solution.

not

Lewisite oxide can be converted back into lewisite with HC1. To investigate 
occurs in the heated TSP-interface, spraying was carried out in di-

the possibility that this reaction
lute HC1 (0.005 M). Although small ions of the chlorine adduct of lewisite
fragments in the TSF mass spectrum obtained originated from the half converted lewisite oxide (see 
Table 3). Apparently the reaction under the conditions used was incomplete and more concentrated 

HQ should be used. However, this will lead to bad corroding of the metal TSP-interface.

were noticed, the main

ANALYSIS OF OTHER COMPOUNDS OF CHEMICAL WARFARE 

INTEREST
6

TSP-LC-MS is best suited for polar compounds of medium molecular
. In the

As stated in the introduction,
weight. This makes the technique very suitable for the analysis of mycotoxin trichothecenes

1980's these compounds were considered as potential CW agents. Due to the
a limitedbeginning of the

minishing threat of these compounds, the TSP-LC-MS determination has received only 
amount of attention at PML-TNO. Wheat and maize spiked with deoxynivalenol (DON)

0.5-1 mg/kg (ppm) level were analysed. A characteristic chromatogram together with the TSP
selectivity of the determination by TSP-LC-MS

at a

mass

spectrum of DON is presented in Figure 14. The
peak of any significance could be detected in the blank maize and wheat extracts

: 30 with post-column addition of 0.2 M
was quite good. No 
with the used eluent composition (water : methanol = 70



M,mV281 314
,1 Ih
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ammonium acetate). The extraction and clcan-up procedures used were carried out according to 

Tanaka et al. [15] and existed of an extraction with methanol/water, defatting with hexane and 

further purification using a Florisil column. More extensive work in this field has been carried out 

by Krishnamurthy et al. who recently reported several applications of the determination of m- 

chothecenes by TSP-LC-MS [16, 17).

(A)

»
55015050

• can

297

101*

rr-'ET
HoJ

(B)

HO

i 1 iTT T T T
200 300 400

■/•
Analysis of a maize extract (after dean-up) spiked with deoxymvalenol at a level of 
0.5 - 1 mg/kg.
Eluent : water - methanol (70 : 30)
A : Obtained chromatogram at m/z 297.

Figure 14

B : TSP mass spectrum of DON

V
O
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as BZ arc compounds with molecular weights overPsychochemically active glycolates such 
300 .mu aud poU. muietiea. Although BZ mu be analymd b, GC, it. de.emm.oou i. some»*.,

of this technique. Determination by TSP-LC-MS is quiteat the edge of the possibilities 
ttiaigbtfoiward. Possmsing . basic quinuclidinyl nut die TSP mass sp«mm, of BZ coodsied, as 
iu d,« case ofVX. almoa. eaclusively of die proiooaied molecular iou a, m/a 338 when iouizauon by

the ammonium acetate buffer is applied.

CONCLUSIONS7

TSP-LC-MS offers great pound,1 for die .erificadou of CT agents and their degradadon products
industrial water samples need hardly any work-in aqueous samples. Analyses of environmental or

be carried out relatively quickly. Combined with preconcentration, reasonable 

sometimes be achieved. Work-up procedures will be required
up and can therefore 
low detection levels (below ng/ml) may 
for the analysis of biological samples (uhne, blood etc.). The technique may be used for the

analysis of other matrices (soil, natural products and even air) as well.

Generally, the information content of TSP mass spectra is small. In most 
only molecular weight information. This might be sufficient if TSP is used only

samples for the possible presence of scheduled compounds

cases the spectra provide 

as a selective uni

versal LC detector in order to screen
an unequivocal identification, other ionization modes (filament-(target compound analysis), ror 

on, discharge) and collision-induced dissociation will be necessary. 

Unfortunately, TSP mass spectra are dependent on the eluent composition as well as on

instrumental conditions and are therefore less suitable for retrieval purposes.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Challenge Inspection Procedures for Declared Facilities

A requested perimeter for a challenge inspection of declared 
facilities may capture two types of areas:

(1) areas within declared facilities which are subject to 
recurring routine inspections (Articles IV, V and VI), and

(2) areas within declared facilities which are not subject 
to routine inspection (Article III, paragraph 1(C)).
This paper proposes procedures for these two situations.

PERIMETER DETERMINATION
theFor all declared facilities (Articles III, IV, V, and VI), 

following procedures would apply:
— If the requested perimeter is contained within or conforms with 
the declared perimeter, the declared perimeter shall be considered 
the final perimeter, with one exception: if agreed by the 
challenged State Party, the final perimeter may be made smaller to 
conform with that requested by the challenging State Party.
— The .challenged State Party shall transport the inspection team 
to the final perimeter as soon as practicable, but in any 
sha-Il ensure their arrival at the perimeter no later than 12 hours 
after specification of the site by the challenging State Party -
— Inspectors shall have access to the final perimeter and a 50 
meter band for the purpose of conducting monitoring and sampling 
activities as specified for the final perimeter in CD/CW/WP.352, 
Part III.II.F.
the band could run inside, outside, or on 
declared perimeter.

case

At the discretion of the challenged State Party,
both sides of the

GE.91-62152
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ACCESS WITHIN FINAL PERIMETER
A- For. facilities declared under Articles 
following procedures are proposed: IV, V and VI, the

Upon arrival at the final perimeter,
following the pre-inspection briefing and discussion 
inspection plan which shall be limited in Part I.V.C.

access shall be granted
of the

to the time frame specified of the Protocol on Inspection Procedures.

" facilities with facility agreements, access and activities 
establishedfbyalthe ^"ree r S£a11 be unimPeded within the boundaries

TV t^iat granted for inspections under ArticlesCD/352 aipartIllia11 bS managed in accordance with procedures inparagraphs III.B. 3 and 4.
B. For CW development facilities paragraph 1(C) : declared under Article III,

— At the perimeter, access 
perimeter.

negotiations will be conducted and menaced •-oinmencea within (...) hours of arrival at the final 
-4.,™ access is restricted or denied to areas orn0ti, related to chemical weapons, the challenoed State concert 11 6 ®Very reasonable effort to satisfy the compliance
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"(a) For chemicals listed in schedule 1, upon entry into force 
of this Convention;

"(b) For chemicals listed in schedule 2, three years after 
entry into force of this Convention;

"(c) For chemicals listed in schedule 3, five years after 
entry into force of this Convention;

"(d) For equipment and technology used to produce such 
chemicals listed in (...), five years after entry into force of 
this Convention."
"States Parties shall make arrangements with non-States Parties for 
international inspections equivalent to those applicable to States 
Parties during the time periods before these restrictions take 
effect."
GE.91-62163
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
to Ensure UniversalityMeasures

Introduction
The United States places the utmost importance in achieving 

universal adherence to the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC). As 
promised by President Bush in his May 13 initiative, we are 
proposing provisions which provide incentives for states to join 
the Convention.

universal adherence byThe following provisions encourage limiting trade in scheduled chemicals and materials to States 
Parties only. We are also proposing that States Parties establish 
export/import monitoring regimes as suggested in the Austrian paper 
(CD/1062) based on the precedent set by the 1988 Narcotics 
Convention.

Add to Article VI - Activities Not Prohibited Under the Convention
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Add to Article VII - National Implementation Measures

"Each State Party shall establish and maintain a system to monitor 
exports and imports of chemicals listed in schedules 1, 2A, 2B or 
3 and equipment and technology used to produce such chemicals 
listed in

Add to Section on Preparatory Commission, para 6 (d)

"6. The Commission shall:

undertake, inter alia, the following tasks on subjects 
requiring immediate attention after the entry into force of the 
Convention:

(d)

". . .preparation of a list of equipment and 
technology used to produce chemicals listed in 
schedules 1, 2A, 2B or 3, as set forth in
Article VI."





.
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UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND

PROPOSALS FOR ESTABLISHING THRESHOLDS IN THE 
CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION: SCHEDULE 2B

1. Introduction

The Chemicals listed in the Schedules in the Chemical Annex1.1
of the current rolling text pose, to varying degrees, risks to

Facilities handling such chemicals will thusthe CW Convention, 
be subject to the routine monitoring provisions of Article VI.

1.2 All production of Schedule 1 chemicals above 100g must be 
declared both nationally and for each facility. Appropriate 
limits for different types of facility are set (in Annex 1 to
Article VI) to the quantities of these compounds which can be

In contrast production of Schedule 2 and 3held or produced, 
chemicals need only be declared once a particular threshold has
been attained.

As there are marked differences between the potencies of1.3
different chemicals, and consequently the weights which would
constitute militarily significant capabilities, there is a 
for having declaration thresholds reflect these differences. 
Lower thresholds would apply to the most toxic compounds and

Schedule 2B accommodates

case

higher ones for those less potent, 
chemicals of risk to the Convention with a wide range of
effectiveness and such an approach has been suggested several
times during the negotiations.

*/ Re-issued for technical reasons.

GE. 91-62231
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2. Aim

carries this suggestion forward and describes aThe paper2.1
procedure whereby different thresholds for declaration of 
existing and potential Schedule 2B compounds could be set. 
thought necessary the same procedure could be applied to set
declaration thresholds for the toxic (non-key precursor)

chemicals on Schedules

If

chemicals of schedule 3 and for precursor
effective dose of the Schedule 1 (or 2B)2A and 3 by using the

It could also bechemical to which the precursor related, 
applied, if thought useful, to determine maximum permitted

of Schedule 1 chemicalsholdings (within the 1 tonne aggregate) 
at a single small scale facility.

3. Militarily significant Quantities

to the conventionThe risk a particular compound poses3.1 However the threshold fornumber of criteria.depends upon a 
the weight of a substance which should be declared and subject

should be related to the minimumto the Convention's provisions
which is likely to be militarily significant.quantity

Calculations based on simulated battlefield models
of the delivery system (and 

a billion (109)
3.2
(Annex A) indicate that regardless 
the potency of the agent) a quantity of about

substance is required for onetimes the effective dose of a
meteorological conditions to cover an areaattack under average 

within which a 
2.0 km2) .

typical military unit might operate (0.5 to

billion times the lethalIn the case of the nerve agents a
man) affords a figure of 1 tonne.

toxin which has recognised potential 
included in the Schedules) the

lethal dose is probably about 5pg per man. Multiplying this by 
a billion (109) affords 5 kg. (Even a million million (10

3.3 Bydose (about lmg per 
contrast for botulinum 
chemical weapon (but not yet

as a
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, sufficient for 1,000 attacks, is equivalent to only 5
disparate figures of 1 tonne and 5 kg

declaration thresholds in a

doses
tonnes.) These widely 
reinforce the suggestion for setting

account of the potency of the agent.way which takes

Of Effective Dose4. ^termination

implement such »n approach, one needs a way to assess 
effective dose of candidate substances for the schedule.

(with all its limitations) is 
and is being increasingly

4.1 To
the
The standard LD50 toxicity test
not necessary for this purpose

procedure requiring far fewer
of several agreed

replaced with a fixed dose
Each chemical is assigned to oneanimals. to determine the exact 

Declaration 
categories and not to the

it is not necessarytoxicity categories;
effectiveness of each substance.toxicity or

thresholds would thus be related to
toxicity of individual chemicals.precise

procedure is recommended for
chemical, details of species 

left to the judgement of 
and lower limits of

Although the fixed dose4.2
assessing the effective dose of a

of administration should beand routes 
those presenting the data. The upper

that any recognised, relevant source of 
similarly potent toxins would falx 

whereby they did not would

category 1 would ensure
say, botulinum and

In fact data provided
data for, 
within it. 
itself arouse suspicion.

possible categories along with the 
actual or putative

chemicals of
The suggested lower limits 

(in theory, lpg per 
afford declaration 
billion) ranging from 1kg 

to a

shows five4.3 The Table
associated declaration thresholds for

(The toxic, dual purposeSchedule 2B chemicals.
shown for comparison.)Schedule 3 are

for each toxicity category run from zero
These

the factor of a

man '

in practice) to 500mg per man.
thresholds (based upon

A figure of 500mg/man (equivalent
tonnes) is indicated for the

toxic than this are

to 100 tonnes.
declaration threshold of 500

the lower limit as chemicals lesscut-off at 
unlikely to pose a risk as chemical weapons.



1 kgZero in 
theory, 

ljig/man in 
practice

500 kg0.5 mg/man

THRESHOLD BASED 
ON THE BILLION 
DOSE CRITERION

LOWER LIMIT OF 
TOXICITY 
CATEGORYCATEGORY EXAMPLE

CHEMICALS

Botulinum toxin* 
Substance P*

BZ*ChloropicrinAA

CD/CM/VP .358
Page 4

TABLE
DECLARATION OF SCHflPTTT.E 2B CHEMICALSpofi^TBLE CATEGORIES FOR

PhosgeneAA
PFIBA
AmitonA
Hydrogen
cyanideAA

10 tonnes10 mg/man3

Apomorphine*
Cyanogen
chlorideAA

100 tonnes100 mg/man4

no need for declaration500 mg/man5

AA Schedule 3 compounds. 
* Potential Schedule 2B compounds.

A schedule 2B compounds.

chemicals would be declared 
billion times the lower

The effective doses 
Schedule at present) fall

Using this approach Schedule 2B4.4
when the weight produced attains one
limit for the respective toxicity category, 
for Amiton and PFIB (chemicals in the 
between 10 and 100 mg/man. 
and they would thus be declared when

ie 109 (1 billion) x 10 mg = 10,000 kg =

This would place them in Category 3 
their production exceeded

10 tonnes.ten tonnes;

(N

H
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Summary and Conclusions5.

A procedure is proposed for determining thresholds for
Such thresholds will5.1

declaration for Schedule 2B chemicals.
from chemical to chemical on the basis of theirvary

effectiveness, and hence the risk to the convention. ^
threshold determinations be based on 10

It is
recommended that the 
times the effective dose and that a 
toxicity category using a fixed dose procedure.

chemical be placed in a
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ANNEX A

CALCULATION OF A MILITARILY SIGNIFICANT QUANTITY

A crucial factor in selecting any threshold is to determine
Different

Al.
the militarily significant quantity of an agent.

be delivered by different systems (egchemical weapons may 
artillery shell or rockets, aircraft bombs or as sprays), 
models exist for predicting the average area which will be

Good

covered to a given level in a single attack with each of these
systems.

results of the simulations carried using a range ofA2. The
scenarios indicate that under "average" meteorological

wind speed and neutral stability) and
quantity of the order of

-1conditions (4 ms
regardless of the delivery system, 
one billion (109) times the effective dose is required to cover

This is an area within which a

a

an area of between 0.5-2Km2.
Calculations have also 

effective doses of agent (for example
factor of 10) and show 
about 0.1 km2 under

typical military unit would operate, 
been carried out using 10s 
by reducing the numbers of munitions by a
that 10s effective doses would only cover
the same conditions.

109 doses therefore represents the approximate quantity orA3.
agent required for a single attack under most conditions. 
However under conditions which are favourable to the attacker, a

little as 108 doses.significant effect may be caused by as

billionfold criterion for setting thresholds
to hold or carry outA4. Adopting this

therefore only permits a potential aggressor
sufficient material for less than aboutundeclared production of 

10 attacks even under the most
for no more than a single effective attack.

favourable conditions and in most
cases
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ANNEX B

POSSIBLE EXTENSION TO PRECURSORS

of the toxicity of a precursor chemical to
declaration threshold is not appropriate and a

on Schedule
B1. The use 
determine its 
modification to the procedure is required for those
3, schedule 2A and for DF and QL on Schedule 1.

with this problem is to relate the 
effectiveness of the agent(s) to 

(A similar 
for destruction ;

Paragraph

The simplest way to dealB2.
values of the thresholds to the
which the chemical of concern is a precursor, 
approach is taken in declaring binary weapons 
Annex to Article IV. Binary Weapons, 

required to make 1C9 effective
Sector III.

The quantity of precursor
would thus be used to assign the precursor

1) •
doses of agent 
of the

to one
evencategories in the Table for declaration purposes

a chemical conversion ratio rather thanthough it is based upon
If each chemical on Schedule 2A, the

treated in thistoxicity directly.
members of Schedule 3, DF and QL are

fall into Category 2 (see table), which
from 500kg

precursor
light all except a few

chemicals for which 109 effective doses range
VX precursors.) As allcovers 

to 10,000kg. (The exceptions are
would fall into Category

some
2 the less stringentother precursors 

threshold would be most appropriate. wouldAll precursors
therefore have the same declaration threshold of 500kg, (or 
holding limit, if considered desirable, in the case of DF and

QL).
weight of agent produced from a given 
80% theoretical yield is appropriate for 

typical figure and actual yields

In calculating theB3.
weight of precursor an 
each reaction step. This is a

from 70 to 90+%.range
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Also issued 
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(see WP volume)
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//. GUIDELINES FOR SCHEDULES OF CHEMICALS

Guidelines for Schedule 1A.

The following criteria .... shall be taken into account [singly or in combination) in 
considering whether a chemical should be included in Schedule 1:

(a) it has been developed, produced, stockpiled or used as a chemical weapon as 
defined in Article II;
1.

[or]

(b) it poses otherwise a high risk to the objectives of the Convention by virtue of its 
high potential for use for activities prohibited under the Convention because one or more of 
the following conditions is met:

it possesses a chemical structure closely related to that of other toxic chemicals 
listed in Schedule 1 and has, or can be expected to have, comparable properties;

it possesses such lethal or incapacitating toxicity as well as other properties that 
might enable it to be weaponized and used as a chemical weapon;

..it may be used as a precursor in the final technological stage of production [in 
a simple chemical conversion process] of a toxic chemical listed in Schedule 1, 
regardless of whether this stage takes place in facilities, in munitions or 
elsewhere;..

[and]

2. it has little or no use for purposes not prohibited under the Convention.

B. Guidelines for Schedule 2 part A ..

The following criteria shall be taken into account in considering whether a precursor 
to a Schedule 1 chemical should be included in Schedule 2 part A:

it may be used in one of the chemical reactions at the final stage of formation of a 
chemical listed in Schedule 1 or Schedule 2 part B;
1.

jy •••■
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7 /t DOSes a Significant risk J./ to the objectives of the Convention by virtue of its 
importance in the production of a chemical listed in Schedule 1 or Schedule par .

not prohibited under the
..3. it is not produced in large commercial quantities for purposes 
Convention. 2/..

Guidelines for Schedule 2 part B ..c.

i, posts .... a significant risk to the objectives of the Convention itcous., it possesses 
such leshal or mcnpncLing toxicisy ns well ns other properttes .Ant m,*A, ennWe » to 
weaponized and used as a chemical weapon.±/ ..

HGuidelines for Schedule 3 ..

The following criteria shall be taken into account when =;n=ideri”8 "h='he'1'"'c3. 
chemical or a precursor.... no. listed in other Schedules, should be tncluded m Schedule 3.

D.
•H

C

aa<
m

Cl
i c.

degree of the risk of a chemical is determined
the formation of the structure, or on 

a Schedule 1 chemical.

2/ The question of the applicability of a quantitative criterion requires further 
discussion, taking into account, inter alia, the aims of the vm/rcmto.: measures stipulated^ 
Article VI and Annex 2 to Article VI. and the likelihood of meeting these aims th g 
verification regime for Schedule 2 chemicals. ...

kO

1/ The view was expressed that the 
on the~basis of the contribution made by a precursor to 
the basis of the role it plays in determining the toxic properties of

’T
c

cu

V ....
3, A view was expressed that the consideration of this guideline should be continued 

takinfinto account that the present formulation is questionable as far as u reproduces 
criterion for Schedule 1.

_4/ ....

5/
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Toxic chemical:

fa) it has been stockpiled as a chemical weapon;/.

[ or/

(b) it .... poses otherwise a risk to the objectives of the Convention because it 
possesses such lethal or incapacitating toxicity as well as other properties that 
might enable it to be weaponized and used as a chemical weapon JJ;

[and ]

2. it is produced in large commercial quantities 2J for purposes not prohibited 
under the Convention.....

Precursor .... :

it .... poses a risk to the objectives of the Convention by virtue of its importance 
in the production of one or more chemicals listed in Schedule 1 or Schedule 2

1.

[B] .... ; ..

[and ]

2. it is produced in large commercial quantities 2J for purposes not prohibited 
under the Convention .....

jy A view was expressed that the consideration of this guideline should be continued 
taking into account that the present formulation is questionable as far as it reproauces a 
criterion for Schedule 1.

_2/ The question of a quantitative criterion, possibly including a numerical threshold, 
requires further discussion.

2/ ....

3/ ....

C
n/
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A. Schedule 1

O-Alkyl (<C10, incl. cycloalkyl) alkyl (Me, Et,

Sarin: O-isopropyl methylphosphonofluoridate 
Soman: O-pinacolyl methylphosphonofluoridate

n-Pr or i-Pr)-phosphonofluoridates ...

(107-44-8) 
(96-64-0)

1.

e.g.

n-Pr or i-Pr)2. O-Alkyl (<CI0. incl. cycloalkyl) N,N-dialkyl (Me, El,
phosphoramidocyanidates ...

(77-81-6)O-ethyl N,N-dimethylphosphoramidocyamdate
e.g. Tabun:

protonated salts...

2-dialkyl (Me, Et, n-Pr or i-Pr)-aminoethyl 
and corresponding alkylated and

e.g. VX : O-ethyl S-2-diisopropylaminoethyl 
methyl phosphonothiolate

(50782-69-9)

4. Sulphur mustards:

2-Chloroethylchloromethylsulphide
bis(2-chloroethyl)sulphide: Mustard Gas (H) 
bis(2-chloroethylthio)methane
l,2-bis(2-chloroethylthio)ethane: Sesquimustard (Q)
l’,3-bis(2-chloroethylthio)-n-propane
l’,4-bis(2-chloroethylthio)-n-butane
l,5-bis(2-chloroethylthio)-n-pentane
bis( -chloroethylthiomethyDether
bis( -chloroethylthioethyl)ether O-Mustard (T)

(2625-76-5)
(505-60-2)

(63869-13-6)
(3563-36-8)

(63905-10-2)

(63918-89-8)

ssssms:-'“'t,"," ~i-,™ »™"—*a later stage in the negotiations be added to, transferred between or re 
Schedules Further consideration also needs to be given to the specific 
requirements with respect to toxins.

A view was expressed that the . ,
the criteria contained in de guidelines for the Schedules.

The ultimatejy

composition of the Schedules should be based

solely on
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III. SCHEDULES OF CHEMICALS ±/
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Nitrogen mustards:

HN1: bis(2-chloroethyl)ethylamine 
HN2: bis(2-chloroethyl)methylamine 
HN3: tris(2-chloroethyl)amine

3-Quinuclidinyl benzilate (BZ) J/2/

Saxitoxin 3/

Ricin 3/

Alkyl (Me, Et, n-Pr or i-Pr) Phosphonyidifluorides ..

e.g. DF: methylphosphonyldifluoride

O-Alkyl (H or_<CiQ, incl. cycloalkyl) O-2-dialkyl (Me, Et, n-Pr or i-Pr)-aminoethyl 
alkyl (Me, Et, N-Pr or i-Pr) phosphonites and corresponding alkylated and protonated 
salts ..

(538-07-8)
(51-75-2)

(555-77-1)

(6581-06-2)

(35523-89-8)

(676-99-3)

e.g. QL: O-ethyl O-2-diisopropylammoethyl 
methylphosphonite (57856-11-8)

// The view was expressed that this chemical should be included in Schedule 2 part B 
because of its production (as an intermediate in captive usej for purposes not prohibited under 
the Convention.

A view was expressed that this item should be replaced by:

3 Quinuclidinyl esters of (2-phenyl-2-(phenyl, cyclohexyl, cyclopentyl or 
cyclobutyl)-2-hydroxyacetic acids and their methyl, ethyl, n-propyl and iso-propyl 
esters

e.g. 3-Quinuclidinyl benzilate (BZ)

The placement of toxines on the Schedules requires further consideration. A view 
was expressed that relevant toxins should be considered for inclusion in Schedule 2 part B, 
for example, in a separate section with lower thresholds for declaration and verification 
compared with other chemicals on that Schedule. Another view was expressed that different 
toxins could be included in different Schedules in accordance with the guidelines for those 
Schedules.

1/

3/
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5. Lewisites:

(541-25-3)
(40334-69-8)
(40334-70-1)

Lewisite 1: 2-chlorovinyldichloroarsine 
Lewisite 2: bis(2-chlorovinyl)chloroarsine 
Lewisite 3: tris (2-chlorovinyl)arsine

O

O
x

>4
O

x
oo
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B. Schedule 2 part A—- -sa sr^.^'rr1. Chemicals, 
atom to 
further carbon atoms...........

e.g. Methyl phos phony I dichloride 
Dimethyl methyl phosphonate

which is bonded one

EXemPFonofos : O-ethyl S-phenyl ethylphosphonodith.oate ±/2/

i-Pr) phosphoramidic dihalides 

i-Pr) N,N-dialkyl (Me, Et, n-Pr or

(944-22-9)

2. N,N-Dialkyl (Me, Et, n-Pr or 

. Dialkyl (Me, Et, n-Pr or 

4. Arsenic trichloride W

2,2-Diphenyl-2-hydroxyacetic acid ±f

i-Pr)-phosphoramidates

(7784-34-1)

(76-93-7)

(1619-34-7)
6. Quinuclidin-3-ol ..

this chemical should be included in Schedule 2 part A.

question of exempt,ons needs further considérât,on.

hemical should be included in Schedule 3.

Schedule 1 is expanded into a group, a
Schedule 2 part A. Item

A view was expressed that

A view was expressed that the

A view was expressed that this c

4/ a view was expressed that if item 7 on —, 
co7responding expansion should be considered for items 5 and 6 on
5 could, e.g., then include:

2-phenyl-2-(phenyl, cyclohexyl, cyclopentyl or 
their methyl, ethyl, n-propyl and iso-propyl esters,

jy
2/

1/

cyclobutyl)-2-hydroxyacetic acids and

and item 6 could, e.g., include:

3- or 4-hydroxypiperidine ......

CD/CW/WP.362 
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(1445-76-7)
.. Chloro Sarin: O-isopropyl methylphosphonochloridate W 

Chloro Soman: O-pinacolyl methylphosphonochloridate J/ 

3,3-Dimethylbutan-2-ol (pinacolyl alcohol) ±f

12.

(7040-57-5).
13.

(464-07-3).
.14.

KJ
\

tn
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7. N.N-Dialkyl (Me, Et, n-Pr or i-Pr) aminoethyl-2-chlorides and corresponding 
protonated salts .. ..

N,N-Diatkyl (Me, Et, n-Pr or i-Pr) aminoethane-2-ols and corresponding protonated 
salts .. ..

Exemptions:
N-dimethylamino ethanol and corresponding protonated salts 1_/

N,N-diethylamino ethanol and corresponding protonated salts J/

8.

(108-01-0) 

(100-37-8)

9 N,N-Dialkyl (Me, Et, n-Pr or i-Pr) aminoethane-2-thiolJ and corresponding protonated 
salts .. ..

10. Bis (2-hydroxyethyl)sulphide (thiodiglycol) .. (111-48-8)

C. Schedule 2 part B

Amiton : 0,0-Diethyl S-(2-(diethylamino)ethyl) phosphorothiolate 
and corresponding alkylated and protonated salts

1. (78-53-5)

PFIB :
1,1,3,3,3-pentafluoro-2-(trifluoromethyl)-1 -propene 2_/

.2. (382-21-8).

7/ A view was expressed that the question of exemptions needs further consideration.

the whole question of2/ The view was expressed that further consideration is needed on 
the"handling of by-products that pose a risk to the Convention.

CD
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D. Schedule 3 ..
(75-44-5)

(506-77-4)

(74-90-8)

(76-06-2)

1. Phosgene

2. Cyanogen chloride

3. Hydrogen cyanide

4 Trichloronitromethane (chloropicrin)

(10025-87-3) 

(7719-12-2) 

(10026-13-8) 

(121-45-9) 

(122-52-1) 

(868-85-9) 

(762-04-9) 

(10025-67-9) 

(10545-99-0) 

(7719-09-7) 

(102-71-6)

5. Phosphorus oxychloride

6. Phosphorus trichloride

7. Phosphorus pentachloride

8. Trimethyl phosphite

9. Triethyl phosphite

10. Dimethyl phosphite

11. Diethyl phosphite

12. Sulphur monochloride

13. Sulphur dichloride

14. Thionyl chloride ±/

15. Triethanolamine ±/ 2y

16. Elhyldiethanol amine _// .2/

17. Methyldiethanolamme JJ 2_/

18. FonofosJ_/
(944-22-9)

dimethylamino ethanol and corresponding protonated salts W (108-01-0)19. N.N-

20. N,N-diethylamino ethanol and corresponding protonated salts y (100-57-8)

chemical should be removed from the Schedules.

2/ A view was expressed that the question of placement of these fiemcals J , At
Schedules, including the feasibility of moving them from Schedule 3 to Sched 
needs further consideration.

1 / Views were expressed that this
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ENGLISHOriginal :

Ad Hoc Conaaittee on Chemical Weapons

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
A Chemical Weapons Convention

Staffing and Cost Estimates for a Technical Secretariat

INTRODUCTIOH
Several studies have been done on the composition, 

organization and operational requirements necessary to 
establish, implement and monitor a Chemical Weapons Convention 
(CWC).W Clearly, costs will depend on several factors, i.e 
such as, decisions involving alternative verification schemes 
and the structuring of administrative bodies.

One aspect of the overall costs associated with 
establishing and implementing a Chemical Weapons Convention 
(CWC) is the operating administrative costs. Discussions 
concerning costs should be addressed parallel to other areas of 
the negotiations. Such discussions should not dictate desired 
implementation procedures, rather, the approach to 
administrative requirements is yet another factor to be 
considered.

In addition to administrative considerations, there are 
other elements of costs of a CWC that will need to be 
addressed, such as establishing the preparatory commission, 
national implementation costs, and national contributions to a 
CWC. This paper does not focus on any of the other elements in 
the belief each is important enough to warrant separate 
consideration. This paper is an attempt to look at the various 
administrative operating costs for a Technical Secretariat to a 
CWC. To assist in putting this in perspective a representative 
organizational chart has been developed. In developing 
staffing requirements, national trial inspection reports, 
US/Soviet bilateral visits and experience, as well as CD/1046 
were used.^

(1) Eatknatan at Tmaka Far Stz» aland Haeoaimry Roocuzaa far « TmMcai Socrdarid LUdor a CWC • Or S 
Johan Lundtn. 19 Juna 1989 hopacOon Com* for a HMÊotmat Charmoat WoaponaCamrardon ^ InaVj ^
Analytaa. June 1990. 77» CWC and tha kdomaaonat tmpmjh.it a A CXmrCtM&ne Umya^ho! S< ** *^
Carnal Allan and Irtamavonal Traoa. Canada. Auguwl 1990 Vartyrç ttm PrajactmSCharmed ,= = ,
Coat AnaJyad - Harbart Baca. 1989; Stza and Structura at A Charmed Oaarmamart tnapacaorata ■ Naiharlanda. March 984

(C&4A5).
(2) Cul-otf a January 1991.
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COST FACTORS

The cost of imp lamenting/monitoring a Convention will be a 
function of a number of parameters. Some 
of monitoring storage facilities during the destruction period 
—will vary greatly depending on the number of facilities, 
while some -- such as the cost of maintaining a data management 
facility— will consist largely of a capital investment that 
is relatively less sensitive to marginal changes in workload.

The number of chemical weapons production, storage and 
destruction facilities, and the number of civil chemical 
industry facilities potentially capable of producing chemical 
weapons or their precursors, will largely determine the number 
of inspectors and the amount of monitoring equipment necessary 
to ensure verification of a CWC.

The number of facilities will also determine the extent of 
the Technical Secretariat staff needed to examine proposed 
verification schemes. For each type of facility, the cost of 
inspection will depend on:

such as the cost

The type of inspection: i.e 
(resident inspectors), or occasional (visiting 
inspectors).

whether continuous,• t

The extent and duration of an inspection -- the 
more intrusive it is, and the longer it is, the 
more time-consuming and manpower-intensive it will
be.

— The frequency of inspection, which depends in part 
on whether it is conducted on a periodic or random
basis.

Other factors to be considered include automatic remote 
monitoring equipment where in certain instances reduced costs 
could result by shifting verification tasks from inspectors to 
automatic monitoring equipment with data recorded at a central 
facility. Support costs will be affected by such factors as 
the location of the administrative headquarters, the size of 
the staff required, and whether to construct a laboratory to 
analyze samples taken during inspections, or whether to 
contract this work with commercial laboratories.
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THE TECHNICAL SECRETARIAT
The Technical Secretariat, as agreed to in Article VIII.D 

will be the operating arm of the international institution 
established to implement the provisions of the Convention.

The annual costs incurred by the Technical secretariat, 
following start-up and capitalization, will include:

-- Provide interface with national organizations, to 
receive and transmit reports, etc.

-- Review, process, analyze and report on declarations 
submitted by States Parties. The processing of declarations 
submitted by the States Parties will be an early and continuing 
cost to the Technical Secretariat. Initial declarations could 
require significant staff effort. Annual declarations will 
require continued technical and administrative effort at a 
moderate level.

-- Routine inspections ; each declared facility subject 
to routine inspection will also require an "initial 
inspection". This will also include the need to negotiate a 
Facility Agreement between the Inspectorate and the facility to 
establish the content and scope of the subsequent inspections.

-- The frequency of inspection is partially defined in 
the rolling text, but will vary, inter alia» based on the type 
of equipment used in the inspection process. The use of 
unattended monitoring equipment could reduce the frequency of 
on-site inspections for a given level verification.

— Inspections requested by States Parties.

-- Facilities of a specific type, i.e 
CW production, commercial schedule 2,
inspected sites will be determined by the definitions and 
descriptions contained in the Convention.

CW stockpile, 
The number of

• t

etc.
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— Size and composition of the inspection team and 
duration of the inspection, 
inspection teams numbering from 3 inspectors for 3 days to 10 
inspectors for 5 days for the same Schedule 2 production 
facility. The factor of 5 variation can only be reduced by 
definition of the inspection procedures for each type of 
facility. The type and amount of equipment available to the 
inspection team will also strongly influence both the required 
size of the team and the duration of the inspection. Until 
specific pieces of equipment and their characteristics are 
specified, it will not be possible to quantify this factor with 
precision.

Recent cost estimates have assumed

— Capital equipment used by the inspectors will cause 
acquisition and operation costs to be incurred by the Technical 
Secretariat. Definition of the types of equipment to be 
employed is necessary to quantify these costs. The equipment 
used in the inspection process is interrelated with the 
required frequency of inspection, the size of the inspection 
team, and the duration of each inspection. The inspection 
procedures adopted are the key to both understanding these 
relationships and estimating the direct and indirect costs of 
inspection equipment to the Technical Secretariat.

— Analytic support for inspections requirements.
This relates to the chemical analysis of samples collected by 
the inspectors and also data analysis conducted to support the 
planning and/or interpretation of inspections. The key 
information necessary to quantitatively assess the costs 
associated with analytic support are the procedures by which 
the different types of inspection will be conducted. The use 
of on-site equipment may reduce (or possibly increase) the need 
for analytic support; definition of inspection procedures will 
improve the accuracy of the cost estimates.

A number of recent efforts have attempted to define the 
inspection workload by the Convention. Even though many issues 
remain to be resolved, efforts are beginning to identify the 
staffing cost of a Technical Secretariat.

Several countries, participants in the Conference on 
Disarmament (CD), have conducted National Trial Inspections 
(NTIs) of military and commercial facilities which would be 
subject to inspection under the terms of the Convention. These 
NTIs are intended to examine the characteristics of various



studies have attempted to estimate the scope and
While numerous assumptionRecent

cost of the Technical Secretariat.
and estimating factors will need to be evaluated to ensure 
consistency between estimates, the general level of agreemen

argues that xpe ted ann a 1 costs for''ied within ±50%.among the beof the
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types of inspections and define the scope of the required 
effort. It should be noted, however, that unlike the NTIs the 
international inspection team would require additional 
inspection procedures and support activities (e.g 
and interpretation services).

translation
• 9
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THE TECHNICAL SECRETARIAT
This section presents a suggested Secretariat organization, 

staffing projections and rationale. (See Attachment I for 
suggested Organization Chart.)
EXECUTIVE OFFICE

PROJECTED STAFFING
MANAGER PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL TT.F.RICAL

Executive Office 5* 10** 10
TOTAL 5 10 10
•Includes Director General, Deputy Director General, and 

three Associate Directors General.
••Includes executive and special assistants.

MAJOR FUNCTION(S):
Secretariat, report to the Executive Council on the activities 
of the Technical Secretariat, and assist the Conference of 
States Parties and the Executive Council in the performance of 
their duties.

To oversee the business of the Technical

ACTIVITIES:
Provide overall leadership, management, and 

representation of the organization.
Prepare monthly, quarterly and annual reports compiled 

from all Directorates under their organization and forward them 
to the Executive Council. Oversee special projects.

Provide liaison for the needs and requirements of the 
Executive Council and the Conference of States Parties and 
disseminate tasking to the various Directorates under them.
BASIS OF STAFFING ESTIMATE:

1.

2.

3.

The Executive Office will be the central, controlling body 
for the Technical Secretariat. With an organization of 
approximately 1,225 people, it is estimated the Director 
General will require one deputy and three associate directors 
in order to adequately manage personnel, along with 
professional and clerical support.
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ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTORATE
PROJECTED STAFFING

MENACER PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL CLERICAL
111Directorate Manager
131Medical
42101Personnel Office
2431Travel Office
3251Legal Office 

General Services 2331
1311256TOTAL

the smooth operation of allMAJOR FUNCTION(S): ancillary responsibilities of the Technical Secretariat.
To ensure

ACTIVITIES:
and letters of consent from all1. Prepare contracts 

States Parties. (Legal)
Technical Secretariat personnel. (Personnel)2. Hire all

official travel requirements of inspectors3. Arrange the 
and other personnel. (Travel)

Maintain an approved list of inspectors, by country.4.
(Personnel)

5. Assist the Technical Secretariat in negotiating 
inspection agreements. (Legal)

6. Maintain a file of applicable national laws and provide 
advice and assistance to inspectors. (Legal)
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7. Ensure that necessary operating supplies and 
furnishings are available to staff personnel. (General 
Services)

Maintain medical dispensary for Secretariat personnel; 
provide medical assistance/information to inspection teams; 
administer innoculations. (Medical)
BASIS OF STAFFING ESTIMATE:

This estimate is based on typical corporate structures for 
supervising an organization of the size envisioned and 
comparable existing international organizations . W

8.

(1) Reference» throughout tN* paper to typical corporate atrudurm' rater» to work dona on overall corporate tlruclure and 
NATo'and^OECo'1* *^*e*^e COfPoral,on Reference» to international organization» include», but not ex cluaively. IAEA.
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COMPTROLLER DIRECTORATE
PROJECTED STAFFING

MANAGER PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL CLERICAL
111Directorate Manager
234Finance and Accounting 1 

Office
2221Payroll Office 

Budget Office 221
7594TOTAL

To ensure that all financial obligationsMAJOR FUNCTION(S):(contributions) are met by the States Parties as well as
the financial operations of the Technical Secretariat.oversee 

ACTIVITIES:
1. Pay employees.
2. Prepare and manage the budget of the Technical 

Secretariat.
3. Coordinate and manage all capital outlay.
4. Maintain records of States Parties contributions, 

obligations, etc.
BASIS OF STAFFING ESTIMATE:

It is assumed this Directorate would be highly automated, 
using the latest computer and accounting technology and is 
based on a typical corporate structure for staffing.
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SECURITY DIRECTORATE
PROJECTED STAFFING

MANAGER PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL CLERICAL
Security Management 
Building Security 
Personnel Security 
Document Security

1 1 1

1 5 20 1
1 10 3 1
1 54 1

TOTAL 4 20 28 4

MAJOR FUNCTION(S): To provide building, personnel and document 
security against unauthorized use or disclosure.
ACTIVITIES:

Provide building security against unauthorized entrance 
of personnel and acts of aggression.

Provide personnel security against entrance by 
unauthorized personnel as well as obtain clearances and 
approval by States Parties for inspectors.

Provide document security against dissemination of 
confidential business information to unauthorized personnel.

Provide training and security briefings for Technical 
Secretariat ; keep inspectors and others aware of any threats 
pertaining to official travel.

1.

2.

3.

4.

BASIS OF STAFFING ESTIMATE:
Security management will consist of the manager, one 

assistant and one clerical person to administer the routine 
office operations.

Building security will be a 24-hour-day, 7-day-a-week 
operation. This will require one manager to oversee operations 
and other duties in the building. The five professional staff 
members would be in charge of the various shifts and augment 
the guard staff during times of emergency. Based on three 
shifts and forty hours per week, it is estimated that twenty 
personnel would be needed for this function. This would 
provide approximately five personnel per shift. However, the 
size of the guard staff would be dependent on the size of the 
building.
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Develop and maintain security files on Technical
This would include backgroundSecretariat personnel.

investigations periodic follow-ups and secure computer 
support. Clearance of personnel will be a key measure by which 
confidential information can be completely acquired and safely 
maintained.
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INSPECTION DIRECTORATE
PROJECTED STAFFING

MANAGER PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL CLERICAL
Directorate Manager 1 5 3 1
Inspectors 
Technical Systems 
Analytical Laboratory 
Equipment Division

1 581 314 1
1 3 2

1 10 24
1 129

Training Division 1 10 5
TOTAL 6 618 360 2

MAJOR FUNCTION(S): To support the Technical Secretariat in its 
primary function of conducting inspections, and to provide 
analytic chemistry services.
ACTIVITIES:

1. Carry out all types of inspections as agreed to in theConvention.
2. Prepare required reports on all inspections.

Maintain capability to reliably analyze any samples 
collected by inspectors.

Create and distribute standards to qualify and provide 
quality assurance of participating laboratories.

Develop and validate standard methods of sampling.
Refine inspection procedures and train inspectors.

3.

4 .

5.
6.



The Training Division will be responsible for generating 
all curricula materials as well as training the instructors and 
inspectors to ensure uniform inspection procedures. This will 
involve initial, follow-on and refresher training in all types 
of inspection; i.e., storage, production, destruction, use and 
commercial chemical facilities. This Division will provide 
initial, follow-on and refresher training in equipment use, 
records keeping, report writing, etc. It will also provide 
safety training appropr ate to the proposed inspection.
Training Division would also be responsible for ensuring that 
established procedures are followed in the field by observing 
randomly selected inspections.

The

It was determined that a medical person should be part of 
an inspection team to deal with emergency situations. (This 
person would be a qualified nurse/corpsman.)
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BASIS OF STAFFING ESTIMATE:
It was determined that inspectors would spend ninety (90) 

days per year (65 work days) in the field doing actual 
inspecting ; 50 days planning and preparing for inspections 
(i.e., travel arrangements, information gathering, etc.); and 
50 days in follow-up activities (i.e., report writing, etc.). 
The remainder of the time would be allocated to training and 
other activities.

A Management team would be established to ensure the proper 
allocation and control of personnel resources commensurate with 
the type of inspected facility. Ensure that inspections are 
executed in a timely and reliable manner, consistent with 
approved procedures and practices.

The Analytic Laboratory is staffed to allow operation of 
state-of-the-art automatic analysis instrumentation. It will 
develop procedures for testing and assure that these procedures 
are used in the participating laboratories. They will, 
however, do some analysis on samples collected by inspectors.
It is not anticipated that the analytic laboratory will analyze 
all samples generated by the inspectors but rather assist 
participating laboratories in the workload.

The Equipment Division will test and evaluate proposed 
inspection equipment as well as upgrades to existing 
equipment. It will also certify the inspection equipment used 
by the inspectors. In addition to States Parties proposing 
specific equipment, this Division will make recommendations for 
equipment based on its own R&D work.

H-
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIRECTORATE

PROJECTED STAFFING
MANAGER PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL CT.FRTCAL

Directorate Manager 1 2 1
Communications 1 3 4 2

Central Computer Center 1 10 8 1
Language Services 1 20 6

Library 1 3 4
Public Affairs 1 4 4

TOTAL 6 42 16 8

MAJOR FUNCTION(S): Organize and catalog all information 
collected on inspections as well as provide information 
services to States Parties. Maintain liaison with national 
authority.

ACTIVITIES:

Establish a central computer center and a distributed 
micro-computer network for collection and dissemination of 
information on inspections.

Provide translation capability for all stored documents 
and a multilingual access to electronic and hard copy materials.

Establish a library of information on all aspects of 
chemical warfare (hard copy - archive) as well as a cross 
reference filing system.

Collect, organize and integrate data, such as reports 
from States Parties, from multiple sources.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Provide periodic reporting to support inspection5.
activities.

Maintain informational archives to support current and 
future Technical Secretariat functions.

6.
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7. Maintain liaison with national authorities for routine 
day-to-day activities, such as reports, etc.

8. Develop and maintain an international communications 
system supporting the Technical Secretariat.

9. Develop and maintain public affairs information and 
dissemination.
BASIS OF STAFFING ESTIMATE:

It is assumed this Directorate would be a highly automated 
operation using the latest computer technology. Computer

services will support the entire Technicaloperations and other 
Secretariat and especially the Inspection Directorate.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STAFFING SUMMARY
PROJECTED STAFFING

MANAGER PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL PT.FR I CAL
Executive Office 5 10 10
Administrative 6 25 11 13

Comptroller 4 79 5

Security 4 20 428

Inspectorate 6 618 2360

Information Systems 146 42 16

TOTAL 5031 724 420

Combined Total for all Directorates and the Executive Office :

1.225TOTAL

NOTE ! Ha nay an aia dafinad fo ineluda tha Diraefor Ganaral and Daputma, Haadt of Diraetorataa and Haada of 
Dhriaiona. Haada of Section ara meludad in Protaaaional Staff.
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COST ESTIMATES

This section presents the estimates used in projecting the 
cost assessments of the Technical Secretariat. Cost estimates 
are stated in current (1991) US dollars.

TECHNICAL SECRETARIAT 
CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT COSTS 

($US)

COSTEQUIPMENT
9,500,000Analytic Chemistry Laboratory

Computing Equipment^
Central OfficeInspectorate (field lap-tops) 

Library/Reference Materials 
Inspectorate

Safety (@$500 per person)

2,000,000
415,000
500,000

490,000

12-905.000TOTAL

(1) /UiumM mini-computer at ft. OOO.000, plut 100 
memcemputert with LAN et $10.000 per unà.
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TECHNICAL SECRET AH IAT 
OUTSIDE LABORATORY COSTS 

(SUS)

Utilizing outside existing laboratories for testing and 
analyzing samples from Inspections.

Initial cost of equipment and materials set up 
in an existing laboratory building

Annual costs thereafter for service contracts 
and expendable supplies

4,000,000

500,000

Staffing for each laboratory would include: 

Manager

Laboratory Staff 
Clerical

1
12
1

TOTAL 14

Contract cost per manyear is approximately $120,000 
Contract Labor per year

Annual costs for service contracts, expendable supplies, 
and labor, pet. laboratory:

Total: 1,680,000

totai. a.iao.onn

This paper does not include a discussion of capital costs, but an exception has been made in this instance to show estimates for setting up a facility in an outside existing laboratory. Estimates, based on U.S. costs, are for equipment, laboratory space, and personnel required for an off-site trace analysis laboratory. Initial equipment and materials costs of $4 million is based on setting up a facility within an existing laboratory. The $4 million figure has not been Included in the total estimated administrative operating expenses. The $500 thousand per year per laboratory operating expenses covers service contracts and expendable supplies. The $120.000 per manyear is derived from current US government contract costs. Approximately 62,000 square feet of floor space would be needed to accommodate the instrumentation, data systems, and offices. This would also include a small, separate, secure area for storage of CW agent standard reference solutions.



70 20CW Weapons 120
Stockpile (a,c,d) (70£; 35 sites)

CW Weapons 20 
Destruction (a,d) (3e;5f; 35 sites)

2050

510Former Pro- 120 
duction Fac (a,b,d) (10£; 35 sites)

520Permitted 
Schedule 1 (2e;5£; 20 sites)

530Commercial 120 
Schedule 2 (a,b,d) (2e; 200 sites)

5Commercial 120 
CW Capable (e,b,d)

Challenge
Inspections (a,b,c,d) (10£; 10 sites)

2010220

3,290,0006

1,080,00012

600,0002

415.0001

7,625,00013

19 2,375.000

820.0003

16.205.OOPTOTAL

Communications
(Thousand* StlS)

Monitoring/Seals 
(Thousands SUS1Field Sampling/Analysis 

(Thousands SUS^________
g. Phone/FAX/ 

Data
h. On-Site 

Radio

15e. Processa. CW Detection 10 
Equipment

b. Portable 
GC/MS

c. Munitions 
Testing

d. Sample 
Collection/ 
Transporta
tion

5
f. Entry/

Exit
100

151
100

10
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TECHNICAL SECRETARIAT 
FIELD EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

($U6)

COST PER 
INSPEC-

COHMUNI- NO. OF TION 
CATIONS TEAMS TYPE

FIELD
SAMPLING/ MONITORING/ 
ANALYSIS SEALS

INSPECTION

«-< «
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TECHNICAL SECRETARIAT 
ESTIMATED TRAVEL COSTS (SUS)

ANNUAL COST 
PER TRAVELER

NUMBER OP 
TRAVELERSCLASS OP TRAVELER annual cost

Executive/Manager 

Professional Staff 
Technical Staff

20,000 31 620,000
45,000 724 32,580,000
45,000 420 18.900,000

Clerical 20,000 5 100,000
TOTAL S2-200.0QQ

Assumes each inspector travels on inspections ninety (90) 
days per year. Travel costs of $500 per day are Incurred, made 
up of $200 subsistence and $300 for commercial air fare. Other 
travel reflects attendance at conferences, symposia, training, 
etc.
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TECHNICAL SECRETARIAT 
LABOR COST

($US)

POST ADJ.OVERHEAD^ TOTALNUMBER DIRECT SALARYLABOR
4,338,919 

72,057,243 

25.880,656 

1,806,867

1,446,2962,892,62331Executive/Manager
24,019,03248,038,211724Professional

8,626,85317,253,803420Technical
602,3191,204,54850Clerical

104,083,68534,694,50069,389,1851,225Totals

194.083.685TOTAL

(1) Poat adjuttmant costs meluda such Horn» as "location costs and allowancaa; overhead mcludas auch Hams as 
insurance banaita. payrol taxes, axpandabla aupphaa and mamtananea.
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LABOR COST BY DIRECTORATE
(US$)

DIRECT
SALARY

POST ADJ. 
OVERHEAD TOTAL

Executive Office 1,338,434
Administrative Directorate 2,089,168

669,212 2,007,646
1,044,578 3,133,746

Comptroller Directorate 986,247 493,121 1,479,368
Security Directorate 2,093,999 1,046,997 3,140,996
Inspectorate 59,378,605 29,689,195 89,067,800
Information Systems 3,502,732 1,751,397 5,254,129

Total 69,389,185 34,694,500 104,083,685



As stated elsewhere, this paper does not address cap ta. 
costs,w however, It is worth noting that If the decision Is 
made to construct a facility to house the Technical 
Secretariat, an estimated $50 million US would h®ve *Lr J ^ d 
to the 'start up' costs, amortized over an agreed number or yLr$? adding ïo th. ov.rall operating costa. The «0 million 
estimate is based on current rates to construct, finish, and 
furnish a facility to accommodate 1.225 people.

(1) Amumm • sew /•«/ ffe %xp*c\Ar<f fcr tqv&iw*-

(gj Aiivm«s s fr>9 j*v B% vp*c**cy,er •gvipm**

», Mnu., «W. à fa, oo. tfw» 6» me» tfwi M U». *'** wau* »e~" *
Vi4l mtgn/bjdt, * Iwn wwnj foW com

nd atp'+ttt'jo* e/ 04pAil
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TECHNICAL SECRETASIAT 
COST SUMMARY 

($US)

1,843,500

3.241,000

EQUIPMENT COSTS (Per Year)®

FIELD EQUIPMENT COSTS (Per Year)®

OUTSIDE LABORATORIES (Per Lab/Per Year)® 

TRAVEL COSTS 

LABOR COSTS

2,180,000

52,200,000

1fti . 083.685

Iffn .S4B.185TOTAL

•H
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TECHNICAL SECRETARIAT 
IHSPECTIOM TEAMS 
TRAVEL COSTS

($US)

Cost Pet^ 
InspectionDurât ion^ Team SizeType Inspection

dus;
Permitted Schedule 1 4 days 

7 days

5 days 

12 days
4 days 

9 days

11 22,000
Commercial Schedule 2 11 38.500

17.500 

126,000

Commercial CW Capable 

Challenge Inspections 

Former CW Production

7

21
16 32,000

CW Stockpile 21 94,500

Assuming a continuous presence at $500 per day for one year per 
site (a constant presence could result in reduced travel and 
related costs, i.e leased quarters):• #

CW Destruction 365 days 6,022,50033

(1) Wudw Bfttvaad Trtmi

(2} Tnvl end Far OUm Coat»; 3m ft far fqufyr»* Co**.

SSsÿMï:—
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TBCmiCAL SECRETARIAT 
TEAM COMPOSITION

Using CD/1046 as the basis, an estimate of the number of 
Inspections possible annually with the number of inspection 
teams required to conduct them would be as follows:

1 team20 sitesPermitted Schedule 1
200 sites 13 teamsCommercial Schedule 2

19 teams200 sitesCommercial CW Capable 

Challenge Inspections 

Former CW Production

10 sites 3 teams

35 sites 2 teams
6 teams35 sitesCW Stockpile

12 teams35 sitesCW Destruction

It is estimated a team would be composed^ of the following:
Chemical Weapons Experts 
Chemical Engineers 
Analytic Chemlcsts 
Industrial Auditor 
Interpreters 
Instrument Technicans 
Medical 
Security

(1) I à !*eoQneed that vi lomt InnintM taam competition and ttza may vary depending on drevmtUnce*.
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SAMPLE INSPECTION COSTS*1* 
(SUS)

TEAM
SIZE

NUMBER 
OF TEAMS

NUMBER 
OF SITES

TOTAL
COSTSTYPE INSPECTION

Permitted 
Schedule 1 11 1 20 1,465,900

Commercial 
Schedule 2 11 13 200 10,167,900

Commercial 
CW Capable 7 19 200 4,557,800

Challenge
Inspections 21 3 10 3,096,600

Former CW 
Production 16 2 35 2,718,300

CW Stockpile 21 6 35 5,713,900

Exclusive of Destruction TOTAL 27,720,400

At this point, it is difficult to estimate the costs for 
inspection of CW destruction since little is known about the 
number of destruction sites and the length of operations at 
each site.

Costs per site per year:
CW Destruction 33 1 1 8,982,900

Assuming a continuous presence at a CW destruction site for 
a three year campaign, approximately one-third of the 
destruction sites would be continuously staffed during the 
first ten years of treaty operations.
Average annual costs, assuming a total of 35 sites, each 
operating for three years:
CW Destruction
Including 12 Destruction Sites

33 12 107,794,80012
135,515,200TOTAL

(1) Cotta inckrto- Asmvakaed FloM Squint tor «I team* per Inapootion typo; Travel Coati: Salarie* of Intpeepon Team.
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HOTES:

_ Page 18: Outside laboratory cost estimates were
provided by the U.8. Army Chemical Research» 
Development and Engineering Center.

— Page 20: The $500 per day figure for 
travel/subsistence is based on sampling.

_ Page 21: Labor costs are based on salary scales for
the IAEA for comparable positions.

_ Page 23: The $50 million estimate for a new
facility is based on current costs for construction 
and completing a structure for occupancy.
Scheduling and staffing of inspectors was drawn

IAEA experience and practice, other on-goingfrom
CW discussions and NTI reports.
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tne implementation of the non-proliferation policy
on the Government's 

the Minister of 
Minister

basedof Romania andof the Government 
pensions on 
Foreign
of Inoustry and

no. *3 on the control cf exports- which could commute

the experts and imports regime,
Affairs , the Minister of National Defence, the

the Minister of Trade and Tourism issueo jointly
toOrder

the proliferation 
missiles carrying such weapons, published on July 8, 1991 m

containing all laws ana

tnedanaof weapons of mass-destruction
tne

othernational document,
"Monitorul Oficial a 1 Romeniei".

official 
regulations,

of this Oroer, 
chemical weapons

with the provisions 
for reexporting of

accordancen
imports

equipment, plants or components therefor, listed 
which is an integral part of Order no.4o, are

andexports inprecursors , 
the Annex , 
to the terms and 
Order no.49

subject
conditions for obtaining a licence, provided

trade
in

ancof December 15, 1990 of the minister of
tourism .

import for 
agents 

international

for licences for export orWhen applying
of the items listed in the Annex, economicreexporting

shall ensure the strict 
obligations undertaken 
export control.

with thecompliance
dv Romania regarding non-proliferation anc
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Ad Hoc Coseittee on Chemical Weapons

ROMANIA

Information regarding Romanian export controls 
of precursors, equipment, plants or components 

therefor which could be used in the manufacturing 
of chemical weapons
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The Order provides that the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, the Ministry of Trace and Tourism, the Ministry of 
National Defence and the Ministry of Industry shall mutually 
advise and consult on the export applications for the chemical
weapons precursors. equipment, plants or components therefor 
listed in the Annex, so as to ensure the compliance with the 
international commitments undertaken by Romania in the 
non-proliferation field.

Also under the provisions of Order no.40, the 
above - mentioned ministries and, as the case may be, other field 
ministries, shall periodically review, on the basis of existing 
records and customs statistics, the import end export licences 
for the purpose of taking the measures provided for by the 
international understandings that Romania has agreed to.

The Order came into force on the date of its 
publication in "Monitorul Oficial al Romaniei".



OR COMPONENTS THEREFOR WHICH ARE SUBJECT 
TO EXPORT CONTROLS FOR PREVENTING CHEMICAL 

WEAPONS PROLIFERATION

Precursors :

1. Thiodiglycol
2. Phosphorus Oxychloridc-
3. Dimethyl Methylphosphcnate
4. Methyl Phosphonyl Difluoride (OF)

Methyl Phosphonyl Dichloride (DC)
6. Dimethyl Phosphite (DMP)
7. Phosphorus Trichloride
8. Trimethyl Phosphite (TMP)
9. Thionyl Chloride

3-Hydroxy-l-methylpiperidine
N , N-Diisopropyl-(beta)-Aminoethyl Cloride 
N , N-Oiisopropyl-(beta)-Aminoethane Thiol

13. 3-Quinuclidinol
14. Potassium Fluoride
15. 2-Cloroethanol
16. Dimethylamine
17. Dimethyl Ethylphosphonate
18. Dimethyl N , N-Dimethylosphoramidate
19. Dimethyl Phosphite
20. Dimethylamine Hydrochloride
21. Ethyl Phosphiny1 Dichloride
22. Ethyl Phosphonyl Dichlonde
23. Ethyl Phosphonyl Difluoride

5 .

1 D . 
11.

12.

CD/CV/WP.365
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AHWEX

OF PRECURSORS AND EQUIPMENT, PLANTS



« Plants that are suitable, directly or through nnor for the oroouction of the cKe-ica1 weaoors or anc work with reactors with a volume of C.l m3 or and that are rraoe of very corrosion-proof metals (such a* steels with a share of more than 35% of alloy or nickel-besec alleys, tantalum, titanium silicon casts, Hastelloy, Monel;, elastics (flucrcaroon polymers) or of glass, materials cr that

"Odificaticns . precursors , more ,high-grade components zirconium materials resistant ceramics materials ;

andor of very 
grain:. e or 

nese.era-ellec wit*': s ccaiec cr

/

CD/CV/WP.365
pege «

24. Hydrogen Fluoride
25. Methyl Benzilate
26. Methyl Phospnmyl Dichicnoe
27. N,N Diisopropyl (beta) Amin o/ Ethanol
28. Pinacolyl Alcohol
29. 0-Ethyl 2-Diisopropylaminoethy1 Methylphosphonite (GL)
30. Tnethyl Phosphite
31. Arsenic Trichloride
32. Benzilic Acid
33. Dimethyl Methylphosphonite
34. Dimethyl Ethylphosphonate
35. Ethyl Pncsphiryl Difluonce
36. Methyl Phosphmyl Difluonce
37. 3 Ouienclidene 

Phcspnprus Pentachlcride
39. Pinecclone
43. Potassium C y a ~ic e
41. Potassium Biflucrice
42. Ammonium Blfluorice
43. Sodium Biflucrice 

Sodium Fluonce 
Sodium Cyanice

46. Tri-ethanolamine
47. Phosphorus Penta sulphide
48. Dl-1seprepy 1amine
49. Dieth y 1 amine etnaro1
50. Sooium Sulphide

36.

£■ & .
45.

II. Equipment, plants or components there for:

c*
 i 
♦
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modified2. Components which are suitable and have been 
especially for the plants listed in head (1):

pumps for chemical plants, instrument panels,pipes reaoy to bewith sealed shafts, especially suitable for the protection of t tagitators installeddischarge of highly toxic substances;
(except:end morewith a volume of 0.1.m3- reactorsenamelled reactors with up to 4 enamel layers);

heat exchangers;

3. Especially modified components, as follows:
- filling eno capping machines for the chemical weapons precursors specified in Chapter I above into containers)

chamber 
catalyticcombustionwith

more than 1,0006C 350°C and subsequent flue gas treating
combustion equipment 

temperatures of combustion over 
equipment;

or

with high flow rates at 3,600 m3/h anddevices with af crementioned
exhaust devicesor locally effectivetreating equipment for

exhaust themore,suDsecue~t toxic substances;

aforementioned- waste water treating equipment for the 
toxic substances ;

liv cesigned toxic sucstancestneir esceciawami-o devices and components fcr the aforementionedgas 
majorwith detection limits below 50 ppb;

for safety sluice devices for plants for the 
aforementioned toxic substances.eouipment
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT
CD/CW/WP.367 
7 October 1991

ENGLISH
Original: RUSSIAN

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

MAIN TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE DESTRUCTION 
OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS

(An approach proposed by Soviet experts )

Hitherto, problems involved in the destruction of chemical weapons have 
usually been settled in the various countries within the framework of national 
programmes mainly designed for the destruction of defective munitions 
unsuitable for use or of obsolete CW agents kept in storage containers. 
result of progress at the talks on general and complete chemical disarmament, 
aspects of the technical solution of this problem are increasingly attracting 
attention beyond national frontiers and becoming a subject of interest for all 
countries in the world community. The complexity of finding a solution to the 
task is due, to a large extent, to the variety of types of CW agent, ranging 
from phosphorus-containing to sulphur-containing and arsenic-containing 
substances that differ in physical, chemical and toxicolog’ical properties, and 
also to the specific features of the design of chemical munitions.

As a

All this variety of substances and types of munitions makes it necessary 
to develop, as far as possible, universal methods of destruction applicable to 
all forms of CW agents and munitions. In every specific case, the decisive 
criterion for the technological aspects of the process is that they should 

to the utmost safe conditions of work and the protection of the
Meanwhile, the technology itself must take into account the

ensure
environment.
specific features of work with supertoxic substances and comprise tried and 
tested techniques and approaches, not forgetting irreplaceable practical 
experience in destroying chemical weapons at the experimental stage of the 

This last circumstance is of particular importance, since thework.
experience gained makes it possible to develop and put into practice measures 
to ensure safe working conditions and the protection of the environment.

These measures, taking into account the fact that working with extremely 
toxic chemicals is involved, include sanitary, hygienic, fire-protection and 
ecological standards, regulations covering technical supervision and also 
legal obligations anchored in legislation. It is precisely this regulatory 
basis that is the main requirement when developing technological processes -or
destroying chemical weapons.

GE.91-6255377614a
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The existing technology in the USSR is based on the use of a two-stage 
process for destroying chemical weapons.

In the first stage sarin, soman, VX and mustard gas are detoxified and 
reaction products of low toxicity are obtained, i.e. one of the tasks is 
completed - the chemical warfare agent is irreversibly transformed into a 
product unsuitable for further use for warlike purposes. Meanwhile it must be 
emphasized that the process is discontinuous, thus making it possible to 
localize any emergency and restricting the amount of toxic material being 
processed at any one time to a strictly limited minimum. To this must be 
added that each operation in detoxification must be monitored.

The main reagent used for destroying sarin, soman and mustard gas is 
monoethanolamine, whereas for VX the detoxification agent is a formula based 
on ethylene glycol and orthophosphoric acid in a ratio of 1:1.

Trace amounts of the chemical warfare agents are found in the reaction 
product obtained, at a level of 1.10~5 mg/ml. It should be noted that the 
reaction product consists of a complex, multicomponent system. For that 
reason the quantitative titration of the agent at a level of 10“^ per cent 
is quite a laborious and lengthy task, so that while the detoxification 
process is completed in one hour, analysis to a sensitivity of 1.10-^* mg/ml 
requires a further 40-90 minutes.

In plants for dismantling chemical munitions, items may also be processed 
one by one, thus considerably reducing the scale of any possible emergency.
At this stage the munition is opened, the CW agent is removed under vacuum and 
the inner surface of the container body is decontaminated. Meanwhile, when 
munitions are being destroyed that contain sarin, soman or mustard gas the 
degassing agent used is the basic reagent for the detoxification reaction - 
monoethanolamine; this makes it possible in each dismantling process to degas 
the inner surfaces of the contaminated fittings and the tubes and pipes, thus 
making it easier to determine the correct amounts of reagents to be used.

The second stage of the process is the incineration of the low-toxicity 
products resulting from detoxification of the CW agent and also the burning of 
the thoroughly degassed munition casings. Thus, tried and approved technical 
solutions are being used in the Soviet Union.

Experimental work was carried out on the method of direct incineration of 
the CW agents, but the method was not adopted, since it requires a very high 
degree of reliability in the equipment used in order to exclude even the 
tiniest discharge of highly toxic substances in any emergency situation in the 
furnaces or in the decontamination plant, and to ensure that is extremely

Nor is it possible to be satisfied with chemical 
For that reason a double screen was created, to

difficult and expensive, 
detoxification alone, 
guarantee both the completeness of the destruction and, as a result of the 
selected sequence of stages, its safety.

It hasThis design of the technological process is extremely reliable, 
been tried out and tested in the course of scientific research and 
experimental design work on the destruction of defective munitions and of 
various forms of chemical munitions piecemeal or in small batches. In the



When, however, arsenical compounds 
that racti 11connected with the 

and consequently na 
arsenic is present.

being developed in the USSR for 
chemical binding of arsenic to formFor that reason, when processes were 

destroying lewisite the pathway chosen 
low-toxicity material for burial.

was

The process developed for destroying lewisite and mustard gas-lewisite 
formulas is based on carrying out detoxification with a me t o e emen a 
sulphur and forming a water-insoluble polymer which is subsequently buried.

However, the problem of destroying lewisite can be regarded also from . 
another point of view, that of arsenical raw material supplies, since arsenic 
forms something of the order of 30 per cent of the CW agent concerned.

CD/CW/WP.3b/
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course of this work some thousands of chemical artillery shells and 
self-propelled missiles, mines, aerial bombs, rocket devices and rocket nose 
cones containing almost 300,000 kg of toxic substances of all kinds were 
destroyed. The destruction took place without any accident or anything out or 
the way occurring.

The ecological reliability and effectiveness of the technological 
processes was confirmed and more precise knowledge gained of anumber of 
important parameters; the reliability and efficiency of ecological monitoring 
with the means of analysis developed was also confirmed.

Shikhany the representatives of countries participating in the 
demonstration of a mobile complex and the destruction of anIn 1987 in 

Geneva talks saw a 
aerial bomb charged with sarin.

with the traditional arrangements for carrying out such
preceded by the setting-up 

It was proposed to use four
in order to try out the

In accordance
work, the establishment of high-capacity plant 
of a pilot scheme in the city of Chapaevsk. 
continuous belts for the munition dismantling process ^
technological processes for destroying most types of munitions and all types 
of organophosphorus CW agents. The capacity of the pilot plant ranged from 
100 to 500 tons per 100 working days, depending on the size of the munitions

was

concerned.
TheWork in this plant was limited to tests in simulated environments, 

efficiency of the main units and assemblies and of the systems for managing 
and monitoring the environment was demonstrated.

of destroying lewisite and substances based on it must beThe problem
regarded from a somewhat different point of view.

When it was a matter of destroying organophosphorus CW agents, their 
destruction led in the final analysis to the formation of inorganic compounds 
of phosphorus which are vitally important elements in the natural cycle. It 
is precisely in that fact that lay the possibility of further work to utilize 
the mineral salts for commercial purposes.
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In this connection also, there is some interest in the process of 
transforming lewisite by chlorination into arsenic trichloride, which is 
subsequently converted into pure arsenic for commercial use.

Thus, we have available at the moment sufficiently reliable and 
well-developed processes for dismantling practically all forms of munitions 
and detoxifying all varieties of CW agent.

It should be noted that the technological processes recommended today for 
destroying chemical weapons are the result of thorough analysis and 
experimental study both of traditional techniques and of a number of 
alternative methods of detoxifying CW agents. Among the traditional methods 
are the quite well-known techniques for degassing CW agents based on the use 
of chlorinating agents, alkaline formulas, oxidants, etc.

Among the alternative methods considered in the USSR, mention must also 
be made of thermochemical and photochemical destruction of CW agents in 
low-temperature plasma; thermochemical destruction based on adiabatic 
compression; thermal destruction of CW agents in a closed space; direct 
incineration of CW agents; destruction of chemical weapons by nuclear 
blasting; destruction of CW agents in deep boreholes with the help of the 
natural magma; use of thermal energy sources, etc. Undoubtedly these 
possibilities are of interest even as regards the destruction of industrial 
waste. However, in such a specific field as the destruction of chemical 
weapons they are either insufficiently universal in their application or fail 
to meet requirements.
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key criterion for evaluating the destruction process is 
conditions of work and the protection oIn this way, the 

the need to ensure to the utmost 
the environment.
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UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE DESTRUCTION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS 

(An approach proposed by Soviet experts)

of concern on theThe destruction of chemical weapons prompts a measure 
part of people living in the immediate vicinity of CW storage facilities and 
in the areas where CW destruction facilities are located. There is a need for 
guarantees of the safety of the destruction methods adopted, the - 
irreversibility of the decontamination processes and the dependability of 
surveillance of destruction at all stages. The urgency of this problem is 
also underlined in the bilateral agreement between the USSR and the 
United States, which provides that each party will, during the destruction of 
its chemical weapons, give the highest priority to ensuring the safety of 

and the protection of the environment.persons
In this way, safety issues extend beyond national borders and constitute 

for other countries within the world community.a matter of interest
In such circumstances, "commercial confidentiality" becomes of secondary 

importance in the face of the parties' efforts to check whether correct 
technical choices have been made for the purpose of guaranteeing the safety of 
actual operating conditions for CW destruction facilities.. 
approach which gives rise to the need for the fullest possible exchange of 
information with specialists on such key matters as methods and specific 
technologies for CW destruction, safety measures, and protection of people and
the environment.

It is this

The main aim of such cooperation is a more multifaceted approach to _ 
environmental issues, the selection and evaluation of the safest technological 

and the improvement of measures to monitor facility activities.processes

GE.91-62559/7615a
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In the view of Soviet experts, these requirements are best met by a 
two-stage, discontinuous process of destruction of chemical weapons, with the 
mandatory implementation of the following measures :

zoning of process stages according to level of danger, with corresponding 
changes in air pressure ;

organization of automatic control in all sectors through which the 
munitions pass, with the halting of operations if regulatory standards are 
breached;

dismantling of munitions in special boxes equipped with exhaust 
ventilation and contact air cleaners ;

reduction of the number of sources of impacts by means of decontamination 
of munition casings and tubes and pipes immediately after removal of the 
CW agent ;

use of a vacuum to transport CW agents and decontaminants along pipes;

use of a system to monitor the movement of the munition at the processing 
stage, as well as the quantity of products removed during dismantling as they 
reach the destruction stage ;

constant surveillance of the air in the dismantling units, ventilation 
outlets, production areas, industrial area and health protection zone.

These measures will be incomplete if steps are not taken to deal with 
ways and means of organizing analytical and environmental monitoring of the CW 
destruction processes.

Analytical monitoring embraces all stages of CW agent destruction and
It includes ;decontamination of containers.

qualitative and quantitative analysis of CW agents awaiting destruction; 

verification of the completeness of CW agent destruction;

quantitative analysis of the content of CW agents in circulating 
decontaminants and intermediate and final wastes ;

verification of the completeness of decontamination of surfaces of 
munitions, equipment and protective gear.

In the process of analytical monitoring every possible effort is made to 
rule out the possibility that the operational personnel will come into contact 
with chemically harmful substances.

This is achieved through the following measures :

Automatic taking of samples from containers used in the process ;
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the laboratory by pneumaticAirtight packaging of samples and delivery to 
tube conveyor;

manipulator, preparation of samples for
the analysts' workstations.Opening of containers using a

their transfer through an airlock toanalysis and
destruction of CW agents is accompanied 

of the environment against nationalMonitoring of the completeness of 
by laboratory analysis of components 
health standards.

Of key importance in selecting a method for destroying ch®mi=al^e^°nS 
evaluation of the technical safety of the processes involved and the

destruction facilities as a whole. The
of the movement of chemical 
hazard situations and their

is an
environmental safety of the
evaluation consists of an analysis of all stages 
munitions, together with a forecast of possible 
consequences in terms of environmental contamination.

The system for forecasting hazard risks is complex and includes, together 
with technical and environmental aspects, economic, psychological, biologica 
sociopolitical, international and other factors.

each considered independently. The use of technical
vital element in the atmosphericThese factors are 

of forecasting hazard situations is ameans 
monitoring system.

reliable the destruction process may be, and 
taken to ensure safe operation, a

potential source of environmental
However effective and 

however up-to-date the measures 
CW destruction facility is by its nature a
contamination.

tool of objectiveIn this context, monitoring of chemical pollution is a 
monitoring of the safe implementation of CW destruction processes,

of the technologies adopted, as well as a tool for monitoring 
development of possible hazard situations.independently 

and reporting on the
under review are concerned, the basicAs far as the destruction processes 

functions of the atmospheric monitoring system consist of:

of munition dismantling andConstant surveillance of processes . . f , tdestruction, focusing on the presence of CW agent vapours in the air of plant 
premises, to permit timely notification of the appearance of sources
contamination as a result of breaks in the process or equipment sealing
failure ;

and atmospheric discharges ; 

against established maximum permissible
Surveillance of gaseous

Monitoring of the air 
concentrations.
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These functions are performed using various items of gas analysis 
equipment, each of which has a different function and operating principle, but 
which complement one another, thus enhancing the reliability and 
trustworthiness of the information obtained.

Detection equipment makes it possible to collect, process and display the 
information received from the various sectors of the process, and is 
functionally linked with the warning, notification and cut-off system.

At the heart of this surveillance system are automatic gas detectors 
using the biochemical method of analysis to a sensitivity at the level of the 
maximum permissible concentrations of organo-phosphorus CW agents, and also 
ionisation sensors with a sensitivity of between 10~2 and 10~3 mg/m, but 
with a reaction time of 2-3 seconds, which is compatible with the speed at 
which hazard situations develop and permits maximum speed in identifying and 
locating a source of air pollution.

Together with stationary environmental monitoring equipment, portable 
apparatus for observing local sources of air contamination or observing 
contamination of surfaces is proposed for use, as is a mobile chemical 
laboratory to analyse impacts on various environmental objects.

In order to ensure safety in operations in the industrial zone of 
CW destruction facilities, the operating personnel are provided with 
protection gear which affords reliable protection against the possible impact 
of CW agents in the vapour and droplet phases. 
is 200 mg/dn>2.

The protection capacity 
Work shifts in protection gear should not exceed four hours.

After completion of operations, the operating personnel in protection 
gear undergo obligatory rinsing with decontaminating fluids, followed by 
contamination checks in detection chambers.

To put into effect these approaches to ensuring the safety of people and 
the environment, more concrete and technical measures have been drawn up which 
have been tested in experiments involving the destruction of virtually all 
types of CW agents.
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rhemjf.ftl munitions (KUASI)fnr the destruction of faulty.Complex

Kuasi is designed for the 
chemical munitions filled with sarin, soman

destruction in the field conditions faulty
, VX and containing no explosives.

complex provides safe destruction of chemical munitions with minimum

n:«ù^Srrdu“rin«orbdLc:^itî'“r«:nda^ * ». uss*.
to 90 kg/hr

The

- upProductive capacity of the complex 
in the agent to be destructed

Staff personnel

Maximum power

Current, frequency

- 17 pers(without supporting services)

- 200 kWt

- alternate, 50 Hz

- 380/220 V
Supply voltage

- 66.3 t
Complex total mass

- 10 hr
Time of deployment

- 100 x 100 m
Site dimensions

GE. 91-62566/3780B
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The complex consists of the following:

SPECIAL TECHNOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT

chambers for draining munitions 
of different types

- 3

reactor of chemical agent detoxication - 1

units of technological shut-off fittings - 2

unit of vacuum support - 1
sets of assembly parts, accessories 
and spare equipment

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

- 1mobile chemical laboratory

chemical reconnaissance car 1
1unit of liquid waste incineration

- 1mobile compressor station

1mobile diesel power station
2tank truck

- 2lift truck of 5 t load capacity
1truck with two trailers for transportation 

of technological equipment

MEANS OF ANALYTICAL AND GAS CONTROL
1automatic gas alarm PAS-83
2express-detector NR05

- 2local contamination detector
1- gas liquid chromatograph "Tsvet-550”

The complex can be moved to the destruction work site under its own power 
(with the use of two truck tractors), by railway and air transport.

In the area of future operations a preliminary survey is carried out with 
the aim of providing safe destruction, organizing site preparation, guard and 
examination of local background of the environment.
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EXPERIENCE OF KUASI OPERATION

KUASI TECHNOLOGY
method of chemical agent detoxication byKUASI technology is based on the

followed by incineration of produced reaction masses.suitable reagents

°iledvacuum, produced in it, through the siphon introduced into the opening drill 
ïîïhï munition body. Then, the munition body is filled with ethanolamine that 
is transferred to the detoxication reactor. After monoethanolamine evacuation 
the^munition body and the draining chamber is washed by decontaminating
solution, that is then pumped to one of the tank trucks (A )• 
the decontaminated munition body by 1 per cent aikai! solution (with the 
definite stand and analysis of washing solution) the draining chamber is 
opened, and the munition body is transferred to roasting into the c°"*us 
furnace. In this furnace the destruction of previously decontaminated capping, 
packing andother combustible materials is carried out. Spent a kali solution 
is pumped out to the tank truck, designed for receiving the reaction mass.
To the preset amount of the chemical agent, accumulated m the 
reactor a reagent is added up to the norm, the contents is mixed and heated 
to the^equired temperature and then is kept for 30-^5 minutes. The samples 
of the obtained reaction masses are analyzed for residual content of the 
chemical agent. When analysis results conform to the preset 8^ 
ro9rH„ mass is discharged to ARS tank trucks, where it is diluted witn an
additional quantity of water or alkali solution (ratio 1.1), previously use 
for reactor cooling.

and decontamination solutions are destructed in theDiluted reaction mass 
liquid waste incineration unit.

MUNITIONS AND CONTAINERS RECEIVED FOR DESTRUCTIONREQUIREMENTS FOR
Chemical munitions and agents containers, received for destruction should 

meet the following requirements :
of explosives and pyrotechnical devices;absence

absence of excessive agent vapour pressure ;

and absence of body contamination.leak-proofness
control of munitions and containersFor meeting these requirements, entry

It consists of two stages.should be organized.
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At the first stage, the munitions are subject to primary sorting on the 
storage area and are prepared to transfer for destruction.

Munitions and containers, after the primary sorting and preparation, are 
marked with indicator paints (welds and filling unit).

The second stage is carried out on a destruction site for the purposes of 
registrating and revealing leaking munitions and containers after their 
transfer.

SAFETY AND MEDICAL ASPECTS

One of the principal requirements for chemical weapons destruction plant 
is ensuring the safety of personnel involved in plant operation and any local 
civilian population.

Technological process of chemical weapons destruction, its equipment
design, accident prevention system provide the necessary plant safety level, 
i.e. safety standards should be met for operating area (2* 10-3 mg/m3 for 
sarin) and for atmosphere air of populated areas (2* 10“^ mg/m3 for sarin).

In regular performance of technological destruction process, i.e. when 
sarin vapours concentration are equal or lower than maximum allowable 
concentrations (MAC), its vapour concentration in the atmosphere (taking into 
account vented air purification efficiency 0.9999) would be essentially lower 
than MAC values for populated areas.

In emergency situations, e.g. spilling sarin out of technological 
equipment or munitions to be destructed to trays of technological room, at a 
period of accident liquidation about 0.5 hour, sarin vapour concentration 
(taking into account vented air purification) at a distance 3 km would be 
2.5* 10-^1 mg/m3 i.e. 10,000 times less than MAC value for populated areas.

In emergency situations during loading and unloading 0.05-1 t sarin filled 
munitions in CW destruction plant, contamination zone depth with casualty toxic 
dose (0.055 mg.rain/1 ) would be not more than 1 km.

During incineration of sarin detoxication reaction masses in a furnace as 
a part of CW destruction plant, waste gases of the following compositon are 
generated:

C = 2.87* 103 mg/m3 

C = 813 mg/ra3 

C = 50.U mg/m3 

C = 300 mg/m3

P205

HF

N02

CO

The values of maximum ground level concentrations in different distances 
from emission source, as well as their comparison with emission standard for 
populated area atmosphere, are contained in the table below.



f2o5

The plant location area is declared to be a prohibited one, within its 
limits the suitable guard is organized and environmental control is carne
out periodically.

The territory adjacent to the main technological building, with facilities 
placed on it, is a technical site, on which standards and regulations for

foreseen; two vehicles - ARS - 14 tank trucks, filled with decontamination 
solution (5 per cent NaOH) and water as well as fire truck for fire _
extinguishing are in permanent readiness to liquidate accidents. A special 
team of the taking over shift conducts elimination of emergency situation, and 

carries out fire extinguishing, both are equipped with the
respiratory protective equipment and are ready to cooperatea special crew 

isolating skin and 
in emergency elimination.

Concentration in a 
distance 1 500, 2 000 and 3 000 m, mg/m3

Substance

ORGANIZATIONAL AND TECHNICAL SAFETY MEASURES

In the CW destruction plant, the engineering, technological process
maintenance of the following maindesign and equipment arrangement ensure 

principles of destruction process organization.
chemical detoxication in mild conditions withoutrealization of agent 

possibility to convert the agent into combat state ;

taking^in to Account ^ SoS-ïïôo m.

USSR emission standards for populated areasIn case of necessity to meet , . . .in relation to P2C>5 and HF, the device of gas waste cleaning is supplied
in addition to liquid waste incineration unit.

Other accepted standards 
for atmosphere air 
quality, mg/m3

0.1

0.05

0.1

101 500 m - 0.0218C02

MAC values (USSR) 
mg/m3

0.01

0.005

0.085

1
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periodicity of agent detoxication process with limitation of quality 
of the agent under processing, what provides localization of possible 
emergency situations;

agent transport through pipings by vacuum;

realization of munition opening, agent evacuation and body 
decontamination in special chambers with negative pressure 5-10 mm 
of water column in relation to the environmental atmosphere;
chemical decontamination of munition body and container internal 
surfaces before their thermic treatment;
placing the plant parts, where agent spilling is possible, in closed 
rooms, equipped with ventilation with air cleaning (on absorbent 
filters);
stack emission cleaning (by means of absorbent filters);

limitation of reaction mass incineration capacity of the plant, that 
provides the harmful contaminant absence above MAC values in the air 
on sanitary zone boundary;
moving the stack emission point off the ground in a distance, which 
excludes all harmful contaminant concentrations arising on the 
sanitary zone boundary, on the ground level above MAC values for 
populated areas.

SAFETY MEASURES FOR WORKERS
The plant may be operated by persons being at least 18 years old, healthy 

and specially trained.
Before taking over the shift the personnel is subject to special medical 

examination, and receives necessary instructions.
Immediately before the agent destruction operation the personnel puts on 

the isolating skin protective equipment and filtering gas masks, followed by 
their checking in the gas mask fumigation chamber.

All operations relative to entry control, munition and container opening 
and decontaminating, as well as to sampling agents and its chemical 
detoxication products out of technological facilities, are carried out by 
personnel having to wear full individual protective equipment (IPE).

L—1 protective suit in the absence of damage may be used, after proper 
treatment, up to 20 times (depending on operating conditions).

IPE, which are unfit for use, whose present use cycle is over, or 
contaminated with agent vapours or drops are destroyed by incineration after 
preliminary decontamination.



completion of operation, the personnel, before taking 
total decontamination followed by water washing.After

carries out its 
IPE before its decontamination is prohibited.

in.tr^: wü.ïS; u 2£5^£l>
decontaminated.

After taking off IPE, the 
medical control in the medical supervision point.

personnel is subject to sanitary treatment and

This point is equipped with all means of emergency medical treatment of 
chemical casualties as well as an ambulance to evacuate a patient to the 
hospital.

for chemicalIn addition to the point, there are first aid means 
casualties (antidotes) in the special first-aid set, placed in the 
technological building and AL-4M mobile laboratory.

CHEMICAL AGENT DETECTION AND MONITORING SYSTEM

The monitoring system - it is a set of measures and inst™"e^ f°£
control of CW agents. It is one part of the system ensuring the safety of the 
total incineration system from the point of view as of personnel and of the 
environment.

consists of three levels of control :The monitoring system
The first level - internal control, which includes :

qualitative and quantitative analysis of CW agents which has to be 
destructed and, if necessary, the identification of them;

determination of the CW agents in liquid and solidquantitative 
wastes, which have to be incinerated.
first level of control is based on the methods of sample preparation, 

The chemical, biochemical and GC methods are used for

The

express 
laboratory (AL-4M). 
this a control.

The limit of detection for CW agent type "G" in different technological 
liquids is 1 * 1CT4 - 1 * 10~3 mg/cm*. The time necessary or o 

determination is 30-60 min.

CD/CW/WP.369 
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In the time of operation the personnel watches closely the cleanness 
and condition of IPE and, if required, carries out its partial or to a 
decontamination.
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The second (intermediate) level - of workplace ambient monitoring, which
includes :

ambient air monitoring in the main industrial part of the system; 

ambient air monitoring in the auxiliary part of the system;

monitoring of the contamination of the surface as of the technological 
equipment and of protective individual clothing.

The workplace ambient monitoring of is based on the use of automatic gas 
analysers, portable testing boxes for indicating of local contamination, 
laboratory quantitative methods of CW agent analysis of air and surfaces, and 
semi-quantitative express test methods. This monitoring is carried out as at 
the most potentially dangerous areas and in the mobile chemical laboratory 
(AL-4M) with the help of biochemical method and the limit of detection 
corresponds to the maximum allowable concentration of CW agent in the 
workplace.

Automatic gas analysers are used in the rooms where the most potentially 
dangerous work is carried out (the draining of CW agent from containers and 
the detoxication of them, the decontamination of the bodies of munitions and 
etc.) by the personnel, which has to be all the time in protecting clothing.

The principle of the standard gas analyser, (PAS-83) which is included 
into the set of the equipment of the system is based on the ionization of 
compounds being present in air.

The limit of the detection for "G" type CW agent - (1-5) * 10~2 mg/m^ 
and the time constant is about 5 sec.

Three sensing elements are supplied with every gas analyser.

Express tests with the help of the kit of fine chemicals (NR05, NR06) are 
used if it necessary to determine low concentrations of "G" type CW agent.
The time necessary for the determination is 2-5 min.

The portable automatic indicator of local contamination (type ILZ) is 
used when it is necessary to find out the source of leakage of CW agent and to 
control the contamination of the different surfaces. The limit of the 
detection for sarin in this case is (1-5) * 10”^ mg/m^.

The time constant, depending on modification of the instrument, is 
2-30 sec. Express analysis of the solutions, which were formed after washing 
out of contaminated surfaces, can be made, if necessary, with the help of the 
kit of fine chemicals (NR14).

The more sensitive gas analysers are used for air control in the auxiliary 
rooms and outdoor areas :

- automatic portable gas analyser of biochemical type, model SBM-1; the 
limit of the detection for sarin is (1-5) * lO-^1 mg/m^ and time



The express.test or quantitative 
auxiliary rooms or technological areas 

the limit of the detectionnecessary; 
allowable concentration.

ThP third (*»vt~PT~nal) level of monitoring - environmental control,
includes :

control of vent emission; 

control of stack emission;

control of ambient air on the sanitarian protective board; 

control of the environment.

The environmental control is based on the use of gas analysers, express 
of sample preparation and methods of the laboratory

This control is fulfilled as in the field and in the 
(AL-4M) after samples have been supplied to it.

used in this case and their limit of

test kits, methods 
quantitative analysis, 
mobile chemical laboratory
The chemical and biochemical methods are , ,
the detection corresponds to maximum allowable emissions and maximum a owa e
concentrations for populated areas.

* Automatic gas analyser model ASK is used for control of vent emissions.
It is necessary to recharge this analyser with new kit of fine chemicals (NR02 
or NR03) once per three days.

The regular express 
together with NR06).

control is possible using kit of fine chemicals (NR05

emission is fulfilled regularly with the help of 
analysis the limit of detection of which is on theThe control of stack 

methods of quantitative 
level of maximum allowable emissions.

of stack emission (suchThe gas analysers for control of main components 
as N0X, CO, etc.) can be supplied, if necessary.

The control of embient eir on the boerd of sanitarian protective rone can 
be fulfilled, if necessary, with the help of corresponding methods of 
quantitative analysis.

CD/CW/WP.369 
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constant - about 7 min; it is necessary to use the kits of fine 
chemicals (NR02 and NR03) with this analyser, it can be used at the 
temperature from +5° C to +35° C;

automatic stationary gas analyser (ASK) which can be used from 
-40* C to +50e C; the limit of the detection (for sarin) is 
(1-5) * 1CT5 mg/m3, this type of analyser is used at the 
perimeter of the technological area.
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The limit of the detection in this case is on the level of maximum 
allowable concentrations for populated

The control of plants, soil and other environmental objects can be 
fulfilled with the help of corresponding methods of analysis, if

The taking of air samples in required places is made with the help of 
portable device (model MP-1) or according to the corresponding methods.

area.

necessary.
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Appendix 2

MOBILE CHEMICAL LABORATORY AL-4M

The mobile chemical laboratory (AL-4M) is intended to use for the 
determination of CW agents in different samples in field conditions.

This laboratory as a part of incineration system KUASI allows to 
organize all technological and environmental control during the destruction
of CW agents.

The standard set 
the opportunity for:

- qualitative and quantitative determination of CW agents in samples of 
, food, air, soil, plants, forage and on the surfaces of equipment and

of laboratory equipment used in this laboratory provides

water 
munitions ;

- physico-chemical investigation of CW agent's samples, taken from the 
different munitions (shells, ammunitions, etc.);

- selective control of the degree of decontamination of munitions, 
military equipment, etc. and ground;

- investigation of the quality of chemicals used for decontamination and 
selective control of these compounds.

weapons,

of equipment of the mobile chemical laboratory (AL-4M)The standard set 
also allows to carry out:

- qualitative and quantitative analysis of CW agents to be destructed;

- control of the decomposition degree of CW agents being destructed, of 
the decontamination degree of munition bodies and of different surfaces;

content in different technological liquids and in- control of CW agent 
wastes to be incinerated;

- the determination of decontamination materials quality and of 
of mixtures being used for the decontamination,components

control of ambient air for content of CW agents and- express
quantitative determination of their content in the environment.

The high selective and high sensitive determination of the traces of 
CW agents being destructed in products of decontamination and identification 
of CW agents and the determination of their purity degree is possible when 
GC model "Tsvet 550" with AFID and FPD is used as option to equipment ot 
mobile chemical laboratory AL-4M.
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When such instruments and equipment as SBM-1, ILZ-85, MP-1, NR-14, etc. 
are used as options to the equipment of AL-4M the automatic control of ambient 
air, the determination of the sources of local contamination of different 
surfaces and express control of ultralow concentrations of nerve gases with 
the help of test kits is possible in the environment.

If the mobile chemical laboratory is used in conditions of hot climate it 
is necessary to use an air-conditioner, small refrigerator and to locate this 
laboratory under the roof or camouflage net (the square is about 100 m^).

Technical characteristics of the mobile chemical laboratory AL-4M

The limit of detection of "G" type CW agents: 
in ambient air - 1* 10-4 - 1* 10“^ mg/m^ (biochemical method) 

in the reaction mixtures and liquid waster, and water
- 1* 10-4 - 1* 10-7 mg/cm^ (biochemical method)

- 1* 10-4 - 1* 10~5 mg/cm^ (GC method)

on the surface of the equipment, munitions and protective clothing
- 1* 10-4 mg/dm^ (biochemical method)

The throughput of the laboratory during 10 hours operation :
- about 20-100 samples (depending on the sample type when CW agents and 

other chemicals are analysed).

1.

2.

3. The power consumption is about 10 kwt.

The laboratory consists of two departments :
- analytical one for carrying out biochemical analysis (on the base of

4.

truck)
- the department which is used for sample preparation and carrying out 

GC and chemical analysis (on the base of the trailer).
The total weight of the laboratory is about 11 tons (the weight of the 

analytical department is about 7.5 tons and of the sample preparation 
department - 3.5 tons); the total length of the laboratory is about 12 m. 
dimensions of the laboratory: the analytical department - 7100*, 2440*, 3300 
and the sample preparation department - 5600*, 2180*, 2120.

The maximum speed on highway - 50 km/hour.
The safety requirements for the personnel are fulfilled even when the 

external air is contaminated by CW agents. 
filtration with FVUA-100N-12. The maximum allowable concentrations are given 
in the instruction manual for this laboratory.

5.
The

6.

7.
It is possible owing to the
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Appendix 3
THE INDICATING ENAMEL HV-5145PfiSiSiSiii.

where leakage may take place. The enamel is applied over the anticorrosive 
coating or just on the surface of the metal.

The principle of functioning of the enamel is based on the selective 
indicator solubility when the CW agent contacts with the indicating coating.

correspondingly.
The limit of the detection for the "G" type CW agents, when the indicating 

enamel is used, is about 0.1 mg.
which the indicating enamel can beThe lower limit of the temperature, at 

is -40e C for "GB" and -15° C for "GF".
The time, necessary for the detection in these cases, increases to 

0.5-5 hours.

used,

They do not changeindicating coatings HV-5145 are very selective.
the influence of the high humidity (evenThe

their colour and do not fail under , ,100 per cent), rainfall, drops of gasoline, toluene, white spirit, ethanol, 
lubricants, solutions of ammonium hydroxide and sodium hydroxide. The vapours 
of hydrogen chloride, nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide and ammonium do not 
change properties of this coating even when their concentration is about 
1 mg/1. It is only necessary to exclude the occasional falling of drops 
such active solvents, as acetone and dimethylformamide, on this coating.

for drying the indicating coating when the thickness 
than 15 min. at 20-25° C.

The adhesion of this coating on the oily, polyvinyl chloride and 
anticorrosive coatings is reliable.

Coating of munitionsprovided with the suction-and-exhaust ventilation, 
out at the outdoor area under a roof too.

The time, necessary 
of it is 20-30 mcm, is not more

with the enamel is carried out usually in rooms or
It may be carriedchambers
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The enamel HV-5145 is a fire hazardous substance. The fire extinguishing 
means are the same that are usually used for organic solvents : felting, sand 
and carbon dioxide type fire extinguisher.

Keeping in mind, that the enamel is produced in accordance with single 
orders, the price of it is $28 per kilogramme.
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/CW/WP.370 
9 October 1991

ENGLISHOriginal:

Ad hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

GERMANY
(Western Group CW Co-ordinator)

VERIFICATION IN CHEMICAL INDUSTRY UNDER ARTICLE V_

Informal Discussion Paper

1. Working Group B of the Ad hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons 
has focused in 1991 on the question of verification in chemical 
industry under Article VI. The course of discussions in Working 
Group B as well as working and discussion papers tabled in 1991 
suggest that a substantial revision of the relevant provisions in 
the Rolling Text will be necessary to find a consensus approach. 
Work done in the interim is reflected on page 129 of CD/1108 of 27 
August 1991. However, no comprehensive picture of a revised 
verification system for chemical industry has emerged as yet.

The German Delegation, in its capacity as Western CW co
ordinator, undertook a series of consultations in the Western 
Group on the question of how to revise the verification system 
under Article VI. On the basis of these consultations this paper 
was

2.

prepared to facilitate drafting work in Working Group B.
The main thrust of the paper is to provide an illustrative 

structure (in treaty language) for a revised verification system 
in chemical industry. The paper builds on the two existing Annexes 
2 and 3 to Article VI (Western delegations concluded that such an 
approach, although not necessarily their preferred one, might be 
most likely to find consensus). Following this approach, the paper 
sets forth a range of options on a number of key questions. These 
options, although not comprehensive, reflect not only views of 
Western Delegations but also proposals from outside the Western 
Group. Further options could easily be included.

Footnotes attached to current Annexes 2 and 3 of Article VI 
(cf. pages 120-27 of CD/1108) are not addressed in this paper.

3.

4 .

œ. 31-62579
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ARTICLE VI

It is suggested that the text of Article VI itself in its new 
version as contained in CD/1108 on page 129 (former B/7/Rev.2) 
remains basically unchanged except for its last paragraph, which 
should be amended as follows:

”9. For the purpose of on-site verification, each State 
Party shall grant to the inspectors access to facilities 
as required in the Annexes to this Article, in accordance 
with the Protocol on Inspection Procedures and the Annex 
on the Protection of Confidential Information."

References to Article VI in this working paper relate to the 
new version as contained in CD/1108 on page 129 (the numbering of 
the paragraphs in Articles VI old and new is different).

DEFINITIONS
(Cf. paper CW/FCTM/PC/11 of 3 September 1991 ; placement in the

Convention to be decided later)

1. Definitions related to activities of a facility

*• Production" of a chemical means the formation of a chemical 
through chemical reaction, including rearrangement, or through 
biochemical reaction.

ileal reaction" means a chemical reaction involving a 
living organisms).

"Bloch.
biological medium (i.e.

"Processing" of a chemical means a physical process, such as 
formulation, extraction and purification, in which the chemical is 
not converted into another chemical.

"Consumption" of a chemical means its conversion via a 
chemical reaction into another chemical.

"Discrete organic chemical" means any organic chemical 
compound, identifiable by chemical name, structural formula and, 
if assigned, Chemical Abstracts Service registry number.
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?. Definitions related to tfre organizational structure <?f the 
rhemical industry

"Facility" in the context of Article VI means any of the 
industrial sites defined below.

"Complex" ("Combine") means an area comprising two or more 
autonomous plant sites.

"Plant site" ("Works", "Factory") means the local integration 
of one or more plants, with any intermediate administrative 
levels, which are under one operational control and includes 
common infrastructure, inter alia:

- administration and other offices
- repair and maintenance shops
- medical centre
- utilities
- central analytical laboratory
- research and development laboratories
- central effluent and waste treatment area
- warehouse storage.

"Plant" ("Production facility", "Workshop") means a 
relatively self-contained area, structure or building containing 
one or more units with auxiliary and associated infrastructure, 
which could include, inter alia:

- small administrative unit
- storage/handling areas for feedstock and 

products
- effluent/waste handling/treatment area
- control/analytical laboratory
- first aid service/related medical unit
- records associated with the movement into, 

around and from the site, of declared chemicals 
and its feedstock or product chemicals formed 
from it, as appropriate.

- «unit" ("Production unit", "Process unit") means the 
combination of those items of equipment, including vessels and

for the production, processing orvessel set up, necessary 
consumption of a chemical.
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ANNEX 2 TO ARTICLE VI
Régla» for Chemical» on Schedule 2 Parta A and B and racliitl««

related to Such Chemical»

I. DECLARATIONS

The Initial and Annual Declarations to be provided by a State 
Party under paragraphs 3 and 4 of Article VI shall include:

A. Declaration» of aggregate national data
Aggregate national data for the previous calendar year on 

the quantities produced, processed, consumed, imported and 
exported of each chemical listed in Schedule 2, as well as a 
quantitative specification of import and export for each country 
involved.

1.

Such quantities shall be calculated on the basis of ... 
(to be elaborated:

- in case of production, processing and consumption on the 
basis of individual facility data above which threshold?
- in case of foreign trade on the basis of individual export 
and import transactions above which threshold?)

2.

B. Declarations of plants
1. General

Declarations are required for:
(a) All plants that produced, processed or consumed during 

any of the previous 3 years or are anticipated to produce, process 
or consume in the next year

- more than 1 tonne of a chemical listed in Schedule 2 A, or
- more than [...] of a chemical listed in Schedule 2 B. 1/

(b) Plants that produced at any time [since 1 January 1946] 
[during the 15 years prior to the entry into force of the 
Convention] a chemical in Schedule 2 for chemical weapon purposes.

1/ The question of thresholds for chemicals listed in Schedule 2 B 
as well as the question of adding toxins to Schedule 2 B need 
further consideration.
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2. Declarations on past activities

Chemical fs)
strxictural^^oraula^and^hemrca^HÀbstract^ S^iceRegistry Nu^er 

(if assigned).
(b) The total amount produced, processed, consumed, 

and exported] in the previous calendar year or, in the case of the 
initial declaration as required in Article VI paragraph 3, in each 
of the three previous calendar years.

[imported

for which the chemical(s) are produced,(c) The purpose(s) 
processed or consumed:

processing and consumption on-site (specify product(i)
type);
(ii) sale or transfer within the country (specify, if to 
other domestic industry, trader or other destination with

if possible, of final product type);an indication,
(iii) direct export (specify which country);

(iv) other - specify.

Plant
(d) The name of the plant and of the owner, company, or 

enterprise operating the plant.
(e) The precise location of the plant (including ^the address, 

location of the plant sitexocauj.uu ui location of the plant within the plant
site including the specific building and structure number, if 
any) .

(f) The main orientation (purpose) of the plant.
(g) Whether the plant is dedicated to producing, processing or 

consuming the listed chemical or is multi-purpose.
(h) The approximate production capacity of the plant [for the 

declared Schedule 2 chemical(s)].
(j) Which of the following activities are performed with 

regard to the Schedule 2 chemicals :
production ;

(ii) processing ;
(iii) consumption;
(iv) other - specify (e.g. storage).

(i)
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3. Notifications of anticipated activities
The notifications relating to anticipated activities as 

required in paragraph 1 shall follow the same format as provided 
for in the preceding paragraph. In addition, the anticipated time 
period(s) of production, processing or consumption are to be 
notified.

C. Procedural Provisions
Each State Party shall submit, when the Convention enters into 

force for it,

initial declarations not more than 30 days later (Article1.
VI, paragraph 3),

annual declarations relating to past activities by the end 
of March for the preceding calendar year, starting in the year 
which follows the year of entering into force,

annual notifications relating to anticipated activities by 
the end of October for the following calendar year. Subsequently 
planned notifiable activities in the same reporting year shall be 
notified not later than [5] days before this additionally planned 
activity begins. The first annual notification is due by the end 
of the first October during which the Convention has been in 
force.

2.

3.

D. Information to States Parties
The list of plants declared under this Annex together with the 

information provided under paragraphs [ ... ] shall be transmitted 
by the Technical Secretariat to all States Parties within 30 days 
after declarations have become due.

II. VERIFICATION

1. General

(a) International on-site verification provided for in 
paragraph 6 of Article VI shall, under this Annex, be carried out 
by the Technical Secretariat through routine inspections of those 
of the declared plants which produced, processed or consumed 
during any of the previous 3 years or are anticipated to produce, 
process or consume in the next year

- more than 10 tonnes of a chemical listed in Schedule 2 A, or
- more than [...] of a chemical listed in Schedule 2 B.
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/

(b) The draft programme and budget of the Organization to be

SsHSS-âzsStë Sfr,r l % of the resources available for verification under Annexes and 3 of Article VI shall be devoted to verification under this
Annex.

(c) The Technical Secretariat shall
(i) perform initial inspections of declared plants in 

accordance with paragraph 2 below.
(ii) select plants for routine inspections in 

accordance with paragraph 3 below.

2. initial Inspections
Each plant specified in paragraph 1 (a) above shall receive an 

initial inspection as soon as possible but preferably not later 
than [3] years after entry into force of the Convention.

3. Routine Inspections
(a) Having received the initial inspection, each plant specified in paragraph 1 (a) above shall be subject to routine 

inspections.
(b) In selecting particular plants for inspection, the 

Technical Secretariat shall:
(i) give due consideration to the risk to the objectives of the Convention posed by the relevant chemical, 

the characteristics of the plant and the nature of the 
activities carried out there ;

(ii) take into account, on the basis of subsequent declarations, such operational modifications of plants it 
deems relevant.

(iii) choose the particular plant to be inspected in 
such a way as to preclude the prediction of precisely when the 
plant is to be inspected.

(iv) not inspect one plant more than twice per year.

4. Inspection Aims
The general aim of inspections shall be to verify that 

activities are in accordance with obligations under the Conventionon individualand with the information provided in declarations 
plants. Particular aims of inspections at plants declared under 
this Annex shall include verification of:

(a) consistency with declarations of levels of production, 
processing or consumption of Schedule 2 chemicals ;
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(b) the absence of non-declared chemicals listed in Schedules 
1/ 2 or 3 above thresholds for declarations ;

(c) non-diversion of chemicals listed in Schedule 2 for 
purposes prohibited under the Convention.

5. Inspection Procedures
Inspections shall be carried out in accordance with agreed guidelines and other relevant provisions of the Protocol on 

Inspection Procedures and the Annex on the Protection of 
Confidential Information.
(Notfi: the relevant provisions in the Protocol on Inspection 
Procedures remain to be elaborated in sufficient detail to obviate 
the need for individual facility agreements [unless a facility 
a9re*™®nt for a specific facility is requested by the State Party 
concerned or by the Technical Secretariat].)
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ANNEX 3 TO ARTICLE VI
Réaima for Chamical» on Schmdulé 3» Bal^tafl to Such
—y.cilitiaa Relavant to tha Objectives of thePhemical», and other convention

I. DECLARATIONS
The Initial and Annual Declarations to be provided by a State 

Party under paragraphs 3 and 4 of Article VI shall include :

A. Declarations of aggregate national data
1. Aggregate national data for the previous calendar year on 

the quantities produced, [processed,] consumed, imported and 
exported of each chemical listed in Schedule 3, as well as a 
quantitative specification of import and export for each country 
involved.

2. Such quantities shall be calculated on the basis of
(to be elaborated:- in case of production, [processing] and consumption on tne

individual facility data above which threshold and inbasis of
which ranges? . ,. .- in case of foreign trade on the basis of individual export
and import transactions above which threshold?)

B. Declarations of Tplant sites! Tplantsl
1. General

Declarations are required for all [plant sites comprising one
or more]

(a) plants that produced, [processed] or consumed [at any 
time since entry into force] [during the previous year] or are 
anticipated to produce in the next year more than 30 tonnes of a 
chemical listed in Schedule 3.

(b) plants that produced at any time [since 1 January 1946] 
[during the 15 years prior to the entry into force of the 
Convention] a chemical in Schedule 3 for chemical weapons 
purposes.

(c) plants that produced [at any time since entry into 
force] [during the previous year] or are anticipated to produce in 
the next year more than [..] tonnes of a discrete organic 
chemical, except those that only produce chemicals containing only 
carbon and hydrogen and those that only refine petroleum. 1/

1/ Further consideration needs to be given to the specific 
declaration and verification requirements with respect to 
facilities using biochemical reactions or extraction from natural 
sources, and which are "capable" of producing more than [•••] of 
listed chemicals.
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[(c) plants that have a production capacity of more than 
[..] tonnes of a discrete organic chemical containing the elements 
phosphorus, fluorine or sulphur [or those involving the processes 
of phosphorylation, fluorination or sulphurylation,] identical to 
those chemicals included in Schedule 1 as well as in Schedule 2.]

2. Declarations on past activities

(a) Declarations required under paragraph 1 (a) above shall 
include the following information on the Schedule 3 chemical(s):

(i) Th& chemical name, common or trade name used by the 
facility, structural formula, and Chemical Abstracts Service 
Registry Number (if assigned).

(ii) The approximate amount of production, [processing]
and consumption of the chemical in the previous calendar year, 
expressed in the ranges: up to 100 tonnes specified to the 
nearest 10 tonnes, up to 1,000 tonnes specified to the nearest 
100 tonnes, and above 1,000 tonnes specified to the nearest 
1,000 tonnes.

(iii) The purpose(s) for which the chemical(s) 
produced, [processed] or consumed.

are

(b) Declarations required under paragraph 1 (a), (b) or (c)
shall include the following information on the plant site and its 
plants :

(i) The name of the plant site and of the owner, 
company, or enterprise operating the plant site.

(ii) The precise location of the plant site including
its address.

(iii) The number of plants within the plant site which 
fall under the definitions of paragraph 1 (a), (b) or (c) 
above.

. (iv) Within the plant site the number of plants which 
are declared under Annex 2 to Article VI.

[(v) The name of the plant(s) declared under this 
Annex and of the owner, company, or enterprise operating the 
plant(s) if different from the information provided for the 
plant site under subparagraph (i) above.

(vi) The precise location of the plant(s) within the 
plant site including the specific building and structure 
number, if any.

(vii) The main orientation (purpose) of the plant(s).
(viii) The approximate production capacity of the

plant(s).]
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3 . Notifications of anticipated activité*
The notifications relating to anticipated activities as 

reauired in paragraph 1 shall, with the exception of a reference 
to^Cprocessing and] consumption, follow the same1 " preceding paragraph. [In ^^iïied.)anticipatef^timm period (s) of production are

c. Procedural Provisions
Each State Party shall submit, when the convention enters into 

force for it,
than 30 days later (Articleinitial declarations not more1.VI, paragraph 3),

2. annual declarations relating to past •^rntimmby t*. e"d 
of March for the preceding calendar year, starting in y
which follows the year of entering into force,

3. annual notifications relating to anticipated activities by 
the end of October for the following calendar year. [Subsequen y 
Dlanned notifiable activities in the same reporting year sh notified not later than [5] days before this additionally plan J 
activity begins.] The first annual notification is due by rne of the first October during which the Convention has been
force.

D. Information to States Parties
[plant sites] [plants] declared under this Annex 
information provided under paragraphs [ ••• Jthe Technical Secretariat to all States 

after declarations have become due.

The list of 
together with the shall be transmitted by 
Parties within 30 days

II. VERIFICATION

1. General
verification provided for inbe carried out by the Technical

at facilities 1/ declared
(a) International on-site 

paragraph 6 of Article VI shall Secretariat through routine inspections 
under this Annex.

draft programme and budget for verification under this Annex.

facility is used here and in the followingY it should be replaced eventually1/ The term subparagraphs only provisionally; 
by either "plant site" or "plant".
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(c) The selection of facilities for inspection shall be 
performed by the Technical Secretariat on the following basis:

(i) Each State Party has the right annually to nominate 
[at least [5]] [different] facilities for inspection. The 
maximum number of facilities a State Party may nominate for 
inspection shall be decided annually by the Executive Council 
on the basis of estimates provided by the Technical 
Secretariat in the context of setting an overall annual quota 
of nominations for inspections. This number shall be 
commensurate with the verification budget and the number of State Parties.

[(ii) A State Party may transfer some or all of its 
nomination quota to the Technical Secretariat.]

(iii) Nominations for inspection by States Parties 
shall be communicated to the Technical Secretariat before the beginning of the year for which the inspections are proposed. 
The Technical Secretariat shall ensure that the identity of 
the facilities nominated and the proponents are not revealed.

***

Optional subparagraphs tivl and (v):
First option

(iv) To fulfil the annual quota of nominations set by 
the Executive Council in accordance with subparagraph (i) 
above, an additional number of facilities will be added to the 
nominations of States Parties. These will be selected on a 
purely random basis from facilities declared under this Annex 
[and not nominated by States Parties].

(v) The Technical Secretariat shall then, from the combined nominations, randomly select the facilities to be 
inspected in such a way as to preclude the prediction of when 
the inspection takes place.

Second option
(iv) Should the combined number of different national 

nominations be smaller than the overall annual quota set by 
the Executive Council in accordance with subparagraph (i) 
above, an additional number of facilities declared under this 
Annex shall be added. These shall be nominated by the 
Technical Secretariat [on a strictly random basis.]

(v) The Technical Secretariat shall then, from the 
combined nominations, randomly select the facilities to be 
inspected in such a way as to preclude the prediction of when 
the inspection takes place.
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Third option
(iv) Should the combined number of different national 

nominations be smaller than the annually available number of 
inspections, all facilities nominated by States Parties shall 
be inspected. [In addition, the technical Secretariat shall 
select [on a strictly random basis], from facilities declared 
under this Annex, such a number as to make full use of the 
verification budget.]

Should the combined number of national nominations 
be greater than the annually available number of inspections, 
the Technical Secretariat shall, from the combined 
nominations, randomly select the facilities to be inspected in 

to preclude the prediction of when the

(V)

such a way as 
inspection takes place.

***

(vi) Under this Annex, a State Party is not obliged to 
receive a greater number of inspections per year than two plus 
[5 %] of the number of its declarations under this Annex.

(vii) No facility shall receive more than two 
inspections per year under the provisions of this Annex.

2. Inspection Aims
(a) At [plant sites] [plants] declared under this Annex, 

the general aim of inspections shall be to verify that activities 
are in accordance with obligations under the Convention and with_ 
the information provided in declarations. , , .
or nSanTin quantities

above thresholds for declarations.
r(b) Inspections of plant sites declared under this Annexunl^eS fft-ÆCvVT^APS 1!

Annex-

3. Inspection Procedures
inspections shall be carried out in ac=0f^n=f0“^1 a!?5eed

Inspection £00^*”“ Protection of
Confidential Information.
(Note: the relevant provisions of the Protocol on Inspection 
Procedures remain to be elaborated in detail)
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Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

ARTICLE IX

Procedure for challenge inspections

This Working Paper contains the outcome of the open-ended 
consultations conducted by the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on 

It is intended to serve as the basis for furtherthis issue, 
elaboration of the Article.

*******

1. Each State Party has the right to request [the Executive Council for] an 
on-site challenge inspection of any facility or location in any other State

of clarifying and resolving any questionsParty */ for the sole purpose
compliance with the provisions of the Convention, and to have thisconcerning

inspection conducted anywhere without delay by an inspection team designated 
by the Director-General of the Technical Secretariat and in accordance with

the Protocol on Inspection Procedures.

under the obligation to keep the request within theEach State Party is
of the Convention and to provide in the request all appropriatescope

information 
concern
on Inspection Procedures, 
requests, care being taken to 
carried out for the sole purpose

[evidence] [supporting the suspicion of non-compliance] [on the 
regarding compliance] with the Convention as specified in the Protocol

[Each State Party shall refrain from unfounded
avoid abuse.] The challenge inspection shall be

of determining facts relating to compliance.

*/ It is understood that issues relating to "jurisdiction and control" 
in the context of challenge Inspections need to be considered further.

OS.91-6?585
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2. For the purpose of verifying compliance with the provisions of this 
Convention, each State Party shall permit the Technical Secretariat to conduct 
on-site challenge inspections pursuant to paragraph 1.

3. Pursuant to a challenge of its facility or location, and in accordance 
with the procedures provided for in the Protocol on Inspection Procedures, a 
State Party has :

- the right and the obligation to demonstrate its compliance with the 
Convention and, to this end, to enable the inspection team to fulfil its 
mandate ;

- the obligation to provide access within the requested site for the sole 
purpose of establishing facts relevant to the request;

the right to take measures to protect sensitive installations, and to 
prevent disclosure of confidential information, not related to the Convention.

and,

4. The requesting State Party [has the right to] [may, subject to the 
agreement of the inspected State Party,] send a representative to observe the

The inspected State Party shall [then] grantconduct of the inspection.
to the observer in accordance with the Protocol on Inspectionaccess

Procedures.

5. The requesting State Party shall present a request for an on-site 
challenge inspection to the Director-General of the Technical Secretariat.
The Director-General shall [notify] [transmit the request immediately after 
its receipt to] the inspected State Party [not less than 12 hours prior to the 
planned arrival of the inspection team at the point of entry]. 
Contemporaneously, the members of the Executive Council [and all the other 
States Parties] shall be informed about the request.

6. The Director-General of the Technical Secretariat [subsequent to the 
decision of the Executive Council] shall issue a mandate for the conduct of 

The mandate shall be the request referred to in paragraph 1the inspection.
put into operational terms, and shall conform with the request.
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conducted in accordance with,Part III or, in the 
with Part IV of the Protocol on Inspection

7. The inspection shall be 
case
Procedures. */
conducting the inspection in

effective and timely accomplishment of its mission.

of alleged use, in accordance
The inspection team shall be guided by the principle of

the least intrusive manner possible, consistent

with the

shall assist the inspection team throughout the 
If the inspected State Party proposes

The inspected State Party 
inspection and facilitate its task.
[,in exceptional cases,] [.pursuant to Part III, Section III.B of the Protocol

demonstrate compliance with the

8.

on Inspection Procedures,] arrangements to 
Convention, alternative to full and comprehensive access, it shall make every 
[reasonable] effort, through consultations with the inspection team, to reach

for establishing the facts with the aim of
[In case of any prolonged disagreement, the 

shall be immediately seized of the problem.]

the modalitiesagreement on
demonstrating its compliance.
Executive Council

shall contain the factual findings as well as an
of the degree and nature of access and 

and the extent to which this enabled 
The Director-General of the Technical

9. The final report 
assessment by the inspection team
cooperation granted to the inspectors 
them to fulfil their mandate. 
Secretariat shall promptly 
the requesting State Party, to 
Council and to all other States

transmit the final report of the inspection team to 
the inspected State Party, to the Executive 
Parties.ï£/ The Director-General shall 
Executive Council the [assessment] [view(s)]further transmit promptly to the 

of the requesting State Party, the view(s) of the inspected State Party, and
Parties which may be conveyed to thethe view(s) of other States 

Director-General for that purpose , and then provide them to all States Parties.

that the provisions regarding investigations of 
should be placed in a separate section underA view was expressed 

alleged use of chemical weapons 
this Article.

*/

the Director-General should express his views**/ It was suggested that 
on the matter.
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10. [When requested by any State Party,] the Executive Council shall meet 
within 48 hours [following the presentation of the final report of the 
inspection team] to review [and assess] the situation [, decide on, inter alia, 
whether any non-compliance with the Convention or abuse of the right to 
challenge inspection has occurred] and èonslder any appropriate further action 
necessary to redress the situation and to ensure compliance with the 
Convention, including [sanctions and other] specific proposals to the 
Conference of the States Parties. [It may also assess whether a request was 
in conformity with the obligations contained in paragraph 1 to keep the 
request within the scope of the Convention.] At such a meeting, the 
requesting State Party and the inspected State Party shall have the right [are 
invited] to participate. The Executive Council shall inform the States 
Parties (Conference of the States Parties?) of the outcome of its meeting.
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Report on the Second Swiss Trial Inspection

Introduction
On 6-7 November 1990, Switzerland conducted an inspection at a 

government-owned armaments plant in accordance with the Draft Chemical Weapons 
Convention (hereafter Draft Convention) of the Conference on Disarmament in 
Geneva. The aim of this exercise was to test the regulations for the conduct 
of a challenge inspection. The object of the inspection was a munitions 
factory which was to be examined with respect to suspected chemical weapons 
activities, especially those which might involve producing and stockpiling
such weapons.

The trial challenge inspection clearly demonstrated that a whole series 
of arrangements are required on the part of both the inspectors and the 
challenged State in order that such inspections may be carried out efficiently 
and within a reasonable time span. These include the establishment of an 
easily transportable and effective monitoring infrastructure, as also

for the reception and escort of the international inspectors by 
It must also be taken into account that, in practice,arrangements

the challenged State. . ...there will always be fewer inspectors available than are required to handle,
the various tasks of the challengein a completely satisfactory manner, inspection, for example the temporary securing of the perimeter of the site 

In many cases the inspectors will be obliged to rely on thebeing verified, 
cooperation of the challenged State.

The trial challenge inspection also showed that the regulations and 
procedures for the conduct of a challenge inspection listed in article IX of 
the Draft Convention are generally adequate. Apart from the question of the 
desirability of incorporating a tour of the site in the briefing of inspectors, 
the draft apparently contains no real gaps.

In practical terms, however, many of the measures and procedures envisaged 
may prove impossible to implement because of the limited time and material 
available. Above all, the trial challenge inspection showed that items such 
as securing the perimeters of inspected sites, sampling, translation of

GE.91-62591/3797B
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documents provided by the plant and working out a comprehensive inspection 
plan could sometimes have a substantial effect on the length of the inspection 
and the number of inspectors required. The amount of practical cooperation 
which may be required of the challenged State may also be considerable. Apart 
from interpreters and permanent escort personnel, secretarial services and 
administrative and organizational support staff may have to be provided.

Interesting experience was also obtained in the matter of confidentiality, 
in which it appeared that procedures such as "managed access" can help to 
prevent the misuse of inspections. However, the amount of time required for 
working out and applying such procedures should not be underestimated. Due to 
the pressure of time, it frequently occurred that only a part of the tests and 
examinations contained in the inspection plan could be carried out.

Taking samples, dismantling of munitions for inspection and analysis 
proved to be especially time-consuming.

Preliminary remarks

Challenge inspections are single examinations carried out at short notice 
at the request of a contracting State by an international chemical weapons 
inspectorate. In contrast to the challenge inspection system laid down in the 
Vienna CSCE Document on Security and Confidence-Building Measures, the Draft 
Convention does not provide for the inspection to be carried out by the 
contracting State which makes the request. The latter may, however, be 
represented by an observer, whose freedom of movement must not be unduly 
limited.

In principle, challenge inspections may take place at any place and at 
any time. Although the current Draft Convention does not allow the challenged 
State to refuse a request, it includes regulations governing the inspection 
procedures which might help to prevent the misuse of inspections. These 
include the "managed access" system which was applied and tested during the 
trial challenge inspection.

The aim of the trial challenge inspection was to examine the 
practicability, completeness and appropriateness of the regulations contained 
in the Draft Convention. An additional indirect aim was to begin preparations 
for the implementation of chemical weapons challenge inspections in Switzerland 
and to draw the attention of the responsible authorities to the possibility of 
such challenge inspections.

Starting position

. Assumptions

The trial challenge inspection was based on a number of concrete 
suspicions :

The suspicion that non-declared substances, as defined in Schedules I, II 
and III, which could be used for the production of chemical weapons, were 
being stockpiled in violation of the Draft Convention.

1.
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munitions were being manufactured,The suspicion that chemical weapons 
using equipment located at the site being inspected.2.

munitions were being stockpiled inThe suspicion that chemical weapons 
violation of the Draft Convention.
The elements of suspicion were selected in such a way that it might have 

been assumed for the purposes of the trial challenge inspection that chemical 
weapons were being stockpiled or even to some extent manufactured in the sites 
being inspected - even though of course such a possibility did not exist. In 
addition, at the planning stage special efforts were made to take into accoun 
all the possible functional and operational structures of the plant being 
inspected. The intention here was to find out which procedures would be 
particularly promising for the inspection of military installations.

3.

CVneral aspects and remarks
Technical equipment and instrumenta

In selecting the measuring instruments to be used it appeared necessary 
to take into account the working and operational standards applied in the site 
being inspected. In this connection, the availability of easily transportât e 
and effective measuring equipment which corresponded to the most severe safe > standards^nd which could in consequence be used in all inspections would be

In this way it would be possible to carry out analyses 
examinations rapidly and in sufficient number.of great advantage, 

and other measurements and
Securing the perimeter of the gitg

If possible the perimeter of the site being inspected should be secured 
before the beginning of the inspection, so as to ensure as far ^Possible 

removal of evidence could take place. This would mean that all 
entry and exit points to and from the site being inspected should be ^pt 
under control. In addition, flows of goods and transport systems within the 
site being inspected should be examined as to the possibility of removing evidence! 0? particular importance here would be registration and control of 
flows of goods from buildings which might be of special importance for i 

The decision as to whether securing the perimeter of a site ieing îrPe=f™ is ne^ssury or adequate should in all cases be left to the
inspectors themselves.

that no

n the test challenge inspection it was clearly shown that the number
During the test challenge^ perimeter of the site being inspected

:L?dtSinnmostqcàns exceed the resources of the international inspectorate.

eithersecuring the perimeter is considered necessary, 
be evacuated or the inspectors will have to rely on the 

by bringing this under their control. As a rule, 
an effective and easily controlled system for

In the event that 
the site will have to 
site's own monitoring system 
military installations possess 
securing the perimeter.
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It is also possible, as was successfully established during the trial 
challenge inspection, to secure particularly suspect premises on an individual 
basis by means of measures such as sealing and permanent guarding until the 
necessary examinations have been carried out.

It may also be noted with respect to the practical procedure that the 
first measures to secure the perimeter must be taken immediately the inspectors 
arrive. The time spent in explaining the reasons which have led to the 
inspection should not provide the State being inspected with an opportunity 
to remove suspicious materials or to shift them around within the site. 
Particular attention should be given to the identification and registration 
of all points of access to underground structures.

During the preparations for the test challenge inspection it also became 
apparent that it would be helpful if the team of inspectors could include a 
specially trained expert for security questions. The inspection team would 
therefore be in a better position to resolve the logistical and organizational 
problems of securing the perimeter of the site being inspected immediately 
after its arrival.
Determining the perimeter of the site

When an inspection is announced the approximate location of the site to 
be inspected is generally known. In consequence, an inspector must immediately 
establish the perimeter of the site to be inspected as soon as he arrives at 
the site.
site includes all suspected buildings and structures.
the military installation inspected this did not apply. The buildings and 
structures which were relevant to the inspection were widely scattered, 
munitions stores were located up to 20 km from the munitions factory. In 
planning the trial challenge inspection, it was necessary to clarify the 
reasons for this large distance between factory and store:

- Operational safety
Dangerous substances and highly explosive munitions are normally 
stored in buildings separated from each other by a minimum distance.

- Confidentiality
Technically sophisticated and consequently valuable munitions are 
normally kept in high security buildings

- Problems of available space
Available space problems which arise from the fact that there has to 
be a minimum distance between munitions manufacturing and storage 
sites are often solved by distributing storage, manufacturing and 
administrative buildings amongst a number of_diffgrgnt—sites•

In these circumstances, a purely geographical determination of the 
assumed site to be inspected would either lead to a much too narrow a 
definition of a site which is in fact scattered over a number of different

It is assumed in the Draft Convention that the perimeter of the
But in the case of

Some
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locations or to a much too wide a definition which would include installations 
belonging to third parties which have nothing to do with the.site in question. 
This means that in every case functional as well as geographical criteria must 

into account when determining the perimeter of the site. So no
be attached to the fact that the sites identifiedbe taken

special importance needs to 
are not located in a single geographical area.

Time-frame of the inspection
free to determine the amount of time they 
However, in spite of the fact that thereIn principle the inspectors are 

require for a challenge inspection, is no upper time limit, it may be assumed that in most cases a challenge
_ than two or three days. The trial challenge 
assumption that the inspectors would be availableinspection will not take more 

inspection was based on the 
for two days.

But in order that such a demanding and many-sided task could be completed 
within the space of a few days, it became apparent during the preparatory 
stage that in most cases very well-trained and well-equipped inspectors would 
be required. Apart from a high level of general experience, these would 
wherever possible require special knowledge in the general subjects of 
manufacture and storage of chemical weapons, as well as manufacture of 
conventional munitions.
Photographic and film equipment

assumed that the inspectors 
It was known inIn the trial challenge inspection it

would be able to photograph and film suspect objects. . ...
advance, however, that, in principle, photography is prohibited in a miliary 
installation or is at least subject to rules of confidentiality, and that in

this prohibition makes it difficult to use photography

was

certain circumstances 
to provide evidence.

As with measuring instruments, video and photographic equipment must be 
specially approved for use in areas where there is an explosion danger. In consequence! preference should be given to mechnical cameras with highly 
sensitive films which can be used without flash.

Escort of inspectors
The Draft Convention envisages continuous in-country escort of 

inspectors. During the trial challenge inspection it was assumed that one 
person would be available for the escort of each inspector at any time. I 
is true that this presents the State being inspected with an.organizational 
problem, but it also ensures that each individual inspector is given the 
greatest possible freedom of action. In the preparatory stage the question 
also arose whether the escorts of the inspectors had a part to 
the inspection itself or whether they should remain apart from the inspecte
during their actual work.
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Definitions

The Draft Convention includes a series of definitions to be used for the 
conduct of challenge inspections. On the basis of the practical results of 
the trial challenge inspection the question arose as to whether these 
definitions are in fact usable. The following conclusions were reached:

The function of an assistant during an inspection must be clearly 
defined and oust in all cases be limited to an auxiliary role. The 
definition contained in the Draft Convention is too vague.

It would also be useful if the definition applied to the time 
necessary for an inspection should include the time required for an 
initial tour of the site.

Conduct of the inspection

Notification

According to the Draft Convention the State which requests the challenge 
inspection in another contracting State may itself decide whether to include 
in its request detailed information of its suspicions for the use of the 
international inspectorate. The Draft Convention also includes a provision 
that it is only when the inspectors arrive at the point of entry that they 
will inform the State challenged of the identity of the site to be inspected.

From the point of view of the challenged State it is certainly desirable 
that precise details about the site to be inspected and about the various 
elements of suspicion should be notified at the earliest possible moment, so 
that organizational and logistical preparations may be made for the reception 
of the inspectors and the conduct of the inspection. However, if the 
notification is made too early, an opportunity might in some circumstances 
be given to the challenged State to cease suspect activities at the site to

In order to prevent thisbe inspected and to cover up all traces of them, 
happening, precise specification of the suspect elements should be left to as 
late a stage as possible to maintain a surprise effect.

During the trial challenge inspection there was no such surprise effect, 
since all those participating knew in which site the inspection was to take 

However, even in the absence of an actual trial of the initial phaseplace.
of the challenge inspection it may be stated that a series of executive

at the national level will always have to be taken in advance in 
order that the challenge inspection may be conducted without hindrance.
measures

Such
measures should include:

the training of specific expert personnel to escort the international 
inspectors throughout the period of the inspection;

the setting up of a national control authority to ensure that the 
international inspectors are guaranteed the maximum possible freedom 
of action during the whole period of the inspection;
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simplified entry and exit formalities for the international inspectors 
and all measuring instruments which they may wish to bring with them.

Briefing
The inspection itself begins with a briefing in which the inspectors are 

provided with all necessary information by the challenged State about the site 
to be inspected. The Draft Convention provides a maximum of three hours for 
this briefing - which is not included in the time allowed for the actual 
inspection - as well as for the establishment of the inspection plan.

The primary purpose of the briefing in the case of a challenge inspection 
is to provide the inspectors with a general overview of the structure and 
operational organization of the site to be inspected. The trial challenge 
inspection showed clearly that the inspectors attach great value to this 
general briefing, since it is in this way that they are able to obtain a 
detailed idea of the structure of the site to be inspected.

During the trial challenge inspection the briefing was also used by the 
inspectors to provide detailed information about the suspect buildings and 
structures, followed by a comprehensive tour of the site established on the 
basis of these details. In view of the importance of the briefing and the 
tour the three hours provided for these purposes in the Draft Convention 
hardly seem sufficient.

During the trial challenge inspection the briefing was also used to 
provide the inspectors with documentary information about the operations, the 
buildings, the product groups and all ancillary activities of the site in 
question. It was also established that apart from a general overview of the 
buildings on the site documents and layouts on energy supply pipes and waste 
disposal systems are useful to the inspectors.

During the trial challenge inspection it was established that it would be 
useful if the following documentary information could be provided by the 
management of the site in question at the time of the briefing;

- a general plan of the site to be inspected;

- documents on the range of goods produced;

- documents on the management structure.

There is likely to be a basic language problem during the briefing, 
normal circumstances documents will be available only in the language of the 
challenged State.
to obtain an interpreter who will be in a position to provide an overview of 
the documents made available.
inspection the following points were established:

In

And it may be assumed that it will probably not be possible

In addition, during the trial challenge

(a) To save time, only information directly relating to the inspection 
This comprises information about the type of buildingsshould be provided. 

and equipment, intermediate and end-products manufactured, security, 
administration and logistics (movement of goods, storage, etc.);
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(b) For reasons of security and confidentiality it must be clearly 
stated which documents the inspectors may retain and which they must hand back 
at the end of the inspection. A check-list should be established to this end.

Inspection plan

The inspection plan establishes the programme of the inspectors. During 
the trial challenge inspection the inspection plan formed the basis on which 
the whole inspection was conducted. In the inspection plan it is particularly 
important that all fields of operation which may entail problems of security 
or confidentiality should be identified. Such fields include :

arrangement, size, availabilty of energy equipment (distribution, 
manufacture, consumption);

safety installations and special protective equipment for life-saving 
operations ;

special work instructions and testing regulations ;

flow charts and site plans.

During the trial challenge inspection the inspection plan also included 
elements designed to verify certain of the information provided by the 
challenged State regarding the functional structure of the site, 
cases inspection of the exterior of the building in question or a spot-check 
on the operations in question was sufficient.

In such

If possible the inspection plan should also contain the intended course 
of the inspection, the order in which equipment is to be tested, as well as 
the length of time which is likely to be required for the inspection of 
individual installations. In this way the management of the plant will be 
better able to organize the visit, and interference in operational and 
manufacturing processes will be kept to a minimum.

It also became apparent that working out the inspection plan took a great 
deal of time, particularly in cases where alternative procedures had to be 
worked out.

Managed access

The term "managed access" refers to an agreement to be established 
between the inspectors and those responsible for the site to be inspected.
This agreement should contain detailed provisions regarding the procedure of 
the inspectors and the achievement of the goals of the inspection.

Managed access is, in general, applicable in cases where two sets of 
problems arise. The first is during the inspection of equipment which, after 
closer investigation, turns out to be irrelevant to the suspect element in 
question. The second is where particularly sensitive buildings or equipment 
are involved. In such cases, managed access provides an alternative procedure
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which takes into account the need for confidentiality regarding the site in 
question but which nevertheless permits the suspect elements to be verified 
with a high degree of certainty.

Protection of confidentiality covers matters such as the technology 
applied, organization, location, structure and overall content of the site in 

A basic difference should be made between military and civilian 
Military sites are subject to a particularly high degree of

question, 
sites.
confidentiality with respect to the following:

location;

the inner structure;
- the content, employment and purpose.
An exception to this general rule would be military production sites 

which can be considered as entirely equivalent to civilian plant sites of a 
similar nature with respect to confidentiality.

In general terms, military sites can be verified in the same way as
However, in the case of some types of militarycivilian chemical plant sites, 

sites, particularly munitions stores, special inspection procedures centering 
on gathering circumstantial evidence must be worked out. But during the trial 
challenge inspection it was established that it is impossible to clarify a 
suspect element entirely or to provide final proof of prohibited activities by 
the use of circumstantial evidence alone, particularly in cases where the 
confidentiality of such evidence has to be provided with appropriate 

Consequently, the system of managed access is appliedprotection.
specifically in cases where military confidentiality is required, 
connection it was established that the necessity of protecting confidentiality 

least troublesome with respect to the location of buildings and specific 
Indeed, in many cases, knowledge of the location of the

In this

was
installations.
buildings and specific installations of the site to be inspected was 
sufficient for an assessment to be made of both their specific military use

In almost all such cases inspection of the exterior ofand their structure, buildings enabled the inspectors to eliminate to their satisfaction the 
suspicion with respect to the manufacture and stockpiling of chemical weapons.

During the trial challenge inspection situations sometimes arose in which 
an inspection of the exterior of a building was not sufficient. The procedure 
established for such cases was as follows :

With respect to particularly sensitive aspects of the site being 
inspected (e.g. plans, store inventories, diagrams of installations, alarm and 
security dispositions) a step-by-step procedure was worked out, and as soon as 
the required result was attained those responsible for the site were informed

In one individual case thethat no further inspection would be necessary, 
inspectors did not require the production of documents and were satisfied with
a very brief inspection.



a bottleneck arisesIn every inspection involving the taking of samples, 
with respect to the capacity for rapid analysis of any laboratory which may be 
available. According to the type of sample involved it may take p to one 
per sample for the analysis and interpretation procedure to be c

the use of different types and sizes of container for different typés o 
sample or by using more comprehensive markings. Also, wherever poss* ,
samples should be split into at least four parts. Tvo samples are absolutely 

for effective analysis, while one each should be kept for reference

On

necessary

At a site in which, in normal circumstances, chemical weapons are neither 
manufactured nor destroyed, it is clear that no equipment for dismantling

In consequence, alternative procedures
One possibility

By photographing a
chemical munitions will be available, 
must be found for the verification of s
would be through X-ray treatment of any s spect munitions. _
munition at a certain angle, for example, it is possible to determine from the 
X-ray picture whether it contains liquid, which would indicate the presence o 
chemical weapon substances. Any possibility of confusion in the X-ray 
procedure or a secret manipulation of X-ray pictures can be prevented y 
attaching special markers to those projectiles which are to be X-rayed, 
normal circumstances X-ray equipment is available in munitions factories for

Since this procedure calls neither for
for chemical analysis of the contents of the

munitions.

In

quality control purposes. 
dismantlement of the munition norprinciple of confidentiality is in large measure guaranteed.munition, the

Off-site analyses

Collection of samples

The Draft Convention expressly permits the taking of samples.. 
the trial challenge inspection showed that the problem of designating or 
sealing samples and other pieces of evidence requires more study and that 
systems worked out must be practiced in advance (X-ray and sampling 
procedures, etc.). Taking samples and making measurements require a great 
deal of time, and the site in question must cease operations while this is 

(Stores may have to be sealed for several hours while
In the same way chemical containers and lists 
make verification more difficult and may even be

However,

being done. 
measurements are taken).
featuring trade names can 
used to deceive the inspectors.

X-rav procedures

Precisely in a country such as Switzerlands whose military infrastructure 
is mainly based on permanent installations, the issue of military

Disclosure of the structure,confidentiality is of particular importance.
plans and capacity of military installations would have far-reaching 
consequences and w uld certainly reduce the battle readiness of the 
militia. In conse uence, the suspect elements not fied for ins ect 
be dealt with only by means of an exterior inspect on of the va iou 
and structures to be inspected and of the security dispositions available.

's
could

buildings
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to standardize allj rpcprve In the long term it will be necessary procedures for taking, processing, splitting and securing a samp es 
according to accepted methods.

During the trial challenge inspection it became apparent ^P^oblems 
• i j ,g t-h» t-»kine of samples are for the moment largely unsolved. TheEÏÏXZæï -ta, SW

It would berpcocEt This means that decisions=::SEH“:HEkLÏS5part of a specific cla fairly restrictive decision-making process on
A VeÏL:a«;=ÜH7be^rt:d out! ?=th the actual taking of samples and the
consequent analysis of unknown substances are extremely time-consuming.

With respect to photography during inspections, thetrial ^ttill^ideo

of electronic equipment the question of duplicates arises. If 
f with the same setting must be taken one after another.

advantage lies
the case 
necessary two exposures

-, ? SaSSrsSïsiTSSfîS.
pre-determined parts of the site being photographed.

inspection, various key operations were 
as follows:

taken of each key operation with a

During the trial challenge 
The procedure wasphotographed.

Two consecutive photographs 
Polaroid camera.

were1.

and of the plant management then 
they contain relevant information 

of confidentiality. This
the site management for

of the challenged State 
to whetherRepresentatives

™I;rti?IbEEEfhada"rbeiub:uLd «
2.

meant 
approval.

to exclude 
not deemedThe challenged State was given the right either to £Over or

^ ?rr£spenrivihrrdo enough ^rm^g «1.
from which the photographs were to be taken.

Questioning of personnel

3.

The Draft Convention explicitly permitsnived^ef ers^o^he questioning of 
personnel. One of the J°cr^yU In any case, all employees must be
site employees who are bound . inspection before they are subject
“tiS S%^e^l1n^cîor In consequence, the
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inspectors may conduct interviews and interrogations only after discussions 
with the challenged State and after the employees in question have been fully 
informed.
Composition of the inspection team

The inspection team should include at least the following persons:

- at least five inspectors.
determined according to the size and complexity of the site to be 
inspected;

The exact number of inspectors should be

- one to two translators and possibly support staff (it will hardly 
be possible to rely on local writing aides and secretaries);

- as a general rule inspectors should always work in pairs.

In some circumstances it may be helpful to give the chief inspector a 
free hand in composing his subordinate teams in order to allow him the 
possibility of coordinating them as and how he wishes and of personally 
supervising areas of verification which he considers particularly critical. 
During the trial challenge inspection communication between the subordinate 
teams took place through the facility's own internal radio system, 
addition, the inspectors were able to dispose of an office in the management 
area containing a telephone which they could use to make calls abroad.
Results

ever

In

The trial challenge inspection demonstrated that the regulations and 
procedures for inspections contained in Article IX of the Draft Convention 
quite sufficient. Apart from the desirability of incorporating a tour of the 
site in the briefing of inspectors by those responsible for the site, the 
Draft Convention contains no important gaps in this respect.

However, from the practical point of view many of the measures and 
proceedings envisaged may prove very difficult to implement because of the 
limited amount of time and material available. Above all, the trial challenge 
inspection showed that items such as securing the perimeter of the suspect 
site, sampling, translating documents provided by the plant and working out a 
comprehensive inspection plan could sometimes have a substantial effect on the 
length of the inspection and the number of inspectors required. The amount of 
time which has to be spent by the inspectors on questions of organization is 
substantial. Apart from interpreters and permanent escort personnel, 
secretarial services and administrative and organizational support staff may 
have to be provided by the challenged State.

are

Interesting experience was also obtained in the matter of 
confidentiality. In most cases it was possible for operational 
confidentiality to be combined with the requirements of the inspection. With 
respect to military confidentiality the managed access system proved 
sufficient in the trial challenge inspection, even though this increased the 
pressure on the inspectors and the inspection consequently lasted longer.

I
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During the instrumental phase of the inspection it became apparent that 
the analysis and checking equipment used (video and other cameras) must always 
be seen to conform to the operational safety regulations before they can be 
used in the site in question without danger. In addition, however, th 
proved to be no difficulty in using testing and analysis equipment (X-ray 
equipment, etc.) available at the site for the requirements of the inspection, 
as long as the inspectors themselves possessed sufficient technical knowledge
to operate them.

measuring etc.). In a number of the buildings and structures to be examined, 
•t «as in fact impossible to carry out all the checks planned because of lack 
of time It should also be noted that sampling, dismantling of munitions fo 
inspection and analyses were particularly time-consuming. It also sometimes 
happened that inspection plans had to be changed suddenly due to unexpected 
incidents. A special problem turned out to be the extra time required for 
obtaining access to military sites. For reasons of security and 
confidentiality various difficult steps or phases, such as informing the 
responsible site or plant personnel and securing the perimeter, could not be 

Obtaining sufficient trace evidence of chemical weapons.substan 
is also time-consuming. In this connection the main problem arise was 
whether much more would actually be achieved even if more time and more 
sophisticated material were available. One of the main aspects which should 
be examined with respect to extra time required is what would m fact 
value added provided by such an increase.

left out.
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APPENDIX I

INSPECTION RESULTS

Number of Allotted Begin Observation 
personnel time

ActivityObject

1/4 hviewing 2 0800site 452 use as declared, 
production or 
stockpiling of CW 
possible

1/2 hviewingbuilding 890 2 0800 use as declared,
intermediate
stockpiling

1/2 hbuilding 783 viewing 2 0800 use as declared

1/2 hviewing 1430 function as declaredAnnex building 
munition 
assembly 785

4

3/4 h underground building 
connections and 
overall situation, 
facility clearly 
serves production 
and stockpiling of 
munition
no evidence of CW

viewing 
(all rooms and 
foundations)

0900laboratory 2
Ll
4640

no deviation of 
random sample, no CW 
control?

1500control of 
entries, 
viewing

1 hmunition
warehouses
4616/4606

4

no suspect chemicals, 
safety installations 
would allow for 
stock-final results 
after analysis of 
samples

08001 hchemical
stocks

viewing, 
air sampling, 
overall view 
of stocks

2

use for CW only under 
extreme conditions 
(high risk) and 
corresponding 
adaptation of the 
facility, without 
considering the 
pending analyses, no 
evidence of past use 
for CW

13304 hexplosives
foundry

viewing, 
detailed 
examination 
of detail

4
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APPENDIX I

INSPECTION RESULTS (continued)

Allotted Begin ObservationNumber of 
personnel time

ActivityObject

clearly used for 
pouring phosphorus 
air sample indicates 
slight risk, 
probably false due 
to Phosphin

11301/2 h2air tester 
sampling as 
needed

phosphorus 
foundry 797

interference with 
production program, 
no objections, 
no CW-relevant 
amounts of sulphur

11001/2 h4examination 
of sulphur 
content, 
search for 
CW precursors

stores/
inventory

only conventional 
stockpiling (issues 
of concern) 
dismantled munition 
clearly pointed/ 
explosive grenade

1 1/2 h 13002control, 
stockpiling 
(access to all 
rooms and 
spaces)

underground
munition
facilities

explosive grenade, 
X-ray gave no 
indication of CW

10002 h4X-ray,
dismantling,
possibly
further
examination

examination 
of grenade
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APPENDIX II
SUGGESTED "CONTROL SHEET FOR INSPECTION SITE"

Identification
Classification No.

Building No.

Description
Official Designation of Use

Buildings
Facilities

Further Possible Use

Buildings

Facilities
PointsInspection Experience/Relevant

1
2
3

k

Assessment
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APPENDIX III

PROVISIONAL INSPECTION REPORT

Inspection commission !

Time:

Area:

Inspection Plan

Viewing of site 452

Viewing of building 840

Viewing of building 783

Viewing of munition assembly 785/798

Viewing of all rooms 
underground connections

Control of entries

Viewing of all storage 
sampling

Explosives foundry 
alternate use, waste water and

1.
2.

3.

4.
and examination of use of L^ including

5.

6.
for chemicals,rooms7.

detailed viewing and clarification enquiry into 
air—expelling devices, sampling

Phosphorus foundry 797, viewing, examination of waste air and waste 
, sampling, deployment of CAM AP2C

of facility inventories for chemicals

Underground munition stores, control of content, access 
rooms, random sampling of a grenade
Examination of grenades, X-ray, delaboration, possibly further 

examination

8.

9.
water

10. Control
to all

11.

12.
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APPENDIX III

PROVISIONAL INSPECTION REPORT (continued)

Results

Provided the analyses prove to be negative, the situation is as follows:

1. No relevant amounts of CW-precursors.

2. Provisional charging of munition with CW agents is only just 
conceivable at the explosives foundry but would be highly dangerous 
and entail corresponding adaptive measures.

Clearly the underground stores contain only conventional munition.3.

Addendum

List of samples

List of documents

List of accessories
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List of Samples
Designation
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APPENDIX III

Sampling Site

fo^iilding 4646« 
chemical stock #2, 
room
only hermetically sealed, 
ventilated room

Type, Quantity

air samples in 
XAD-2-tubes, each 

UO ml on basement floor -approx.

building 4646.. 
chemical stock #2, 
room on 1.basement 
floor

liquid chemical 
"soltene" direct 
from 800 1 tank,

2 ml eachapprox.
huilding 46^6.
(former) phosphorus 
stock #3 vertical 
tank A5 (10 m)
adjacent to building 4630. 
(explosives foundry)

(waste) water samples 
from surface treatment

sludge samples, 
approx, 
settling basin of waste 
water purification plant

20-50 g each,

huilding 4630. 
(explosives foundry)ceiling coating 

with residues 
approx. 0.1—0.5 g 
taken from above the 
filling station
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4 X-ray exposures
5 Polaroid photographs 
List of respirator material 
Alarm scheme for facility fire brigade 
Extracts from munitions facility handbook

1-311 protective shoes 
1-314 protective glasses 
1-110 procedure in case of accidents 
1-111 accidents one is obliged to report 

Computer inventory of protective and working clothes (SMFA80-03) 
Plan of building explosives foundry
Computer inventory of chemicals 7 November 1990 0641 h 
Control print-out of article group # 03 000 000 - 03 050 200 
4 overall view maps of area of munitions facility 
4 brochures munitions facility *
Inventory of stocks, buildings 406 and 416

1-R4 * 
l -\ *

1115 h
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APPENDIX III

Addendum 2 (continued)

* May be retained by inspectors.

> 
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Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

Destruction of CW stocks, weapons and associated plant

UNITED

(for the meeting on Technical Aspects of CM Destruction
7-11 October 1991)

1. OVERVIEW

and the plant associated 
is a

1.1 The destruction of CW stocks, CW filled weapons
with the production, bulk storage and weapon filling of CW materials, 
major task. The difficulties must be recognised of carrying out such a 
complex and hazardous operation, on any significant scale, in a safe and 
environmentally acceptable manner. It must also be recognized that whils 
there is a clear need to protect the environment, the safety of those directly 
involved in the operation must be paramount. In this paper the general 
principles involved in such an operation are discussed.

1.2 Countries which have undertaken, or are attempting to undertake, the 
destruction of CW materials and facilities have found that it is first 
necessary to categorize the materials for disposal (e.g. bulk agents, agent 
filled shells, agent filled rockets, contaminated plant, etc.) and then 
develop procedures on a case-by-case basis. For example, whilst the overall 
policy may be to go for incineration as the primary means of destruction, the 
actual methodology to be used for each category of material will need to be 
determined individually.

2. DISPOSAL METHODS

available for the disposal of these materials, and
are reviewed in the followingSome of the methods2.1

their respective advantages and disadvantages,
paragraphs.

2.2 Land burial

solution; particularly for lightly contaminated 
The risk of future problems can, if deemed 

reduced by first encasing the materials in a
foamed concrete contained within an outer metal

This is a quick, cheap2. 2.1
items of plant and equipment, 
necessary, be significantly 
non-leachable package such as

GE. 91-6 2678/2004H
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Whilst land burial is less likely to be acceptable to thecontainer.
environmental lobby, it is nevertheless the current commercial practice in 
many countries for dealing with hazardous materials of a similar nature.

2.3 Sea disposal

2.3.1 The disposal of CW materials and weapons filled with these materials in 
deep ocean trenches was the solution adopted at the end of World War II. 
Problems with this technique are only known to have arisen where dumping was 
carried out in relatively shallow waters such as the Baltic. Dumps located at 
depths well below that at which fishing operations are routinely undertaken 
appear to pose few problems, if any.

2.3.2 However, the Oslo and London Dumping Conventions, to which the 
United Kingdom is a signatory, require such operations to cease by the end of 
1992. Therefore, while sea dumping might well be the quickest and safest 
method for the disposal of certain CW munitions (especially those containing 
an explosive element) it is unlikely in the future to be seen as the preferred 
option.

2.4 Open burning
Open pit or tray burning has been used extensively in the past for the 

However, this results in a considerable release into the
2.4.1
disposal of mustard, 
atmosphere of acid combustion products together with quantities of partial

This method of disposal therefore is generally no longer
The

combustion products.
acceptable in countries which have environmental protection legislation, 
major exception being where, owing to the hazardous condition of a chemical 
munition, open air explosive demolition/burning is considered the only safe
disposal option.

2.5 Chemical degradation
The toxicity of most CW agents can either be eliminated or reduced to

GB, for example, is rapidly
2.5.1
an insignificant level by chemical treatment, 
hydrolyzed by treatment with a 10 per cent to 20 per cent aqueous solution of 
sodium or potassium hydroxide, 
be toxicologically neutralized in this manner, 
however the hydrolysis rate is markedly slower, owing to lower solubilities. 
Thus United Kingdom practice, when destroying these agents, is to add ethanol 
to the decontaminant to overcome this problem.
alkaline hydrolysis is the large volume of hydrolysate produced.

All the nerve agents of current interest can 
In the case of GD and GF

The major disadvantage of

2.5.2 The USSR has developed procedures for the hydrolysis of nerve agents 
using monoethanolamine. 
hydrolysis products are largely organic in nature and therefore more suitable 
for treatment by incineration, if further degradation of the material (i.e. to 
rupture the carbon-phosphorus bond present in the hydrolysis product) is 
required (cf. para. 2.5.6).

The principal advantage of this method is that the

Mustard can also be hydrolyzed satisfactorily using aqueous/alcoholic
A 10-20 per cent chlorine bleach

2.5.3
solutions of sodium or potassium hydroxide, 
solution is known to be equally effective.
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Once an agent has been hydrolyzed, the question of disposal of the
Three possible solutions to this problem are discussed in

2.5.4
hydrolysate arises, 
the following paragraphs.

2.5.5 Sea disposal

Alkaline hydrolysis has been used in the United Kingdom for disposing of
Each batch of hydrolysate was checked to confirm that 

Batches were then diluted to reduce
stocks of nerve agents.
no anticholinesterase activity remained, 
the fluoride ion concentration to below the required discharge limit and then 
discharged to the ocean via the normal effluent outfall. Whether or not this 
remains an acceptable solution is likely to depend upon the geographical
location of the disposal site.

2.5.6 Incineration

The organic content of the hydrolysate can be further degraded by high
temperature incineration, 
been used to effect the hydrolysis, the very low calorific value and high salt 
content of the product makes this a demanding and expensive solution, 
leaves the problem of disposing of the inorganic salts recovered from the 
incinerators effluent gas cleaning plant.
hazard from the products of alkaline hydrolysis of nerve agents is low and 
further treatment by incineration is therefore unnecessary.

2.5.7 Concentration followed by land burial

However, where sodium or potassium hydroxide has

It also

Our view is that the potential

In this approach the hydrolysate is first placed in open air evaporation
The residual salts are thenpans and the liquid phase allowed to evaporate. 

collected and buried in a properly constructed secure landfill (i.e. designed 
to contain any leachate 1/). In countries with high ambient temperatures this 
should be an attractive option. It is safe, cheap, energy efficient and, when 
carried out correctly, environmentally acceptable.

2.6 Incineration

The majority of CW agents are flammable (the notable exception
They lend themselves 

Even GB, although non-flammable, 
It has been demonstrated that in

2.6.1
being GB) and have reasonable calorific values, 
therefore to destruction by incineration, 
can be readily destroyed by this method. 
properly designed and operated plants very high destruction removal

be obtained ( 99.99999 per cent removal) for these materials.efficiencies can
2.6.2 Direct, high temperature incineration was the process adopted for the 
disposal of the United Kingdom's remaining stocks of mustard. Small amounts 
of material recovered from old munitions, which continue to be occasionally 
found in the United Kingdom during construction and excavation work, are still

in the CBDE Porton hazardous waste incineration plant.processed by this method

contaminated with water soluble products extracted from1/ Groundwater 
the buried waste.
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No problems have been experienced with this process and the procedure complies 
with both existing and pending United Kingdom environmental legislation.

2.6.3 Whilst direct high temperature incineration is an equally effective 
method of destroying G agents, their higher vapour pressure and greater 
inhalation toxicity makes the operation more difficult. The problem is not in 
the actual incineration step, but rather in the handling and feeding of the 
waste to the furnaces and the protection of the operating staff. Even the
best commercial hazardous waste incinerators provide only a limited degree of 
containment. They are simply not designed to cope with materials of this
level of toxicity.

2.6.4 The capability to design incineration plants with the necessary level 
of containment for the safe handling of these materials is very limited. 
Practical experience in this area resides primarily within the United States 
of America. Plants of this type, by their very nature, require advanced and 
complex technology and as a result are extremely expensive. The alternative 
approach is to hydrolyze the G agent prior to incineration, thus reducing the 
need for such high levels of containment at the incineration step. However, 
as argued previously (para. 2.5.6), once the G agent has been hydrolyzed 
incineration may no longer be the optimum disposal solution.

Incineration plants of similar design to those at the Chemical and2.6.5
Biological Defence Establishment in the United Kingdom and the Defence 
Research Establishment Suffield in Canada have demonstrated that they can

However, theyreadily cope with mustard and mustard contaminated components, 
do not have the level of containment necessary to deal with untreated nerve

Both these plants, although purpose built, are constructed from
The provision of a plant or plants of this

agents.
commercially available components, 
type should therefore not pose any major technical problems.

3. ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

3.1 Whichever disposal method or methods are adopted, the aim must be to 
achieve appropriate high standards of safety and environmental acceptability. 
However, it must be remembered that these two requirements cannot be 
considered in isolation. The safest and most expedient disposal method may 
not necessarily be the most environmentally friendly. Whilst there is a clear 
need to protect the environment, the safety of the staff directly involved in 
the operation must be paramount.

3.2 In difficult and hazardous operations such as these it is essential that 
external parameters, such as environmental emission standards, are set at 
realistic and scientifically justifiable levels. Apart from making the 
operation both more expensive and protracted, unjustifiably high standards can 
actually increase the immediate risk to the personnel undertaking the work.

It will therefore be essential to decide what environmental standards are
It should

3.3
required before any final decision on disposal methods can be made, 
be recognized that environmental standards vary widely between different 
countries. For example, under United States environmental legislation CW 
agents are proscribed substances and their emission to the environment is 
effectively forbidden. Meeting this requirement, along with the problems
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associated with transporting CW materials through States and across State 
lines, has been an overriding factor in the design of United States CW 
destruction facilities and has probably, to a large extent, determined the 
disposal options open to them.

Although standards still varyThe EEC approach is somewhat different.3.4
between individual member States, the BATNEEC (Best Available Techniques Not 
Entailing Excessive Cost) and the BPEO (Best Practical Environmental Option) 
principles are the foundation on which environmental standards within the
Community are being based.

This is the approach which has been adopted under the United Kingdom's
Whilst the EPA regulations set target

3.5
new Environmental Protection Act (EPA) . 
limits for the more common pollutants (see table 1) operators of plants 
producing these substances are required to employ the BATNEEC principle; this 
means that if, in the Governments Pollution Inspectorates view, lower limits 
could be achieved without entailing excessive cost, they will be applied and 

As with similar United Kingdom legislation the question of whatmust be met.is and is not excessive cost will, where necessary, be determined in the law 
courts. Operators will also have to consider the impact of their process

the complete environmental spectrum (e.g. air, water, land, etc.) and 
apply the BPEO principle to determine the best overall environmental option.across

Table 1 - Typical United Kingdom emission limits to the air for 
pollutants from high temperature incineration plants

Emission limit (mg/m3)Pollutant
50Particulate matter 

Heavy metals (total)
Sulphur dioxide 
Hydrogen chloride 
Hydrogen fluoride
Phosphorus compounds (Calculated as phosphorus) 
Carbon monoxide 
Total acidity
Organic compounds (excluding particulate matter) 
Total free halogen

5
300
100

5
10

100
750
20

5

Under current United Kingdom legislation the release of CW materials and
As for other3.6

their degradation products is not specifically proscribed, 
similar hazardous materials the regulations require that their potential human 
and environmental impact be identified, the risk assessed and appropriate

reduce this risk to the minimum practicable level. Again whataction taken to
is practicable will, if necessary, be determined in a court of law.
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In our view the EEC philosophy of BATNEEC and BPEO is a realistic and3.7
défendable approach to the setting of environmental standards for CW disposal 
operations.

4. DISPOSAL OPERATIONS

4.1 Once it has been decided which disposal methods are acceptable on safety 
and environmental grounds it will be necessary to determine the most 
appropriate destruction procedure for each category of CW material (eg. Bulk 
agent, filled munitions, contaminated plant and equipment and potentially 
contaminated plant and equipment). The major problems are not likely to arise 
with the final destruction step, but with the transport and preparation of the 
materials for destruction. These problems are likely to differ in severity 
for each of the different categories of material.

4.2 Bulk CW agent
4.2.1 If it is decided to destroy bulk stocks of agents at their current 
locations then the problems associated with their destruction, although by no 

insignificant, are likely to be of a minor nature compared to those 
associated with the destruction of the CW munitions and 04 production 
facilities. The principal factor in this situation will be providing the 
appropriate level of containment and protection for the operators undertaking 

Procedures for doing this are well established and those countries

means

the work.
which have produced these materials should have the necessary expertise.

However, if it is decided to move bulk stocks to a central location for4.2.2
destruction then the major problem will be one of safe transportation, 
will be necessary, before undertaking such an operation, to agree and acquire 
appropriate packaging, determine acceptable routes and draw up emergency 
procedures to deal with any incidents that might arise.

It

4.3 CW munitions
CW munitions without an explosive or propellant component can be4.3.1

treated in a similar manner to bulk agent storage containers and therefore do
The situation with CW munitionsnot pose any significant additional problem, 

which contain explosives or propellants on the other hand is entirely
Destruction of these items in a safe manner poses major problems,different.

particularly where the available disposal options are constrained by 
environmental considerations.

The historical solution to this problem has been to deep sea dump, 
if this option is not available then there are really only two basic

4.3.2 
However, 
approaches which can be used:

(a) The explosive component must be separated from the CW component and 
then each element destroyed by an appropriate safe method.

(b) A process capable of safely handling the combined hazard must be
developed.
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4.3.3 The United Kingdom, £or the disposal of the occasional old munition,
Munitions are placed in a specially designedhas adopted approach (a). 

chemical containment facility, either drilled or cut open remotely, and the CW 
content then removed by personnel wearing full individual protective 
equipment. Recovered CM material is either treated chemically or incinerated 
in a high integrity incineration plant designed for the purpose. The 
explosive component is destroyed by open pit burning and the decontaminated 
metal components buried in a secure landfill.

Ttie technique is safe, relatively cheap and no major problems have been 
However, it is slow and the disposal rate is fairly 

large numbers of similar munitions are involved the throughput
Whilst the United Kingdom

4.3.4
experienced with it. 
low.
could be greatly improved by the use of automation.

has been designed in such a manner that an accidental explosion would
an event of this nature would

Where

process
not present any risk to the staff involved, 
result in the release of a small quantity of CW material to the atmosphere. 
Appropriate safety distances and decontamination procedures are therefore
essential.

Approach (b) has been followed in the cryogenic fracture process
In this process the4.3.5

currently under consideration in the United States, 
complete munition is cooled in liquid nitrogen, to make it brittle, and then 
mechanically fractured into small pieces. These pieces are in turn fed to a 
high integrity incineration plant. The system has been designed to provide 
complete chemical and explosive containment.

Plants of this type require sophisticated technology and engineering.4.3.6
They involve a lengthy design, construction and commissioning period and are 
likely to be extremely expensive. However, they should provide a relatively 
high throughput and a high degree of safety and environmental protection.

CW production plant, filling and storage facilities4.4
the bulk of the agent has been removed the problem of4.4.1

decontaminating the associated plant and equipment must be tackled, 
to do this safely and efficiently it is essential to have a detailed knowledge 

An account of the dismantling of the United Kingdom nerve agent

Once In order

of the plant, 
pilot plant is given in CD/856, 11 August 1988.

4.4.2 In a typical decontamination operation the first step would be to drain 
the facility down and remove as much of the CM agent as practicable. At this 
point it is essential that any potential points where liquid might be trapped

The plant would thenor held up are identified and where possible dealt with.
be sealed, and completely filled with a 10-20% sodium hydroxide solution and 
left to stand for a lengthy period (ideally several weeks). On removal of the 
sodium hydroxide solution would be checked for the presence of any 
anticholinesterase activity and disposed of accordingly. The plant, although 
now free of gross contamination, may still contain traces of agent.
Experience has shown that gaskets, seals and glands for example are still 
likely to be contaminated with agent.

to dismantle the plant, starting at the 
All joints will need to be

It will therefore be necessary4.4.3
top and gradually working down, piece by piece.
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broken, gaskets removed and potentially contaminated surfaces exposed. 
practicable the individual plant items would be submerged in decontaminant for 
at least 24 hours, 
secure landfill.

Where
The decontaminated components could then be buried in a

5. LOCATION OF DISPOSAL OPERATIONS

A decision will need to be made on whether to treat the CW materials at5.1
their individual locations or move them to one or two centrally located 
destruction facilities.

The optimum solution will depend on a number of factors:

(a) The location and condition of the respective CW sites and the 
services available at them.

(b) The difficulties associated with moving the materials safely across
country.

(c) The destruction method selected. (Incineration plants for example 
are much more difficult to move from site to site than chemical treatment 
facilities.)

5.2 Whilst truly portable incineration plants are technically feasible, and a 
small number of units are known to exist in the United States of America and 
some other countries, they are not generally designed to handle materials of 
this nature.
5.3 Size and throughput are the major limiting factors with respect to 
portable incineration facilities. The size of major components, such as 
furnaces and gas cleaning systems, increases rapidly with increased 
throughput. Plants with a feed capacity in excess of 200 Kg to 300 Kg per 
hour of material are therefore not generally regarded as being readily 
portable.
5.4 All incineration plants need careful location, require ready access to 
significant amounts of power, fuel and water (if wet scrubbers are used) and 
need a high level of maintenance support. The situation with high integrity 
incineration plants suitable for handling CW materials is even more 
complicated and for these plants a fixed, carefully selected location, is 
likely to prove the safest and most effective solution.

6. SAFETY
6.1 As stated throughout this paper the task of destroying these materials 
and their associated production and storage facilities is going to be both 
difficult and hazardous. Whilst it may be possible to apply certain general 
principles to the overall programme, the actual destruction of each category 
of CW material and its associated facility will need to be tackled on a case 
by case basis. It will be essential to obtain detailed information about each 
facility before planning how its destruction might be achieved. In order to



roust, be drawn up and their effectiveness(h) Emergency procedures 
regularly tested.
6.3 Whilst these regulations do not apply outside the United Kingdom, the 
principles they set down remain valid. They illustrate the type of approach 
necessary for the development of safe and effective working procedures, 
the task is approached in this manner there is no reason wh it shoul 
carried out successfully, with the minimum risk to the oper tors and t
surrounding population.

be

7. CONCLUSIONS
7 1 The aim of this short paper is to review some of the options available
for the safe disposal of stocks CW agents, munitions and production and 
for the sate P intended as a discussion document and an aid to
reaching^an'agreement on how the disposal of these materials might be achieved 
in a timely, safe, environmentally acceptable and cost effective manner.
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the health of the destruction teams to a minimum the highest
Safety will need to be built into eachkeep the risk to 

safety standards will be required, 
phase of the operation.

In the United Kingdom, work with hazardous substances of this nature is 
the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations

These regulations set out the safety principles which must be
They require

6.2
governed by 
(COSHH) .
applied in order to protect the health of the people involved.
that;

(a) The hazard to health of each substance be identified;

Thisassessment of the risk they pose to the people involved.(b) An
include both normal and abnormal operating conditions;must

identified risk to as low a level as(c) Action be taken to reduce any 
reasonably be achieved;can

this must be achieved,(d) Where protection from exposure is necessary 
wherever practicable, by primary containment and the use of engineering

Dependence on personal protective equipment as the primary means ot 
acceptable where control cannot reasonably be achieved bycontrols, 

protection is only 
any other means;

(e) Routine atmospheric monitoring must be carried out for the 
substances of concern and records maintained;

routine medical surveillance of staff must be(f) Where appropriate 
undertaken;

understand the hazards and be adequately trained to cope(g) Staff must
with them;

rr
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Introduction
The term "old chemical weapons" (OCW) as used in this paper 
relates to chemical munitions with their fillings, which were 
produced during or before World War II. Due to external corrosion, 
unpredictable ballistic properties and fuze mechanisms and the 
extent of decomposition of chemical fillings, at least those OCW 
found in Germany are no longer of military use as chemical weapons 
(CW). However, since they represent a burden to the environment 
and a potential hazard, Germany decided to destroy the OCW 
recovered on its territory.
As a result of workshops held in the NBC Defence Establishment 
Munster (WWD) in 1984 and 1990, the Conference on Disarmament was 
informed on the issue of OCW accidentally or systematically 
recovered in Germany after World War II (cf. CD/518, dated 17 July 
1984; CD/1026, dated 3 August 1990).
This paper describes in some detail the procedural steps of the 
OCW disposal concept elaborated and adopted. It also touches on 

general aspects and the historical background.some

1. General remarks
The undertaking in Germany relates rather to a "collection" of 
various OCW items than an "OCW stockpile". Most of these items, 
including captured OCW from other countries, were sporadically 
recovered .in the past four decades.
Each of these items requires individual assessment by explosives 
ordnance disposal (EOD) personnel of its condition prior to 
destruction. Therefore, a high degree of automation aimed at 
speeding up certain steps in the disposal process, which would 
also reduce costs and improve the working conditions of the 
personnel, does not appear to be feasible at the present stage. 
Whenever possible, high-risk operations must be carried out under 
remote control.

1à
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which include failure batches of canisters.
ground,viscous sulphur mustard in spray

3. Procedural steps of ocw disposal
Reconnaissance and locating

Prior to the scouring of the terrain for the presence of OCW, a 
comprehensive search of the archives and all other available

, including evident facts and notes of eye witnesses, is 
required. Thorough evaluation of aerial infrared photographs has 
proven to be a suitable means. Irregularities of the surface in 
areas surrounding former CW production or filling facilities would indicate underground artifacts, such as hidden munitions.

3.1

sources
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A completion date of the disposal programme is difficult to 
predict, given the considerable uncertainty of the total OCW that might still be hidden in the ground? 1
uïiï the e*Perience gained in terms of the technologyframes and costs of the overall effort may apply’to the 
read^iï h of ^rge curfent ™ stockpiles. However, Germany is 
similar°problems?S eXperlence “ith other countries also faced with

amount of

2. Types of OCW munitions and chemical fillings
A large variety of OCW munitions, 
within the 1915-1945 time frame, and even storage tanks, produced 

may be found. These include
~ artillery shells
- mortar ammunition
- hand and rifle grenades- land mines
- bombs
- spray canisters.

The.^fde sPectrum of toxic chemicals then used as fillincrs in OCWnï£oo»n3 * S„^1UaeS,Va?1?US Preparations of sulphur mus^ld.
? mustard, lewisite, other arsenicals (e.g.1, Clark 2), phosgene and tabun.

fi*lin9s in many cases contain arsenicals such phenyl dichioroarsine or Marsine oil".Only a small number of tabun shells hâve 
and were destroyed.

Adamsite, Clark
as

been recovered in Germany
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o
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Reconnaissance missions on the ground are carried out by EOD 
experts using magnetic probes or other metal detectors. These 
instruments are capable of locating metal parts up to a depth of 6 
meters. Those spots giving a positive detector response are marked 
with flags and safeguarded to prevent unauthorized access.

3.2 Unearthing and identification
In order to recover and identify the artifact hidden in the 
ground, EOD experts cautiously clear away the soil until the item 
or the number of items can be recognized visually. At a later 
stage mobile X-ray equipment is used to further evaluate the 
internal structure of the munition. Following the preliminary assessment of the item as to whether or not it relates to OCW, its 
state of preservation and possible leakage, a decision is made on 
its transportability. Some OCW munitions have to be disassembled 
and decontaminated on-site.
Unidentified items are transported to the nearest demilitarization 
facility and opened for sample-taking and chemical analysis of the 
contents.
During the whole process of unearthing and identification, appro
priate safety areas around the discovery points must be 
established and standardized operational procedures (SOPs) of 
individual protection applied.

Removal and transportation
Since OCW items are often found in places quite distant from each 
other, they have to be collected and transported to an
intermediate storage site.For transportation of OCW items rugged containers are needed which 
remain gas-tight under pressure and which are coated in a way as 
to allow the use of aggressive decontaminants. The transport 
containers must be approved by the federal authority for 
transportation of dangerous goods and explosives.

3.3

The planning of transportation comprises negotiations with federal 
state police departments and environmental agencies. Detailed 
agreement is required on the routes to be taken. In case of 
significant quantities, OCW transports must be secured by police 

accompanied by trained personnel for detection, decontamina-andtion and medical support.

3.4 Intermediate storage
In order to facilitate further treatment and final destruction and 
for reasons of safety and clarity, the storage of OCW is organized 
in a way that identical munition items and heterogeneous ones are 
collocated. This, of course, results in a need for facilities for 
the safe intermediate storage of OCW, which have been removed from 
different areas of the region or other federal states.
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The storage bunkers must meet a number of stringent standards with 
regard to over-pressure stability, fragment protection of walls 
and doors, gas-tightness in case of accidental release of toxic 
chemicals, chemical agent detection and alarm systems. Filtered 
air ventilation and automated fire-fighting installations 
including sprinklers are also needed to ensure occupational safety 
and the protection of the environment. In addition, a basin for 
the collection of waste water in eventual decontamination or firefighting missions is required.
The bunker, with its separate compartments, is structured in a way 
which keeps the various types of munitions segregated. Walls of 
adequate height are installed in order to prevent the propagation 
of eventual explosions to other munition staples.
The storage facility is subject to frequent inspections in 
accordance with safety and security regulations issued for its operation.
Plans for early warning and eventual evacuation of the population 
living in surrounding areas have to be established. These plans 
must be continuously updated taking into account changing results 
of risk analyses. Although very unlikely, the release of toxic 
chemicals as a result of explosions, fires or direct impact of an 
airplane cannot totally be ruled out.

3.5 Preparation of OCW for demilitarization ("demil")
The munitions excavated from the ground are mostly covered with 
dirt and rough layers due to corrosion. For this reason, prior to 
further treatment, they have to be cleaned using a high-pressure water jet.
Since the internal structure of recovered OCW differs considerably 
from item to item, x-raying of each of them individually is 
absolutely crucial, followed by a thorough evaluation of the 
negative film produced, which includes as accurate measurements as 
possible of all relevant features shown on the film. Only then are 
the EOD experts in the position to determine the detailed demil 
route, which is pertinent to the specific OCW item.

In order to reduce the internal pressure of volatile liquid or 
gaseous chemical fillings, the munition items are frozen in a 
final step prior to demil. Thus, agent spillings out of the shell 
can be avoided or at least limited when being opened.
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3.6 DemilitarizationgüüülliP'include defuzing tools, machines for drilling,required. These milling and sawing and chopping benches.
In the event of explosions or release of toxic chemicals, the 
personnel operating these devices from a demil control bunker are 
protected against fragments, vapours and aerosols by thick 
concrete walls and an air filtration system of high efficiency.
The demil process is constantly monitored and video-recorded, 
which provides thorough documentation and retrospective evaluation 
of the entire operation.

techniques that have been developed for the draining of OCWThe include
the draining of liquids after piercing or drilling 
through the wall of the compartment ;
expansion of pressurized volatiles (e.g. phosgene) through a pipe system connected with an absorption column;
removal of pasteous fillings using special tools, such 
as spatulas ;

solid fillings from opened munitions by meltingremoval of through hot steam injection.
Draining of chemical munitions bears a high risk of contamination 
not only of the demil devices themselves, but to all surfaces 
inside the demil chamber. Therefore, encapsulation of all partsS54ÏÏÊS S.îSS.-Sïï1*must be worn by personnel while working in the demil chamber on 
the preparation, maintenance or repair of demil devices.
At present, none of the aforementioned draining techniques is used 
in automated continuous operation. (In the case of large numbers 
of sufficiently uniform munitions, typical of current CW stocks, 
highly automated demil line would be required and has been shown 
by the United States to be feasible.)
For thorough decontamination of all exposed surfaces inside the 
demil chamber a highly effective decontaminant, such as a decont 
emulsion introduced by the Federal Armed Forces, must be kept in 
readiness.



The re-opened PE storage containers are loaded on a heat résistent 
charging wagon which is then moved through a gas lock into the 
evaporation chamber. There, at 300 *C and in an inert atmosphere 
(N2+C02+H20), the chemicals are va 
and the vapours introduced through 
incineration chamber.

n 10 to 12 ho 
duct into the

In this chamber, sulphur mustard is oxidized at temperatures 
between 1000’C to 1200°C, and within a reaction time of 2 seconds 
converted into sulphur dioxide (S02), hydrogen chloride (HCl), 
carbon dioxide and water.
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After any mission that could involve exposure to toxic chemicals, 
the protective equipment used has to be decontaminated and care
fully inspected.
Furthermore, special first-aid medical support and transportation 
with ambulances must be ensured at any time while demil operations 
are being carried out.

4. Destruction of chemical agents
The German OCW disposal concept includes as a decisive step the 
incineration of the chemical agent fillings at high temperatures, 
which results in the complete mineralization of the chemicals. The 
combustion flue gases are scrubbed and stack emissions 
continuously monitored in a way as to ensure that stringent German 
environmental standards are met.
Prior to incineration, chemical agents and demil wastes as well as 
empty shells are intermediately stored in polyethylene (PE) 
containers.
The incineration plant near Munster is designed for a destruction 
capacity of approximately 70 agent tonnes per year.
An additional plant is currently being planned for the disposal of 
both soil contaminated with arsenicals and explosives mixed with 
toxic chemicals.

4.1 Incineration of chemical agents
The Munster incineration plant, after approximately 5 years of 
planning and construction, began full operation in 1980. It 
includes a batch-type double chamber furnace with unique features 
primarily designed for the destruction of viscous sulphur mustard. 
In two overlapping shifts or a 14 hour working day, up to 350 kg 
of sulphur mustard can be incinerated.
(Further technical and other data on the plant, including costs of
construction and operation, are specified in Annex 1;
the functional diagramme of the plant is shown in Annex 2).
Prior to incineration the chemicals are analyzed for the presence 
of arsenicals. Based on analytical results, batches are put 
together and the conditions for the most effective waste and 
effluent air treatment adjusted accordingly.

0)
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The charging wagon, carrying unvapourized organic residues and 
metal parts, is then moved into the burn-out chamber. Here, the metal parts, e.g. shells, are annealed in air at 1000*C during 12 
to 18 hours. The effluent air from this chamber is conducted 

main incineration chamber for final combustion orthrough the toxic components.
The charging area and displacement room are adjusted to an 
underpressure of 0.5 to 1.0 millibar below atmospheric pressure in 
order to prevent any toxic vapour from escaping to the 
environment.

Flue gas scrubbing
Flue gas from chemical agent incineration at first is cooled down 
to 80"C by injection of water into the cooling tower (quench).In passing two washing towers (scrubbers) arranged one after the 
other, the noxious gases SO, and HCl are eliminated with 
additional water; by simultaneous injection of sodium hydroxide 
(NaOH) a defined pH profile is achieved.
As a result of waste water neutralization, sulphur mustard is 
finally converted into harmless salts. The sodium sulfate and 
sodium chloride formed can be released into the municipal waste
water system. , _ ..The scrubbed flue gas leaves the plant via the stack after removal 
of particulate matter by an aerosol separator. Arsenic trioxide, 
formed under incineration of materials containing arsenicals, is 
also removed from the flue gas in this process.

4.2

Sampling probes and analyzers for the continuous monitoring of the 
emissions of SO,, HCl, hydrocarbons and dust (including traces of 
arsenic trioxide) are attached to the stack. The emission data are transmitted to recorders installed in the switchboard panel in the 
central operation control room. All recorded data have been far 
below the limits set by law for permitted emissions.

Precipitation of arsenic compounds
Arsenicals or mixtures containing arsenic require as an additional 
effort the collection of the entire washing water. This aqueous 
solution of mineralized arsenic(III) compounds is then subjected 
to oxidation and subsequent arsenic precipitation.
The mineralized arsenic(III) compounds are oxidized by permanganate to form arsenate(V). The addition of ferric chloride 
leads to a flocculation and dragging effect of the resulting 
ferric hydroxide, accompanied by the precipitation of ferric arsenate. This sludge-type material is dehydrated by a filtration 
step and the filter cake filled into plastic bags placed in 200 
litre steel barrels.

4.3
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4.4 Waste product disposal
The filter cakes containing arsenic eliminated from the washing 
ïîter/ «swell as solid wastes with residual arsenic, if found on 
the charging wagons, are finally deposited in an old underground

The purified filtration waters are disposed of into the municipal 
waste water^vaporator SET'S S,3£ 3

Conclusion
The disposal of OCW recovered on German territory represents a 
£«dlye™e!!c!5leand th6 re!JUired for its completion i,

ÏÎÎSi!?erîtlîn is felt to be an appropriate method of destruction of 
OCW (and of current CW), since it leads to irreversible total 
mineralization of the toxic chemicals involved.(In a few exceptional cases, as in the case of phosgene, hydrolysis could be 
more effective.) The double-chambered incineration plant in 
Munster is likely to continue its operation on the long term. Due 

f lac* uniformity and the extent of corrosion, most of the 
OCW items need to be handled individually in a time-consuming and costly process.
Procedures aimed at speeding up the disposal of OCW require 
further efforts of technological research and development 
extensive testing. The incineration of OCW fillings using 
universal furnaces, such as a rotary kiln, seems to be feasible in a continuous process.

and

. Manual techniques will widely continue to be employed in the 
searching, excavation, transporting and demil activities, 
improved physical and chemical methods of identificationof munitions and fillings could facilitate and accelerate the demil steps.
In any case,

However, of types

considerable efforts in the areas of protection of 
personnel and decontamination will continue to be necessary.



A. Operational data
(1) Operating time:

14 h/day, 2 overlapping 8 hour shifts . .
(during weekends or holidays temperature is maintains
by support firing)200-250 days/year available for operation

(2) Throughput:
22-35 kg/h
capacity of charging wagon: 
barrels)

(3) Consumption:
fuel oil (EL) 
electric power 
tap water 
inert gas 
compressed air

(4) Waste gas & emissions:
waste gas rate 
temperature 
height of stack
sulphur dioxide 
hydrogen chloride 
arsenic
nitrogen oxides 
dust
(in brackets: limits permitted by law)

(relating to sulphur mustard)24 PE containers (30-1-

1/h50-200
4,500 kWh/day 

m3/h 
Nm3/h 
Nm3/h

2
400
60

m3/h2,800
OC105

30 m
mg/m3 
mg/m3 
mg/m3 
mg/m3 
mg/m3

(100)
(50)
(1)0.2

200 (250)
(20)< 1

(5) Waste water: 
rate
salinity 
arsenic 
pH value

m3/h0.5
g/i5-40

(adjusted to) < 1 (1) 
(adjusted to)

mg/1
8

Materials destroyed since 1980
(1) chemical agents
(2) contaminated materials, 

incl. munition scrap

B.
tonnes75

tonnes441
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in inA 
A



Mill. DM 
Mill. DM 
Mill. DM

D. COStS
(1) Construction:

incineration plant & related 
infrastructure 
enlargement of facilities 
technical improvements

28 Mill. DMtotal:

(2) Current annual costs:
1.1 Mill. DM 
1.0 Mill. DM 
0.7 Mill. DM

depreciation 
operating costs 
salaries
(1 operating manager,
1 chemical engineer,
2 shift leaders,
1 laboratory assstant, 
4 mechanics)

2.8 Mill. DM.total:

CD/CW/WP.374 
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Materials in storage 6 ready for destruction
(1) At Munster-North Training Area:

c.

chemical agents 
contaminated earth

115 tonnes 
30,000 tonnes

(2) In the German federal states:
chemical agents 
(mainly arsenicals) 
contaminated earth

30 tonnes
1,000 tonnes

<s> 
•*r co
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/CW/WP.375 
20 November 1991

Original: ENGLISH

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

ITALY

Italian experience of the destruction of old 
and obsolete chemical weapons

Introduction1.
The Military Establishment of Nuclear, Bacteriological and Chemical (NBC) 

Defence and the Chemical, Physical and Biological Technical Center of the 
Italian Army are responsible, in Italy, for the problems relating to the 
destruction of the old stocks discovered on the national territory» both the 
Establishment and the Center are located in the Military Area of Santa Lucia - 
Civitavecchia
of the Weapons, Ammunitions and Land Armaments.

Rome, and are under the supervision of the General Direction

Since the end of World War II the NBC Establishment was responsible for 
retrieving and stocking in safety the old stocks, found on the national 
territory.

In 1974 studies started for realization of a plant for the old stocks 
destruction, particularly of the mixture mustard-phenyldichloroarsine (Y-PhDA).

We learned from the analyses carried out by the Technical Center, with 
the collaboration of the Atmospheric Pollution Institute, that the 
above-mentioned mixture consisted of mustard (50 per cent), PhDA (45 per cent) 
and degradation products (mainly arsenic trichloride and hydrochloric acid)
(5 per cent).

The Technical Center and NBC Establishment proposed two different 
chemical methods for the destruction of the mixture by oxidation and 
hydrolysis, the first method using, as oxidant, hydrogen peroxide, the second 
nitric acid.

GE.91-62815/7926a
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The study for the realization, based also on economic considerations and 
environment protection, led to a preference for the Technical Center method, 
namely the one using H2O2» in fact the destruction by nitric acid involved 
the formation, during the process, of a great quantity of vapours and gases 
(nitrogen oxides)» another problem was the difficult control of the reaction 
temperature.

Destruction plant of the mixture Y/PhDA2.
2.1. Process characteristics

The process is based on a liquid phase oxidation of the mixture by 
hydrogen peroxide (130 vol.), followed by a neutralization by lime and then 
cementation of the reaction products and preservation in safety of the 
concrete thus obtained.

The mixture is emulsified with a surface active compound and then reacts 
with the concentrated solution of hydrogen peroxide.

The addition of hydrogen peroxide causes a rapid raise in temperature.
Through a cooling system the temperature is then stabilized at 95° C, 

which seems to be the right compromise value to allow the following 1

a rapid reaction rate, on the one hand»

operative conditions in safety, on the other.
The control of the reaction temperature is obtained by a feedback 

mechanism which affects the quantity of hydrogen peroxide added and the water 
cooling system.

The analytical controls showed that both the mustard and the PhDA were 
transformed, after the oxidation reaction, into products with a lower 
toxicity, mainly by the presence of arsenic.

During the reaction a great quantity of hydrochloric acid is generated in 
the reactor, making a subsequent neutralization treatment necessary » for this 
treatment a solution of lime is used.

At the end of the neutralization the reaction products do not contain 
mustard and PhDA but they still contain, of course, arsenical products.

This presence does not allow the treatment of the residual products as 
normal industrial waste.

For this reason these products are mixed with cement and sand forming a 
concrete and stored in special containers of vibrated concrete. 
conservation method guarantees against the release of the residua - products 
into the environment » in fact a number of factors seem to indicate tr.a _ 
chemical bonds are formed between the cement and the molecules of the residual 
products.

This
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The project was realized by the technical personnel of the 
NBC Establishment (mainly Maj. Costantino) and the construction of the 
plant was assigned to the ITALIMPIANTI company.

2.2. Plant description

A side section of the plant is showed in Figure 1, where it is possible 
to see that the products move by gravity.

The main components of the plant arei

bunching tank»

dephlegmators »

pilot reactor»

emulsifying solution tank»

oxidation reactor»

neutralization reactor»

cooling towers»

chiller»

cooling system»

control room.

2.3. Detailed plant operation (Fig. 2)

The mixture of Y/PhDA contained in three tanks, is transferred by suction 
into a vacuum bunching tank.

The addition of an emulsifying solution, equivalent to 25 per cent of 
mixture volume, and a homogenizing system by turbine agitator were included in 
the system to minimize the negative factors, for example connected with the 
presence of pitchy materials in suspension.

The mixture is transferred by gravity from the bunching tank to the 
oxidation reactor, where it is further emulsified by agitation after the 
addition of a solution of water and a surface active compound.

The oxidation reaction is started by the addition of hydrogen peroxide 
into the reactor» this reaction is heavily exothermic and develops a great 
amount of hydrochloric acid.

The extremely corrosive conditions imposed the use of an enamelled steel
reactor.
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The need to avoid possible hydrogen peroxide pockets and the subseqent 
rise in temperature in the reactor, makes it necessary to use an impeller 
stirrer that allows a complete homogenization to be obtained.

The oxidation reaction of the mixture occurs at atmospheric pressure and 
at 95° C, utilizing a cooling' system for the reactor by a forced water 
circulation jacket.

At the conclusion of the reaction, which is evidenced by the sudden fall 
of temperature, the residual products are cooled to 40° C and transferred into 
the neutralization reactor by gravity.

The neutralization reaction occurs in the enamelled reactor through the 
addition of water and lime.

After this treatment, the products are transferred into a properly 
modified concrete mixer by hermetic seal duct.

A measured quantity of cement, coming from a silo, and the sand, 
additioned by belt conveyor, flow together into the same concrete mixer.

At the end of this treatment a concrete is obtained; it is transferred 
into vibrated cement containers that are sealed with special adhesive and 
cement plug.

The sealed containers are stocked in a special depot of the Military Area 
in accordance with the destruction programme of the Y-PhDA and the laws in 
force about the stocking of toxic and noxious products.

The whole plant, the different subsystems and the piping are constructed 
in a manner to ensure that the destruction process can be easily verified.

2.4. Safety features

The plant was projected to ensure the "risk prevention" for the 
environment, the staff and the limitrophe zone.

The fundamental elements of the project imply the use of oxidation and 
naturalization reactions at atmospheric pressure, low temperature (less 
than 95° C), with controlled addition of reagent and absence of great 
production of vapours and gases.

These conditions allow the elimination of the overpressure in the 
reactors, excluding the possibility of breaches by explosion.

The plant is provided with a suction system that maintains the inner part 
in light depression ; it is also provided with activated carbon filters to 
absorb possible vapour leaks from reactors.

A sensor system has the task of checking the presence or absence of toxic 
atmosphere in the reactor room.
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Efficiency and safety of the plant were tested by checking»

the correspondence to the project's characteristics of the machinery 
and equipment»

the neutralization chemical process by employment of non-toxic 
simulators »

the "risk prevention" and the "first alarm" by the simulation of 
possible damages and accidents.

The use of a control computer to run the plant and locate possible 
breakdowns is included.

The plant passed the test runs, using also a pilot reactor, 
phase 1.5 metric tons of mixture Y-PhDA have been destroyed with batches 
of 20-25 kg.

In this

The industrial phase will begin within a few days and will allow for the 
destruction of 250 kg of mixture per batch.

2.5. Costs

The cost of the destruction plant was US$ 2,100,000. The operating costs 
per year amount approximately to US$ 170,000. The costs of the personnel 
operating the plant (8-10 people) amount to US$ 200,000. Taking into account 
all costs factors, the costs for the destruction of 1 kg of mixture amount 
roughly to US$ 18-20.

3. Other plants

In a later moment, after having discovered a certain quantity of old and 
obsolete rounds and an important amount of adamsite, it was considered 
necessary to cope also with these new problems.

Two further plants, the first for the discharging of old and obsolete 
chemical rounds and the second for the demilitarization of adamsite mixed with 
inert materials, are planned.

3.1. Automatic plant for discharging old chemical rounds

The plant will be constituted by»

a structure for the execution of radiographies »

a structure for the discharging of rounds >

a command and control room.
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3.2. Adamsite treatment plant

The adamsite retrieved on the national territory is currently stocked in 
metal containers.

The plant will allow the treatment of adamsite mixed with inert material 
by transformation into concrete.

The phases of the treatment will be»

Crushing and milling»

Mixing with cement and sand to form a concrete»

Stocking the concrete in cement containers »

Cleaning of the metal containers.
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6 December 1991CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT

ENGLISH ONLY

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

THE NETHERLANDS

Verification of alleged use of chemical warfare agents: 
retrospective immunochemical detection of exposure to mustard gas

SUMMARY

needed to verify exposure of alleged victims toIt is argued that unequivocal methods 
chemical warfare agents, in order to sestain the credibility of the forthcoming Chemical 
Weapons Convention. Since samples for analysis can often be obtained only several days 
after exposure or later, the methods should be very sensitive and should relate to long 
lasting, specific effects of the CW agent involved.

are

In this context immunochemical methods have been developed for retrospective detection of 
exposure to sulfur mustard. Other agents are under consideration. Since the adducts of CW 
agents with macromolecules have life times of several days up to several months, the adducts 
of sulfur mustard can be detected over considerable time periods. In principle, 
immunochemical detection techniques of reaction products of CW agents with 
macromolecular constituents in the body of supposed victims, when developed, are simple to 
perform and can be applied under field conditions. These methods are also highly useful to 

CW agents in persons involved in the destruction of stocks of suchmonitor exposure to 
agents.
The methods are based on reaction products of sulfur mustard with DNA and proteins. The 
feasibility of the approach has been demonstrated using monoclonal antibodies raised against 
the major reaction product of sulfur mustard with DNA bases With a competitive EL 
based on these antibodies we detect exposure of human blood to_> ^M sulfur mustard, 
whereas*1 direct exposure of human skin ,o non-bUs,ering C,-values Of sulfur mustard can be 

with immunofluorescent methods based on the same antibodies.detected

GE.91-62915
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1. INTRODUCTION

Methods to verify the alleged use of chemical warfare (CW) agents should be 
available in order to sustain the credibility of a Chemical Weapons Convention 
(CWC) banning the production, posession, and use of chemical weapons (1). 
Presumably, allegations for the use of CW agents will be based primarily on the 
observation of injuries in supposed CW victims. In view of the far reaching 
political and military consequences of illegal use of CW agents, unequivocal 
methods should be available which stand in a court of law to prove, or 
disprove, the exposure of alleged victims to CW agents. Methods such as survey 
interviews of supposed victims can at best give circumstantial evidence for 
alleged use of CW agents (2).

Several incidents in the recent past demonstrated the present lack of reliable 
methods to verify exposure to CW- agents. The most straightforward case was the 
use of mustard gas, and possibly also of tabun, in the First Gulf War (3). With 

casualties in hospitals all over Europe, analyses of agents andsevere
metabolites had to be improvised. The results were inconclusive (4). The 
controversies with regard to the use of mycotoxins as an agent ("yellow rain ) 
in Southeast Asia, which arose from the analyses of environmental and 
biological samples, were widely publicized. These incidents were reviewed (5). 
Rather recently, rumors were spread on the use of CW agents in Angola. Samples 
from the casualties were analyzed, with disputable results (6-8). In the more 
distant past, the alleged use of CW agents in Yemen could not be confirmed, due 
to lack of adequate methods of analysis (9).

blood andExperience with the above-mentioned incidents learned that urine, 
other biopsies or autopsies for analysis can often be obtained only several 
days or even weeks after exposure. Therefore, verification methods for 
biological samples should be very sensitive and should relate to long lasting, 
specific effects of the CW agent under investigation. Such methods are not yet 
available for the common CW agents. For example, intact nerve agents can be 
analyzed in blood, brain, and muscle tissues at minimum detectable levels in 
the low picomolar range. However, these levels are exceeded in primates only 
for a few hours after intoxication at high doses (10). An alternative, the 
observation of low levels of cholinesterase activity, is not specific for nerve 
agents. Possibly, development of sensitive methods of analysis for hydrolysis 
products in urine may provide a more promising approach to retrospective 
detection of nerve agent exposure (11).

of sulfur mustard in the First Gulf War, demonstrated theThe large scale use
renewed interest in this agent. Therefore, we selected this agent (lz) to 
develop methods for retrospective detection of exposure. Presently available 
methods seem unsatisfactory. Recent reports on detection with gas 
chromatography in combination with mass spectrometry (GC-MS) of intact sulfur 
mustard in an abdominal fat sample obtained from autopsy of an Iranian soldier

sulfur mustard (13), and in the urine ofwho died seven days after exposure to 
another soldier seven days after exposure (14,15), need further confirmation. 
Neither has the older report by Stade (16) been confirmed on the presénce of 
intact agent in skin blisters caused by sulfur mustard. Attempts to verify 
exposure to sulfur mustard via analysis in blood or urine of its hydrolysis 
product thiodiglvcol (17). and of thiodiglycol derivatives which are 
(re)converted into sulfur mustard with hydrochloric acid (18,19), were 
complicated by the presence of these products in samples from non-exposed 
volunteers. Reports on the identity of further metabolites of sulfur mustard 
are contradictory and lack spectrometric evidence (20,21). The metabolism of
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sulfur mustard is currently being investigated by CEDE (Porton Down, UK). Based 
on radioactivity measurements, 80-90X of the metabolites are excreted within 48 
hours.

We have chosen to develop immunochemical detection methods of "adducts," i.e., 
reaction products that are generated by alkylation of DNA bases and proteins by 
in vivo exposure to sulfur mustard.^ This choice is based on extensive 
experimental evidence which shows that analogous methods of analysis for DNA 
adducts of cytostatic agents and environmental alkylating agents can be highly 
selective, detecting one modified base in DNA among < 10 unaltered bases (23). 
The minimum detectable concentration of modified bases lies in the low 
femtomolar range. If cells producing monoclonal antibodies to the adducts can 
be isolated, detection methods based on these antibody-adduct interactions 
be performed on a large scale, with quantitative results. Although alkylated 
bases in DNA can undergo secondary reactions and the damage resulting from 
adduct formation tends to be repaired, the adducts are detectable for days or 

weeks after exposure (23).

In general, methods to detect exposure to alkylating agents based on analysis 
of protein adducts in biological samples (biomonitoring; for reviews see 24-26) 

complementary to methods based on analysis of DNA adducts. In contrast to 
the immunochemical detection methods for the latter adducts, protein adducts 

usually quantified by GC-MS analysis after total hydrolysis of the protein 
derivatization of the alkylated amino acid(s). Therefore, relatively few 

available for the immunochemical detection of protein adducts 
(27 28). A priori, it should be assumed for stoechiometric reasons that in vivo 
exposure to alkylating agents yields much more adducts to proteins than to DNA, 
unless the agent reacts specifically with DNA. Moreover, it has been shown that 
the life span of proteins is not shortened by alkylation. Human hemoglobin, 
with a biological half life of 16-18 weeks, has been proposed as an easily 
available protein for biomonitoring exposure to various alkylating agents (2
26).

can

even

are

are 
and 
results are

the degree of alkylation by ethylene oxide of the N-
determined by means of radioimmunoassayIn recent experiments

terminal valine in human hemoglobin was , _ , .as well as by GC-MS analysis. A good correspondence of the results was found. 
With ethylene oxide and other directly alkylating agents, a reasonably linear 
relationship between levels of alkylation of DNA and proteins was also observed
(29).

mustard is used in chemical warfare, the agent affects the skin in
aerosol causes extensiveWhen sulfur — , c _liauid or vapor form, whereas inhalation of vapor orilmaie of the respiratory tract and lungs. Extensive, long-lasting systemic 

■ r viration is also observed due to rapid penetration of the agent into the 
general circulation both via inhalation and the skin (12). Therefore, DNA and 
proteins from various biopsies may serve as samples to monitor exposure to the 
’ Primarily skin biopsies and nucleated blood cells are convenient

C lllTvl to 'DNA Hemoglobin, albumin, and skin biopsies are logical 
for immunochemical detection of sulfur mustard adducts to protein.targets

detect compounds listed in Schedules 1of immunochemical methods to
has been suggested (22).# The use 

and 2 at facilities
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2. APPROACH

dealing with the work on sulfur mustard, it mav he useful to summarize 
how an immunochemical detection method against adducts of small molecules like 
sulfur mustard is developed (see Scheme 1). The reaction of alkylating agents 
with DNA or proteins generally results in a number of different types of~ 
adducts, because of reaction with various components of the macromolecule. 
Therefore, before antibodies to one of these adducts can be raised, its 
chemical structure should be established. Next, a relatively small molecule is 
synthesized that comprises all essential structural elements of the adduct.
This "hapten" is usually not suitable for direct use in immunizations, because 
it is too small to elicit an immune response. Therefore, the hapten is 
synthesized in such a way that it contains a "handle" which serves to couple it 
to a carrier protein. The protein, carrying multiple hapten molecules, is used 
for immunization. It is injected into rabbits in order to raise polyclonal 
antibodies against the adduct.

IDENTIFY DNA ADDUCT

l
SYNTHESIS OF DNA ADDUCT-HAPTEN

UNKING TO CARRIER PROTEIN
✓ \

IMMUNIZATION RABBIT IMMUNIZATION MOUSEI ?
ANTISERUM

(POLYCLONAL) HYBRIDIMA TECHNIQUE

MONOCLONAL ANTISERA

ELISA DETECTION

Scheme 1 Approach for the development of an immunochemical detection method 
for adducts to DNA.

This gives an antiserum having various antibodies in it, with a range of 
affinities for the adduct. It can be used to develop quickly the immunochemical 
detection techniques before monoclonal antibodies with a homogeneous affinity 
for the adduct have been raised, which is a rather time consuming effort 
In order to obtain monoclonal antibodies, mice are immunized. Then, spleen 
cells are fused with immortal plasmacytoma cells. The fused cells, i.e.. the 
so-called hybridomas, are selectively cultured in a special medium. Next, they 
are selected on the basis of the production of adduct - specific antibodies. 
Subsequently, they are diluted until single clones are obtained. Each of these
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type of monoclonal antibody and can be kept alive and grown inexcretes one 
unlimited quantities.
Most often, the antibodies are used to detect adducts with a so-called 
competitive ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; Figure 1). A fixed amount
of

Scheme for a competitive ELISA. The upper part of the Figure 
symbolizes the preincubation of a fixed amount of antibodies 
(forkshaped symbols) with three different amounts of the antigen to 
be detected (black triangles). The lower part symbolizes the 
situation after the preincubation mixtures have been incubated in the

of a different

Figure 1

wells of a plastic microtiter plate coated with 
antibody-binding antigen (striped triangles). In the subsequent 
steps, the antibody molecules bound to the coating antigen are 
assayed quantitatively.

excess

should be analyzed.antibody is mixed with various amounts of the antigen that . , .SSriSsESaNext the wells are washed, leaving the coating antigen-antibody complexes 
behind. Then, another antibody bearing an enzyme is added which has affim y 
for the first antibody and is bound to the antigen-antibody complex. The 

substrate into a product which is measured, e.g.,enzyme splits a

curves as
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DNA, there is more inhibition of substrate splitting. A similar effect is 
observed when DNA's are used with increasing adduct content.

0
10-1 101 310

ng competitor DNA/well

Figure 2 Competitive ELISA with rabbit serum W7/10 and single-stranded calf 
thymus DNA as competitor. The competitor DNA was treated with 10 mM 
(7- - 7), 1 [iH (o--o), or 0.1 mM (a- -a) sulfur mustard or was untreated 
(o--o). The wells were coated with an excess of single-stranded calf 
thymus DNA treated with 10 nH sulfur mustard.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

a. Trientif ir.ation of adducts with DNA
As mentioned above, the chain of events leading to a monoclonal antibody has to 
be initiated by identification of the adduct against which to generate an 
antibody. Work was started on sulfur mustard adducts to DNA, because more

available with DNA adducts than with protein adducts. Part of 
for identification of DNA adducts is shown in Scheme 2. Afterexperience was

the procedure , , .introductory experiments with purified double-stranded DNA from calf thymus in 
aqueous phosphate buffer, fresh human blood from volunteers was used.

HUMAN BLOOD TREATED WITH 
0.05- 1mM [35 S] - MUSTARDI

DNAI Nucleas» P1 
Deoxyribonuclease

NUCLEOTIDESI Alkaline phosphatase, type III

NUCLEOSIDESI Oepurinaie a! 100'C

ALKYLATED DNA-BASES

i
HPLC ANALYSIS

Work-up and analysis of sulfur mustard adducts with DNA in white 
blood cells of human blood.

Scheme 2

It was incubated with < 1 mM radioactive sulfur mustard. DNA was isolated from 
the blood cells and broken down enzymatically to nucleotides and nucleosides. 
The alkylated purine bases were released from the latter and analyzed with
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alkylated bases. The other part of the procedure to identify the DNA adducts 
was based on the synthesis of four adducts which are possibly formed with 
sulfur mustard (Figure 4).
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liquid chromatography (HPLC). The chromatogram (Figure 3) shows one major and 
two minor radioactive peaks, corresponding with different
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Three of the adducts were supposed to be formed according to early 
investigations (30): the N7- guanine monoadduct with sulfur mustard (adduct 1), 
the corresponding di-adduct (adduct 2), and the N3-adenine monoadduct (adduct 
3). Co-chromatography with the radioactive peaks (Figure 5) and other evidence, 
e .g.
that the N7-guanine monoadduct was the major product, whereas the di-adduct and 
N3-adenine monoadduct were the minor products. Evidence for formation of the 
06-guanine monoadduct (adduct 4) was not found (31).

b. Detection of DNA adducts in nucleated blood cells
Since the N7-guanine monoadduct is obviously the major adduct, a hapten based 

this adduct (Figure 5) was synthesized With reference to the structure of 
DNA, it was intended to synthesize this adduct containing a deoxyribose-5'- 
phosphate moiety. However. it

, HPLC combined with thermospray-MS detection or UV spectroscopy, learned

on

OII-O—P—°CH2
/°\-O w
OH OH

Chemical structure of the hapten used to generate monoclonal 
antibodies against the N7-guanine monoadduct of sulfur mustard. 
Before injection into mice, the hapten was bound to a protein via an 
activated ester of the phosphate moiety.

Figure 5

appeared that the glycosidic bond in such a hapten is too unstable during 
synthesis Therefore, the deoxyribose was replaced by a ribose unit. Alkylation 
at N7 of guanine of this guanosine-5'-phosphate with sulfur mustard gave the 

in sufficient quantity, in which the phosphate group is the handle to
was linked to the carrierhapten

bind the hapten to a carrier protein. This product
protein by means of an activated ester of the phosphate. Fortunately the first 
attempts after injection in mice gave not less than ten hybridoma cell lines 
that produced monoclonal antibodies of the preferred class, i.e IgG. Four of 
these were very specific for the major adduct in DNA. In fact, the sensitivity 
reached with these four monoclonals was approximately the same as that of the

that had been raised against calf-thymus DNA alkylatedpolyclonal antiserum
Optimization^of^he ELISA was labor-intensive. This was done with adducts 
induced in purified DNA. The major problem appeared to be the unwinding of the 
double-stranded DNA. which is also crosslinked bv the sulfur mustard, into 
sinzle- stranded DNA, without destruction of the N7-guanine adducts. ,n;r .ing 
appeared to be essential for a good recognition of the adduct. Finaliv .i
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procedure vas adopted in which the DNA vas made single-stranded by means of 
treatment with a low concentration of formamide, at low ionic strength. In this 
way (Table), exposure of single-stranded DNA to >10 nM sulfur mustard could be 
detected in the ELISA, whereas the same detection limit now holds for double- 
stranded DNA, when unwound in the proper way.

Detection limits of competitive ELISA for 
calf-thymus DNA alkylated with 1 tM sulfur mustard

Table

DNA sample Detection limit

N7-guanine monoadduct (adduct 1) 
at 50Z inhibition point (fmol/well)

Single stranded 3.8

Double stranded 45
Double stranded/ 
unwound

2.9

In order to detect DNA adducts of nucleated cells in sulfur mustard-treated 
blood, white blood cells had to be isolated. These were lysed and a procedure 
for isolation of DNA was adopted, which included treatment with a proteinase in 
order to remove proteins around the DNA. Subsequently, the double-stranded DNA 
could be converted into single-stranded material. The detection limit in white 
blood cells in blood is ca. 2 /iM. i.e., two orders of magnitude higher than for 
purified DNA. This is understandable since the proteins in blood bind several 
orders of magnitude more sulfur mustard than DNA. A detection limit of 2 uM 
sulfur mustard in blood is considered to be at the lower limit of toxicological 
relevance, since this is approximately the minimal concentration of the agent 
that inhibits proliferation of cells.

C. Detection of DNA adducts in human skin
Recently, experiments were performed to detect local DNA damage in skin 
samples. Pieces of human skin obtained from cosmetic surgerv were exposed to 
air saturated with mustard vapor (at 30 °C, i.e., at a vapor concentration of 1260 mg.m"3) for periods ranging from 0.25 to 10 min. The pieces of skin were 
then frozen to cut 5 slices, which were fixed on glass slides. Proteins and 
RNA were degraded enzymatically on the slide and DNA was unwound. 
Subsequently, the preparation was treated with the monoclonal antibody against 
the N7-guanine adduct. Next, the antibody residing on the DNA adducts was 
allowed to bind to goat-anti-mouse antibodies. The latter antibodies contained 
a covalently attached fluorescent group emitting green light. The preparation 
was also treated with propidium iodide which intercalates with DNA and emits 
red light when properly irradiated. The coupes were analvzed under a laserscan 
fluorescence microscope. The red fluorescence from the propidium grout was 
recorded which serves to locate exactly the nuclei of the epidermal cells in 
general. Scanning for the green light emitted by the fluorescent antibocv 
locates the DNA that has reacted with sulfur mustard. In a slice of skin 
exposed for > 1 min to sulfur mustard vapor it was observed that many of the 
nuclei of the epidermal cells showed this fluorescence At this stage of the 
investigations the detection limit is at an exposure time of 0.5 min expos-re. 
which amounts to a Ct- value of sulfur mus*ard ..ill mg rsir. m* ' that would caus 
erythema, but not blisters, on human skin 11
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This preliminary result is considered as a valuable new development in the 
range of immunochemical detection techniques. Probably, the detection limit can 
be significantly improved.

d. Attempts to detect protein adducts 
As described earlier, there are clearcut advantages in the use of protein 
adducts for retrospective detection of exposure to sulfur mustard. The adducts 
are longer-lived than those with DNA, which are usually removed by cellular 
repair systems. Moreover, ca. 103 x larger amounts of sulfur mustard are bound 
to protein than to DNA in human blood. Presumably, this is probably also the 

in skin biopsies. On the other hand, the adducts with proteins are less 
defined and concentrated than those with DNA. It is difficult to find out 
which amino acid in proteins would form adducts preferentially with sulfur 
mustard (32). Therefore, it is also difficult to define which hapten should be 
synthesized for generation of antibodies.

In order to elucidate the structure of the products resulting from alkylation 
with sulfur mustard, simple model compounds (Figure 6) were synthesized of 
those amino acids

case

X—NH —CH(Y)—C(0)NHCH3

Y- CH(CH3)2 

ch2cooh

CH2CH2COOH

ch2sh

ch2ch2sch3

CHjr—Imidazole

X- H

CH3C(0)

CH3C(0)

ch3C(0)

CHgC(O)

ch3C(0)

Fieure 6 Chemical structures of model compounds used to elucidate the
structures of sulfur mustard adducts with amino acids in proteins.

proteins. The primary reaction products with sulfur mustard were identified by 
-- 0f thermosprav LC-MS. It was shown that the free carboxylic acid 

functions of glutamic and aspartic acid are alkylated, whereas cysteine and 
with mustard at the sulfur atom. Both ring nitrogens of 

of valine are alkylated.
of the relative rates of alkylation

means

methionine react 
histidine and the a-amino group

also made with the measurement
result of these measurements stands out quite

several orders of magnitude faster
A start was
of the model peptides. One
clearlv" the cysteine model compound reacts than the other model compounds. Since cvsteine is reactive m various bloo 
proteins and is also present in skin proteins, work is in progress on .he
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synthesis of a hapten (Figure 7), in which the cysteine adduct 
three glycines serving as is connected to

spacer for binding to the carrier protein.

O H O
I II

H2N —Gly —Gy —Gy —C—NH—C—C —NH2

ch2
S //Xx^S V^OH

II

HO/A\/SnV^s HN—Vd—Leu—Sef—Pm—*a—A»o—Lys—COCX

Figure 7 Chemical structures of peptide haptens to be used for the generation 
of antibodies against protein adducts of sulfur mustard. The upper 
hapten (a) contains a mustard-reacted cystein coupled to a spacer of 
three glycine moieties. The lower hapten (b) represents the N 
-terminal heptaptide which is released from the o-chain of human 
hemoglobin upon tryptic digestion, after alleviation of the 
group with sulfur mustard. amino

Figure 7 shows also the structure of a hapten which was used already for 
preliminary immunization experiments. It corresponds with the amino-terminal 
heptapeptide which is released from the o-chain of hemoglobin upon trvptic 
digestion. The amino group of the N-terminal valine in this heptapeptide is 
rather exposed in the native structure of hemoglobin and, therefore, is 
-lkylated in vivo by various agents, such as ethylene oxide (27). Investigation 
of the alkylation of the valine model compound (cf. Figure 6) in which the a- 
amino group was unprotected showed that an a-N-(2-hydroxyethylthioethyl) adduct 
was readily formed. This structure is present in the hapten derived from the 
heptapeptide, which was obtained by synthesis in a peptide synthesizer and 
subsequent N-alkylation. Recent investigations showed that the a-N-adduct of 
terminal valine is also formed upon in vitro incubation of hemoglobin with 
sulfur mustard, representing ca. 6Z of the total alkylation of the protein. 
Since blood is a convenient ingredient to sample and since hemoglobin has a 
biological half life of several months, hemoglobin appeared to be a very 
suitable substance for biomonitoring. Therefore. it was attempted to obtain 
antibodies against this protein adduct. The alkylated heptapeptide was bound to 
a carrier protein and injected into mice. Several monoclonal antibodies were 
obtained having affinity for mustard adducts with amino acids. However, sofar 
they all belong to the IgM class, which is rather unsuitable for detection 
purposes. Efforts to obtain IgG antibodies are being continued.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Since allegations for the illegal use of CW agents will be based primarily 
on the observation of injuries in supposed victims, unequivocal methods to 
verify such exposure in victims should be available in order to sustain the 
credibility of a Chemical Weapons Convention.

Presently available methods for retrospective detection of exposure to CW 
agents are unsatisfactory since these lack specificity as well as 
sensitivity and are unsuitable when samples are taken at long time periods 
after the insult.

Methods based on immunochemical or equivalent analyses of characteristic 
adducts of CW agents with DNA, proteins or other macromolecular constituents 
in the body should provide for the necessary specificity and sensitivity.

Since the adducts of CW agents with macromolecules have life times of 
several days up to several months, the adducts can be detected over time 
periods which, based upon recent experience with CW incidents, are needed 
for retrospective detection of exposure.

The feasibility of the immunochemical detection of exposure to CW agents has 
been demonstrated in the case of DNA adducts of sulfur mustard : a 
competitive ELISA based upon a monoclonal antibody raised against the major 
adduct allows the detection of exposure of human blood to > 2 nil of the 
agent.

The feasibility of immunoflucrescent detection of local exposure to CW 
agents has been demonstrated after an in vitro challenge of human skin with 
non-blistering Ct-values of sulfur mustard vapor.

In principle, immunochemical detection techniques of CW adducts in supposed 
victims, when developed, are simple to perform and can be applied under 
field conditions.

Since the immunochemical detection methods can be quantified and used for 
dosimetry of exposure, these methods are also highly useful to monitor the 
internal dose of CW agents in persons involved in the destruction of stocks 
of these agents.
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/CW/WP.377 
9 December 1991

Original: ENGLISH

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

REPORT OF EXPERTS' MEETING ON THE
DESTRUCTION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS

Presented by the Friend of the Chair 
on Technical Matters (P. CANONNE)

During the 1991 Session, the Ad Hoc Committee on 
Chemical Weapons decided to organise a meeting devoted to technical 
aspects of the destruction of chemical weapons (cf.
CW/FCTM/PC/7/Rev.2 - 7 August 1991) and appointed Dr Jacobus OOMS, 
of The Netherlands, as the Chairman of this meeting. The meeting 
was held on 8 10 October 1991.

Background papers on different aspects of destruction 
were submitted and discussed. A list of the participants, a list of 
these papers and the agenda are included as an annex to this 
report.

A preliminary report was made orally by the Chairman to 
the Ad Hoc Committtee on 11 October 1991.

The results of the discussions are presented in thisFROMENT,report, as viewed by the three rapporteurs (R. TRAPP, D. 
B. ODERNHEIMER) and by the Friend of the Chair.

GENERAL BACKGROUND - EXPERIENCES FROM PAST DESTRUCTIONI
ACTIVITIES

An overview was presented on destruction technologies 
for chemical weapons (in bulk storage as well as in ammunition 
storage), and for former CW production facilities (1). Information 
was also provided on several specific CW destruction operations 
conducted in the past, and in particular on the destruction of 
mustard gas weapons in Britain, on the destruction of several types 
of chemical weapons at Rocky Mountain Arsenal in the USA (2) and on 
the destruction of BZ at Pine Bluff Arsenal, USA (3). During the 

further information was provided on destructiondiscussions, experiences from countries.
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It soon became obvious in the presentations and the 
subsequent discussions that destroying chemical weapons stocks, and 
former production facilities as well, are tasks considerably more 
complex and costly than the original production activities 
This is due to a number of factors including, inter alia, 
occupational and environmental safety requirements. Among these 
factors, occupational safety considerations are paramount.

It is noted in this respect that although national 
standards are today available as guidance for risk assessments and 
the establishment of design criteria for destruction plants and 
operations, international harmonization of such standards would be 
should in the future be considered. It was argued that in setting 
standards, requirements should be kept within limits justified by 
scientific evidence rather than unrealistic "zero" settings. In 
this respect, chemical warfare agents do not differ from other 
hazardous material. Also, the "Best available technics not 
entailing excessive cost" and the "Best practical environmental 
option" principles now in use within the EEC, 
good starting point for further consideration.

A number of technical options are, in principle, 
available for destruction programs. Yet, current legislation in a 
number of countries as well as public perception reduce the number 
of truly available options for destroying chemical weapons to 
basically two : chemical degradation and incineration.

For a number of reasons, more recent destruction 
activities on larger scales have favoured incineration. The 
advantages here are that smaller amounts of waste material are 
generated (about a third as compared to the destruction of a 
similar amount of chemical warfare agents by hydrolysis), that 
process control and stability are easier to achieve (better 
predictability of the reaction independent of the composition of 
tactical mixtures and the like), and that a higher throughput can 
be achieved. That does not exclude the use of chemical degradation 
techniques under other circumstances, and in fact decisions about 
the best approach to destroy a chemical weapons stockpile should 
perhaps be taken on a case by case basis taking into account the 
properties of the agent(s) and the ammunition(s), plant 
characteristics, and site characteristics.

Due account has to be given to proper safety régimes at 
a destruction site : air contamination monitoring, monitoring of 
exhaust gases (real time or near real time stack monitoring), waste 
analysis to rule out contamination with undestroyed agent, proper 
waste treatment and disposal are all important.

An issue hinted at yet often not considered in this 
context is the destruction of old CWA identification kits as these 
may contain active agents.

Time requirements for the destruction of chemical stocks 
are typically considerable. So are costs. One example more

were.

were mentioned as a
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thoroughly discussed was the destruction of BZ in the USA, an agent 
of lesser risk than nerve agents or mustard gas. Still, the overall 
operation from planning to completion including decontamination of 
the destruction plant itself took 14 years, for just about 700 
agent tons. While, based on experience available today, several 
parts of chemical weapons destruction programs could in future be 
compressed, some cannot : time requirements for systemizing the 
plant and its equipment after construction will need, in a similar 
plant set-up, about 2 years. Training of personnel would also 
require about 6 months (but could be combined with the systemizing 
phase). While the operational phase could be shortened slightly by 
increasing plant availability, it has to be stressed that in the BZ 
destruction program a utilization coefficient of 68 per cent had 
already been achieved. Similar experiences are available from the 
JACADS operational tests, and other such operations.

As far as costs are concerned, the BZ destruction 
program was again used as an example. Its overall cost was said to 
have been around US-$ 163 million out of which the plant 
construction accounted for only 9 million, the equipment and its 
installation for 31 million, and 52 million were spent on 
operational costs.

The destruction of former CW production plants is an 
even more complex task, as for example the dismantling of the pilot 
nerve agent plant in Nancekuke, UK, has shown. Long-term 
contamination of parts of such plants will have to be anticipated 
even after thorough and multiple decontamination. It was also 
pointed out that under current legislation for example in the USA, 
conversion of parts of such a plant (as well as plants used for 
destroying chemical weapons) is not a viable option given the 
requirement to thoroughly decontaminate all such equipment at the 
end of the operation. This is most effectively done by thermal 
treatment which in turn renders the treated equipment unusable.
II - EXPERIENCES FROM ONGOING DESTRUCTION PROGRAMS

In Canada, a transportable incineration system is being 
used to destroy test nerve agents on the order of several hundreds 
of kilograms (4). Additionally, ten of tons of mustard gas and 
hydrolysate solution from previous decontamination operations, and 
considerably more left-over barrels, shells and the like had to be 
treated. The plant's design capacity though not fully achieved in 
reality was around 1.8 agent tons per hour. Given its 
transportability, the plant has been offered for future use outside 
Canada. The plant is operated by a total staff of 12 including lab 
support, air monitoring staff and administration.

Beside the technical lessons learned, a major conclusion 
of that operation was that public involvement is paramount. Not 
only are information and education of the public necessary to 
ascertain public acceptance, but the involvement of a voluntary 
citizen committee contributed to the high standard of the final 
destruction operation significantly.
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Such public anxieties go well beyond the operation to 
destroy chemical weapons. It has to be very clear from the outset 
that the plant will not after completion of its task be converted 
to other tasks such as hazardous waste disposal unrelated to 
chemical weapons. While, in the Canadian case, technical design 
features were helpful to convince the public, in other countries 
such as the USA legal requirements have served the same end.

Under construction since 1935, the first full-scale CW 
destruction plant in operation, the USA's JACADS on Johnston Atoll, 
started test runs with live CW ammunition in June 1990 using the 
M55 GB rocket as the first sample (5). Further tests with M55 VX 
rockets and mustard gas projectiles are imminent. The technology 
used is ammunition-specific as far as disassembling is concerned, 
but incineration is the basic technical principle for 
decontaminating residual ammunition parts, and for destroying the 
chemical warfare agents themselves. Further tests for different 
ammunition types are under way and were described. In real life, 
the test runs demonstrated an ability to destroy about 13 rockets 
per hour (on average) - less than the original goal of 24 rockets 
per hour. Further tests and plant modifications are expected to 
increase that figure further. As for the liquid incinerator used to 
destroy the actual agent, the bottleneck was not the waste 
treatment system but the incinerator unit itself, due to the nature 
of the items to be treated.

The JACADS concept was described to be the technological 
basis for other, still to be built US destruction plants. Its 
overall cost was about US-$ 811 million.

At present, it is difficult to give precise figures on 
costs of destruction per CW agent tonnes. Canadian experience, 
although gathered in a slightly different context, amounts to about 
US-$ 4000 per tonne.

As a concept emerging from use in the civilian field 
(destruction of hazardous wastes), controlled explosion of CW 
ammunition in an environmentally sealed firing pool (aqueous 
solution with hydrolysing properties) was suggested as an 
alternative destruction techniques (6). In principle, several 
environmental limitations relevant for incineration process such as 
exhaust gas treatment could thus be overcome in a cost-effective 
manner. So far, that technology has been tested and in fact used 
with non-CW hazardous waste materials in France. Feasibility 
studies for destroying chemical weapons are under way. Assuming 
that these would turn out positively, this technology might under 
certain circumstances provide a cost-effective alternative to 
incineration.

The main technological aspects of the destruction of 
chemical weapons were also clearly summarized (7).

In USSR, the KUASI complex is designed for the 
destruction in the field conditions of faulty chemical munitions
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containing no explosives (8). It provides safe destruction with 
minimal pollution of the environment, in accordance with the 
standards effective in the USSR. KUASI technology is based on the 
method of chemical agent detoxication by suitable reagents followed 
by incineration of produced reaction masses. This system was used 
for the destruction of more than 4000 munitions of various 
calibres, filled with sarin, soman and VX, in the period of 1980 - 
1990.

Ill - DESTRUCTION OF OLD/OBSOLETE STOCKS
If the destruction of military stockpiles of CW is a 

difficult one, from contributions by Germany, Italy and Belgium, it 
became clear that the destruction of old/obsolete stocks causes 
particularly difficult problems. This is mainly caused by a number 
of factors particular to these "weapons'* :
- it is sometimes very difficult to differentiate between chemical 
munitions and conventional ones, due to their very bad state, in 
particular external corrosion
- for the same reason, it is sometimes difficult to identify the 
precise origin of CW
- the explosive charges are sometimes extremely difficult, and in 
some cases impossible to remove, the priming cap being sometimes 
active
- the chemical agents come in an enormous variety, sometimes in 
very complex mixtures (in particular agents and explosives) ; in 
Belgium alone, at least 50 different agents were identified (HD, 
HN1, HN2, LI, L2, L3, phosgene, phenyl dichloroarsine, etc.)
- the variety and the presence of arsenicals in different forms 
complicate the destruction process, and large amounts of toxics end 
products are formed
- findings of munitions are completely unpredictable, so planning 
destruction processes is hardly possible
- each munition has to be handled individually and extremely 
carefully which does make the destruction program necessarily a 
lengthy one.

A great deal of study still has to be carried out, but, 
despite these difficulties, the solutions presented at the Seminar 
are certainly impressive.

In Germany, a large variety of CW munitions, accidently 
or systematically recovered in the past four decades, require 
individual assessment by explosives ordnance disposal personnel of 
their condition prior to destruction. After removal, transportation 
and intermediate storage, in which a number of stringent standards 
are met, the munitions have to be cleaned and details are
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determined by X-raying each item. Then the demilitarization process 
is achieved, with very high level protective methodologies. The 
final step of the destruction includes incineration at high 
temperatures. The combustion flue gases are scrubbed, while the 
aqueous solution of mineralized arsenic (III) compounds is 
subjected to oxidation and subsequent arsenic precipitation. 
resulting cakes containing arsenic are finally deposited in an o^d 
underground salt mine. The incineration plant is designed for a 
destruction capacity of approximately 70 agent tons per year ;cf. 
CD/1026 - 3 August 1990). An additional plant is currently being 
planned for the disposal of both soil contaminated with arseiucais 
and explosives mixed with toxic chemicals.

The

In Italy (10), the old CW, particularly those composed 
of a mixture of mustard and phenyldichloro-arsine, are processed m 
a liquid phase by oxidation by hydrogen peroxide, followed by a 
neutralisation by lime and then cementation of the reaction _ products and preservation in safety of the concrete thus obtained. 
The cost of the destruction plant was US-$ 2,1 million. The 
operating costs per year, including personnel, amount approximately 
US-$ 370 000. Two further plants are in phase of planning, in order 
to cope with new problems related to the discovery of old and 
obsolete rounds and an significant amount of adamsite.

In Belgium (11), an installation to dismantle problem 
munitions from the First World War is in its final phase and a 
dismantling scheme has been settled. For the time being, the following steps are used : transportation in wooden cases, ini-iai cleaning with high-pressure water, sorting of the munitions in two 
qroups (explosive non toxic or munitions non positively . ,identified), storage by type and caliber. The neutralized chemical 
products are stored as necessary and will be destroyed later, 
contaminated materials. In the near future, dismantling 
to separate shells into three parts : the contents, the detenuvc^ 
and/or explosive charge, and the metal casing.
TV - SAFFTY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

All countries involved in destroying CW have taken great 
care to ensure the safety of both the personnel. operating . the 
facilities and of the public living or working in the vicinity of 
the installations. Health monitoring of destruction personnel 
regular basis is a vital task. Psychological stress factors ar 
also taken into account. Currently long-term health monitoring - 
personnel involved in such operations, after conlusion of ™ 
tasks, is usually not required. Yet, medical records are typi 
kept for several decades.

Some medical aspects of CW destruction were presented 
(12) : necessity of medical service within the destruction faci >
area, prophylaxis based on administration of reversible
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intoxications with cholinesterase inhibitors (hemodialysis, 
hemoperfusion, administration of antibodies against 
organophosphates, new types of antidotes containing both parasympatholytic and reactivator structures, new approaches to 
pharmaceutical procedures of administration, etc.)»

In the United States, the safety and environmental 
requirements for CW destruction facilities (13) must comply with 
all existing national environmental and safety regulations/ 
standards.

general design criteria which US chemical

regulated by several environmental regulations : National 
Environmental Policy Act, Resource Conservation and 
Toxic Substances Control Act, Clean Air Act and State Q Y
Regulations.

The

Approaches were also proposed by USSR (14) concerning
for th!e^nestepossibîe ïpScialî.SÎ*
on key matters in CW destruction.

From most of the past and existing destruction programs,

impact. Dialogues and information exchange are necessary to the 
full acceptance.
V - NEW AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Several new and emerging technologies were mentioned, 
which are being studied and evaluated as candidate approaches to cw 
destruction in various countries and which include enzymatic

reported.
were

It was concluded that some of the new approaches, most
of which are primarily aimed at decontamination and .f^î^rnm^verv purposes rather than large-scale CW destruction, could become very important in the future. Therefore, research in these areas shoul 
be encouraged. Typical applications would include toxic waste 
treatment and decontamination of soil, harbour sludges and water.

In the specific CW context, however, new and emerging 
technologies were generally assessed to be in the early stages an 
require further extensive studying and testing. It became evident
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^^Üron.^n^r”would be 

limited. The destruction of ^^tookpUe^will^ainl^beveryon the well-established and proven 
degradation and incineration.

It was noted that for the destruction of the various 
types of CW different technologies could be aPP^°p^a^!' 
knowledge of the specific problems involved would ^ c™cial in 
finding the technological response appropriate in any particular
case.

Irrespective of the destruction technology adopted, the 
nlanninq the construction of facilities and the destruction itself 
P perceived as highly complex and costly tasks which require
long leadtimes.
were

- VERIFTCATION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS DESTRUCTIONVI
CW can be 

wasThe determination of when the destruction of a 
considered as complete (or irreversible in practical terms) 
ïdentiliîd It an important subject of further ^^““"^ricfs 
In this context, encasement in concrete blocks o
was mentioned.

the past, without regard to such ^e^^™ents an overlay of
verification would not have caused ma:Sïaîminq of 
However it was considered very useful if, in the planning destruction facilities, aspects of future verification could 
already be taken into account.

It was also concluded that the respective provisions of"£Srntscould beYinstalled and extensive use of records made during
inspections.

One problem connected with sample-taking at CW 
sites on the request of inspectors, P^^ed for th that " 
text was identified by the United States. It was su99®fJea thï respective provisions be harmonized with "^tional law While
G.I. environmental regulations preclude any release of^toxio
chemicals from sampling, individual States ha 3 feagible at 
stringent safety standards. Sampling would only 
certified destruction facilities.

over

As a consequence, containment, seal g ^ transport to 
munitions selected by inspectors are require P truCtive 
a destruction facility. Ongoing studies ° " ent of recovered
identification techniques necessary for assessm

thought to be of great importance in thisold CW, were
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production SoÏÏîÆT ?t E "££1 &,«-
SÜ2 anfprobabïy -nl.itens bave
^^erL=vedPand sells applied. A nunbe^of-nual » shor^
notice was suggested to be more monitoring via telephone lines could be applied.

s?;;:s^“S‘“'.::«îss;rs.îs."ï:; srssasî noperable condition. It was stressed that some general guidelines 
safety requirements were needed.
VTI - INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

International cooperation was considered by all 
oarticipants to be of particular importance. A number of narticioants expressed the willingness of their countries to shar Sîth otolr countries the expertise and experience they have gained.

It was noted that some countries have already cooperated
This cooperation was offeredcloselv and successfully in the past. This cooperation wast-o nfhP.r countries and could include the exchange of
the provision of blueprints 

, invitations to visit existing 
the overall planning of CW 

addition, some countries offered to 
_ from complete facilities to system

components^*such as special safety equipment, machinery_ the like. Furthermore, training of personnel was thought to be an

to be extended to other countries technological know-how and experience 
and special technical advice, 
installations and assistance in 
destruction activities. In addition 
provide equipment ranging , robots and

Furthermore^ training of personnel was thought to be an 
important area of useful cooperation.

It is also interesting to notice that there was in the 
past a bilateral cooperation between Indonesia and ^NetherId 
in the destruction of chemical weapons stocks (see CD/270 21 Ma
1982) .
VIII ~ FOLLOW-UP OF THE SEMINAR 

The possibilities of a follow-up of the seminar are
twofold :

at the end of the meeting a general feeling that it 
meeting coaid be organized. Several1) There wasmight be useful if another topics were mentionned, for instance .

look at the technical problems of- the need for another 
old and obsolete stocks

and emerging technologies of- assessment of new 
destruction
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international inspectorate, emergency- safety of procedures
- information and involvement of the public
- verification aspects

for international cooperation.means
that further discussions 
the rolling text (articles2) From the overall meeting, it appears 

are needed as regard some provisions in 
IV, V and annexes) :

- sample taking at CW storage sites
for closed CW production- verification system 

facilities
- determination of the completion 

CW (irreversibility, inoperability)
of the destruction of

- international cooperation and assistance.

TV - CONCT.TIDING REMARKS

technological, financial, le|a1' that the negotiations ofand the long lead ti-s involved Given toat tho^g.^ ^
out destruction activities now consider 

of destroying their cw
the Convention are in 
countries who have to carryhow to meet time requirementsformer CW production facilities.and plan stocks and their

There was strong support for a" t0
declare, as early as possible, the ^p®®her rïïated problems they 
stockpiles they possess or to specify <°™er reia 
are faced with, including old obsolete CW.

As far as bilateral or multilateral cooperation is 
concerned, it appeared clearly that =°“^ries involved i^
deStrUfoin?rrefI^oeSfaac^"lhYptroh!^seotfhd^truXltion. with
other
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ANNEX
LIST OF CONTRIBUTIONS

"Destruction of CW stocks, weapons and
21 October 1991)

destruction
Dr Ron MANLEY (UK) : associated plant" (see CD/CW/WP.373(1)

"US chemical weaponsDr Kevin FLAMM (USA) : .experience at Rocky Mountain Arsenal
JENNINGS (USA) : "US disposal experience

(2)

at Pine Bluff
(3) Dr F

Arsenal"
Dr J. McANDLESS (CANADA) : "Destruction of chemical agent 
waste at Defence Research Establishment Suffie

(5) Dr R. MISIEWCZ (USA) : "Johnston Atoll chemical agent disposal 
system (JACADS)"

(6) Mr M. BISEAU (FRANCE) : 
destruction process"

(4)

"Preliminary technical study for a new

M. G. LEONOV (USSR) : "Main tec!)n°l°|i=^c^g|C3|7°! ^October 
destruction of chemical weapons" (see CD/CW/WP.Jb/
1991)

(7)

for the destruction of
8 October 1991)

chemical weapons disposal (see

Mr V. SHELUCHENKO (USSR) : "Complex _
faulty chemical munitions" (see CD/CW/MP.369(8)

"Old(9) Dr M. MARTENS (GERMANY) :
K - 31 October 1991)CD/CW/WP.374>“■ K.s„s “3 gris i.asMS-.-.ss-.s:

20 November 1991)CD/CW/WP.375 -
(11) Captain M. WOUTERS (BELGIUM) 

: Technical problems
: "Old and obsolete chemical 
of dismantling"weapons

(12) Dr J. BAJGAR (CZECH AND ( J medical aspects of chemical weapons
"SomeSLOVAK FEDERAL REPUBLIC) :

destruction"
and destruction :(13) Dr K. FLAMM (USA) : "US chemical weapons 

safety and environmental requirements
"Environmental aspects of the 

» (see CD/CW/WP.368 -(14) Mr G. LEONOV (USSR) :
destruction of chemical weapons 7 October
1991)
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8 October 1991

EXPERTS MEETING ON TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF CW AGENT DESTRUCTION

Agenda

TUESDAY 8 October 1991

General Background 
Past Experience

10.00 - 13.00 hours

Ongoing Activities (including costs, time 
requirements, technical aspects of 
verification)

15.00 - 18.00 hours

WEDNESDAY 9 October 1991

Old/Abandoned Stocks (including 
emergency operations)
Arsenicals

10.00 - 13.00 hours

Safety and Environmental Issues15.00 - 18.00 hours

THURSDAY 10 October 1991

New and Emerging Technologies (including 
availability, costs and time requirements)

10.00 - 13.00 hours

Verification
International Cooperation

15.00 - 18.00 hours

FRIDAY 11 October 1991

Chairman's report to the Ad-Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons

10.00 hours (Room V)
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EXPERTS’ MEETING ON THE DESTRUCTION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS

Provisional List of Participants

AUSTRIA CObserver Delegation')

Prof. Dr. Helmut HONIG Professor of Organic Chemistry 
Graz University of Technology

Dipl.Ing. Josef STOLE Chemical Laboratory 
Austrian Army

AUSTRALIA

Mr. Gordon ECKERSLEY CD Delegation.

3ELGIUM

Technical Department of the Army 
(Vilvoorde).

Mr. Marc WOUTERS

CANADA

Defence Research Establishment SuffieldDr. John McANDLESS

CD Delegation.Dr. M.C. HAMBLIN

CHINA

Ministry of National Defence.Mr. Zhengzhou YU

CD Delegation.Mr. Zang YAN

CZECH AND SLOVAK FED-REP.

CD Delegation.Dr. Jiri BAJGAR

FINLAND (Observer Delegation)

Obse rver delegation to the CD.Mr. Aapo Polho
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FRANCE

SNPE IngénierieMlle. Corinne BANON

SNPE IngénierieM. Hervé BIZEAU

CD Delegation.M. Pierre CANONNE

Ministry of Defence.M. Daniel FROMENT

Ministry of Defence.M. Bernard TRAVAILLOT

GERMANY

CD Delegation.Col. Klaus ARNHOLD

Lurgi (Frankfurt)Dr. Stephan BECKER

WD (Munster).Dr. Hermann MARTENS

Uh.de (Dortmund)Dr. Harald RAMDOHR

CD Delegation.Dr. Bernhard ODERNHEIMER

Lurgi (Frankfurt)Mr. Hermann STEINKÂMP

Pugwash (Observer).Dr. Ralf TRAPP

MANDr. Hanss-Nicol WERNER

CD Delegation.Mr. Rolf Mafael

INDONESIA

Ministry of Defence.Mr. Baginda SIMANDJUNTAK

Permanent Mission of Indonesia, 
Geneva.

Mr. Iskandar HADRIANTO

IRAQ (Observer Delegation)

Professor of Chemistry 
College of Science 
Baghdad University, Iraq.

Dr. Zuhair S. SALIH

Professor of Organic Chemistry 
College of Science 
Baghdad University, Iraq.

Dr. Adil AL TAI

ITALY
NBC Establishment.Major Giacinto COSTANTINO
CD Delegation (CW Expert).Lt.Col. Roberto DI CARLO
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JAPAN
CD Delegation.Mr. Mikio ISHIWATARI

Joint Staff Office, 
Defence Agency of Japan.

LTC. Hitoshi KAWAGUCHI

CD Delegation.Mr. Takuji HANATANI

NETHERLANDS
CD Delegation.Mr. Arend MEERBURG

Adviser to CD Delegation. 
(Chairman of the Meeting)

Dr. Jack OOMS

POLAND
CD Delegation.Mr.SyIvin Gizovski

SPAIN (Observer Delegation)

Defence Adviser
Observer delegation to the CD.

Mr. Felix GONZALEZ

SWEDEN
CD Delegation.Mr. Richard EKWALL
National Defence Research EstablishmentDr. P. RUNN
National Defence Research EstablishmentDr. Johan SANTESSON

SWITZERLAND (Observer Delegation)

Observer Delegation to the CD.Mr. A. FREY
Observer Delegation to the CD.Mr. René HAUG

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Supreme Soviet of Russia.Mr. Rifkat CHEBOTAREVSKY
Chemical Industry.Mr. Georgy LEONOV
CD Delegation.Mr. Gennady LUTAY
State Military-Industry Commission.Mr. Vladimir ROMANCHUK
Chemical Industry.Mr. Vladislav SKELUCHENKO

CD Delegation.Mr. Oleg UKHAROV
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T TNT TF. D KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN 
AND NORTHERN IRELAND

CEDE Porton.Mr. Ron. MANLEY

CD Delegation.Dr. Graham COOPER

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.Dr. Richard D'ANDREA

P.M. for Chemical Demilitarization.Dr. Kevin FLAMM
P.M. for Chemical Demilitarization.Dr. Floyd W. JENNINGS

Department of Defence.Lt.Col. William J. MILLER

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.Dr. Robert MIKULAK
P.M. for Chemical Demilitarization.Dr. Richard MISIEWICZ

Department of Defence.

Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Col. Guy LOVELACE

Col. David LAMBERT

Cpt. Bruce C. FOREMAN
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/CW/WP.378 
16 December 1991

ENGLISHOriginal:

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

FINLAND AND THE NETHERLANDS
Wording Paper

Accreditation of Verification Laboratories

l. Introduction

The Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) will require accredited 
laboratories to carry out verification analyses for the 
Technical Secretariat (TS) .

In addition to verification analyses, the following regular 
tasks have to be performed by such laboratories (see also 
Working Paper CD/CW/WP.342 by Finland and the Netherlands): 

analytical chemical method development, 
technical support to the Organization, 
training of inspectors in analytical chemical tasks, 
synthesis of reference compounds, and
recording analytical data for the verification database.

The Preparatory Commission has to begin the creation of a 
laboratory network so that it will be operational at the entry 
into force of the CWC. (Pending the establishment of a fully 
fledged Technical Secretariat, it may consider to use existing 
inspection bodies to start the accreditation process.) The 
objective of this working paper is to describe in general 
terms the requirements a laboratory must fulfil in order to 
receive accreditation.

GS.91-63066
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2. Application for accreditation

When laboratories apply for accreditation, the following 
aspects of laboratory operation would be considered by the 
Technical Secretariat:

- adherence to the international principles of Good Laboratory 
Practice (GLP) applicable to laboratories with testing and 
research facilities, including an established quality 
assurance program;

- adherence to norms established under the CW Convention for 
the specific analytical chemical and physical verification 
processes, such as:

availability of qualified personnel trained to work with 
highly toxic materials and following regulations for 
their safe handling;
laboratory facilities allowing enough space for all 
operations and designed for work with highly toxic 
chemicals; and
instrumentation including major chromatographic and 
spectrometric analysis techniques (CD/CW/WP.272 and 
CD/CW/WP.306) and qualified personnel to operate them.

a.

b.

c.

3. Principles of accreditation

The Technical Secretariat (TS) will have to ensure that the 
requirements mentioned above are fulfilled before 
accreditation. The TS could use a three-step procedure for 
accreditation by dispatching to the laboratory:
1) a detailed questionnaire,
2) a group of assessors to inspect the laboratory, and
3) proficiency samples for analysis.

The questionnaire (see e.g. ISO-IEC Guide 39) will aid 
assessment of the laboratory and provide detailed 
documentation of its capabilities. After evaluation of the 
questionnaire, the TS will send a team of "inspectors" 
(assessors) to visit the laboratory to evaluate it and to
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uncover possible déficiences. The most important part of 
testing is, however, periodic analyses of proficiency samples. 
These tests could be organized in the fora of international

In these tests theinterlaboratory comparison tests.
seeking accreditation must be able to identifylaboratories 

compounds of interest to the CWC unambiguously (CD/CW/WP.308).

After accreditation, continuous testing of laboratories is 
required. This will be done by periodic audits (e.g. every two 

laboratories, and either by organizing newyears) of the
interlaboratory comparison tests or by adding proficiency 
samples among the genuine samples each time samples are sent 
for analysis to a particular laboratory. The latter procedure 

checking of the capability of the laboratory eachwould allow 
time its services are used.

4. Quality Assurance system

accreditation of the laboratories is 
. Additional elements include the

The vital element for the
a Quality Assurance System

of authentic, fully-validated reference samples, andpossession
a validated analytical database. The reference samples and the 
database could be provided to the laboratories by the
Technical Secretariat.

i.e. the Quality Assurance SystemThe key element -
of functions performed for theappropriate to the types 

Technical Secretariat (analytical, synthesis, research,
be created by the laboratories- has totraining, etc.) 

themselves. The Quality Assurance System should be laid down
in a Quality Manual.

the following aspects for eachThis Manual should cover
laboratory: quality assurance management;declaration of intent for 

data about the organization and personnel;
of the laboratory;description of the pretensions

description of the premises,
functioning of the internal auditing system;

functioning to manage externallydescription of the
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supplied materials and services;
management and use of technical equipment as well as 
reference materials;
compilation of operating (analytical and management) 
procedures ;
description of the performance of the test experiments and 
the research study;
management of the reporting procedures and experimental 
results ;
description of archives to keep records and documents, 
including confidentiality and security aspects; 
managing up-dating of the Quality Manual

Typical contents of a Quality Manual for testing laboratories 
are described in e.g. "Handbook of Quality Assurance for the 
Analytical Chemistry Laboratory" by James P. Dux and in "The 
Laboratory Quality Assurance System" by T.A. Ratcliff. General 
criteria for the technical competence of testing laboratories 
have been described e.g. by the joint European Standards 
Institution in EN 45001. In case of the implementation of 
research and specialized verification activities, the 
modifications might concern the technical competence of the 
management and organization. The new version of ISO-IEC Guide 
25 covering both test and research laboratories might be a 
good reference.

The main aspects applicable especially to non-repeating
study-protocols are the following:
- the nomination of a study director and co-workers;
- description of the jobs, responsibilities, and authorization 
personnel;

- advance description of the protocol for the fulfilment of 
the study;

- essential information in the protocol on the scope of the 
study, the methods and techniques to be possibly used, and 
the character and identification of the samples to be 
analyzed.
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5. Assessment of laboratories

Secretariat will have to establish its own rules 
accrediting the laboratories and for the

use as
The Technical
of procedure for 
continuous assessment of their operations. It may 

those kinds of general criteria as published e.g.
Standards Institution (EN 45002 and ENguidelines 

by the joint European
of these standards are geared to 
laboratories, but the content can be 

to the assessment of research

45012). The language 
accreditation of test 
considered equally applicable
laboratories.

6. Advantages of accreditation

the Technicalaccreditation program will assure 
' Secretariat of some essential facts:
_ the laboratory functions in conformity with a total Quality
Assurance System laid down in the Quality Manual?

demonstrated the existence and the

The

- the laboratory has
consistence of such a Quality Assurance System;

analytical chemical and physical- the laboratory performs the
using validated and approved methods;

results and methods used;procedures 
the laboratory reports exactly the
and

laboratory has qualified personnel.the

will validate and accept
(ROP's) for sampling and 

methods for sampling and 
, consistent results should be 

of the ROP's by all 
method development could

If the Technical Secretariat 
Recommended Operating Procedures
analysis as the first candidate 
analysis of verification samples 
obtained after collaborative testing
accredited laboratories. Continuous

methods developed by the
promptly after theirbe encouraged by accepting 

laboratories as recommended procedures
international testing.
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